WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 27 - JAN 2 (WEEK 52 OF 2010)
Highlights
Red-throated Divers moving along the coast in exceptional numbers
Shags have begun nesting and Cormorants are in breeding plumage
There are more Bitterns at more sites in southern England than usual
On Dec 31 a herd of maybe 100 Bewick's Swans blazed a trail across the Sussex
skies from Worthing to Rye Bay - it must have been an impressive sight and sound
but left no clue as to its origin or destination
The White Tailed Sea Eagle which disappeared near Southampton Water on Dec
12 may well have re-appeared on Jan 1 in the Hordle (New Milton) area
The Great Bustard first seen in the Portland/Weymouth area from Dec 23 to 27
has re-appeared in the Avon valley/Christchurch Harbour area from Dec 30 to Jan
1
Christmas entertainment by escaped birds was in the form of a singing Budgie on
the Isle of Wight and a Golden Eagle in Sussex
The Raven night roost in Dorset had 147 birds on Dec 31 and Dorset also has a
single winter Dipper near Dorchester
Two sightings of Lesser Spotted Woodpeckers in Hampshire show they are not
extinct in the county and four reports of Great Spotted Woodpeckers drumming
since Dec 14 shows they think spring has come - also showing that Tawny Owls
are not yet extinct within the Havant builtup area was a sighting in a Netherfield
Close garden
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: From Dec 25 to Jan 1 very large numbers have been moving
along the south coast (sometimes east, sometimes west). On Dec 25 100 were
seen off Worthing, on Dec 27 there were 66 off Selsey Bill, on Dec 30 more than
138 went past Christchurch Harbour and Dungeness reported 400 going west. On
New Years Day 242 went past Newhaven
Black-throated Diver: These were also on the move but the peak counts were of
just 5 passing Christchurch Harbour on Dec 30 and 5 off Newhaven on Jan 1
Great Northern Diver: These were not obviously involved in the movement and
the highest count was of just 4 going west at Selsey on Dec 27. On Dec 30 one was
seen by the Mulberry Harbour section in Langstone Harbour
Great Crested Grebe: On Dec 25 a raft of 250 at Christchurch Harbour were said
to be mostly new arrivals. On Dec 26 there were 189 in the Solent off the
Brownwich Cliffs (prev high count was 158). Other big rafts in England were 160+
in Rye Bay on Dec 31 and 163 at Torbay in Devon while Thanet in Kent had 190+
on Dec 28. Across the Channel 2294 were at a Netherlands site on Dec 29. On Jan

1 I had difficulty in finding one in Langstone Harbour but there had been a raft of 25
near Portchester Castle in Portsmouth Harbour
Red-necked Grebe: Singles were seen off Worthing on Dec 26, off Portland on
Dec 27 and Portchester Castle on Dec 29. New Year's Day brought one to Selsey
Bill
Slavonian Grebe: More than 14 were reported on the sea off Pagham Harbour on
Jan 1 and 3 were seen near the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Dec 30 while
Studland Bay had 4 on Dec 31
Black-necked Grebe: There were no formal reports from Langstone Harbour this
week but I heard a verbal report of 2 off the Oyster Beds on Jan 1. Elsewhere
Portland Harbour had 15 on Dec 28 and Studland Bay had 38 on Dec 31
Cormorant: The sea off Bournemouth was reported to have 800 on New Year's
Day when I saw my first in full breeding plumage at Budds Farm in Havant
Shag: On Dec 30 one was seen flying in with nesting material to the Durlston Cliffs
Bittern: Being seen in larger than usual numbers at more sites than usual. The
Dungeness RSPB reserve claims to have had 11 on Dec 27 and 28, Radipole
(Weymouth) is thought to have had 5 on Dec 26, Rye Harbour claims 4 on Dec 30
while Pett Level had 3 on Dec 31. Sites claiming two birds are the Exminster
Marshes in Devon, Hatch Pond in Poole Harbour, Burton Mill Pond near
Pulborough, Pagham Harbour North Walls on Jan 1 and Christchurch Harbour on
Jan 1. Singles were at the Chichester Lakes (Vinnetrow), Blashford Lakes,
Fishlake Meadows at Romsey, Lodmoor (Weymouth), Titchfield Haven, Pagham
Lagoon and Arundel Wetlands Reserve
Great White Egret: New birds appeared at Keyhaven (Lymington) on Dec 27 and
at Mottisfont (R Test north of Romsey) on Dec 31 Little Egrets have become
scarce at coastal sites - not known if the birds have flown inland or south across the
Channel
Bewicks Swan: On the morning of Jan 1 there were 317 at Slimbridge (previous
high was 275 on Dec 24) and no site that I am aware of has lost a substantial
number of birds so it is puzzling to know the origin of a substantial herd of at least
84 and possibly 100 Bewick's which flew east along the south coast (and
presumably on across the North Sea though they may have settled in the Romney
Marshes north of Dungeness) on Dec 31. They were first reported over the
Worthing area around 10:30am and last seen over Pett Levels soon after midday.
One report says there were 2 Whoopers among them. Many years ago I heard and
saw a flypast of some 35 Bewicks going east low over Warblington Church at the
end of one winter and I can still clearly remember hearing their non-stop bell-like
calls long before the birds came into sight flying in an unbalanced V formation (4
birds on one side of the leader, 30 on the other) only some 100 feet up - a flight of
100 birds would be a dramatic sight and sound.

Wild Geese: In winter we expect lots of 'plastic' wildfowl to appear at many wetland
sites but this past week has brought even larger numbers and variety of species to
our south coast as genuine wild birds flee the unusually cold weather. Most
numerous have been White-fronts (flocks of 400 up to 570 in Kent) and
Barnacles (140 at Sandwich Bay and 128 at Slimbridge) but we have also had a
few Pink-foots (max 7 at Scotney Court near Rye) and there have been two
reports of Bean Geese (max 12 at Sandwich Bay). Farlington Marshes has its
share of the influx - in addition to the usual masses of Canadas and Brent it had on
New Year's Day 15 White-fronts, half a dozen Barnacles and a single Pink-foot.
Brant: One was in the Yarmouth area of the Isle of Wight on both Dec 26 and 27
with Brent and 100 Barnacles. The only other reports are of one that turned up in
the Pett Level area on Jan 1 and one seen in the Climping area near Littlehampton
on Jan 1
Red-breasted Goose: One arrived at Pett Level on Dec 26 and was still there on
Dec 31. There has been no report of the Exe estuary bird since Dec 12
Ruddy Shelduck: On Dec 27 three were in the Hook area near Warsash and a
single was in the Pagham Harbour North Walls area
Wigeon: Vast numbers (uncountable thousands!) are currently present at every
potential site along the south coast
Gadwall: A count of 46 in Emsworth Harbour on Jan 1 set a new record for that site
and typifies the recent spread of these duck on the south coast
Pintail: On New Year's Day I saw more than a dozen at Farlington Marshes while
Nutbourne Bay had more than I have ever seen at one site. On Dec 26 I see that
there were 264 at Exmouth in Devon.
Fudge Duck (Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid): Without entering into the
discussion as to whether some or all of the birds reported in the Langstone Harbour
area are pure bred or hybrid one was reported at Farlington Marshes on Dec 30
and another/the same was at Budds Farm Pools on Dec 31
Scaup: The number at Abbotsbury in Dorset was up to 27 on Dec 28 and on Jan 1
there were 20 in Poole Harbour. Locally there was a group of 6 in Paulsgrove Lake
of Portsmouth Harbour on both Dec 30 and Jan 1 (with a different bird in Fareham
Creek). Another singleton was in Pagham harbour on Jan 1
Velvet Scoter: Four were off the Climping shore (near Littlehampton) on Jan 1
Smew: The single bird at the Chichester Lakes was still there on Jan 1 and new
birds were in Pagham Lagoon and in Poole Harbour that day. Dungeness RSPB
had a peak count of 14 on Dec 28 and the number at the Longham Lakes
(Bournemouth) increased to 4 on Dec 30. Another new bird arrived at Mottisfont on
the R Test on Dec 27, remaining to Jan 1

Goosander: The number roosting at the Blashford Lakes had increased to 140 on
Dec 26 but shot up to 231 on Dec 31 (a separate count of 54 that day on a different
lake from the main flock may have been in addition)
White-tailed Eagle: The bird which flew from Amberley Wild Brooks to Titchfield
Haven on Dec 12 has not been seen again in 2010 but there have been further
sightings in the Netherlands on Dec 18 and 20 and now another bird has turned up
in Hampshire on Jan 1. It is described as a juvenile (as was the previous bird which
also had no wing tags) and was found perched in the Hordle area of the west
Hampshire coast before it took off and circled the area for 20 minutes, then flew
north west towards New Milton. No further sightings so far. My guess is that this is
the same bird that vanished on Dec 12.
Buzzard: Of local interest I watched a Buzzard flapping slowly over the Hayling
Billy Trail just north of the A27 in Havant on Dec 27 and later that day saw two
perched close to each other on a dead tree in the field boundary half way between
Wade Lane and Pook Lane south of the A27. Another Buzzard was an unexpected
tick on my New Year's Day bird list when I saw it perched on a fence post at
Farlington Marshes.
Water Rail: Also of local interest John Goodspeed's website carries a report of one
seen in the central stream of Warblington Farm on Dec 26. On Dec 28 two at a
Devon site were said to be 'singing' to celebrate the thaw - unlike the pig-like
squealing we normally hear from Water Rails their 'song' is described
'Kik-kik-kik-kik' becoming faster and turning into a trill
Great Bustard: What was probably the same bird that was seen at Portland on
Dec 24 after appearing in the area of 'The Fleet' (north of Weymouth) on Dec 23
was seen again at Langton Herring still in the Weymouth area on Dec 27. It then
moved to Harbridge in the Ringwood area on Dec 30 before flying south to
Christchurch Harbour on Dec 31 (see the CHOG website for a series of photos)
and on Jan 1 it spent most of the day at Cowards Marsh (on R Avon just north of
Christchurch) before flying south. This is of course an escapee from the Salisbury
Plain re-introduction project - last winter more than one escaped and some
returned to Salisbury Plain after a lengthy holiday
Avocet: 34 were present at Farlington Marshes on Dec 27 and a similar number
were there on Jan 1 though they eluded me after being dispersed by a Peregrine.
Also on Jan 1 Christchurch Harbour had 12 and Nutbourne Bay had 13
Knot: Around 80 were on the Emsworth western shore on Dec 29 but only 20 were
seen there on Jan 1. At the west end of the Solent in the Hurst/Milford area there
were more than 100 on Dec 28 and the Hook/Warsash shore had 33 on Jan 1 but
nothing like the 7000 on the north Kent coast at Seasalter on Dec 27
Purple Sandpiper: Brighton Marina had 24 on Jan 1
Whimbrel: Wintering birds were seen at the Fishbourne Channel on Dec 28 and
Eling Great Marsh (head of Southampton Water) on Dec 27

Spotted Redshank: The Emsworth Nore Barn bird was still showing on Jan 1 and
on Dec 27 there were 8 on the Lymington marshes
Green Sandpiper: The Langstone South Moors bird was seen on Dec 31 and on
Jan 1 one was seen in a muddy channel of the Farlington Marshes area north of the
A27. On Jan 1 others were seen in Fareham Creek, the Lower Test Marshes, the
Timsbury area north of Romsey and the Weston shore of Southampton Water (two
seen there)
Grey Phalarope: One was still at Newlyn in Cornwall on Dec 29
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was on the Cockle Pond on Jan 1
Lesser Blackback Gull: On Dec 27 exceptional numbers were recorded at
Christchurch Harbour (275) and on the Adur at Shoreham (175+) where there were
also 125+ Great Blackbacks
Iceland Gull: A young bird was at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Jan 1
Kittiwake: 754 flew west past Selsey Bill on on Jan 1
Sandwich Tern: None were seen in Chichester Harbour from Dec 16 to 30 when 2
were off Black Point and probably the same 2 were off Selsey Bill on Jan 1 (when
one was seen in Poole Harbour)
Auks: 2125 flew west past Selsey Bill on Jan 1. On Dec 31 Portland reported
Razorbills going west at the rate of 6000 and hour and that day Durlston had more
than 300 Guillemots on its cliff ledges. On Dec 26 a single Little Auk was in
Torbay (Devon) and on Jan 1 there were two separate reports of a single Puffin
flying west at Selsey
Tawny Owl: One was heard and seen in a Havant Netherfield Close garden (south
of Emsworth Road and west of Wade Court Road)
Great Spotted Woodpecker: The first report of drumming came from the Hook
(Warsash) area on Dec 14 and since then drumming has been heard at the
Blashford Lakes, in the Hove area of Brighton and at Salehurst by the River Rother
north of Hastings
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: Two Hampshire sightings of this rarity - one in the
Aldershot area on Dec 26 and another with a Tit flock near Lymington on Dec 28
Wood Lark: On Dec 26 a flock of 8 were feeding in a ploughed field near Apuldram
church close to Fishbourne Channel
Grey Wagtail: One appears to be semi-resident in the Lymbourne Stream passing
Wade Court here in Havant and seems to find sufficient food there but a less lucky

bird turned up in a north Emsworth garden on Christmas Day looking sick and
starving - it stayed for three days being feed with meal worms and was restored to
health by Dec 28
Waxwing: While waiting for a bus at a New Road bus-stop across the road from
Havant College on Dec 25 Jason Crook found up to 74 Waxwings feeding from a
berry tree overhanging the bus shelter and these birds remained in that area for five
days. Another flock spent some time by the Southampton Road where it passes
Paulsgrove Lake (Port Solent access channel) and yet another appeared in the
Waterlooville Waitrose carpark on Dec 30 and was still there on Jan 1. Hayling
Island West Town (which had already had one visit from Waxwings between Dec
17 and 23) had another visit on Dec 27
Dipper: Dorset had one in the Cattistock area (north west of Dorchester) on Dec 26
Raven: The night roost in the Cerne Abbas area of Dorset increased from 102 birds
on Dec 5 to 147 on Dec 31. Among sightings this week were two over Kingley Vale
(north of Chichester) on Dec 27
Tree Sparrow: One was seen with Yellowhammers at Sidlesham (Pagham
Harbour) on Dec 29
Snow Bunting: A pair have been seen by the seawall path from Prinsted to
Nutbourne on Dec 31 and Jan 1 but the reports give no clue as to where to expect
them.
Escapees: On Dec 24 a singing Budgie was seen and heard by the path from
Freshwater to Yarmouth on the Isle of Wight and on Dec 30 the Golden Eagle
which has been seen in the Ashburnham Place area near Hastings very
occasionally for a year or more was spotted again
INSECTS
The only report this week was of Winter Moths being attracted to the lit windows of
the Portland Observatory on Dec 29
PLANTS
The frost and snow left little flowering - on Jan 1 I only noticed Common Gorse and
Red Dead Nettle looking fresh plus some Daisies looking wilted
OTHER WILDLIFE
SEAL: Two reports both presumably of Common Seals but not stated. One was in
the mouth of the Cuckmere Haven channel near Beachy Head on both Dec 30
and 31 permitting people to approach within 5 yards. The other report was of two
Seals in Stoke Bay (the windsurfers launch place immediately south of the
Hayling Oysterbeds) on New Year's Day
BROWN HARE: Two were seen above Whale Chine (north west of St Catherines
Point, IoW) on Dec 31

FUNGI: Just one report this week of Velvet Shank seen on Dec 27 on a tree trunk
leaning over (and at high tides submerged in) the Langbrook Stream where
Langstone Mill Lane meets the South Moors (a yard or so downstream from the
footbridge).
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 27 - JAN 2 (WEEK 52 OF 2010)
Sat 1 Jan 2011
New Year's Day bird list - 65 species seen
I left home soon after 8am with 9 species on my list, missing the House Sparrows
which visit my garden each day and the Jackdaws which spend much of each day
on the chimney pots of houses in our road, but including the songs of Robin,
Dunnock, Great Tit, Wood Pigeon and Collared Dove.
My first stop was at Broadmarsh from where I planned to walk around Farlington
Marshes. Knowing the tide would be high I had anticipated that the Chalk Dock
area of the harbour would be devoid of birds but in fact I have never seen it so
liberally covered with what must have been well over 1000 each of Wigeon and
Brent though only 8 more species were ticked before reaching the eastern
entrance to Farlington Marshes where I began by making a circuit of the area north
of the A27 in the hope of picking up some woodland species. I found Blue,
Long-tailed and Great Tits but the unexpected bonus here was a Green
Sandpiper (all the more useful as I did not see the one that was on the South
Moors yesterday).
Back to the more conventional circuit on which the very first person I met was Keith
Turner who was one of my birding heroes at IBM in the 1980s until he left the
company to embark on a multi-continent 'bird race' which must have given him a
life-list exceeding that of Lee Evans and secured him a place in the top ten or so of
British Birders (his experience with IBM here in the UK stood him in good stead as
he was able to get temporary jobs with IBM in any country when funds ran low!).
The Farlington Marshes Lake was a disappointment with nothing special on offer
and the high tide offshore here meant that no Avocets were in sight so I walked on
round the seawall until I could look north over the main marsh to the scrape near
which the visiting group of 15 Whitefront and one Pinkfoot Goose could be seen
along with a group of Barnacles and masses of Canadas and Brent. Also seen on
a fencepost near the Scrape was a lone Buzzard and by turning my back on it and
the geese I could look south to Little Binness island which was crowded with a large
flock of motionless Shelduck, among or behind which I had been assured was the
missing flock of Avocets also waiting for the tide to drop. I had scanned this island
several times in between searching other areas but in a couple of minutes when my
attention was elsewhere all the Shelduck had instantly disappeared (or at least
moved a safe distance away onto the water) when a Peregrine landed on the ridge
of the island giving me excellent face on views of it.
I assume the arrival of the Peregrine had caused the Avocets to leave the area
while my back was turned as I never saw them! Heading on up the east seawall I
was grateful to people intently watching the reeds at the Deeps as they pointed out
both a Reed Bunting and both male and female Bearded Tits and then, just

before exiting the marshes, I happened to be scanning a small pool where some
duck had caught my eye when I found myself looking at a Kingfisher perched on a
Hawthorn branch overhanging the water. Back at the Broadmarsh carpark I
eventually saw a single Great Crested Grebe (earlier one of the birders going
round the Marshes told me he had just been to the Oysterbeds where there were
two Black-necked Grebe and a couple of Seals disporting themselves in Stoke
Bay where the windsurfers launch themselves)
After a 'lunch break' I went to the Budds Farm and added Pochard, Tufted Duck
and Gadwall to my list (but not the 'Fudge' Duck which had given good views
there yesterday - though to make up for its absence a Chiffchaff came within yards
of where I was sitting at the view point). Next was a quick walk round the South
Moors where I did find Skylark and Meadow Pipit (plus my first Egret of the day)
but did not get the Rock Pipit nor the Snipe that I had seen yesterday.
Finally I headed for Nutbourne where I watched 13 Avocet among more Pintail
than I have ever seen in one place and added Pheasant, Song Thrush and
Chaffinch but had no Fieldfare or Redwing. My total for the day was 65 species
Fri 31 Dec 2010
Budds Farm and the South Moors
It is at least a year since I last went out carrying a telescope in addition to my
binoculars so I thought I should check that I remembered how to carry and use the
scope before the 'big day' planned for tomorrow so I drove to Budds Farm to look at
the pools and make a circuit of the Moors.
As I arrived Mike Collins was also heading for the viewpoint above the pools and he
was able to show me the hybrid Ferruginous x Pochard ('Fudge Duck'). After a
chat with Mike I had a look over the harbour from Budds Mound (seeing a smart
Lesser Black-back Gull and some Goldeneye among the more expected birds).
At the mouth of the Langbrook stream I had good views of a Rock Pipit and over
the Moors I heard and saw the Green Sandpiper. Crossing the Moors I diverted
into the 'orchid field' and put up two Snipe - one looked noticeably smaller than the
other but I did not see its bill length and it called and flew as a normal Snipe.
Tue 28 Dec
60 Waxwings still in Havant
An email from Brian Fellows which I saw yesterday evening told me that me that 74
Waxwings had been showing well at the southern end of the Havant College site
since Boxing Day if not before and the HOS News website shows that Mike Collins
saw them that day and that others (including Brian) had seen them throughout
yesterday. When I woke up to overcast skies and persistent light drizzle this
morning I did not expect to see them (surely a flock of 70 birds should have stripped
the berries from the small number of berry trees in two full days of feeding?) but I
felt it worth a chance so I donned my new Christmas all weather gear and set off on
my bike (at least the rain and warmer air had washed away the snow and made it
safe to cycle again!).
En route I checked out the Common Whitlowgrass in Waterloo Road and the
Danish Scurvygrass alongside the Petersfield Road on the west side of Havant
College (plenty of leaf growth on both but no hint of flowers as yet) and when I
arrived at the berry trees by the bus stop on the south side of New Road there was,

as expected, no sign of Waxwings - just a couple of birders who had not seen
them. Assuming my luck was out I cycled on westward but before I had gone 100
yards I found myself in the middle of a flock of at least 50 Waxwings on a berry tree
at the junction of New Road and Chidham Close. This encounter was close but
brief before the birds flew back towards Havant College so I went back to the bus
stop above which the birds were now quiet and motionless at the top of a couple of
tall Lombardy Poplars allowing me to count them and make a total of 60 birds. A
few minutes later about half the total dropped back onto the berry tree,
interspersing their feeding with their quiet and high pitched trilling. Perhaps a
minute later a large van drove by and its 'bow wave' of air sent them all back into
the air. I gather this restlessness is typical.
Having come out into the rain I thought I might as well see what else of interest I
could see before I went home so I followed the line of the Hemitage Stream down to
Broadmarsh where I could not see a single Brent and only a very few waders. I did
better with plants - at the Bedhampton Springs overflow into the stream I found a
large plant of Water Figwort still bearing its red flowers and along the side of Harts
FarmWay I found several plants of Oxford Ragwort and one of Sticky Groundsel
still bearing fresh flowers.
Mon 27 Dec
Out and about again after Christmas
Frost, snow and the business of preparing for a family Christmas greatly limited my
ability to get out and note the local wildlife last week (though I did watch a Buzzard
flying slowly over my garden and saw two Mistle Thrushes hurtle through the
garden airspace, attracting attention to their brief presence by their football rattle
calls). This morning, however, my daughter's family had to leave the house 'to
nature and to me', giving me the chance to walk around Langstone. After lunch I
took a longer walk, taking in the Langstone village and South Moors shore. Both
walks were rewarding, giving me a total of 50 bird species to start this week's list
plus examples of 13 wild plant species in flower.
Highspots of the bird list were a Buzzard heading east along the line of the A27,
chivvied by Crows, and by the Lymbourne stream in the Wade Court area I
watched Redwings in the northern pony fields and both Grey Wagtail and two
Chiffchaffs feeding from vegetation in the stream which also had a Heron and one
Egret (overflying). The trees along the Billy Trail were full of mixed Tits with at
least one Goldcrest plus a vocal Great Spotted Woodpecker.
The afternoon's list gave me two more Buzzards (this time perched together on a
top branch of a dead tree in the field boundary half way between Wade lane and
Pook Lane), Green Sandpiper, Rock Pipit and a flock of ten Goldeneye plus
many Wigeon, Teal, Gadwall and Shelduck on the sea (but only two Brent)
while Budds Farm pools added some 50 Pochard plus Tufted Duck, Shoveler
and a couple of Little Grebe (last time I was there it seemed that these had all left
the pools for the less frozen sea). Last on my list as dusk was closing in was a
single burst of song from a Cetti's Warbler. Earlier in the day I had heard song
from Robin, Wren, Dunnock, Wood Pigeon and Collared Dove, Goldfinch,
Blue and Coal Tit (surprisingly no Great Tit - I had to search for one to go on the
seen list!).
Flowering plants are now hard to find but Red and White Dead Nettles still look
fresh and I also saw Yellow Flowered Strawberry, Daisies, Groundsel, Greater

Periwinkle and Common Field Speedwell plus one or two Ivy flowerheads that
still have anthers and one fresh looking Winter Heliotrope flower head but more
dubious finds were Honeysuckle (just two florets seen on a garden escape
species which has established itself by the Billy Trail), the single plant of Spotted
Medick near the Langstone roundabout, and extraordinary Dog Rose bushes at
the mouth of the Langbrook stream which still had a dozen small unopen rose buds
with tightly curled rose pink petals.
To end this account I had one fresh fungus which I have been expecting for some
time (since it thrives on frost!) and that is Velvet Shank. I spotted a great display of
its bright egg yolk coloured caps as I was about to cross the footbridge from
Langstone Mill Lane to the South Moors - they were on the underside of a tree trunk
which curves out over the Langbrook stream a yard or so downstream from the
bridge - the trunk is covered by water at the highest tides but was just above water
today.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 20 - 26 (WEEK 51 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: A wave of passage birds brought more than 500 west past
Dungeness on Dec 19 and another 229 followed them east past Swalecliffe (north
Kent coast) on Dec 20 when 65 divers (probably all Red-throated) went west past
Worthing
Black-throated Diver: 92 went west along the north coast of France on Dec 20
with more than 40 in the same area on Dec 21
Pacific Diver: One which had been seen off Cornwall (Penzance/Marazion area)
since Dec 2 was still present on Dec 23 by which time its id had been confirmed
Great Crested Grebe: The flock on the sea off Brownwich (near Titchfield Haven)
numbered 158 on Dec 24. The flock in Torbay (Devon) numbered 181 on Dec 20
and that off the Netherlands was up to 2508 on Dec 20
Red-necked Grebe: One was off Pagham Harbour on Dec 19 and then off Selsey
Bill on Dec 21
Black-necked Grebe: On Dec 18 there were 23 in Studland Bay (Dorset), and on
Dec 20 there were 26 at Falmouth in Cornwall and 14 at Torbay in Devon
Bittern: 21 reports during the week including more than 5 around Marazion
(Cornwall) on Dec 21. Peak count was of 11 at the Dungeness RSPB Reserve on
Dec 23. Several birds were seen in unexpected places - on Dec 24 a driver along
the road from Ford into Arundel was just entering Arundel when a Bittern flew over
the roadside hedge, chased by Crows, and landed in the road in bright sunshine,
bringing a couple of cars to an abrupt halt. After giving close up views to the drivers
the Bittern flew back down the hedgerow. On Dec 21 another Bittern landed on
open ground at Hook Links (Warsash), pointed its bill to the sky, then flew a short
distance to land again in the open. Another bird was seen on Dec 21 in the New
Forest where it landed in wet heather under trees in the Kings Hat woodland near

Hythe. On Dec 19 Dungeness reported a new arrival (presumably from the
continent).
Mute Swan: On Dec 20 there were 114 birds in the Fishbourne Channel near
Chichester
Bewicks Swan: By Dec 22 the herd at Slimbridge numbered 268 and on Dec 23
there were more than 100 night roosting at Dungeness (presumably grazing by day
on the Romney Marshes).
White-front Goose: The number at Slimbridge shot up to 535 on Dec 22 when 150
flew over Dungeness, 52 were at Amberley Wild Brooks, 40 were at the Henfield
Levels on the Adur, 40 were at Lymington and 60 were at Reculver in North Kent.
The peak count in the Netherlands was 13,004 on Dec 20 (when around 300 were
seen in Thanet)
Barnacle Geese: Numbers of these were also high during the week with a peak at
one Netherlands site of 25,065 on Dec 20 and 300 in Kent (Thanet) on Dec 21. 9 or
10 were in the Pagham North Walls area on Dec 23 and 24 with 42 getting as far
west as Poole Harbour
Pale-Bellied Brent: Another unexpected observation was of 84 in the Netherlands
on Dec 21 after 45 had been seen there on Dec 20
Pintail: 110 were in the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester on Dec 23
Red-crested Pochard: A group of three seen on the IBM Lake at Cosham
(Portsmouth) on Dec 20 were new additions to the site species list according to Tim
Doran
Scaup: As well as a count of 16 at Abbotsbury in Dorset there was a less expected
report of 11 going east past Worthing on Dec 24 and singles that day at Forton
Lake (Gosport) and Fareham Creek
Velvet Scoter: Around 15 were off Shoreham Harbour on Dec 24
Goldeneye: An impressive flock of 65 were in the west of Poole Harbour near Arne
on Dec 21 (when 14 were at the Blashford Lakes and 4 in Christchurch Harbour)
Smew: These are still to be seen in Devon, Dorset, Hampshire, Sussex and Kent
with one at Bembridge (Isle of Wight) on Dec 19 and one at the Chichester Lakes
on Dec 22 (when Dungeness had 4)
Ruddy Duck: One was reported in Devon on Dec 22 and 23
Black Kite: One was seen over Romsey on Dec 23 (no other reports so far)
Marsh Harrier: Reports this week were of a record roost count of 43 in the Kent
Stour Valley on Dec 19 and of at least two sightings over Thorney Island where

Barry Collins reported seeing seven different raptor species on Dec 24 (Hen and
Marsh Harriers, Peregrine, Merlin. Sparrowhawk, Kestrel and Buzzard )
Great Bustard: One of the wing tagged birds from the Salisbury Plain introduced
flock was seen at The Fleet in Dorset on Dec 23 and briefly at Portland (before
flying on southwest) on Dec 24.
Med Gull: One seen at Stokes Bay on Dec 23 had a nearly complete black head
Barn Owl: One was in the Sinah Lake area of south Hayling on Dec 23
Kingfisher: On Dec 19 one was seen to catch a fish in the Hermitage Stream
where it flows through the Stockheath area of Leigh Park in Havant. The Green
Sandpiper which regularly winters there was also seen.
Waxwing: Hampshire sightings this week have been at Fleet (97), Gosport (77),
Chandlers Ford (71), Aldershot (70), Petersfield (66), Hedge End at Southampton
(48), Alton (40), New Milton (35), Whiteley at Fareham (29), Northington Down near
Alresford (20), Hayling West Town (11), Four Marks near Alton (4), and Farlington
Avenue on Portsdown had 2. Dorset had a max of 70 at Canford Heath, Sussex
had 60 at Eastbourne and Kent had 291+ in Thanet while the Isle of Wight had 41
at Cowes and Devon had 30 in Exeter
Ring Ouzel: Last week's Summary mentioned a probable Ring Ouzel in a garden
at Bordon in East Hampshire - this has turned out to be a partly leucistic
Blackbird but the Cornwall Birding news includes a Ring Ouzel male at
Porthgwarra on Dec 17
Fieldfare: On Dec 23 Brian Fellows found some 200 in the fields between the
Prinsted to Nutbourne seawall and the orchards and on Dec 24 there were more
than 1000 at the Arundel Wetlands Reserve. Titchfield Haven had 200 and
Newlands Farm south of Fareham had 139
Magpie: On Dec 21 a baby Magpie had fallen out of its nest before it could fly - at
Marchwood on Southampton Water
Raven: On Dec 20 the presence of two Ravens on the shore of Prinsted Bay (just
east of Thorney Island) was reported - quite likely in view of other sightings in that
general area but no repeat sightings so far.
Corn Bunting: Sandwich Bay had 210 (new in from the continent?) on Dec 21 and
150 were seen at Cuckoos Corner (River Adur not far north of A27) Dec 24
INSECTS
Nothing to report
PLANTS
Nothing to report
OTHER WILDLIFE

Nothing to report
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 13 - 19 (WEEK 50 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Bewicks Swan: The number at Slimbridge, which had reached a total of 198 last
week, increased to 231 on Dec 18 and we now also have birds settled in the Arun
valley - on Dec 12 there were 18 in the Amberley Wild Brooks area just south of
Pulborough and on Dec 14 there were 14 birds at the other regular site (Burpham)
just north of the Arundel Wetland centre
Bean Geese: A Netherlands site recorded the arrival of 16,091 of these on Dec 18
and other indications of a new wave of geese arriving in the Low Countries this
week are reports on the Trektellen Remarkable page of 27680 Whitefronts on Dec
17 and 15,684 Barnacles on Dec 18 with 266 Egyptian Geese (probably
residents and not migrants) seen that day
Brant: One was off the south of Thorney Island with 900 Brent on Dec 15 - this
seems to be the first seen in Chichester Harbour this winter though there have
been at least two during November in the Pagham and Climping areas to the east
and of course up to 4 in the Weymouth/Fleet area of Dorset since two arrived on
Oct 8. The only Brant I am aware of in Hampshire this winter was one in the
Lymington area on Nov 13
Gadwall: Numbers continue to increase with new site records being set at Little
Sea in the Studland area of Dorset (202 on Dec 14 broke the previous record but
the count increased again to 219 the next day) and, less dramatically, counts in the
Emsworth Harbour area were 10 on Dec 13, 24 on Dec 14 and 38 on Dec 16 (more
than Brian Fellows has ever seen there in past years). Elsewhere in Chichester
Harbour more than 50 were in the Fishbourne Channel on Dec 9 and Brian Fellows
has heard from Ed Rowsell (co-ordinator of the WeBS counts for Chichester
Habour) of two recent counts of around 50 Gadwall at Bosham and Thorney
Deeps in the harbour (not sure if these are separate flocks counted on the same
day or the same birds seen in different places on different days). John Chapman
has recently had 5 Gadwall on Langstone Mill Pond - the first he has ever seen
there. The Chichester Lakes have always attracted good numbers of Gadwall in
the winter but a count on Dec 6 of 340+ on just Runcton Lake (perhaps only half the
total number there) was very impressive when contrasted with the peak WeBS
counts for all the Chichester Lakes in the previous two winters (186 in Jan 2008 and
just 110 for Dec 2009)
Tufted Duck: The cold weather is also bringing more than usual of these to the
south coast and on Dec 14 Brian Fellows counted 57 Tufted Duck on the
Emsworth Town Millpond, setting a new record for that site
Goldeneye: On Dec 11 male Goldeneye were making their spring display in
both Chichester and Christchurch Harbours

Smew: This week Smew were reported at Stockers Lake (a Herts & Middlesex
nature reserve in the Colne Valley near Rickmansworth - not the area of the same
name in Chichester Harbour), at Longham Lakes in Bournemouth and Abbotsbury
in Dorset, at the Blashford Lakes and Southampton Water in Hampshire, and at the
Arundel wetlands centre and Rye Castle in Sussex, plus the Dungeness RSPB site
and the Sevenoaks (Kent Wildlife Trust) reserve. Over in the Netherlands one site
had a flock of 44 and as early as Dec 4 Lee Evans was already telling us of around
50 in Britain
Ruddy Duck: At least one was seen in Kent this week
White-tailed Sea Eagle: The bird, which turned up at Amberley Wild Brooks on
Dec 11 last week then flew west on Dec 12 but left a cold trail after it passed over
Titchfield Haven, has not been re-located but subsequent discussion has revealed
that I am not alone in thinking it very unlikely that a bird which had (unless it were a
local escape) crossed either the English Channel or the North Sea to get to
southern England would be put off the crossing of Southampton Water (especially
as the species gets its food from the sea and must be prepared to deal with its
changing moods). I presume that those who put forward that argument did so by
analogy to the many migrating raptors which make long detours to cross the
Mediterranean at its narrowest (straits of Gibraltar) and wait on the Spanish side
until the thermals are strong enough to carry them across the water. Although we
have not heard of this bird since Dec 12 I see that a different bird arrived in the
Netherlands on Dec 18 and could be heading our way.
Sparrowhawk: The new SOS Newsletter which arrived this week has an
interesting tale of how a lady (with no special interest in birds) living in a busy urban
street in central Brighton had watched a Sparrowhawk build a nest and raise a
family in tree growing from the pavement outside her house but was at first
disbelieved when she told a birder living nearby of the nest. The story seems to
have several messages for us - the first being that there is nowadays more prey to
be found by a Sparrowhawk in a town than in the countryside (making town the
best place to nest to find food for the young available with minimal 'air miles'), the
second is that nesting birds of all species are good at coming and going to and from
their nests without revealing the presence of the nest to casual viewers, and the
third is that (a) you don't have to be a dedicated birder to see interesting birds if you
keep your eyes open, (b) unpre-judiced non birders do not always talk rubbish
about what they have seen. Taking the last point a bit further the 'half educated'
birder can often talk a lot of nonsense (I remember back in the days when Little
Egrets were a novelty here being asked by a passer-by what I was looking at and
when I said it was a Little Egret he gave the bird a glance and said "I've lived in
India all my life and I know that's a Great White Egret" before marching off in a
military manner!)
Red Grouse: I had to add a new species to my bird database this week when
checking through the Devon Bird News and coming across a report of two Red
Grouse being seen on Dartmoor on Dec 12. The BTO Bird Facts maps show that
Devon is the only county in southern England where this species does occur, albeit
in small and declining numbers

Water Rail: A birder in Kent was sitting in the comfort of his home on Dec 16 when
he saw a Water Rail and reports his sighting with the comment that he would have
preferred not to have seen the bird as it was being carried home as a trophy in the
mouth of a local cat
Avocet: The count at Farlington Marshes (which was 34 on Nov 27) was back to its
Oct 23 level of 17 birds on Dec 11 when Derek Hale looked in on his way back to
the Isle of Wight. Dec 12 brought news of a single Avocet at Mill Rythe on the east
side of Hayling Island where I have not heard of the species being seen before
Knot: An increase in numbers being seen along the south coast recently
suggested to me that we were seeing birds being driven by the cold weather from
more exposed sites on the east coast of England where large flocks winter though
a comment on the Portland website (where Knot are a relative rarity) made me
aware that many of these birds only use England as a staging post on a journey
taking them much further south so I suppose it is possible that the birds we have
been seeing are late passage birds. Looking at the bird news from Seasalter on the
north Kent coast for Dec 17 and 18 I see that around 5,000 Knot could be found
feeding there when the tide was out but that their feeding area was much reduced
as the first 200 metres out from the shore was covered with ice - this may well
encourage them to fly south!
Purple Sandpiper: 8 were seen at Southsea Castle on Dec 13 but there is no
guarantee that anyone going there will see them - even if they are present they can
be very difficult to spot even when they are in your field of vision as their
camouflage can make them virtually invisible when they remain motionless and
they are often in places where they are hidden from the view of a watcher on the
promenade above the sloping seawall and rocks below. On top of that the birds are
not restricted to the area around the castle - when not feeding they may be roosting
under the nearby pier or may have flown some distance along the seafront to feed
in places more suited to the current state of the tide - I think they sometimes fly out
to the Spithead forts.
Woodcock: Continental birds have been arriving on our south coast for more than
two months (they were seen as early as Oct 13 in the Scillies, at Portland and at the
south Foreland in Kent) but what I assume was a new arrival was seen at the Sinah
Gravel Pit lake (south Hayling) on Dec 18
Whimbrel: One or two regularly spend the winter near Wickor Point on the west
shore of Thorney Island but on Dec 15 this year three were seen there (another has
been seen several times during the past week on Eling Great Marsh at the head of
Southampton Water and there is probably still one in the Fishbourne Channel of
Chichester Harbour - last reported on Dec 9)
Green Sandpiper: Of local interest I came across one on Dec 13 in the Langbrook
Stream just a few yards south of where the approach road to the Langstone
Technology Park crosses it. I see that another was seen in the Meon valley
cressbeds at Warnford on Dec 17
Sandwich Tern: Three were still in the Mill Rythe area of Hayling near the mouth of
Chichester Harbour on Dec 12 and two of them were seen from Sandy Point on

Dec 13. On Dec 16 one was still off the Thanet area of Kent but the surprising
report was of 28 being seen off the French coast on Dec 18 (There was also a
sighting of a Common Tern from Jersey on Dec 12)
Little Owl: One was seen on Dec 17 in a place near the Hayling Oysterbeds where
they have been present in recent years - at SU 717035 just inside the field gate on
the east side of the Hayling Coastal Path opposite the gate on the west side giving
access to the field north of the Oysterbeds lagoon. The owl was seen in a favourite
spot on the pile of telegraph poles lying on the ground on open ground just inside
the gate and between it and the trees of Stoke Common. If you want to see the owl
go there at dusk and approach with caution as neither you nor the owl will have any
cover as you pass by on the Coastal Path. The most recent previous report was
from Jason Crook on Aug 5 this year - at that time he said the bird could be seen
there 'regularly' - and last year I see there were reports of the bird being seen or
heard in that area on Jan 27, Jan 30, Mar 16, June 8 and then in August
Kingfisher: On Dec 17 there was another sighting of the Langbrook stream bird
close to the Langstone West Mill (where Mill Lane meets the stream) where I saw
on on Dec 2, and I also heard an informal report this week of the first sighting of one
where the Lymbourne Stream emerges from Langstone Mill Pond between the Old
Mill and the Royal Oak pub (no exact date and no further sightings to confirm that a
bird has settled there for the winter). There has also been a further sighting in
Emsworth Harbour on Dec 18
Hoopoe: The bird which has been at Longham (north of Bournemouth) since Nov
25 was still there on Dec 12 (and as a quid pro quo I see that a Wryneck was still in
Portugal on Dec 12)
Great Spotted Woodpecker: First report of drumming comes from the
Hook/Warsash area on Dec 14
Skylark: Reports of large numbers flying west came from the Netherlands (3535 on
Dec 17) and from Hampshire, Dorset and Devon sites on Dec 18 - largest count
was an estimated 11,250 over the Axe valley in Devon but several other sites
reported numbers in the region of 300 birds. Several Woodlarks were also
involved in this movement, including 6 in the Ranvilles Lane area south of Fareham
Yellow Wagtail: Although I have not seen an exact identification of the 'eastern
race Yellow Wagtail' at the Colyton sewage works in Devon I understand that it
has been caught and is definitely a Yellow Wagtail
Pied Wagtail: First report of a local night roost comes from Peter Raby who found
180 in trees at the Waterlooville shopping centre on Dec 17
Waxwing: These have been seen in varying numbers all across the south of
England this week. Biggest count was of more than 1400 in the Thanet area of
Kent on Dec 15 (I spent some time trying to locate the site described as 'between
Richborough and Stonelees' but could not locate a place called Stonelees on the
map - it turns out to be a modern 'American style' Golf Course in the Ramsgate
area). This figure of 1400+ was an estimate of the birds in the area but it did include

a single flock estimated as 800 birds which made the new Kent record set by B&Q
in Folkestone (a flock of 246 on Dec 11) look rather tame.
Quite a few of the reports were typified by one of a birder sitting down to breakfast
and seeing a dozen birds on trees a the end of his garden which stayed for no more
than 3 minutes but we have had two local reports - one of 13 birds near the
Hayling Island Community Centre and another of 10 birds briefly in the Rowan
Road area of Denvilles in Havant. Another local sighting was of 19 birds in the
carpark behind the Iceland store in Cosham High Street on Dec 17 - these seen
by Mark Cutts after Heather Rowe had seen just one in Cosham the previous day.
Mark includes in his Three Amigos report a photo he took of a Waxwing in 2008
showing the bird tossing the berry it is about to swallow up in the air so that
the stalk still attached to the berry goes down its throat last and does not
scratch its throat (same principle as a Kingfisher swallowing a Stickleback head
first). Another observation mentioned in at least two reports is of what appears to
be 'courtship feeding' (males trying to seduce females by offering them the
tastiest berries). Perhaps the best place to see Waxwings in Hampshire has been
Romsey where Dec 17 brought 114 birds to Rimington Gardens. Hythe, with
55 birds on one day only, was perhaps the runner up while the Fair Isle School in
Lordswood, Southampton, came third with 43 on Dec 12
Wren: On Dec 18 a birder in the Herstmonceux area (Pevensey Levels near
Eastbourne) came home to find 6 Wrens sheletering in his house porch but that
was outdone by a birder in Devon who watched 34 Wrens cram into an old
House Martin nest on his house, then saw another 15 that would not fit in go
into another House Martin nest on his neighbours house
Black Redstart: Local sightings this week, in addition to two in the Sandy Point
area of Hayling, have been of one at Southsea Castle and another in a garden at
'The Ridings' in the Hilsea area of Portsmouth
Ring Ouzel: A wintering male was at Sennen Cove in Cornwall on Dec 12 but of
more local interest is news of one said to be in a private garden at Bordon in East
Hampshire on Dec 17 (more of this anon if it stays and the owner of the garden is
willing to admit twitchers!)
Black-throated Thrush: One is reported to have been seen in the Old Basing area
of Basingstoke on Dec 13 but I understand it flew west and has not been re-found
Lesser Whitethroat: A more credible report as it is backed up with a photo is of a
Lesser Whitethroat in a Ramsgate garden on Dec 12 (I am also intrigued by news
of a Dartford Warbler spending the winter in an Evesham orchard)
Brambling: Single birds have been seen in two separate Emsworth gardens this
week and 40 were seen in the QE Country Park at Petersfield on Dec 17 but the
biggest flock is among 1000+ finches visiting Sunflowers planted at the RSPB
Powderham Marshes reserve near Exminster on the Exe estuary. The count of
Bramblings there was 500+ on Dec 14 and 700+ on Dec 12
Bullfinch: More than usual of these birds have been reported this winter and on
Dec 16 a flock of 20 were feeding on Ash keys at Hoads Common (north west of

Pulborough). On Dec 18 a more normal group of 4 were together in Stansted
Forest.
Snow Bunting: Also appearing in greater than usual numbers are Snow Buntings
with 11 at Reculver in north Kent on Dec 14, then a flock of 28 flew south towards
Pagham Harbour from Chichester on Dec 18, while Lee Evans reports a flock of 90
at Walberswick in Suffolk on Dec 12
INSECTS
Unsurprisingly no live butterflies were seen this week but the TV programme
about the British obsession with them shown on Dec 17 was well worth seeing and
you can still enjoy it on the BBC Iplayer at
http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b00wwbm4/Natural_World_20102011_Butte
rflies_A_Very_British_Obsession/
A few moths were seen during the week - Tony Wilson had a female (wingless)
Winter Moth on the outside wall of his Edburton house below the Sussex Downs
on Dec 17; a Scarce Umber was trapped in Rye town on Dec 15; and a Large
Yellow Underwing was taken at Portland on Dec 12
PLANTS
Nothing of singnificance to report
OTHER WILDLIFE
White-beaked Dolphin (Lagenorhynchus albirostris): On Dec 17 one was seen
off the north coast of France and reported on the Trektellen 'Remarkable' page
among the unusual bird sightings. I have not come across this species before but I
understand that is because it does not often appear in the English Channel
although it is common in the North Atlantic where it prefers cooler northern waters perhaps its appearance here at this time is a reflection of the cold air (and
presumably water) that has moved further south this winter. For more info see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White-beaked_dolphin or
http://www.nmfs.noaa.gov/pr/species/mammals/cetaceans/whitebeakeddolphin.ht
m (which has a distribution map and tells us that this creature is often called a
'Squidhound')
Mole: On Dec 16 Brian Fellows counted 404 fresh Molehills at the Brook Meadow
reserve in Emsworth where he has found as many as 1000 in the past (Feb 2005).
Brian wonders why the lines of the Molehills tend to follow the lines of the
footpaths across the ground and while I cannot answer this I suspect it may have
something to do with the effect of human footsteps on the worms which the Moles
are hoping will fall through the walls of their tunnels. We know that the vibrations
caused by raindrops attract worms to the surface (and that gulls 'paddle' on the
ground to simulate these vibrations and bring up the worms). Against this theory I
realise that the earth under trodden paths will have been compacted by the weight
of the walkers and so more difficult for the Moles to dig through ....
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 6 - 12 (WEEK 49 OF 2010)

Latest excitements: This week's interest comes courtesy of the Waxwings which
have at last hit the south coast in force (more detail below), and the icing on the
cake is the arrival of the White-tailed Sea Eagle that I had in mind when we had
the unsolved mystery of the cat-eating Osprey. A personal bonus in this Sunday's
bright morning sunshine was the repetitive singing of a Dunnock in affirmation
that 'there are good times just around the corner'
BIRDS
Divers: All three common species can now be found along our south coast,
especially in the west country (where 30+ Black-throated were off Mevagissey on
Dec 7) but the only exceptional report this week is of 1099 mixed divers off a
Netherlands site on Dec 5. Also on Dec 5 Dungeness reported seeing a Great
Northern hooked by sea anglers (presumably unintentionally), hauled ashore and
beheaded before its flesh was stripped for use as fish bait.
Grebes: Ice has covered most inland waters this week and the grebes which
spend their time in or under the water (unlike wildfowl which are happy standing on
the ice when they need refuge in the open from predators and which can often get
their food from fields or small areas of open water) have flown to the open sea.
Visits to Budds Farm pools this week found no Little Grebes at all and the flock of
Great Crested seen from Dungeness on Dec 11 numbered in excess of 800 while
just one of four Netherlands sites with 'remarkable' numbers on Dec 5 reported
6766 Great Crested. No reports of Red-necked in the mouth of Chichester
Harbour this week (two were in Portland Harbour). At least four Slavonian were in
the west Solent and two seen around the mouth of Southampton Water were
probably in addition as was at least one in Chichester Harbour. The only reported
Black-necked in Hampshire this week were just two in Southampton Water plus
one off Lymington whereas Dorset had a peak count of 65 in the Studland area on
Dec 6 plus up to 12 in Portland Harbour. I see that a flock of 51 Great Crested in
Portland Harbour on Dec 11 included two displaying pairs
Bittern: One was briefly at Sandy Point on Hayling on Dec 6 and one was at Ivy
Lake in Chichester on Dec 9 with more usual locations being Titchfield Haven,
Poole Harbour and Radipole at Weymouth plus Rye Harbour and Dungeness
Little Egret: One was found dead on the north Kent shore on Dec 10 and I suspect
it will not be the last if the cold returns and is prolonged. I have no idea how many
have or will fly south to warmer countries to survive the winter but there are
noticeably fewer along the shores at present and those which have flown inland for
shelter from the winds will be unable to survive there if the ground and water freeze,
making it impossible to feed on frogs, worms, beetles and other small insects
Glossy Ibis: At the end of this week at least three are still in southern England
(Exminster in Devon, the River Dun near Hungerford in Berkshire, and Dunraven
Bay in Glamorgan). Peter Hutchins tells us that the Berkshire bird is the first for that
county since 1793 when one at the current site was the first ever for Britain.
Bewick's Swan: The count at Slimbridge was up to 198 on Dec 9 (when 10 were at
Burpham on the R Arun near Arundel and may form the nucleus of a flock staying
there through the winter). Slimbridge reports Bewicks have had a good breeding

season and that White-fronted Geese have shared this success, bringing 34%
juveniles with them (and we have a local report of Brent having up to 17% of
young with them)
Red-breasted Goose: The unringed bird at Topsham on the Exe estuary (where
an apparently wild bird spent last winter before moving through several staging
posts, including Chichester Harbour, on its return migration to Siberia) was joined
by a second, ringed, bird on Dec 11
Shelduck: On Dec 2 a site in France reported 3024 Shelduck and Sandy Point on
Hayling reported 118 flying north into Chichester Harbour that day and on Dec 3 I
estimated that around 100 were in sight as I walked over Langstone bridge to
Hayling. I took that date as marking the start of the winter season for this species in
the local harbours
Gadwall: The number of these has also increased locally this week - before this
winter Gadwall were more or less unknown on south Hayling but several reports
started to come in during November and on Dec 3 Sinah gravel pit lake had a flock
of 25 (maybe only flying over) but by Dec 6 a small resident flock at the Fishery
Lake site had increased to 9 birds (and the Chichester lakes had well over 340 with
50+ more on the nearby Fishbourne Channel) while the Budds Farm pools in
Havant had at least 32 on Dec 11
Pintail: This week has at last brought some of these to the local area - 8 were off
the Emsworth west shore on Dec 10 for the first time this winter and at least that
number were in Nutbourne Bay to the east of Thorney Island
Goldeneye: At least one male was already displaying at Christchurch Harbour on
Dec 11
Smew: Two were seen from Sandy Point (Hayling) on Dec 3, one was in the
Bembridge area (IoW) on Dec 4 when 2 were seen at Christchurch Harbour, and
one was at Runcton Lake in Chichester on Dec 6. On Dec 8 two were at the
Longham Lakes on the northern fringe of Bournemouth and Titchfield Haven had
one on Dec 9 inceasing to two on Dec 10. Arundel had its first on Dec 11 (when a
flock of 44 reached a Netherlands site) and on Dec 12 one was at Ellingham by the
River Avon at Ringwood
Goosander: Several sites have reported flocks of 20 or more and on Dec 10 there
were 100 at the Blashford Lakes
Ruddy Duck: Three sites in Dorset and Kent have reported one or two passing
birds this week - some are still alive.
White-tailed Sea Eagle: One arrived at the Amberley Wild Brooks site south of
Pulborough on Dec 11 and was still there on Dec 12 but could only be viewed from
the Rackham Woods or near the Sportsman pub on the east side of the marshes. It
remained at Amberley until noon when it flew down the Arun valley to the Arundel
Wetlands centre where it turned west along the coast, passing over Hayling Island
at 13:30, then Titchfield Haven at 14:00 where the trail currently runs cold though
there is speculation that a bird of prey of this size would be reluctant to attempt the
crossing of Southampton Water without the aid of thermals so it may have flown up

the east side of Southampton Water and followed the River Test to Andover and
the Cholderton area where the 2007 bird ended up. At a guess this is the same bird
that was first seen in Germany on Dec 1 and which will probably spend the winter
with us leaving in March as the young Finnish bird did in 2008 after arriving in the
Andover area on Nov 26 2007. It seems that the current bird is probably the tenth
juvenile to come to England since 1982
Avocet: I saw 7 at Nutbourne Bay (west of Thorney Island) on Dec 7 and Anne de
Potier found 10 there on Dec 10
Long-billed Dowitcher: The bird which arrived at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Nov 8,
spent Nov 9 to 15 in Devon, then returned to Lodmoor on Nov 16, was last seen
there on Dec 6 but turned up again in The Fleet near Weymouth on Dec 8 and was
still there on Dec 9
Common Sandpiper: The Brockhampton stream/Broadmarsh bird was seen on
the Broadmarsh shore of Langstone Harbour on Dec 7 and across the water on the
Budds Farm shore at high tide on Dec 11
Ring-billed Gull: The regular Gosport bird was seen at the 'Cockle Pond' in
Walpole Park on Dec 9
Sandwich Tern: The Chichester/Langstone Harbour wintering birds have not been
reported since Dec 2 but two newcomers were seen at Titchfield Haven on Dec 5
Turtle Dove: The wintering bird in a Cornish garden was seen again at
Goonhavern - south of Newquay - on Dec 4 (same place as its first sighting on Nov
27)
Hoopoe: The wintering bird at Longham (northern fringe of Bournemouth) was still
there on Dec 11
Yellow Wagtail: A bird currently at the Colyford WTW (= Water Treatment or
Sewage Works) on the river Axe on the extreme southeast shore of Devon is
thought to be an off course Eastern Race Yellow Wagtail but it refuses to utter a
call to settle the question of its true id
Waxwing: The general invasion of central southern England by these birds seems
to have started on Dec 8 when 5 arrived in Poole and 3 in Christchurch plus 6 in
Lewes. Petersfield had around 24 on Dec 9 when 6 reached Exeter and 2 were in
Truro with another 2 as far west on the Cornish coast as Hayle but the hot spot for
them that day was Folkestone with a count of 207 - another 10 were in the
Ashdown Forest and the number at Lewes was up to 16. On Dec 10 one was seen
at Sandy Point on Hayling and on Dec 11 B&Q at Folkestone acheived 246, Pett
Level on Rye Bay had 60 with another 45 at nearby Westfield. Chichester now had
16 on its eastern side (Charles Avenue not far west of the traffic lights on the
eastern bypass), Bexhill had 10 and Lindfield (Haywards Heath) had 20, Shoreham
had at least 1 and the number in Petersfield was up to 55. Still on Dec 11 the focus
began to move west with 35 in the Lordswood area of Southampton, 35+ near
Ventnor on the IoW and 10 in Dorchester not forgetting 4 in Basingstoke which
re-appeared in Eastrop Park after hiding for a day or so. Dec 12 found 43 at
Lordswood and 26 in Petersfield plus 9 in Romsey. No doubt more sightings will be

made in the coming week or so and we could still have the birds with us for
Christmas if we swap the Christmas tree lights for some tasty and clourful fruit.
(After writing this I see that Lee Evans estimates that at least 4000 Waxwings are
currently in southern Enland)
Dunnock: One sang its brief but full song to me from a Langstone garden on Dec 9
and another sang several times in and around my own garden in the sunshine of
the morning of Dec 12 - I expect all the local Dunnocks will be singing before
Christmas if the weather is not atrocious.
Fieldfare: These began to be seen locally at the start of December and at least 20
were in the Nutbourne orchards with Redwings on Dec 7
Bearded Tit: These were still making long distance flights on Dec 4 when a group
of 9 flew off south west from Bembridge Ponds on the IoW. More than 7 were still in
residence at the Thorney Island Little Deeps on Dec 9
Chough: The single bird that has been seen near the Needles on the IoW since
Nov 30 was still there on Dec 4
Carrion Crow: All Crow species are known for their intelligence and the caching of
food in response to bad weather is described in a book which I have but it was
interesting to have a first hand observation of it from a Denvilles garden here in
Havant this week. The bird was seen on two separate occasions to pick up a white
object (which turned out to be a piece of bread) and to carry it to a chosen spot on
the leaf strewn lawn, place the bread on the ground and then deliberately pick up at
least three large leaves which were laid over the top of the bread to hide it.
Raven: On Nov 28 I reported a night roost of at least 40 Ravens in the Cerne
Abbas area of Dorset and on Dec 5 this roost had 102 birds (all Ravens)
Starling: An impressive nigh roost assembly can currently be seen in the
Lymington Marshes area - one estimate is that 15,000 Starlings use it
House Sparrow: A few are begining to come to my garden in expectation of
regular bread and seed each morning (though most of the food is taken by
Woodpigeons). I see that one garden in Westbourne (north of Emsworth) had a
record feeding flock of 17 Sparrows this week - I still haven't seen more that three
or four this winter though we used to get a dozen or so last winter.
INSECTS
Butterflies
Small Tortoiseshell: One pristine specimen appeared on my TV this week while I
was watching the Snooker championship - maybe you too saw it!
Peacock: A similar but less widely watched emergence was of a Peacock in a
house in the Folkestone area on Dec 10. Both were probably hibernating insects
roused from their slumbers by central heating (a lot of butterflies die each winter
when the heating is turned on in a spare room in anticipation of a visitor coming for
Christmas)
Moths

Just two people reported their moth finds this week and I list them in full.
At Edburton on the north side of the Sussex Downs Tony Wilson had 6 December
Moths, 12 Winter Moths, 2 Scarce Umber, 2 Mottled Umber, a Sprawler and a
Satellite
The Planet Thanet website also reported the emergence of a micro moth called
Psychoides filicivora bred from a larva taken in late October from the sporangia
of a Harts Tongue Fern - not somewhere that I would expect to find a moth laying
its eggs but if you visit http://ukmoths.org.uk/show.php?id=5183 you will see that
the end product is very attractive
PLANTS
Among the plants which I found in flower this week were Yellow Corydalis,
Charlock, Sweet Violet, Yellow Oxalis, Spotted Medick, Greater Periwinkle,
Common Field Speedwell, White Deadnettle, Sticky Groundsel, Guernsey
Fleabane and Winter Heliotrope. A surprise (not in flower) was a large plant of
Thorn Apple still bearing its prickly seed cases at Havant rail station.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Stoat: The Stoat is a killer which never seems to miss its victim but bored birders
sitting in a hide near the Sandwich Bay bird observatory on Dec 1 were treated to a
moment of high excitement when a Stoat leapt out of a reed bed onto the narrow
shoreline less than 2 feet from where a Robin was feeding on a host of tiny midges
hatching from the water - and even at that close range the Robin got away. I
assume from the description of the Stoat 'leaping out' that the Stoat was aware of
its potential prey (otherwise I would have expected it to push its snout out of the
reeds in a 'look before you leap' mode though some Stoat behaviour does not
always seem logical to us and they are known to do unexpected things to catch the
attention of prey and distract them from the normal reaction of fleeing in response
to a threat). Possibly this failure shows that the Stoat was weakened by cold and/or
lack of food ....
Water Vole: Another unexpected wildlife observation comes from Ferring Rife in
the Worthing area where, on Dec 4, a Water Vole was seen - no account of what it
was doing but its presence above ground is a reminder that these animals do not
hibernate but sit in their burrows throught the winter months chewing vegetable
matter and thinking thoughts .... they must however come out from time to time to
replenish their larders.
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Latest excitements: Sat 4 Dec brought two 'twitchable' birds to the local area.
First was a Common Crane seen circling over Broadmarsh, then flying west along
Portsdown by Jason Crook at 11:15 in the morning. The second was a further
sighting on Dec 4 of the Chough which had been first seen on Nov 30 at Alum Bay
(near the Needles on the Isle of Wight)
On the morning of Dec 2 two small flocks for Skylarks flew north west low over my
house. and while I was walking around Havant for two hours later that morning I

heard or saw an almost continuous stream of Skylarks all heading north west low
overhead (the total number of birds that I saw was probably only two or three
hundred). Back at home I realised that this was a bigger movement than I had
thought when I read that Andy Johnson (watching the birds come in at the mouth of
Chichester Harbour past Sandy Point) had seen 4650 of them and Tim Lawman, at
the Sinah Gravel Pit lake near the entrance to Langstone Harbour, had seen 2050
also going north west with birds of several other species.
I next saw that Jon Stokes had seen what appeared to be the same movement of
Skylarks over Portchester on the north shore of Portsmouth Harbour but in his case
all the birds were heading south west, suggesting that the birds seen over the
Langstone area heading north west had been too exhausted (by lack of food and
the channel crossing) to fly up over Portsdown and had been forced into the south
west direction by the line of the Hill. Continuing in this direction when exhausted
would have taken them to a watery grave in the Atlantic unless the northerly wind
carried a few survivors to Spain)
More and more sightings of Skylarks were now coming in - 1800 in the Lymington
area, 2000 over Christchurch Harbour, 4,000+ at Weymouth and 2000+ in Devon.
The lesson I learn from all this is that it is foolish to attempt a simple explanation of
wildlife behaviour (especially one based on motves that would determine human
behaviour in similar circumstances). My first attempt at interpreting this movement
was to think that many Skylarks on the continent were sufferering from both cold
and hunger (with snow covering seeds on the ground). This had forced them to fly,
but why north west rather than just west or southwest where it should be warmer?
(The answer to this probably lies with the wind direction) My second assumption
was that, having decided that flight was the solution to their problem, they would
stick to their decision and keep going until they reached somewhere where the
temperature and food supply were acceptable.
In fact this is clearly not what happened - the route was not direct but varied with the
contours of the ground and probably with the wind direction, and the number of
birds involved varied as some decided they had had enough of flying and were
going to stop off and take their chance of surviving at many places along the route
while others joined the movement causing the total numbers seen at different
places to vary greatly (and in any case we are almost certainly not thinking of a
single huge flock all moving together but of many individual birds and small flocks
all making their own way in roughly the same direction.
=============
Today in Havant: After the continuous frost of the past week the sunshine and
above freezing temperature this morning made it feel as if spring had started and
this feeling seemed to have spread to the birds as Wood Pigeon, Collared Dove,
Song Thrush, Robin and Goldfinch were all heard singing. The birds soon
brought me back to reality when I took a short walk after lunch and found my first
Redwings of the winter in the Havant Cemetery along with a couple of Mistle
Thrushes (Fieldfares have also been seen by others in both Havant and
Emsworth over the past few days)

Hopes that the cold spell was over and the first glimpse of Snowdrop spikes
pushing up above ground encouraged me to note the flowers that were flourishing
(Greater Periwinkle, Pellitory of the Wall, Chickweed, Shepherd's Purse,
Lesser Swine Cress, Daisy, Oxford Ragwort and White Dead Nettle). The
same thoughts of fast approaching spring also required me to explain myself to a
neighbour who 'caught me bending' to inspect the bottom of the metal fence along
the north side of Waterloo Road - this is where a great mass of Common
Whitlowgrass plants can already be seen (looking fully ready to send up their
flowers within the next few days but not seen flowering this year until Feb 8)
=============
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Locally there were reports of three at the mouth of Chichester
Harbour on Dec 2, three at Selsey Billl on Nov 28 and three off Christchurch
Harbour on Nov 29. Indications of more to come in reports of 871 off one
Netherlands site on Nov 28 and 209 passing Flamborough Head on Dec 1
Black-throated Diver: One at Sandy Point (Hayling) on Dec 2 among a total of 14
reports of which none were of more than 3 ( those were near Plymouth on Dec 3)
Great Northern Diver: Just 8 reports including 2 birds off Selsey Bill on Nov 28
and a peak of 10 in St Austell Bay (Cornwall) on Dec 3
Diver species: Nov 28 brought 852 mixed divers to the Netherlands coast and
another surge of arrivals saw 1014 off the Netherlands on Dec 3
Pacific Diver: What was probably one of these was off Penzance on Dec 2 (one
present last winter was the first ever for Ireland on Jan 30 but had been seen
around south west England from Nov 18 onwards)
Great Crested Grebe: The first 1000+ winter flock on the sea was reported on Dec
2 off the Netherlands (count of 1098)
Red-necked Grebe: On Dec 2 two were still in Chichester Harbour off Black Point
where one was first seen on Nov 13 and joined by the second on Nov 19
Slavonian Grebe: The only local report this week was of one off Selsey Bill on Nov
28 (when two were still off Lymington)
Black-necked Grebe: No reports from Langstone Harbour and none from
Studland/Poole Harbour since 18 were seen on Nov 27 but a flock of 24 has been
seen at Feock (in Falmouth 'harbour'/Carrick Roads in Cornwall) on Nov 28 and
Dec 3
Cormorant: A count of 3223 at a Netherlands site on Dec 3 was by no means the a
record - that was a count of 6716 in the Netherlands on 24 Oct 2004
Little Egret: Although the majority of these seem to have been driven inland by the
cold I still found three in the Langstone Bridge area on Dec 3 (and saw one flying
over the Wade Court trees at dusk that day, presumably to the Langstone Pond
roost)

Great White Egret: Although one Netherlands site had a count of 42 on Dec 1 the
only reports from Britain this week are of one at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Nov 29
and one at Pitsford in Northamptonshire on Nov 27 (when one was also seen at
Folkestone) The Hatchet Pond bird in the New Forest has not been reported since
Nov 26
Glossy Ibis: The group of 20 juveniles which flew from Spain to Devon on Sep 12,
subsequently flying to Dungeness as a group before dispersing in Britain, seem to
have had enough of our weather and on Nov 29 the last but one was at Radipole
(Weymouth) before flying out to sea in the direction of Spain (one was apparently
still in Glamorgan but I have not heard of it since Dec 2 and on Dec 4 RBA was still
reporting one in Devon and one in Somerset )
Bewick's Swan: The number at Slimbridge was up to 140 on Dec 1, rising to 187
on Dec 4. I think most of the new birds have come from the continent, judging by
reports of 9 at Rye Harbour on Nov 30, 4 at Blashford Lakes on Dec 1 (when 2 flew
over Sandy Point on Hayling ), 2 at Pulborough Brooks on Dec 2, and 10 at
Dungeness on Dec 3 (when Christchurch Harbour had its first two on f the winter
taking a break on the sea there). On Dec 5 a group of 11 (including 6 adults) were
at the Blashford lakes.
Whooper Swan: No news of any back in the Chichester area yet (last year two
arived on Nov 15) but Dec 2 saw 13 fly east over Abbotsbury in Dorset and 10 fly in
off the sea (heading NW) at Climping (near the mouth of the R Arun)
Black Swan: One was on the water of Chichester Harbour at the north end of the
Bosham channel on Nov 25, probably having flown a couple of Km from the West
Ashling pond where at least one pair breeds each year (hatching their young in
December in keeping with their antipodean biological clocks)
Barnacle Goose: A group of six in Langstone Harbour on Dec 2 and 3 were
probably genuine winter visitors to this country rather than escapees from the
Flamingo Park flock on the Isle of Wight. On Nov 28 a flock of 32 flew past
Dungeness and that day 30 were seeen to fly west over the Lymington area. On
Dec 2 a flock of 37 went over West Bexington (north of Weymouth)
Black Brant: On Nov 11 one was seen at Pagham Harbour and seems to have
remained there until Nov 27 at least despite sightings of a different bird at nearby
Climping on Nov 23, 25 and 29. At least three remain in the Weymouth area
Red-breasted Goose: The Exe estuary bird was still there on Nov 23 but it is
regarded as an escape and so not regularly reported. A new bird appeared at
Dungeness on Dec 2
Shelduck: A walk from Havant to the Hayling Oysterbeds on Dec 3 showed an
increase to winter peak levels in the Langstone area with at least 70 visible from the
the Ship Inn carpark and another 25+ just west of Langstone Bridge. This increase
probably co-incided with the first 1000+ report from Europe (3024 from a French
site on Dec 2)

Pochard: A wave of new arrivals was reported on Dec 2 with 35 seen at the mouth
of Chichester Harbour and 43 at Christchurch Harbour plus the first 9 on the south
Hayling Sinah Gravel Pi
Tufted Duck: An even more pronounced surge of arrivals on Dec 2 with 85 at
Sandy Point, 56 at Christchurch Harbour, 38 at the Sinah Gravel Pit
Smew: 15 reports from nine southern English sites stretching from Dungeness to
Radipole (Weymouth) and including one on the Longham Lakes (Bournemouth),
one on Southampton Water (Redbridge), and two in the Hook/Warsash area on
Dec 3 (none so far at Chichester where I don't think they have been seen since
2000)
Goosander: More than ususal seen this winter with 27 reports in the past week
including a county record of 160 roosting at the Blashford Lakes on Nov 28 (prev
max there was 102 on 31 Dec 2009). An unexpected sighting this week was of two
on a tiny pond at Newlands Farm just south of Fareham on Dec 3
Buzzard: Still a fair amount of movement on the continent with counts of up to 54 in
Germany on Nov 30, then 91 in Belgium on Dec 1 and 69 there on Dec 2
Rough-legged Buzzard: Some of the continental movement reached us with one
flying in off the sea in Thanet (Kent) on Nov 29 (RBA reported a total of 7 in the UK
on Nov 30)
Osprey: Still no definite news on last week's two dubious reports of Osprey
sightings in Hampshire - I think everyone thinks the report of an Osprey feeding
on a dead cat was totally unlikely and another comment on the 'fast flying
Osprey seen over Sandy Point on Hayling on Nov 16' backs the theory that it was
a strangely coloured Buzzard, supporting this with a recent sighting of such a
bird in the Southampton area which was identified as a Buzzard as it had the
'flat wings' of a Buzzard rather than the distinctly 'kinked' or 'gull-winged' look
of an Osprey
Coot: I see that Cliff Dean has owned up to his love of Coots by patiently counting
698 of them on the Pett Level pools (Rye Bay) on Nov 28
Common Crane: On Dec 4 Jason Crook watched one circling over the
Broadmarsh area of Langstone Harbour before flying west following the ridge of
Portsdown. No further sightings of it though a grey shrouded camera on its tripod
stand seen through mist at Titchfield Haven was mistakenly thought to be the bird.
More stragglers could still appear on our south coast as there were 1585 passage
birds at one Belgian site on Nov 30 and 60 in Germany on Dec 3
Avocet: 34 were 'resident' in Langstone Harbour on Nov 27 and up to 21 were said
to be present in Nutbourne Bay (Chichester Harbour) around that date. On Nov 28
more than 450 were in Poole Harbour
Lapwing: Not surisingly there were five reports of 1000+ flocks of these 'snow
birds' moving on Dec 2 with a peak count of 3125 over a Netherlands site, 2282
over Belgium, 2000+ over West Bexington near Weymouth and 1000+ (maybe part

of the previous flock) seen at Radipole. Sandy Point on Hayling had 1081 coming
north from the Continent that day while Portland had 500 going south!
Knot: Counts of 70+ along the west shore of Emsworth on Dec 2, followed by one
of 107 there on Dec 3, were high for the area (though bigger counts have been
logged elsewhere in Chichester Harbour in recent years (in 2007 there were 150+
on the Pook Lane shore near Langstone on Oct 17 and 350 on the Pilsey Sands
during passage on Sep 20)
Snipe: The cold weather movement on Dec 2 gave an exceptional count of 200+ at
Christchurch Harbour, 579 at a Netherlands site and more than 28 coming in over
south Hayling (one of them probably flying on to give me my first of the winter as it
flew in to land on the Langstone South Moors). There has also been an unusually
high number of reports of Jack Snipe this week (including more than 2 at Sandy
Point on Dec 2 and 6+ at Ferring Rife near Worthing on Dec 3)
Long-billed Dowitcher: Still at Lodmoor on Dec 3
Woodcock: By Nov 29 Michael Prior was already reporting seeing them
'everywhere' in Stansted Forest and this week has brought reports from all along
the south coast from Sandwich Bay (where 11 flew in on Dec 2) to Wadebridge in
Cornwall where 4 were seen on Nov 29
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was seen on Nov 27 and again on Dec 4 but
may have flown to the Lymington area in between as one was seen at Sturt Pond
on Nov 29
Lesser Black-back Gull: One of the pale-mantled British graellsii race was an
uncommon sight at Emsworth on Dec 1 - when Lessers are seen here in the winter
they are more commonly of the dark mantled fuscus or intermedius Scandinavian
races
Sandwich Terns: Five different wintering birds could still be seen from Black Point
at the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Nov 28 but only one was seen there on Dec
2 (no proof that the others have left!)
Turtle Dove: One is wintering in a Cornish garden at Goonhavern (north of Truro)
and has been seen there on Nov 27 and Dec 3 and 4. This reminds me that one
was reported as wintering in a Shoreham garden in west Sussex back in 1980 and
two birds were in the Rye Harbour area from Dec 2 to 18 in 1990
Kingfisher: These have been seen in Emsworth several times between Aug 15
and Oct 18 but there have been no reports from Langstone other than sightings of
one at the west end of Mill Lane on Aug 30 and Sep 1 until I saw one in the same
place on Dec 2
Hoopoe: The bird at Longham (Bournemouth) was still present on Dec 2
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: One (a male) seen in the Warsash/Hook area on
Dec 3

Woodlark: A flock of 110 at Christchurch Harbour on Dec 2 was one of the
highspots of that day's cold weather movements - on Dec 3 Devon reported 18 at
Colyford (close to Seaton in Lyme Bay near the Devon/Dorset border)
Skylark: See the 'latest excitements' at the head of this week's Summary for details
of the massive Skylark movement on Dec 2
Swallow: The last two of the year (I assume) were over Marazion near Penzance
on Nov 28
Waxwing: At the start of this week RBA report the presence of Waxwings in 42
counties and the HOS News was still wrongly naming the Twinings Tea Firm
premises in Andover (where just one bird remained on Nov 30) as 'Twinnings'. On
Dec 3 two of the birds visited the monks of Buckfastleigh Abbey in Devon and on
Dec 4 Basingstoke attracted three to Eastrop Park in the town centre
Ring Ouzel: One at Farlington Marshes on Nov 27 has not been reported again
Fieldfare: These began to be seen in both Emsworth and Langstone on Dec 2
Redwing: First report of them in Havant was on Nov 26 at Warblington and I had
my first sighting of several (along with a couple of Mistle Thrushes) in the Havant
Eastern Road cemetery on Dec 5 after seeing an 'almost certain Redwing' fly
along my home road
Garden Warbler: A late bird was at Portland (with a Dartford Warbler) on Nov 28
Blackcap: A male+female pair were in a Havant (Lower Grove Road alongside the
Billy Trail) on Nov 29 and on Dec 3 two such pairs were in a Lewes town garden
having difficulty eating frozen grapes on an outdoor vine.
Chifchaff: Crossing the footbridge over the Lymbourne stream from the Billy Line
to Wade Court in Langstone on Dec 2 I had close views of two Chiffchaffs feeding
among floating water weed on the stream. Two birds could be heard there again on
Dec 3 and at least one had been by the Billy Trail north of the A27 on Nov 29
Coal Tit: One was heard singing from my garden on Dec 5 joining Great Tits,
Robins, Goldfinches Wood Pigeons, Collared Doves and Song Thrushes
rejoicing in the warmer weather
Chough: One was reliably reported at Alum Bay (Isle of Wight, close to the
Needles) on Nov 30 and was seen again on Dec 4 (and thought to have been heard
on Dec 5)
Jackdaw: In recent winters a large corvid roost has been established in the north of
the Gosport area with large numbers of birds heading from and to it each morning
and evening (some apparently going as far as the New Forest to feed). First
indication of this for this winter came in a report of 250 Jackdaw flying east over the
Titchfield/Hill Head area on the evening of Nov 30. From Herstmonceux in east
Sussex Dec 1 brought news of more than 300 gathering there at dusk
Raven: Another winter roost of 40+ Ravens reported on Nov 28 at Up Cerne a mile
or so north west of Cerne Abbas (north of Dorchester) in Dorset.

Brambling: The number in the QE Country Park near Petersfield had increased on
Nov 29 to 500+ (including some Chaffinches)
Redpoll species: If you are confused by the naming and identification of Redpoll
species have a look at Lee Evans attempt to simplify it at
http://www.uk400clubonline.co.uk/File-Store/Arctic-Redpoll-ID-revisited.pdf
Escapees: The group of 4 Black East Indies ducks which Brian Fellows found on
the pond at the Fishery Lane holiday camp (south east Hayling) on Nov 6 were still
there and had increased to 5 on Nov 27
INSECTS
Dragonflies
No dragonflies reported this week!!
Butterflies
Just one report of a Red Admiral in Kingston village near Lewes on Nov 25
Moths
Again nothing to report
Other Insects
14-spot Propylea Ladybird: Lady bird species find the crevices of tree bark good
as hibernation sites but I was surprised to see a photo on the Sussex Butterfly
Conservation website (30th Nov entry) this week showing some of a group of 57
small black and yellow ladybirds apparently intending to spend the winter totally
unprotected on the smooth lower side of a Blackthorn shoot. See
http://www.sussex-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.html
Stick Insect: When checking out the south Hayling Beach Huts at the end of their
summer letting season on Nov 28 the Hayling Beachlands manager found a live
Stick Insect clinging to the inside of the roof of one hut and asked John
Goodspeed what she should do about it. John and I agreed that it was probably one
of the subspecies of the Indian Green (Carausius morosus) Stick Insect commonly
used in schools and laboratories (and kept as pets!) but subsequently I think it
might be the species Unarmed Stick-insect (Acanthoxyla inermis) of which a
photo appears via the link below and I suggested that the sooner it was moved to a
warmer home (either in a pet shop or given to someone prepared to take it into their
own home as a pet) the better. I read that these insects have already establised
feral colonies in this country and that they have become classified as pests in other
countries with warmer climates. In response to the question "Do stick insects live
wild in the UK?" Yahoo answers responded with .......
Yes. Stick insects, known as Phasmids, are naturalised in Britain. Three species,
all from New Zealand, are involved. Try Buglife at www.buglife.org.uk for more
information. There have been 662 records in 103 locations and a fourth species,
Bacillus rossius from the Mediterranean, has recently been recorded from Tresco,
Isles of Scilly. Most records are from south or south-west England.

It seems that most Stick Insects in Britain will die in autumn frosts but one garden
near St Austell in Cornwall had a population of 140 which had managed to survive
One other appropriate response to this or any similar find is to visit
http://www.buglife.org.uk/discoverbugs/bugofthemonth/stickinsects and scroll to
the bottom of the page where it asks you ......
We need to find out more about where stick insects are living in the UK. If
you find a stick insect in the wild, please record your sighting by clicking
here
PLANTS
Winter Aconite: The first bright yellow flowers of this species were seen in
Fareham by Dave Savage on Nov 29
OTHER WILDLIFE
Otter: On Nov 28 a birder carrying out the monthly WeBS count on a stretch of the
River Avon south of Ringwood was delighted to add a dog Otter to his list of
sightings - I'm pretty sure that Otters are not new to that area but they are not often
seen by day
Fungi: Very little seen during the cold snap (I have been looking for Velvet Shank
without success) but the first mild morning (Dec 5) revealed a good fresh growth of
Bonnet Mycena on an old plum tree in my neighbour's garden
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Thu 2 Dec
Langstone in the snow
Havant had its first snow yesterday but I had an appointment at the QA hospital for
check-up (getting an all clear result within minutes) and so did not get out until this
morning after waking up to find around 20cm of snow on the ground and almost that
depth balanced on every twig of every tree in the windless air.
Out in the garden there were few birds to be seen but at least one Woodpigeon
sang briefly before a flock of more than a dozen Skylarks flew north west low
overhead followed a few minutes later by a smaller flock going the same way. It
turned out that this was no minor movement as Skylarks continued to fly low in the
same direction thoughout the next two hours during my walk - sometimes just
single birds could be heard or seen, sometimes small flocks though I never saw
more than 20 birds together. All the birds were heading in the same unvarying
direction and I had the distinct impression that they had just come in from crossing
the Channel though I have no idea what destination they had in mind.
The Lymbourne stream had not only a Grey Wagtail but also a couple of
Chiffchaffs searching the waterweed below me as I crossed the footbridge to
Wade Court where a Great Spotted Woodpecker noisily attracted attention to
itself at the tip of a tall tree.
At the Langstone Pond seawall the tide was just starting to fall so a good collection
of shore birds, including a single Ringed Plover and a small group of Meadow

Pipits, were close to my feet. As often happens the snow seemed to have raised
the temperature so that the Pond was only partially frozen but recent weather had
been cold enough to have driven all the Egrets inland (I saw none this morning).
Heading west along Mill Lane I passed an active Grey Squirrel and on reaching
the West Mill I saw a Kingfisher fly up from the stream and head inland over the
Mill property. Downstream a Greenshank was at the water's edge and at the
mouth of the stream a smaller wader flew away from me low over the water with
bowed wings suggesting it was a Common Sandpiper. A surprise here was to find
at least six of the Dog Rose flowers still on the wild rose bushes (albeit partially
covered by snow). Among the Brent and Wigeon on the open water off the mouth
of the stream were at least half a dozen Gadwall and further west a pair of
Shoveler flew up as the water became too shallow for their feeding habit. Also
seen along the South Moors was a single Rock Pipit (identified by call as it flew
down to the shore) and another lone bird flew inland which I am pretty sure was a
Snipe.
As at Langstone Pond the central pool at Budds Farm had a fair amount of open
water though it was almost covered by the mass of gulls and ducks present. No
new species there and nothing else of note on my way home.
Mon 29 Nov
Warblington Church but no Waxwing
Spurred by a report of both Waxwing and Brambling having been seen at
Warblington Church yesterday, and of both Blackbird and Song Thrush singing
there on Saturday, I went there myself in today's bright sunshine but found none of
the above though quite a lot of finches (mainly Green with Gold and a couple of
Chaff) were still enjoying the Yew arils along with several Blackbirds and Song
Thrushes.
I then went to Farm Lane at Nutbourne for a circuit of the seawall to Prinsted and
back through the orchards (what is left of them after most of the trees have been
grubbed out and no apples lie on the ground).
Nutbourne Bay was crowded with distant waders and wildfowl with tide at its
lowest. My best sighting was of three Knot (my first of the winter) close in on the
mud with a couple Redshank to confirm their relative sizes. Nearing Prinsted I
spoke to a local birder who told me that (had the tide been in) I would almost
certainly have seen some Avocets of which there had been a recent peak count
of 21.
As I left the shore to walk inland a very smart male Sparrowhawk flew west at
ground level, giving me a great view of its blue back with broad wings showing it
was not a Merlin, before sweeping up to rest in some trees.
In the orchards I heard a brief but very realistic sound of a Fieldfare's rattle call
but I guess I was imagining it (or perhaps a Starling was giving a good imitation) for
nothing like a Fieldfare was seen.
Nearly back to my car I noted that the Strawberry tree almost overhanging the
stream where it goes under the lane was still in flower.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 22 - 28 (WEEK 47 OF 2010)

Latest news: At midday on Nov 28 a Waxwing was seen at Warblington church
along with Brambling in a mixed finch flock
=============
The cold weather of the past few days has brought some of the Waxwings south
as far as Chichester (10 seen in Leather Bottle Lane on Sat Nov 27 when at least
one was in a Chandlers Ford garden) after being seen in Devon on Nov 24,
Andover on Nov 25 and Broadstairs in Kent on Nov 26 (60 there on Nov 27).
Locally Redwings, Mistle Thrush, Blackbirds and Song Thrush were feeding on
Yew arils in Warblington Church Yard on Nov 27 with both Blackbird and Song
Thrush attempting song there. The Havant Wildlife Group which saw these also
had at least one Knot on the mud off the Warblington area, and I see that others
(presumably recently evicted from the Wash) have turned up at Warsash and in
Southampton Water where they are not commonly seen.
No doubt some people are already worrying about the fate of our Dartford
Warblers but maybe they have a new strategy to escape the snow - much of the
population of this species is resident fairly near the sea, and Radio 4 had a speaker
this morning demonstrating why the heaviest snowfall occurs where onshors winds
being moisture over the coast to fall as snow. Yesterday I saw a report of a
Dartford Warbler in Northamptonshire - perhaps that is a good place for them to
survive?
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: A flock of 189 seen off Germany last week (Nov 16) may
have split up and moved west this week with counts of 60 off France on Nov 21 and
58 off the Netherlands on Nov 23, then another 50 off France on Nov 25. Our south
coast had 7 off Christchurch Harbour on Nov 22 and 12 off Swalecliffe (north Kent)
on Nov 21
Black-throated Diver: By Nov 23 there were 13 (plus 5 Great Northern) in St
Austell Bay (south Cornwall) and during the week there was one in the mouth of
Chichester Harbour on Nov 25 and 25
Great Northern Diver: Two were off Selsey Bill on Nov 20 and later in the week
two were off Lymington with one seen at Sandy Point (Hayling) on Nov 26
Mixed Diver Species: A flock of 423 divers was off the Netherlands on Nov 23
Pied-billed Grebe: The first of this species to appear in Britain for 10 years was
found on Hollingworth Lake (Manchester) on Nov 3 but has not been reported since
Nov 21
Red-necked Grebe: One was seen in the Chichester Harbour mouth on Nov 13
(possibly the same one had been seen off Pagham Harbour on Nov 6) and it has
been seen thereabouts up to Nov 28 at least while another two seem to have been
in Portland Harbour from Nov 14 to Nov 24 (only one there on Nov 26) Cornwall has
two reports from its south coast - one in St Austell Bay and the other in Gerrans Bay
near St Mawes (east of Falmouth)

Slavonian Grebe: In past years a small flock of these has often been seen on the
sea off Pagham Harbour and a group of 4 were there on Nov 23. One of these may
have moved to Chichester Harbour on Nov 26
Black-necked Grebe: The Langstone Harbour flock reached 13 in number on Nov
22 but this count was well beaten by a total of 50 in and just outside Poole Harbour
on Nov 24.
Great White Egret: The regular (ringed) bird at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood)
doe not seem to have been seen since Oct 20 though there have been reports from
Spetisbury (Dorset) on Oct 21, Wareham on Nov 1 and the Lower Test
(Southampton) on Nov 3 with a possible return to Ringwood on Nov 8. Other than
two sightings in Kent the next report was of one flying over Sandy Point on Haylng
on Nov 21 and this one seems to have settled at Hatchet Pond in the New Forest
from Nov 26
Mute Swan: Sunshine preceding the current cold snap seems to have brought the
Langstone Mill Pond pair of Swans back to defend their nest site on Nov 22
Black Swan: One was seen in Cutmill Creek (the north west tip of the Bosham
Channel in Chichester Harbour) on Nov 26. This was probably one of the birds
normally resident and breeding at West Ashling pond near Funtington (the pond is
only 2 km north of where the bird was seen). As these antipodean birds retain their
southern hemisphere biological clock this bird may well be the father of a brood of
eggs currently being incubated at the pond - maybe he's wondering if he can find a
warmer nursery for the entry into the world of his offspring?
Bewick's Swan: Nov 22 saw the arrival of 262 of these Swans in the Netherlands
but there has been a more gradual arrival of the birds at Slimbridge where the first
eight were seen on Oct 18 though four of these moved on and the remaining four
had to wait until Nov 9 for four more (perhaps the originals) to join them. Nov 11
found 11 present, then Nov 17 took the count up to 24 with 27 there on Nov 18 and
42 on Nov 21. Latest counts are 56 on Nov 23 and 62 on Nov 26 (including the
return of the oldest inhabitat, the 20 year old Baccan)
Greylag: Those of us who live in south east Hampshire never see flocks of wild
Greylag but a short trip to the Blashford Lakes in west Hampshire would have
shown you a flock of 487 Greylags there on Nov 23 (there were 528 in the Avon
Valley south of Ringwood on Sep 28). Flocks of 100+ can probably be found
currently in north east Hampshire.
Brent Goose: The first report of the invasion of farm fields by Brent that I am aware
of this autumn came from the Brownwich (Titchfield) area on Nov 14 when a flock of
450 were seen on winter wheat. Perhaps there has been more Eelgrass to keep
them in the Solent harbours this year (and perhaps the increase in the number of
families with young has made the parents more cautious about taking their young
on shore) but the first flock which I have seen ashore on the Warblington farm
grassland was not seen until Nov 26 when at least 250 were on lush grass in
Warblington Field P (see http://ralph-hollins.net/warblington.htm ). Interestingly last
winter (when there were few young in the flocks) they did not use these grass fields
but preferred to glean Sweetcorn grain from Fields U, V and T. The first sighting of

them in these fields last year was on Nov 27 but I suspect they had been in those
fields for a few days before I saw them.
Red-breasted Goose: The bird in the Exe estuary fields this winter (first seen with
150 Brent on Oct 7 and never reported as being ringed) has throughout been
reported as being of dubious or captive origin - I will be very interested to see if it
flies east to Chichester Harbour early next spring. This week finds the Devon bird
still at Topsham on Nov 23 but a different bird turned up on Merseyside that day
Goosander: The number using the Ibsley Water roost near Ringwood continues to
creep up each winter. In 2006 the peak number was just 68 (in Jan), in 2007 only 64
were reported but in 2008 the figure rose to 90 while 2009 had a count of 102 on
Dec 31. This winter we already have a count of 96 by Nov 23 and the cold weather
will almost certainly bring more south before the year end (latest news on Nov 27 is
of the evening count at Ibsley shooting up to 114)
Red Kite: A communal winter roost at West End Green (just east of Tadley in north
Hampshire) had around 25 birds using it on Nov 26
Osprey: The latest Hampshire Bird Report gives the latest date for an Osprey to
be seen in Hampshire during the period 1957 - 2007 as 11 Dec 1999 though very
few are seen anywhere after mid-October. This year the last normal Hampshire
report for the autumn was of a bird in Langstone Harbour on Oct 24 but this week
has brought two very unusual reports. The first was a sighting of one flying fast
west over Sandy Point on Hayling on Nov 16, the second sighting was from the
Botley Woods north of Fareham on Nov 26 and this included the detail that the bird
was standing on and feeding from a dead cat.
A search for any hint of Ospreys ever staying in Britain for the winter produced an
article under the heading Glaslyn Osprey Stays for Winter - WalesOnline
Magazine Lifestyle Blog - it turned out to be about the construction of a 12 foot
high mural placed on the gable end of the Glaslyn village school in Wales
celebrating local hero Clough Williams-Ellis showing a local view with an Osprey
flying over.
More useful came information from the Birdguides website which gave the latest
reports they have for this year showing one was still in Lincolnshire on Nov 13,
another near Taunton in Somerset on Nov 1, 3 and 6, another in Norfolk on Nov 6
and one in Bucks on Nov 3. These reports are believable but the report of one
eating a cat is very out of keeping with their normal diet (more or less exclusively
fish) and fast flying does not accord with my impression of the normal rather
laborious flight. I suspect that both sightings were of Osprey look-alike species,
probably escapees from captivity, though the date of the Botley Woods sighting is
identical to the date on which I saw the first news of the juvenile White-tailed
Sea-Eagle that arrived from Finland in Nov 2007 to spend that winter in Hampshire
(mainly on the Cholderton estate near Andover) - could that bird be back craving
the delicious taste of Hampshire cats?
Peregrine: Another unusual raptor report this week comes from Seaford in Sussex
and describes a Peregrine catching and plucking a Starling in a small (30 foot
long) garden. I don't know how experienced a birder it was that reported this (my

apologies if I am being too unbelieving) but both the prey and the place sound
much more likely to be the work of a Sparrowhawk rather than a Peregrine
Avocet: 34 were present at Farlington Marshes on Nov 27, almost certainly
indicating the build up of a wintering flock though there have been no other reports
from there since Nov 1 when the count was only 16
Dotterel: Lee Evans tells us that on Nov 27 a single Dotterel could still be seen in
the Loch Ryan area of Galloway in Scotland
Golden Plover: My first sighing of these for the winter came on Nov 25 when I was
cycling east along Thornham Lane (north Thorney Island) and came to the point
between the sewage works and the minor road to Prinsted where you can see the
fields north of Thornham Lane - here was a flock of around 50 Lapwing with at
least a dozen Golden Plover among them
Knot: A flock of 200 was seen in the north of Pagham Harbour on Nov 25 and by
Nov 27 isolated birds were being seen near Emsworth, Warsash and along
Southampton Water (I guess a lot have been driven from the Wash area on the
east coast by the snow)
Woodcock: Two were seen on Sinah Common (south Hayling) at dusk on Nov 23
and singles arrived at Portland and Christchurch Harbour on Nov 26
Spotted Redshank: The total to be seen on the Lymington shore rose to 12 on
Nov 23
Laughing Gull: The first of these trans-Atlantic Black Headed Gull look-alikes to
turn up in Britain this year was seen in Derbyshire on Nov 20
Iceland Gull: Other than one seen in the Scillies on Oct 30 and another in the
Netherlands on Nov 1 the first I know of for this winter was at the Blashford Lakes
on Nov 21 (another sighting could have been of a second bird in the same area that
day). Nothing more of either bird until Nov 26 when one was seen on the River
Avon near the Avon Causeway (after which it headed off into Dorset)
Sandwich Tern: 8 wintering birds were still near the mouth of Chichester Harbour
on Nov 25 after four of them had been seen on the north shore of the Harbour at
Emsworth on Nov 21. Singles also remain at Sandwich Bay and on the French
coast
Stock Dove: The autumn 'pigeon passage' is coming to an end but Christchurch
Harbour still had 350 passing over on Nov 2
Wood Pigeon: Barton on Sea still had counts of 16980 on Nov 22 and 11060 on
Nov 23
Ring-necked Parakeet: I still remember having two of these on our garden
birdtable in the snow of 1974 and maybe the current cold is making some of the
London area birds (rumoured to number 30,000) wonder if a move would be
beneficial to their health. This thought comes from a report of one on a bird feeder
at Cocking (Sussex Downs near Midhurst) on Nov 23

Hoopoe: One appeared at Longham (northern fringe of Bournemouth) on Nov 25
and was still there next day though not reported on Nov 27 - European breeding
birds normally fly south to winter in Africa but I recall one which I think stayed for the
winter in the Frensham Lakes area of Surrey many years back and I believe there
was another winter bird in the Alton area more recently (not checked). A definite
wintering bird was in Gosport from Nov 2005 to February 2006
Shorelark: 3 seem to be wintering at Sandwich Bay but that number is currently
well beaten by a flock of 43 (on Nov 27) at Holkham Bay in Norfolk
Swallow: Locally one was seen at Fishbourne and another at Sandy Point
(Hayling) on Nov 21 and on Nov 23 there were singles seen at Sandwich Bay and
Rye Harbour but the only two reports since then have come from Marazion
(Penzance area of Cornwall) on Nov 24 (six birds!) and Nov 26 (1).
House Martin: These normally outstay the Swallows but this year the supply of
House Martins seems to have run out on Nov 10 with the exception of a single bird
reported flying west over Seaview on the Isle of Wight on Nov 18
Grey Wagtail: Of local interest it is some weeks since I heard the calls of winter
Grey Wagtails flying over the Havant Town Centre shops (a normal feature of the
town in winter) so I was pleased to see not one but two foraging at different places
on the Lymbourne stream south of the A27 on Nov 26
Waxwings: Last week I reported that a few had come as far south as Banbury,
Bracknell, Odiham and Epsom on Nov 20 but this week's reports include 3 at
Chagford (north east fringe of Dartmoor) on Nov 24, then 3 at an Andover industrial
estate on Nov 25 and at least 7 in north Kent on Nov 26. On Nov 27 Kent had a
flock of 60 at Broadstairs and 3 were at Rye Harbour while closer to home 10 had
reached Chichester and at least one was seen in Chandlers Ford close to Eastleigh
Black Redstart: Of local interest Nov 23 brought news of a female that could be
seen on the seafront Mariners Court buildings a little west of the Southwood Road
carpark about a 1 km west of Sandy Point on Hayling
Ring Ouzel: One was seen in 'the bushes' at Farlington Marshes on Nov 27 - this is
the first anywhere on the south coast since one seen on the Exminster Marshes in
Devon on Nov 21
Redwing: A huge night roost which may have held over 50,000 birds on Nov 26
was found in the Long Beech Inclosure/Janesmoor Pond area of the New Forest
beside the minor road running north from the A31 to Fritham. Locally on Nov 27 the
Havant Wildlife Group found some Redwing in the Warblington churchyard along
with at least one Mistle Thrush and the both Blackbird and Song Thrush
attempting to sing as they fed on the plentiful Yew arils
Willow Warbler: One has been lurking at Portland Bill from Sep 26 to Nov 26 and
looks set to stay for the winter. Another late bird was seen in the Netherlands on
Nov 21
Firecrest: At least three were seen on South Hayling on Nov 26, two at Sandy
Point and one near the Sinah gravel pit lake.

Bearded Tit: Their autumn dispersal was still ongoing this week when three birds
were seen flying into the 'Severals' reedbeds at Church Norton after being seen
flying high over Thorney Island a short while earlier
Brambling: The count at the QE country park near Petersfield was up to 103 on
Nov 26
Lesser Redpoll: A flock of more than 500 was seen at Castle Bottom (near
Eversley in north Hampshire) on Nov 26
Snow Bunting: The number at Reculver on the north Kent coast was up to 17 on
Nov 25
Rustic Bunting: One was found at Whitstable in north Kent on Nov 21 and
appears to have turned up at Rye Harbour next day
Reed Bunting: Several seem to have reached the Emsworth area on Nov 25 when
I saw them on the north west Thorney seawall and at the Thornham Marshes
Vagrants: Lee Evans tells us that a North American Hen Harrier found in Norfolk
on Nov 27 was the third of its kind to have been spotted in the UK this winter
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Common Darter: One was seen by the Basingstoke canal in the
Farnborough area on Dec 19 giving extra credence to my distant sighting of
one at Langstone on Nov 16
Butterflies
Brimstone: Single males seen at Farnborough on Nov 19 and at Gosport on
Nov 22
Red Admiral: Three seen around the Gosport area on Nov 19 with three
more seen on Nov 21 (one near Lewes) and Nov 22 (two more at Gosport)
Moths
Scarce Umber: The only report this week is if several of these seen by a
Sussex 'moth-er' in his car headlights, causing him to stop and catch one.
PLANTS
Bulbous Buttercup: One flowering in the Langstone area on Nov 22 was identified
by its down-turned sepals
Stream Water Crowfoot: Still flowering in the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton
on Nov 23
Sweet Violets: Flowering in both Havant and Emsworth this week
Campion: Both Red and White were flowering in Emsworth this week
Musk Mallow: Fresh plants flowering at two Havant sites during the week

White Melilot: A single plant at Broadmarsh was a surprise on Nov 23
Spotted Medick: After finding one flowering near the A27 Langstone roundabout
on Nov 15 (seen again Nov 22) I found a second site with flowering plants on Nov
26 on the Emsworth side of the A27 underpass on the Emsworth Road
Cherry Laurel: A bank of planted shrubs beside the A27 below the Pook Lane
footbridge was in flower on Nov 22
Hawthorn: A single late cluster of flowers seen at the Thornham Marshes on Nov
25
Dog Rose: The bushes which have seen flowering at the mouth of the Langbrook
stream since Oct 19 had a peak count of 77 blossoms on Nov 23
Mistletoe: The fall of the leaves from a White Poplar tree across the Havant Road
from Record Road in Emsworth revealed the expected presence of a large clump of
Mistletoe near the top of the tree this week
Cow Parsley: Brian Fellows found one plant of this in flower at Marina Farm on
Thorney Island on Nov 24. I see that this site also had the first flowers of 2008, seen
then on Jan 18 at a more normal date (followed by other finds on Jan 25, 25, Feb 1
etc). In 2007 although I found an odd plant flowering on Jan 1 the season did not
start until Mar 13 but in 2006 it started on Jan 7. In all years the flowers do not
appear en masse until April
Fools Parsley: Brian also found this flowering at the Marina Farm site on Nov 24
after earlier odd flowerings in Emsworth on Nov 11 and in Havant on Nov 16
Rhododendron ponticum: Many fresh buds and one half open flower seen in the
Hollybank woods (Holly Lodge abandoned garden site) on Nov 24
Strawberry Tree: The old specimen in Slipper Mill Road at Emsworth was still
flowering on Nov 24
Honeysuckle: The garden escape flowers by the Hayling Billy trail south of the A27
in Havant were still out on Nov 22
OTHER WILDLIFE
Green Sea Urchin (Psammechinus miliaris): A walk along the Rye Harbour
shoreline on Nov 21 discovered thousands of washed up 'skeletons' (technically
called 'tests') of these urchins. I read that this species can live for 10 years and I am
not sure if this 'wash up' was an annual event or the result of some unfortunate
storm.
Red Squirrel: Despite the cold nights I think very few Grey Squirrels go into
proper hibernation nowadays - at least in our relatively warm and food-filled
gardens - and a report of two Red Squirrels active in Laundry Lane close to the
IoW Bembridge Marshes RSPB reserve on Nov 25 is not surprising. (I see six of
them were seen at the Alverstone nature reserve on 26 Dec 2008 with ones and
twos seen there on Jan 23 and 30 increasing to 8 - mostly in pairs - on 16 Feb
2007)

Fungi: On Nov 22 I found Jew's Ear and Shaggy Inkcap in the Budds Farm area
of Havant and on Nov 23 I passed a fresh cluster of Shaggy Parasols in the Oak
Park area of Leigh Park. In the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on Nov 24 I found
Clouded Agaric, Candlesnuff plus a new species for my personal list this winter,
Black Bulgar. Next one I will be looking for is Velvet Shank which seems to enjoy
at good frost
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 22 - 28 (WEEK 47 OF 2010)
Thu 25 Nov
Golden Plover and Reed Buntings back in the Emsworth area
A cycle ride from Havant through Emsworth to the Thonham Marshes near Prinsted
this morning was chill but cheerful with my first Golden Plover and Reed Buntings
back in my local patch. Also seen in Emsworth now that the leaves are off the trees
was my first view of the big cluster of Mistletoe on the tall tree in the Emsworth
Waysides site across Havant Road from Record Road.
The morning started with John Sawtell showing me yet another of his fungal finds
on the wood chips under a Yew Tee at the junction of Bellair Road and Havant's
East Street immediately east of the hump back bridge over the old rail line. At the
site we found an Amethyst deceiver but the more interesting find was one that
John had collected yesterday and which was still fresh enough to produce a clear
spore print to back the identity we had provisionally decided was most likley Entoloma sinuatum (now called the Livid Pinkgill and having 25 records in the
Hants Fungi database - all found in the New Forest except for one at Winchester,
two at Southampton and just one in the south east of the county somewhere near
Bishops Waltham)
My cycle ride headed first for the Thorney Deeps west seawall where at least 16
Tufted Duck were back on the Little Deeps (but none of the mass of Coots that
usually arrive there in cold winter weather). The Great Deeps west was also without
its winter duck other than a dozen Shelduck and the odd Teal - the only numerous
birds were 61 Canada Geese and twenty or so Cormorant.
The first of three interesting birds in this part of Thorney was a single Mute Swan
which may have been injured but appeared healthy and just choosing a warm spot
to snooze in the sunshine on the broad track sheltered by the sea wall - it was not
seemingly disturbed by my close passage by it, just raising it wings and head to the
'busking' position to warn me against any closer approach. Second was a single
Reed Bunting - my first of the winter though I saw others later in the trip - and the
third was the Common Wrens of which I saw several here and elsewhere on
Thorney flitting into bramble bushes where I would not normally see them - they
were presumably continental winter visitors though I have seen no mention of the
species in the many counts of migrants which I see daily from coastal observers at
this time of year (checking on Google leave no doubt that large numbers do arrive
here for the winter though, unlike Robins, Goldcrests, and thrushes they never
appear in the migrant lists). Two other birds worth noting in the Little Deeps area
were a single Cetti's Warbler of which I managed a brief glimpse as it flitted
through low vegetation near the gate from the Thorney road into Marina Farm - also

here, circling high above the Marina Farm, were two Buzzards, one calling noisily,
the other and higher bird looking down on it silently.
Heading east along Thornham Lane the profusion of tall Alexanders plants (some
with very fresh leaves) kept me looking for any sign of early flowers but none were
detected. After the buildings in the sewage works area there is an open view of
fields north of the lane before coming to the minor road to Prinsted and in these
fields was a flock of at least 50 Lapwing with perhaps a dozen Golden Plover
among them - another first for the winter for me.
Little more in the Thornham marshes area but I did have a close encounter with a
Rock Pipit on the Prinsted Bay shore, and while coming back at the west end of
the marshes near that bay I was also surprised by another cluster of Hawthorn
flowers in the hedgerow. By now it was approaching lunch time so I did not stop on
my way home though I did look up after I left Emsworth village centre and passed
by opposite Record Road where the already mentioned Mistletoe was clearly
visible near the top of a White Poplar (?) tree (Brian Fellows once mentioned his
liking for this species of tree - maybe he has not noticed its annoying tendency to
put up a small forest of suckers around the base of its more mature trees!)
As I did not write a diary entry yesterday when I visited the Hollybank woods I will
mention here three things I noted - first was seen arrving at the Hollybank Lane
cross tracks (near the Holly Lodge site) in the wood - a Spindle tree at the south
east corner of the junction currently had really colouful fruit on it (glowing in the
sun). The next was at the southern end of the Holly Lodge garden where the lowest
branches of the Rhododendron bush had many fresh flower buds, one
partially open to show the distinctive flower colour. On the ground below this
flower was a small log covered with the first Black Bulgar fungus I have seen this
winter.
Another item from a walk around the Langstone south moors on Tuesday (Nov 23)
was the increased number of Dog Rose flowers at the Langbrook Stream moth 77 blossoms counted.
Mon 22 Nov
Dog's Mercury already starting to flower
An afternoon walk to the Langstone shore and back up Pook Lane gave me the
surprise of finding at least a dozen fresh young Dog's Mercury plants already
having male flowers. In most recent years I have found this plant in flower in early
January but my earliest date until now was 2 Jan 2007. If anyone wants to see the
plants they are on the east side of the unmade section of Pook Lane (south of the
A27) less than 50 paces south of the southernmost of the tall Pines in the meadow
west of the lane. The new young plants are partly hidden among old plants that
have survived from much earlier this year
This was not the only unexpected find in my walk (which gave me 42 flowering plant
species to start the new week). Best of the other finds was a single Bulbous
Buttercup in the field west of the Lymbourne stream taking the footpath from the
Billy Trail to the Royal Oak - when I saw the yellow flower I assumed it was a

Meadow Buttercup which I have found here on recent visits but this had the
characteristic down-turned sepals distinguishing Bulbous from Meadow
Buttercup and had a different 'jizz' to it. Two other scarce flowers at this time of
year were the Spotted Medick near the A27 Langstone Roundabout where the
plants thrive on the warmth and noxious gases generated by the volume of
stationery traffic, and a freshly flowering Musk Mallow was enjoying the same
conditions by the slip road down to the roundabout from the westbound A27. Also
included in my list were white 'candles' of flowers on what I assume were Cherry
Laurel shrubs planted on the north side of the A27 and seen by looking down from
the footbridge connecting the old and new halves of Pook Lane.
Also seen from that footbridge on the southern side of the A27 were a group of
three Jays under an oak tree, two Stock Doves flying in to perch at the top of that
tree, and half a dozen Egrets back in winter mode searching for food near cattle in
the Warblington Farm fields east of the Old Rectory.
At Langstone Pond the resident Swan pair are already back to defend their
territory. Both Green and Great Spotted Woodpeckers were present in the Wade
Court south field (along with the usual Teal and Moorhens plus three hen
Pheasants). Many Brent were on the shore, presumably feeding on the Eel Grass
which can be seen underfoot as you walk along the shore, but I only saw four
Wigeon and six Shelduck before I turned north up Pook Lane.
Jew's Ear fungus was seen on an Elder in Pook Lane and Shaggy Inkcap was
seen near the A27 with a new Meadow Waxcap on my garden lawn

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 15 - 21 (WEEK 46 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Divers: Red-throated numbers now reaching winter levels with reports of 6 seen
together at both Rye Harbour and Torquay in southern England and 189 at a
German site on Nov 16 and 42 at a French site on Nov 19. Locally Titchfield Haven
area had 3 on Nov 20. Highest count of Black-throated was 135 on the French
coast on Nov 17 while Portscatho in Cornwall had 23 on Nov 14. Locally one was in
the Solent off Gosport on Nov 13. Great Northern are the most likely to be seen off
the Hampshire coast with Sandy Point (mouth of Chichester Harbour) having 2 on
Nov 13 and 1 on Nov 19 when 1 was off Hurst Castle at the west end of the Solent
(1 was also seen nearby off Milford on Nov 17). Nov 17 also saw 7 off Berry Head in
Devon (southern tip of Torbay which has Torquay at its northern tip) and Nov 18
brought a report of 6 in St Austell Bay in Cornwall.
Grebes: The rare vagrant Pied-billed Grebe was still present in the Manchester
area on Nov 19 (ten days after its arrival to end a ten year absence from the UK).
Locally 30 Great Crested were seen in Chichester Harbour from Wittering on Nov
16 but of more interest was a single Red-necked Grebe seen in that area on Nov
13, 16 and 19 (two were reported there on Nov 19). Also seen from East Head in
Chichester Harbour on Nov 16 were six Slavonian Grebes with four there on Nov

19. Three remain in the Lymington area where they have been since Oct 17 but so
far the only sighting off Pagham Harbour has been of one on Nov 14. Nine
Black-necked were still off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Nov 19 but the biggest flock
is in the Studland Bay area of Dorset where more than 30 were reported on Nov 16
Fulmar: These are seemingly continuing to spread around the south coast as
breeding birds and a report from the South Foreland in Kent tells of 14 'prospecting
for nest sites' there on Nov 20
Shag: No reports from the Langstone Harbour entrance area this week but one
was seen off Southsea Castle on Nov 20
Bittern: One was seen in the North Walls area of Pagham Harbour on Nov 15 and
17, probably the one which was near the harbour visitor centre on Nov 9 (I don't
recall regular reports of Bittern in Pagham Harbour in past years but I have not
checked this)
Green Heron: The bird which has been in the Mevagissey area of Cornwall since
Oct 6 was still there on Nov 19 despite the flooding in that area but the American
Bittern has not been reported since Nov 6
Cattle Egret: A new bird turned up in the Exe estuary this week and was at the
Bowling Green Marsh area on Nov 20. The two Glossy Ibis which have remained
in South Devon were still there this week
Bewick's Swan: The first 8 arrived at Slimbridge on Oct 18 and the number there
has now crept up to 27 on Nov 19
Whooper Swan: The only birds in the south of England this week seem to be a
couple in Cornwall and a family of four at Axmouth in Devon but the RSPB reserve
at Strathbeg on the north east coast of Scotland (north of Peterhead) had 941 on
Nov 14
Brent Goose: These are already coming ashore to feed on coastal fields - by Nov
14 a flock of 450 was on winter wheat in the Brownwich area (west of Titchfield) and
120 were feeding in fields at Climping near the mouth of the R Arun on Nov 19. (A
Black Brant had been seen grazing in fields west of Pagham Harbour on Nov 11
and I suspect other Brent were with it).
Although many reports indicate a better than usual proportion of young birds Brian
Fellows says that his observations show that more families than usual have only
one juvenile with them and he is wondering if other factors than predation by
Arctic Foxes are at work (maybe not enough food to bring up more than one
gosling - that is a thought occurring to me, not Brian's suggestion).
Embden Geese: Brian Fellows visited Baffins Pond in Portsmouth on Nov 17 and
found many wild duck on the water but surprisingly no Canada Geese and less
surprisingly no remnant the flock of up to 40 Barnacle Geese which formed the
core of what was then called the 'Baffins Gang' that would spend the summer at
Baffins Bond and the winter at Titchfield Haven.
Shelduck: 47 of these were on the shore off Warblington Farm between Langstone
and Emsworth on Nov 16 but the birds are still moving west for the winter and we

have not yet seen the winter flock of up to 100 birds that should be there before the
year end
Wigeon: Nov 19 found 92 Wigeon in the Nore Barn area (west end of Emsworth
shore). As with the Shelduck this is the highest count of the winter here so far
despite counts of up to 2000 at the nearby Thorney Deeps in October during the
main westward passage of these returning winter birds
Shoveler: Brian Fellows found 72 of these at Baffins Pond on Nov 17 - possibly
part of a second wave of arriving winter birds (sites in France recently reported the
highest counts of the winter so far with 383 at one site on Nov 8 and 292 on Nov
17). A count of 70+ Tufted Duck at Baffins Pond on Nov 17 may also have been
part of a newly arrived wave which has not yet been reflected at other sites in our
area (only one or two to be seen at the Budds Farm pools this week)
Red-crested Pochard: A single female seen at Ivy Lake in Chichester on Nov 13
was still there on Nov 15
Scaup: Nov 14 brought reports of 7 at the Abbotsbury Swannery and another 7 at
Lodmoor, both sites having several new birds that day
Goldeneye: Numbers starting to increase this week though the number in
Langstone Harbour was only up from 2 to 3 on Nov 19 (the additional bird was the
first drake I have heard of). At the Blashford Lakes the count was 11 on Nov 14
after it had increased to 12 on Nov 8 from 3 on Nov 6 following the first major arrival
of 128 in Germany on Nov 7. On Nov 15 there were 5 at Pagham Lagoon and 4+ at
the Exe estuary.
Smew: The few that do come to the south coast of this country for the winter
normally stay in Kent and Sussex and singles at Dungeness on Oct 14 and at Rye
Harbour on Oct 21 followed this precedent, as did 2 at Oare Marshes near
Faversham on Nov 17, but another bird arriving that day overshot and turned up at
Longham on the northern fringe of Bournemouth, then moved to Lodmoor at
Weymouth on Nov 19
Red-breasted Merganser: A total of more than 55 were seen from East Head in
Chichester Harbour on Nov 16 - the first count of more than 23 in southern England
this winter
Goosander: The number at the Blashford Lakes went up from 10 on Nov 6 to 28 on
Nov 15 and then 41 on Nov 20. Several other reports indicate the arrival in southern
England of birds from the north - 8 were seen in the Weymouth area on Nov 13, one
was at Folkestone on Nov 14 and three (including a male) were in Poole Harbour
on Nov 16 while on Nov 19 a lone bird looked very out of place flying along the
River Brede near Rye
Hen Harrier: Plenty of these in southern England (especially on the Sussex
Downs) but a male in the East Park area of Stansted on Nov 15 may be of local
interest
Buzzard: Also of local interest was a sighting of a Buzzard at the Langstone South
Moors on Nov 19 (probably a youngster trying to find a good place to settle down)

Common Crane: Still moving on the continent with reports of 1650 over a
Netherlands site on Nov 17 and 144 in Belgium on Nov 18
Avocet: 16 were seen in the Nutbourne Bay area east of Emsworth on Nov 15 and
may settle there for the winter but another report of 16 came from Pagham Harbour
on Nov 17 and may have been of the same birds. Almost daily reports from
Titchfield Haven this week had numbers varying from 1 to 5 birds and probably
reflect different birds dropping in as they move west to Poole Harbour or the Exe
estuary
Stone Curlew: A very unexpected report on Nov 19 was of the first Stone Curlew
ever to be seen on North Ronaldsay in the Orkneys (the very northernmost of all
the British Isles)
Purple Sandpiper: Four were seen at Southsea Castle on Nov 15 (there were 15
there on Nov 9) but the week's top score was 51 at Penzance on Nov 18 (previous
highest count was 27 there on Nov 14, so the latest count probably relects a wave
of these birds arriving from the north)
Snipe: Christchurch Harbour had an airborne flock of 320 Common Snipe - plus 5
Jack Snipe on Nov 18
Long-billed Dowitcher: The bird which arrived at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Nov 8
immediately moved to Radipole, then to Axmouth in Devon on Nov 9 and was still
there on Nov 19
Black-tailed Godwit: Around 80 were at Pulborough Brooks on Nov 19, doubling
the count of 41 there on Nov 10, and birds in Poole Harbour also moved inland to
riverside meadows beside the River Frome with more than 500 having done so on
Nov 14. Nov 15 brought a report of 650 in the Swineham Point area where the River
Frome flows into Poole Harbour but there is nothing to show if these were
additional birds moving inland or the previous day's birds returning to the harbour
Bar-tailed Godwit: More than 200 were in the Pilsey Island area of Chichester
Harbour on Oct 4 and have probably been thereabouts since then but so far as I
know the first large flock to appear in the north west of the harbour (between
Langstone and Northney) was not seen until Nov 15 (maybe 1000 birds seen
distantly) A smaller flock of around 50 were on the Langstone side of the harbour
on Nov 19
Green Sandpiper: Of local interest the Langstone area bird was seen and heard at
the South Moors on Nov 19
Sabine's Gull: A juvenile flew west past Selsey Bill on Nov 17
Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was seen twice this week, not at the 'Cockle
Pond' adjacent to the town carparks, but on nearby Haslar Creek (the harbour inlet
running along the south of Walpole Park). It was back on the Cockle Pond on Nov
21.
Lesser Black-back Gull: Flocks of more than 100 were seen at two places west of
Basingstoke this week and the species is also in the news after a 'strange gull' at
Slimbridge was identified as a hybrid between a Herring Gull and a Lesser

Black-back - probably the result of inter-breeding at a roof-top nest in Gloucester
or Bristol where both species nest in large numbers since the sea was replaced as
their food source by inland rubbish tips and the worms in arable fields.
Black Guillemot: One was an unexpected sight in Brands Bay (within Poole
Harbour) on Nov 19
Stock Dove: A count of 1174 passing over Barton on Sea (west of Lymington) on
Nov 16 is said to be a new county record for Hampshire - with them went 59,250
Wood Pigeons
Short-eared Owl: Among eight reports this week was one of a bird hunting the
Black Gutter Bottom area in the north west of the New Forest (where these owls are
not often seen) and another over private (probably military) ground at Gosport
Pallid Swift: One reported flying over Hope's Nose (the headland jutting out from
the town of Torquay in Devon) on Nov 17
Wryneck: Another exceptional record from Devon was of a Wryneck on the coast
just north of Torquay on Nov 19. I read of this on Lee Evans website (
http://rarebirdsinbritain.blogspot.com/ ) and was puzzled when I found that the
village that Lee named as Sheldon was far from the coast and did not match up with
the additional information that the bird was near Labrador Bay and the A379 road the village is in fact called Shaldon!
Swallow: 20 reports from Nov 13 to 20. Most of ones or twos but 4 (maybe 6) were
seen at The Lizard in Cornwall on Nov 13 and 4 were at Durlston on Nov 19. Latest
sightings were singles at Southsea Castle and at Beachy Head on Nov 20. No
reports of House Martins anywhere since Nov 10.
Rock Pipit: On Nov 19 three were seen on the Langstone South Moors shore and
another 6 were in the Hayling Oysterbeds area
Waxwing: These continue to move south and on Nov 20 there were 40 at Banbury
(just north of Oxford), 16 at Bracknell near Reading and 11 at Epsom in Surrey.
Others were still arriving in Kent from the continent.
Black Redstart: A male was seen in an Emsworth garden on Nov 17 and could
possibly stay the winter there. Others seen this week in regular wintering spots
were at Southsea Castle and Fort Cumberland (near the mouth of Langstone
Harbour)
Whinchat: A late bird was seen in the Brede valley (near Icklesham north of
Hastings) on Nov 19. The previous latest bird this year was in the Scillies on Oct 29.
The latest ever in Sussex was on Dec 2 (year unspecified) but in Hampshire we
have had birds surviving through the winter on insects coming from pony droppings
in coastal fields - the insects would not be forthcoming in the market garden fields
where the current bird was seen!
Wheatear: Three reports this week - one in north west Kent on Nov 13, one on the
IoW (Thorness Bay) on Nov 14 and two at Sandwich Bay on Nov 17 (a Desert
Wheatear was in Yorkshire on Nov 19 - see a nice Photo of it on Lee Evans blog at
http://rarebirdsinbritain.blogspot.com/ )

Ring Ouzel: No further reports from Devon but two flew over West Bay in Dorset on
Nov 14
Mistle Thrush: This species is nowadays a rarity in southern England so reports of
more than six on Southampton Common on Nov 14, and three reports on Nov 19
from Eastleigh Lakeside (3 birds), Christchurch Harbour (3) and Langstone village
(1), are notable (though the birds are probably of continental origin)
Reed Warbler: One at Abbotsbury in Dorset on Nov 16 was seen on the same day
and at the same site as the latest for Dorset in 1999
Blue Tit: Another wave of birds escaping the continental winter brought 233 to a
Netherlands site on Nov 17 and 59 to a Belgian site on Nov 18. Also on Nov 17
there appears to have been some evidence that Blue Tits still had young in two
nestboxes in a Sussex garden but I rather suspect that this was based on Tits
using the boxes as winter night roosts (or even noises caused by perhaps mice in
the boxes)
Brambling: The large number of sightings and some high counts (e.g. 138 at
Durlston and 289 at West Bay - both in Dorset on Nov 14) may indicate that we are
in for a hard winter and this thought is backed up by a comment from Portland that
they have already ringed 48 Bramblings this winter, equalling their record full year
total of 48 made in 1963 (which had a very hard winter!). This week's reports show
that a small flock can now be seen in the West Dean Woods north of Chichester as
well as at the QE Country Park near Petersfield.
Greenfinch: An isolated report of more than 200 at the Lymington marshes on Nov
19 is encouraging (not many years back such coastal flocks would have been seen
all along the south coast)
Hawfinch: Two were seen at the Chichester West Dean Woods on Nov 19 hopefully a larger winter flock will build there
Lapland Bunting: At least 15 were present at Hurst beach (Lymington) on Nov 13
and a single flock of 55 was seen in Norfolk on Nov 19. Smaller flocks continue to
be reported everywhere and on Nov 16 the Dorset Bird Recorder downgraded the
species from a class A rarity (requiring full notes for every sighting) to class B with
no need for a full description. Locally one was at East Head in Chichester Harbour
on Nov 15
Snow Bunting: One was also in the East Head sand dunes on Nov 19 when
another was at Hurst Beach. Another has been showing well on the Pett Level sea
wall (Rye Bay) and at least 6 remain in Cornwall
Cirl Bunting: A total of 70 could be seen in the Prawle area of Devon on Nov 20
(and 6 were seen in Cornwall where a second re-introduction scheme is now under
way)
Vagrant: An American Coot in County Mayo (Ireland) on Nov 15 was the 434th
species recorded in the British Isles (according to Lee Evans) this year - this equals
the full year total for 2009 leaving more than a month in which to beat that total.
INSECTS

Dragonflies
While watching Teal duck on the meadow south of Wade Court at Langstone on
Nov 16 I clearly saw the glitter of dragonfly wings making a figure of eight flight
above the ducks - this must have been a very late Common Darter though I was
too far off to see any detail
Butterflies
Brimstone: One sighting of a male at Cuckfield in Sussex on Nov 16
Red Admiral: Nine reports ending with several in Devon on Nov 20
Small Tortoiseshell: One seen in the Overton area west of Basingstoke on
Nov 16
Peacock: One seen at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Nov 19
Comma: One report from the Brighton area on Nov 16
Moths
Diamond-back Moth: One of these migrants in Thanet. Kent, on Nov 11 normally they fly from May to Sept
Rusty-dot Pearl: Still arriving at Portland on both Nov 14 and 18
December Moth: One in Thanet on Nov 11
Red-green Carpet: First report of this pretty moth came from Thanet on Nov
14. This species normally emerges in the Sep - Oct period, then hibernates
till early spring before breeding
Lesser Yellow Underwing: This is normally only seen between July and
September so one in Thanet on Nov 14 was very late
The Chestnut: One in Thanet on Nov 14 (the species is flying through the
winter from Sep to May)
Red-line Quaker: One in Thanet on Nov 14 was late - normal flight period is
Sep to Oct with eggs taking the species through the winter
Large Wainscot: Another late specimen in Thanet on Nov 14 - normally flies
from Aug to Oct
Silver Y: Migrants still arriving at Portland on Nov 14 and 17
PLANTS
Lesser Swinecress: Flowering plants seen on Nov 20 were an addition to my
Novenber list
Common Milkwort: Surprisingly found flowering at Durlston on Nov 16
Tutsan: A single fresh flower bud seen on a plant in Havant on Nov 16

Spotted Medick: The first flowers seen for months were found near the A27
Langstone roundabout on Nov 15
Hawthorn: Still a very few flowers on a hedge at Langstone on Nov 15
Dog Rose: Plants on the seawall path across the South Moors at Langstone
started re-flowering on Oct 19 and have been seen in increasing number up to Nov
19 when I counted 50 indvidual flowers.
Yellow-flowered Strawberry: The plants in Juniper Square at Havant which have
had a few flowers since Sep 16 had a single red fruit on Nov 15
Fool's Parsley: Last week Brian Fellows found this flowering in Emsworth on Nov
11 and this week I too found a single plant flowering in Havant on Nov 16
Burnet Saxifrage: A couple of freshly flowering plants were still to be seen in the
Havant cemetery on Nov 20
Black Bindweed: A new addition to my November list was a healthy flowering
plant of this growing up the frame of the foot bridge over the railway at the New
Lane level crossing on Nov 20
Teasel: Single fresh flowering plants found on Hayling on Nov 15 and in the Havant
cemetery on Nov 20
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bechstein's Bat: Press reporting of the current planning application for house
building on fields between Westbourne and north Emsworth has several times
mentioned the presence of a rare bat species which was named as the Bechstein's
Bat in the latest report I have seen which told us that Havant Borough Council have
decided to turn down the application - I wonder how long it will take for that decision
to be overturned?. As this bat uses tree holes in the summer and caves or cellars in
the winter I think the only way it could be dependent on these fields would be for
feeding (catching moths). The species does not seem to be established in this area
(no records shown in the 10km square on the distribution map I have seen).
Brown Hare: One was seen in the coastal fields west of Selsey on Nov 13
Common or Smooth Newt: The first report of one back in its breeding pond
comes from the Northiam area (north of Hastings) on Nov 14 - last year the first was
seen on Nov 24 and in 2008 the first date was Dec 15. If these dates reflect a
general trend to earlier dates for the return it may be the result of both higher
temperatures and wetter ground at this time of year.
Sea Fish: On Nov 18 the Durlston Rangers daily diary included the comment ..
"Moving inshore in numbers now Cod, Whiting (also known as Channel Whiting),
Pout along with a few remaining Ray species such as Thornback and Undulate
to feed on any worm and crustaceans dislodged during the recent stormy weather."
Fungi: On Nov 18 the regular 'fairy ring' of Wood Blewits started to appear in the
Havant Eastern Road cemetery (at least one had been seen in Emsworth on Nov 7)
and on Nov 19 I found the first two Stubble Rosegill (Volvariella gloiocephala
previously known as V. speciosa) on the old rubbish tip mound overlooking the

Budds Farm pools here in Havant. By the end of the week the half dozen tiny black
Earth Tongues (Trichoglossum hirsutum) on my lawn had doubled in number
while on Oct 16 Durlston reported a find of Dead Man's Fingers (Xylaria
polymorpha) which had been found locally in Stansted Forest on Oct 29
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 15 - 21 (WEEK 46 OF 2010)
Fri 19 Nov
Budds Farm and the Langstone area
A walk down the Langbrook stream to the South Moors and Budds Farm, then back
along the shore to Langstone Pond, gave me several interesting observations
despite a brief shower (plus a full rainbow).
The first thing that caught my eye was a Mallow plant (beside the pavement near
the Langstone roundabour) which had the erect stance and short-stalked flowers of
a Tree Mallow though it was not as tall and woody as that species normally is and
its flowers were too liight a pink for Tree Mallow - I suspect it was a self sown
specimen of some garden cultivar
Beside the stream I came across a new colony of Winter Heliotrope that I have not
noticed before - just a few leaves and a couple of flower-heads. Later the Wade
Court colony had again almost doubled its flower count with 15 heads seen.
On the South Moors the winter resident Green Sandpiper made a noisy full circuit
of the site before dropping back into one of the channels near the shore. Turning
away from following its flight I saw a bulky dark bird flying low over the orchid field
and my bins showed it to be a Buzzard which perched in a tree on the east side of
the site.
No more birds till I reached Budds Farm where once more there was a poor
showing in numbers and no Shovelers (unlike the count of 72 on Baffins Pond
seen by Brian Fellows a couple of days ago). Just one Pochard and one Tufted
Duck were present and only three Gadwall were seen though there were plenty of
Teal and Mallard.
Along the shore on my way home I heard and saw half a dozen Turnstone and
three Mergansers with plenty of Brent but only two Wigeon. Rock Pipit were still
present with three seen and there was a great display of at least 50 Dog Rose
flowers and a couple of fresh Rock Samphire flowers.
Nothing special on Langstone Pond but offshore were around 50 Bar-tailed
Godwits with plenty of Dunlin although the tide was only just beginning to drop. A
Greenshank called repeatedly but seemingly from the field west of the pond
(though which the path from the Royal Oak to the Billy Trail runs). The Wade Court
south meadow had 68 Teal today and while I was there a single Mistle Thrush
flew across giving a brief 'rattle' and perching in a tree to let me see its spotted
breast.
One new fungus was found today on the grass of Budds Mound - this was almost
certainly what I call Volvariella speciosa but is now known as the V. gloiocephala
with the English name of Stubble Rosegill (as it is usual found in arable fields after

harvest). Yesterday I added another species to my personal list for the autumn
when I found that several of the Wood Blewits that often form an extensive ring in
the Havant Eastern Road cemetery had pushed up a little later than expected.
Tue 16 Nov
A Dragonfly defies the frost
There was frost on all the rooftops I could see first thing this morning but by 11am
when I was watching the Teal in the field south of Wade Court the sun felt hot and
in the air above the Teal my eye was caught by the flicker of insect wings reflecting
the sun as a small dragonfly made a figure of eight flight before landing to soak up
the sun. It was over 100 metres from me so I had no hope of spotting it at rest but it
can only have been a Common Darter. Also enjoying the sun in the same field was
the Fox which I see almost every time I pass this field.
Earlier in this walk I noticed fresh growth of Celandine leaves in the sheltered
spot warmed by the water of the Lymbourne Stream and lit by morning sunshine these plants regularly flower well before Christmas and this year they could have
flowers before the end of November.
Also seen beside the Lymbourne stream just upstream of the footbridge to Wade
Lane was a single bright yellow flower bud on a Tutsan bush.
Heading east along the shore towards Emsworth I encountered several Pied
Wagtails - not doubt from the winter flock which frequents the Warblington Farm
area - and on the mud the Shelduck number had increased to nearly 50.
In the Conigar Point stubble field the Skylark flock exceeded 20 birds and there
was a much bigger Meadow Pipit flock but almost all the 'arable weeds' had lost
their flowers to the frost - Field Woundwort was the only one of the regulars still
having flowers, though I did find one substantial plant that I failed to name and
cannot match to my books (it stood more than 30cm high and had yellow crucifer
flowers and leaves suggesting Sea Radish but my memory is that the many seed
pods which stood out at right angles to the stems did not have the swollen
segments and that the newest upper seeds looked very different and very like
those of Shepherd's Purse - I will have to go back and look more carefully!!)
Coming back across the Warblington Farm fields I added Goldfinch song and
Song Thrush subsong to the songs of several Wrens and Robins heard earlier
Mon 15 Nov
Two new flowering plants for November
Today's glorious sunshine and windless air saw me out both morning and
afternoon.
The morning walk to the shops added Spotted Medick to my flowering plant list the first time I have seen it since early summer - as well as the first red
'Strawberry' on the Yellow-flowered Strawberry plants in Juniper Square.
While in that area I found a couple of sad looking but still intact flowers on the
Apple of Peru and saw that most of the Field Pennycress flowers had become
seed pods. Later I found a single Winter Heliotrope flower head on the roadside

grass where you turn off Park Road South to reach the multi-storey West St
carpark, surviving outside the wooden hoarding protecting the building site.
After lunch I got on my bike and headed over Langstone Bridge and along the
coastal path . Off the Oysterbeds I saw a couple of Goldeneye and what was
probably a small flock of Black-necked Grebe though too far from me to be sure.
I was aiming for the Sinah Common area but had a puncture before reaching
Saltmarsh Lane. Getting the wheel off I could not find the caused of the flat tyre so
put a new inner tube on, pumped it up and started home - as I half expected the
unknown cause of the first puncture soon let the air out of the second tube leaving
me with a walk of a couple of miles but that was no real problem on such a lovely
day and my slower progress allowed me to spot a Teazel plant just starting to
flower and later to find a few late flowers on the Hawthorns outside the Ship Inn
at Langstone

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 8 - 14 (WEEK 45 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Divers:
Red Throated have been reported at ten sites this week including a single bird in
the mouth of Chichester Harbour and a flock of 65 at a German coastal site on Nov
7.
Black-throated have been at 8 sites but none nearer to us than Portland and
nowhere having more than two birds.
Sixteen reports of Great Northern include one off Selsey Bill on Nov 6, one in the
mouth of Chichester Harbour on Nov 11, and one pausing briefly on Nov 12 at the
Blashford Lakes near Ringwood during an overland flight south. On Nov 13 two
were in the Sandy Point area of Hayling and may stay there feeding on the fish
brought in and out of Chichester Harbour on the tide. Over in France a group of 8
birds were seen on Nov 9
Grebes:
A Pied-Billed Grebe appeared on Nov 3 at a lake in the Greater Manchester area
and was still there on Nov 11. Lee Evans tells us that this is the first in Britain for
some ten years.
The winter flock of Great Crested Grebe in Rye Bay was estimated to have around
150 birds by Oct 24 but by Nov 9 there were 409 at a German site.
A single Red-necked was seen at the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Nov 13
(maybe the one seen off Pagham Harbour on Nov 6) and one was seen from
Portland on Nov 8. Three Slavonian remain on the Lymington shore where they
were first reported on Oct 17 and this week singles have been in Poole Harbour at
Arne (and outside it at Studland Bay) with another at Rye Harbour and a group of
three at a Netherlands site.

No reports of Black-necked from Langstone Harbour since Oct 31 when 9 were off
the Oysterbeds but at Studland Bay the flock increased to 16 on Nov 8 though
some of these may have moved west as the Studland count on Nov 10 was down to
6 with 5 new birds at Torbay in Devon
Fulmar: So far this autumn I have only recorded four reports along the south coast
but on Nov 12 a couple of birds were seen in the Netherlands and Portland reported
its first sighting for this winter
Leach's Petrel: Still a few passing south but this week the only reports from
southern England have been from Kent
Cormorant: The roost at Fleet Pond in north Hampshire increased to 85 birds on
Nov 10
Shag: Christchurch Habour reported more than 30 offshore on Nov 12 when the
first of the winter was seen at the entrance to Langstone Harbour
Bittern: Several new birds have arrived in southern England this week with the first
autumn report from Titchfield Haven on Nov 11 and a sighting close to the Visitor
Centre for Pagham Harbour on Nov 9. Further east one was back at the Sevenoaks
KWT reserve on Nov 11 and the count at the Dungeness RSPB reserve was up to
three on Nov 13 with another two at Rye Harbour on Nov 12
Green Heron: The bird at the Lost Gardens of Heligan near Mevagissey in
Cornwall was still there on Nov 12 (its arrival was on Oct 6) but Cornwall's other
twitcher attraction (American Bittern) has not been seen since Nov 6
Bewick's Swan: The number at Slimbridge increased from 4 to 8 on Nov 9 and
then to 11 on Nov 10 (when two were seen at the Blashford Lakes)
Whooper Swan: Slimbridge is also short of these with only one there on Nov 10
(five new birds dropped in on Nov 7 but did not stay). Dorset is doing bettter with a
family of four in the Weymouth area since Oct 24 and two in Poole Harbour since
Oct 14. None yet at the Chichester lakes but last year they arrived on Nov 16
Canada Goose: One of the small races was seen at the Lower Test reserve near
Southampton on Nov 6 where one was previously reported on Oct 10
Black Brant: One was still being reported at Ferrybridge (Weymouth) on Nov 12
but this week has brought has new single birds at Pagham Harbour on Nov 11 and
at Sturt Pond near Lymington on Nov 13
Egyptian Goose: It looks as if there have been a few arrivals from the south this
week with a report of ten flying north over Christchurch Harbour on Nov 7 and 13 in
north west Kent on Nov 11. The birds seen at Christchurch are not necessarily
newcomers as there has been a flock of up to 16 in the Avon valley since July 22
(when 8 were at Cowards Marsh on the north fringe of Christchurch)
Fudge Duck: On Nov 7 Mike Collins found a 'new' Ferruginous Duck x Pochard
hybrid at the Budds Farm pools in Havant where there have been regular sightings
of these hybrids each year since the autumn of 1999. I get the impression that a
'dynasty' of these hybrids has developed with new birds having an inbred instinct to

winter in the Langstone area. Looking back to last autumn I draw some support for
this theory from reports on Nov 15 of what may have been the original (1999) bird
on Sinah Gravel Pit lake (south Hayling) with two different hybrids on the Budds
pools on the same day.
Eider: Although the number being seen off Titchfield Haven had fallen back to 19
birds on Nov 12 (from 25 there on Oct 29) many birds are currently moving south
for the winter giving counts this week of 4902 off the Netherland coast on Nov 7,
then 1778 off north Germany on Nov 8 and 307 off Belgium on Nov 10. On Nov 9
Dungeness reported 17 flying west.
Velvet Scoter: Although none have been reported from the Hampshire coast this
week there were 2 off the North Kent coast on Nov 7, then 2 off Dungeness on Nov
8 when 3 were off Christchurch, on Nov 10 3 were seen from Portland. Nov 12
brought singles to Splash Point at Seaford and to Studland Bay in Dorset.
Goldeneye: No big numbers yet (max 128 off Germany on Nov 7) but the count at
the Blashford Lakes was up to 12 on Nov 8. I had my personal first sighting of the
winter at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Nov 10 (two females)
Red-breasted Merganser: Small flocks have seen seen in southern England since
mid-October (e.g. 20 in Chichester Harbour off Pilsey on Oct 25) but bigger
numbers are now being seen (max 197 at a French site on Nov 7) and by the end of
the current week groups of ten or more were being seen from both the Emsworth
and Langstone shores with a report of 20 on the landlocked Anglesey Lake of
Portsmouth Harbour at Gosport (where there is good fishing after spring tides
which bring the fish in over the dam which carried the railway over the mouth of the
lake to give Queen Victoria a shortcut to her Osborne House residence on the Isle
of Wight - as the tide falls the fish are trapped by the dam).
Buzzards: These are still coming south on the continent - 78 Common Buzzards
were seen at a German site on Nov 7 and 118 at a Netherlands site on Nov 8. Also
in the Netherlands one Rough-legged was seen on Nov 9 and two were there on
Nov 10
Osprey: I notice that no Ospreys have been reported since one was seen in
Belgium on Oct 29
Common Crane: Two seen at Cuckmere Haven on Nov 7 were presumably
stragglers from a large movement on the continent which saw migrants passing
over 7 continental sites that day (max count on Nov 7 was 233 but on Nov 8 a
Belgian site had 1169)
Knot: 108 were counted at Pilsey Island (Chichester Harbour) on Sep 11 and 150
were across the water at West Wittering on Sep 28 but on Nov 11 there were 380 in
Pagham Harbour seen from Church Norton
Sanderling: 248 were on the south Hayling shore Nov 6
Little Stint: One was at Titchfield Haven on Nov 7 (when a Curlew Sandpiper was
seen at Christchurch Harbour). No other sightings of either species this week.

Purple Sandpiper: Other than a flock of 10 seen in Cornwall on Oct 2 there had
been no report of more than 4 at any one site until Nov 9 when Tim Doran found 15
at Southsea Castle (last year the first appearance of these birds at Southsea was
also on Nov 9 but then only 9 birds were seen)
Long-billed Dowitcher: One arrived at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Nov 8 but almost
immediately moved to nearby Radipole before moving again to Axmouth in Devon
where it was seen on Nov 9 and 10
Black-tailed Godwit: By Nov 6 there were 20 at Pulborough Brooks and by Nov 10
there were 41 at that inland site
Green Sandpiper: Of local interest it seems that the Langstone area bird is still
around this week. I had seen it over the South Moors on Oct 19 and then at Budds
Farm on Oct 30. This week on Nov 10 Tony Gutteridge heard and saw it flying over
the small water cress bed on the Lymbourne stream just north of the A27
Common Sandpiper: On Nov 6 two were seen at the Lymington Marshes and
another two at the Lower Test reserve near Southampton. On Nov 10 I saw one at
the mouth of the Hermitage Stream close to the Gravel Quay across the water from
Broadmarsh here in Havant
Grey Phalarope: At least eight reports this week include a long staying bird on the
Lymington shore and one at the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Nov 11. Six were
seen off the north coast of Cornwall on Nov 8
Yellow Legged Gull: I tend to leave gull sightings to the experts but it was
interesting to read that Brian Fellows almost certainly had one in Emsworth
Harbour on Nov 13
Kittiwake: A big westward movement in the English Channel this week produced
counts of 2000 passing Dungeness on Nov 8 and more than 1000 off Cornwall on
Nov 12 (the latter had probably come south down our west coast). Locally a storm
on Nov 8 drove at least 113 of the passing birds into Chichester Harbour to shelter
from the wind.
Terns: The second half of this week saw several late birds being driven from the
North Sea. On Nov 11 five Sandwich Terns were seen on the north coast of
France along with a single Common Tern. Also that day an Arctic Tern was off
the Netherlands (with another seen there on Nov 13). Also seen this week was a
late Black Tern off France on Nov 7
Guillemot: On Nov 13 more than 100 Guillemots returned to the breeding cliffs at
Durlston as they often do during the winter (perhaps for some shelter from winter
storms). They will almost certainly all leave again by early March to feed up before
returning to breed in April or May
Little Auk: Another mass departure from northern seas produced a count of 1731
birds passing the Farne Islands (Northumberland coast) on Nov 9 but so far there
has been no news of any 'wrecks' or other sightings in southern England this week
Stock Dove: The annual dispute between those who consider Wood Pigeons and
Stock Doves to be sedentary birds, and that the large numbers seen at this time of

year are the result of them gathering in large communal roosts during the winter,
and those who believe that the large numbers reflect the passage of migrants, has
been strongly voiced this week. My uneducated view is that both parties are right the majority of the birds which breed in Britain do stay here for the winter but the
majority of the birds seen moving along our south coast and flying south from
places like Portland have come from parts of the continent where they would not
survive the winter. The same reasoning affects the autumn behaviour of almost all
bird species - birds breeding in places where food, water, and temperature allow
them to survive the winter without migrating do stay but these taking advantage of
food availability in northern areas during the summer are forced to move as winter
approaches. On Nov 7 2,500 Stock Doves flew over Lodmoor (Weymouth) and
another 970 flew over East Bexington to the north of Weymouth with several other
sites reporting smaller numbers during the week. Just to complicate the issue some
of these immigrants from the continent will settle here for the winter.
Wood Pigeon: On Nov 7 it was estimated that 161,257 of these flew over Poole in
Dorset and on Nov 8 more than 50,000 flew over just one of thirteen continental
sites reporting 'remarkable' numbers. Here in Hampshire on Nov 7 Barton on Sea
(west of Lymington) had 24,950 going over while the Weston Shore on
Southampton Water reported 25,870 and Sandy Point on Hayling had 10,100
Swallow: 21 reports this week with two Hampshire reports on Nov 13 - most
sightings were of just one or two birds but five were seen near Titchfield on Nov 7
House Martin: Just four reports, all of singles, this week - the last was over Barton
on Sea Golf Course (west of Lymington) on Nov 10
Rock Pipit: These are now spread all along our south coast - I found one at the
Langstone South Moors shore on Nov 8 and two at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Nov
10
Yellow Wagtail: What was probably the last for this year was at Barton on Sea on
Nov 6. A 'possible' Citrine Wagtail was there on Nov 10
Waxwing: These are now moving south in Britain with reports of 250 at Carlisle on
Nov 11 and 36 at a Yorkshire site on Nov 13. These are birds which flew across the
North Sea to Scotland and the northern isles but there are now reports of birds in
Germany and Belgium which have probably come by an overland route down the
east side of the North Sea and birds following this route may well account for a
couple of birds heading north over the Plymouth area on Nov 10 - this overland
route was already bringing small number of Waxwing into Kent at the end of
October
Red-flanked Bluetail: One made a brief visit to Stanley Common (west of Liphook
and just inside West Sussex) on Nov 7
Black Redstart: Although these have been arriving at many places in southern
England since Sep 10 this week has only now brought reports of birds back at local
sites where they regularly winter. On Nov 6 one was back in the Priddy's Hard area
of Gosport (near the Explosion museum) and on Nov 10 one was around houses
on the Hayling seafront just west of Sandy Point.

Wheatear: One was still in the West Wittering area during the Chichester Harbour
WeBS count on Nov 6 and singles were at Portland on both Nov 7 and 10
Ring Ouzel: One was in the Steyning area of West Sussex on Nov 6 and at least
two were in the Netherlands on Nov 7. I presume these were all late migrants but
one at Bolberry Down in south Devon could be thinking of wintering there as there
have been irregular reports of the birds there for a couple of months
Blackbird: The number of these to be seen in local gardens seems to have
increased recently and I see that a report from the Netherlands on Nov 8 was of
2435 Blackbirds at just one of 9 continental sites reporting 'remarkable' numbers
that day. That count followed reports of 463 at one site on Nov 6 and 687 on Nov 7.
Those three days also brought high counts of Fieldfare (max 4859) and Redwing
(13556) from the near continent with smaller numbers over here (e.g. 535
Redwings over the Portsmouth Naval Base on Nov 7)
Song Thrush: One burst into full song while I was at Warblington Cemetery on Nov
13 (perhaps rejoicing in its safe arrival at a good place to spend the winter). The
first to sing last autumn was also heard on Nov 13 and these birds will sing
intermittently for a few weeks but then fall silent and not start spring territorial song
until mid January. Portland Bird Observatory had a different reason for mentioning
Song Thrush on Nov 12 - the 7,000th bird to be ringed there was a Song Thrush
netted on that day
Mistle Thrush: An exceptional report of 73 Mistle Thrushes at Morden Bog in
Dorset on Nov 9 was probably another effect of this week's surge of Thrush arrivals
Cetti's Warbler: Of local interest only I heard one sing at Budds Farm here in
Havant on Nov 8
Dartford Warbler: At least one was still in the Sinah Common Gorse just east of
the mini Golf Course on Nov 10
Blackcap: A phone call from Tony Gutteridge this morning (Nov 14) told me of both
Blackcap and Firecrest passing through his Havant garden close to the Billy Trail
- neither stopped.
Willow Warbler: This week brought five reports of late birds in southern England,
the latest being one at Pagham Harbour on Nov 11
Firecrest: In addition to Tony Gutteridge's sighting on Nov 14 one was in the
Church Norton churchyard on Nov 13 and a pair were in a Westbourne garden near
Emsworth on Nov 12
Nuthatch: Another local interest report was of a noisy bird in a Wade Court Road
garden here in Havant on Nov 12 (Nuthatches seem to shun coastal areas and are
uncommon here though common in woods a mile or so from the coast)
Starling: Hundreds were still coming in off the sea at Pett (Rye Bay) on Nov 7 and
on Nov 8 2600 flew west over Sandy Point on Hayling (while a Netherlands site had
59450 of them that day)

Brambling: Small flocks are now to be found in Hampshire and Dorset with the
biggest being 64 at Christchurch Harbour on Nov 10 and 42 at Durlston on Nov 12.
The QE Country Park still had 20 on Nov 9, Weston Shore on Southampton Water
had 12 on Nov 7 and there were 3 in the Brownwich area west of Titchfield Haven
on Nov 10
Lapland Bunting: Among many reports from all along the south coast I see that
there were 7 together near Titchfield Haven on Nov 7 and 15 (with one Snow
Bunting) in the Keyhaven area (Lymington) on Nov 13. At least one was at the
south Hayling shore on Nov 9.
American Robin: A presumed genuine transatlantic vagrant has been in the
Exminster area of Devon from Nov 10 to 13 at least
INSECTS
Dragonflies
No reports this week
Butterflies
Brimstone: Three seen a Winchester on Nov 8
Small White: Singles of a newly emerged third brood (which would normally
have delayed their emergence until next spring?) were seen in the Gosport
area on Nov 7 (when one was reported from the Netherlands) and at
Winchester on Nov 8
Red Admiral: Eight reports from widespread sites between Nov 6 and 10
(including one report of 4 at Gosport on Nov 7)
Peacock: Seen at West Wittering on Nov 6, on Hayling on Nov 7 and at
Harestock (2) in the Winchester area on Nov 8
Comma: Just one in the Henfield area of West Sussex on Nov 6
Speckled Wood: Just one fresh specimen at Gosport on Nov 6
Moths
Late migrants in the Portland traps this week have been Rusty-dot Pearl (four on
Nov 6), Pearly Underwing (one on Nov 8 and another despite the wind and rain on
Nov 11), White-speck (one on Nov 8). Also of interest at Portland was a Brindled
Ochre trapped on Nov 8 - numbers of this species have diminished to the point that
this is not seen at Portland every year (and this one was the first for 2010)
Other Insects
Common Wasp: Seen in numbers on Ivy whenever the sun shone - active
nests seen at Emsworth on Nov 7 and on the lower slopes of Portsdown in
the Wymering area on Nov 10
Ivy Bee (Colletes hederae): Still collecting Ivy pollen at Gosport on Nov 6 to
stock their nests with food for their grubs
Red-tailed Bumblebee (Bombus lapidairus): Also active at Gosport on
Nov 7

Southern Oak Bush Cricket (Meconema meridionale): Nov 12 brought a
first record for Portland of this recent invader of southern England (first seen
in 2001). Photos on the Portland website show a pair of orange-red markings
on the top of the 'saddle' over the insects thorax which should distinguish it
from our common 'all green' Oak Bush Cricket.
Bridge Spider (Larinioides sclopetarius): For many years the webs of this
spider have been seen every time I use the underpass taking the Langbrook
stream under the A27 near the Langstone roundabout but this week on Nov 8
for the first time I noticed several of the spiders (normally only emerging at
night) on their webs - see my diary entry for that day
PLANTS
Marsh Marigold: One flower still open at the Langstone South Moors 'orchid field'
site on Nov 5 where I had found several flowers on Oct 19
Common Dog Violet: Flowering in Beckley Woods north of Hastings on Nov 12
Sweet Violets: Several had resumed flowering in St Faith's churchyard (central
Havant) on Nov 13 where I have not seen them since Oct 7
Dog Rose: Having seen one or two flowers out on three dates from Oct 19 to Nov 1
I was surprised to count 25 flowers on three bushes at the Langstone South Moors
shore on Nov 8 and then find another near the Hayling Oysterbeds on Nov 10
Fool's Parsley: Brian Fellows found this re-flowering in Seagull Lane at Emsworth
on Nov 11
Burnet Saxifrage: A single late plant was just opening its flowers at the Havant
Eastern Road cemetery on Nov 10
Wild Angelica: Several wild flower field guides say that the flowers of this species
sometimes have a few bracteoles and on Nov 7 Brian Fellows found several of
these plants flowering without bracteoles at Brook Meadow in Emsworth but one of
the plants had many prominent bracteoles making its flowers very similar to those
of Fools Parsley (though the plants were of course much larger)
Wild Primrose: Flowers were out on Nov 12 in the Beckley Woods north of
Hastings. Bugle was also found in flower there.
Tomato: A single self sown plant beside the footpath across the Langstone South
Moors had an open flower on Nov 5
Hybrid Water Speedwell: Several large fresh plants have recently grown in the
Bedhampton springs overflow channel and were starting to flower on Oct 10
Winter Heliotrope: The first two flower heads of the season had started to flower
at Wade Court (Langstone) on Nov 8 and by Nov 11 the first flowers were seen in
Emsworth

Slender Thistle: One fresh plant flowering near Budds Farm in Havant on Nov 8
was a real surprise
OTHER WILDLIFE
Arion Ater slugs mating on my lawn
Slugs and Snails: This is a great time of year to discover the number and variety of
these molluscs in your garden as they enjoy the wet environment but I made an
unexpected discovery while putting out food for the birds - see the photo above of a
pair of Arion ater slugs mating on my lawn
Hedgehogs: This is also the time of year when many Hedgehogs perish in
bonfires or by having their hibernation sites destroyed during the clearance of fallen
leaves and dead vegetation in gardens. Mild and wet weather this autumn will
probably have reduced deaths from these causes as the Hedgehogs have not
settled down to sleep through the winter and are still able to escape the effects of
human activity but one cause of death has not been reduced - that is the failure of
young Hedgehogs born late in the year (probably in a second brood after the first
had already failed) to put on sufficient body weight to see them through the winter.
These thoughts came after hearing of an underweight young Hedgehog being
found this week in a Bedhampton garden on the eastern slopes of Portsdown and
taken to Brent Lodge wildlife hospital at Sidlesham south of Chichester (from which
it will probably be sent to a volunteer Hedgehog 'foster parent' who will keep it safe
during the winter and release it next spring). Should you have need of their services
the phone number for Brent Lodge is 01243 641672 but please remember to give a
generous donation in return for the help they give - recently the hospital very nearly
closed through lack of funds.
Slow-worm: Another creature that spends the winter in hibernation (usually
starting in October) is the Slow-worm but one was still active in the Beckley Woods
north of Hastings on Nov 12
Fungi: My own garden lawn has produced two new (for the current year) species
this week - the tiny Black Earthtongue (Trichoglossum hirsutum) and the
Meadow Waxcap. Meadow Waxcaps have also appeared at Durlston where
Trooping Funnelcaps (Clitocybe geotropa) appeared a few days after Brian
Fellows found one in the Emsworth Hollybank Woods. Brian also reports the first
Wood Blewitt at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Nov 7 when Durlston had Field
Blewitt on their list which included Horse Mushrooms. The most colourful find this
week was made at Beckley Woods near Hastings on Nov 12 - see
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/category/all-latest-news/fungi/ for a photo of the first Orange
Peel fungus (Aleuria aurantia)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 8 - 14 (WEEK 45 OF 2010)

Note to those who do not use Internet Explorer to view my website - I have
been told that my last Weekly Summary has sections wongly formatted in BOLD
and UNDERLINED when viewed with Firefox but it appears correctly with Internet
Explorer. As I cannot discover any problem with my HTML source code I cannot at
the moment correct the problem and can only advise anyone encountering the
problem to switch to Internet Explorer.
Sat 13 Nov
Early Song Thrush song
This morning was brightened by fresh flowering of Sweet Violets in St Faith's
churchyard here in central Havant but the afternoon lifted my mood even higher
when a Song Thrush burst into full song from a tree at Warblington churchyard admittedly the Thrush did not sing for long but it was no half-hearted effort and it
did give two or three repeat performances.
Last year the first song that I am aware of was heard by Brian Fellows in Emsworth
on Dec 2 (when another was heard at Durlston), and that marked the start of a
fortnight of song by the Emsworth bird though I did not heard one until Dec 15. In
2008 the first song was on Nov 13 and several sang intermittently until
mid-December but in both years the general start of Song Thrush song came in
mid-January as it has done in most recent years.
Also seen today was an increase in the number of Winter Heliotrope flowerheads
at Wade Court from the two seen on Nov 8 to six today (Brian Fellows has also
seen them out at Emsworth since Nov 11)
On my lawn this morning at least six tiny Black Earthtongue fungi
(Trichoglossum hirsutum) could be seen poking up between the fallen leaves.
Wed 10 Nov
Broadmarsh and Haying Oysterbeds in sunshine
Yesterday's rain brought up a new Parrot Waxcap fungus on my lawn but today's
glorious sunshine saw me out on my bike both before and after lunch. In the
morning I headed to Broadmarsh via Bedhampton where several fresh plants of
Hybrid Water Speedwell were just starting to flower along with Stream Water
Crowfoot in the overflow channel for water coming from the Water Company
springs into the Hermitage Stream.
At the Gravel Quay across the stream from Broadmarsh a Common Sandpiper
was 'sunbathing' during the high tide and on reaching the open harbour I passed a
more active female Stonechat but there were few other birds around with the mud
covered by the tide. Along the seawall at least six plants of Golden Samphire still
had the odd fresh flowers while the cycleway edges had more expected Chinese
Mugwort and Blue Fleabane in flower. Coming back I added Tufted Vetch to my
flowering list.
After lunch I headed for the Oysterbeds where I found my first Goldeneye of the
winter (just two females on the lagoon) with at least two Rock Pipits on the edges
of Stoke Bay. On the way home I passed yet another single Dog Rose flower
before reaching the road at the south end of Langstone Bridge. Later, by the Billy
Trail, I saw both Honeysuckle and garden escape Orange Mullein still flowering.
Mon 8 Nov
Winter Heliotrope in flower

Yesterday in writing my Weekly Summary I said that Winter Heliotrope would
soon be in flower, but not before we had had a frost. Today I had to eat my words
for it was in flower outside Wade Court at Langstone on a relatively warm and
sunny day - just two of the 'lavatory brush' flower spikes seen among the great
mass of leaves which line both sides of Wade Lane just before you enter (going
south) the unsurfaced footpath section leading to the shore - the flowers I saw were
on the west side of the road just before you come to a magnificent specimen of
Butcher's Broom currently covered in red berries and having flowers.
A few yards further on, on the east bank of the footpath section, was a new show of
Wood Puffballs (Lycoperdon pyriforme) and on reaching the seawall I found at
least 46 Teal in the partly flooded pony field (believe it or not that field was once,
back in the 19th century, a well kept Cricket pitch). While watching the Teal a
Sparrowhawk flew low overhead and turning to the sea I found a couple of
Shelduck that are new to this bit of shore.
Continuing west along Mill Lane to emerge on the South Moors shore path I was
again surprised by flowers on three Dog Rose bushes - a total of at least 25
fresh blossoms! A Greenshank was at the mouth of the stream and on the shore
one or two Turnstone were the first I have seen here and there were also a few
Dunlin among the regulars which included 20 Wigeon.
At Budds Farm, with dusk descending, I did not see Mike Collins new Fudge Duck
but did see a few Tufted Duck that were not there a few days ago and also heard
Cetti's Warbler song for the first time in months.
Heading home I was stopped at the bottom of the Budds Mound slope by the sight
of another unexpected flower - a single stem of Slender Thistle in flower.
Finally, approaching the Tesco store by walking under the A27 beside the
Langbrook Stream I saw several spiders on the orb webs which are lit by the
lights illuminating this underpass (the webs are always there but the spiders are
not often seen). Basic info on them can be found at
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Larinioides_sclopetarius and a number of other
websites about this spider which prefers man-made creations to natural vegetation
(but likes to have water nearby as a source of insect prey) can be found by putting
'Larinioides sclopetarius' into Google

RALPH HOLLINS NATURE NOTES FOR 2010
Wildlife diary and news for Nov 1 - 7 (Week 44 of 2010)
(Skip to previous week)
BIRDS
(Skip to Insects)
Divers: All three common species have been seen in small numbers (max five of
each) but nothing spectacular so far. St Austell Bay in Cornwall, which is likely to
have diver counts exceeding 100 later in the winter, had just one Great Northern
and one Black Throated on Nov 5. The only sightings close to my home patch were
of a single Great Northern off the east coast of the IoW on Nov 4 and off Selsey Bill
on Nov 5

Grebes: A single Red-necked was off Pagham Harbour on Nov 2 and there were
still just three Slavonian off Lymington but Black-necked numbers increased
slightly with 13 in Studland Bay (Nov 6) and 9 off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Oct 31
Gannet: Plenty of these around for some time but numbers in the English Channel
appear to have increased with a report of 9944 birds off a site on the north coast of
France on Nov 6
Green Heron: This transAtlantic rarity was still at the Lost Gardens of Heligan
(near Mevagissey on the Cornish south coast) on Nov 6 and the American Bittern
also remained in Cornwall through the week though on Nov 1 it moved from the
Trewey Common pool (where it was first seen around Oct 25) to the Walmsley
Sanctuary at Wadebridge
Cattle Egret: The RBA website reported single birds present in 5 different counties
on Nov 2 but the nearest to us seems to be one on the north coast of Devon near
Bideford
Great White Egret: The Blashford bird was said to be still there on Nov 1 according
to Lee Evans but on Nov 3 (when it was not seen at Blashford) one turned up at the
Lower Test Marshes (on the other side of the New Forest) where it was a
newcomer. Some interesting late news from the Lower Test Marshes is that the
flock of 19 Glossy Ibis which flew from Devon to Dungeness on Sep 13 were seen
at the Lower Test that day (not stated if they landed there - probably not). Currently
one Ibis was still at the estuary of the River Otter near Budleigh Salterton in Devon
on Nov 2
Canada Goose: Single leucistic birds (some seeming to be albinos but lacking the
pink eye) have been around for years with reports from both north and south
Hampshire and now one is back in the Titchfield area, seen on Nov 5 by Steve
Copsey among a flock of 220 normal Canadas in the open fields south of Fareham.
This bird is possibly a new abberation as it has a pure white body but relatively
strong (pale coffee colour) markings on its neck and head reflecting the normal
colour pattern of a Canada Goose
Black Brant: The two in the Weymouth area became three on Oct 31 but the extra
bird may have flown on east as one turned up in the Netherlands on Nov 6 (first for
the winter on continental Europe)
Shelduck: Although adults have been returning from their summer moult since at
least Sep 27 (when 40 were seen heading west over Rye Bay) the first substantial
count (a flock of 40) from Langstone Harbour did not come until Oct 31 though I had
seen 18 off the Warblington shore in Chichester Harbour on Oct 18)
Long-tailed Duck: One has been in Devon for some time but two more have been
seen on the south coast this week - one at Portland (Chesil cove) on Nov 3 and one
flying east past Worthing on Nov 5

Velvet Scoter: Although a few have been with us since mid Sep (with a surge
passing through in mid October - 13 at a Netherlands site on Oct 14 and 12
thereabouts on Oct 17) a sighting of 2 in Poole Harbour on Nov 4 may indicate that
some are now settling for the winter on our south coast
Hobby: This week's AutumnWatch TV programme showed a Hobby making a
close pass at a White-tailed Sea Eagle over the Scottish Isle of Mull, eliciting the
remark that this was a very late date to see a Hobby, I see that one was still in the
New Forest on Nov 6 (regular sightings along our south coast ceased on Oct 20
when one was over the Isle of Wight)
Quail: Ringers at Portland caught one on Nov 6 - you can judge the size of the bird
from the photo of one in the hand on the Portland website (
http://www.portlandbirdobs.org.uk/aa_latestnews.htm )
Stone Curlew: Another surprise sighting of an uncommon migrant was that of a
Stone Curlew at Dungeness on Nov 2
Baird's Sandpiper: Late news from Simon King (warden of the HWT Lower Test
reserve, not the better known TV personality) that has just come out is of the only
sighting of a Baird's Sandpiper that I am aware of this year - Simon saw it at Ibsley
Water near Ringwood on Oct 11
Purple Sandpiper: Other than the odd sighting of two at Farlington Marshes on
Sep 25 the nearest to the Portsmouth area is of one at Shoreham Fort (west end of
Brighton shore) on Nov 5 after two had been seen near the mouth of Poole Harbour
on Oct 31
Black-tailed Godwit: The WeBS count at the Thorney Island Great Deeps on Nov
6 recorded 224 Blackwits. This is almost certainly not the total number of Blackwits
in Chichester Harbour as on Nov 1 there were 300+ feeding in the Bosham channel
area with another 150 at Nore Barn (west of Emsworth) and no doubt smaller flocks
elsewhere in Chichester Harbour. I suspect that some of the birds feeding in
Chichester Harbour fly some distance to high tide roosts elsewhere in Langstone
and perhaps Pagham Harbours.
Whimbrel: What are almost certainly wintering birds were one at the Weston shore
of Southampton Water on Nov 4 and two on the southern tip of the Devon shore
(Kingsbridge) on Nov 5
Grey Phalarope: Eight more reports this week including one at Sandy Point,
Hayling Island, on Nov 2 and the long staying bird on the Lymington shore on Nov
5. An indication that we may be nearing the end of their autumn passage is a report
of 59 from a Spanish site on Nov 1
Lesser Blackback Gull: The number spending the night at the Blashford Lakes in
the Avon valley was estimated to be at least 10,000 on Nov 2 - I guess these all
spend the day in inland fields and I would love to know how wide an area they
spread out over.

Iceland Gull: First report of one that I have seen this autumn comes from a
Netherlands site on Nov 1 (in contrast I have seen seven reports of Glaucous Gull
with the first from Belgium on Sep 19 and several more recent sightings from south
Devon)
Kittiwake: On Oct 31 more than 1000 flew west past Dungeness and on Nov 2
Selsey Bill saw 2000 pass in three hours (70 were seen feeding off Sandy Point on
Hayling that day)
Sandwich Tern: Eight were seen from Farlington Marshes on Nov 1 and eight
were off Pilsey in Chichester Harbour on Nov 5. These are probably intending to
stay for the winter but 3+ off the Netherlands and one passing Christchurch
Harbour, both on Nov 6, were probably late migrants as were a single Arctic Tern at
Sandwich Bay on Nov 6 and a Black Tern at a Netherlands site, also on Nov 6
Little Auk: One was a good sighting in Christchurch Harbour on Nov 4
Wood Pigeon: The biggest count of passage birds this week was of 25,513 over a
Netherlands site on Nov 2 but Southampton did well with 17,420 in 40 minutes on
Nov 3 (Sandy Point on Hayling had 12,700 on Nov 1)
Short Eared Owl: Two had been seen from Farlington Marshes on Oct 23 and 24.
One was hunting over Farlington Marshes again on Oct 31, Nov 1 and Nov 6.
Plenty of others all along the south coast.
Woodlark: Plenty still moving on the near continent with counts of 129 on Oct 31,
26 on Nov 2 and 71 on Nov 6 - perhaps the arrival of some over here caused one to
give full song in defence of its territory in the New Forest on Nov 6 (I am aware that
these birds leave their breeding territories to winter near the coast but maybe this
one was still on territory)
Swallow: 18 reports between Nov 1 and 6 show that Swallows have not all left yet,
but a maximum count for the week of 8 at Folkestone on Nov 3 also shows that the
majority have departed. Locally one was seen in Southsea on Nov 3, three were at
St Catherine's Point on the IoW on Nov 5 and five were over Christchurch Harbour
on Nov 6
House Martin: Just four reports this week with the last at Rye Harbour on Nov 4
Yellow Wagtail: What was probably the last of the year was a single at Berry Head
in south Devon on Oct 30
Waxwing: Numbers still increasing and the birds now moving south out of
Scotland. On Nov 3 Lee Evans estimated the total number in the UK as over 6,000
and told us they were moving south in flocks of up to 2,000. On Nov 5 the RBA
website said that the species was currently being reported from 37 different
counties.
Red Flanked Bluetail: Latest crowd drawer is one at the Dungeness RSPB
reserve where one arrived on Nov 6. Since the Sandy Point bird arrived on Oct 18

others have been seen in the Scillies, at Lowestoft in Suffolk and on the
Pembrokeshire island of Skomer
Whinchat: A late bird was seen on the Scillies on Oct 29
Wheatear: Singles seen at Rye Harbour on Nov 4 and south Devon on Nov 6
Ring Ouzel: Last so far was one on the Sussex Downs (with a flock of 50 Corn
Buntings) on Nov 6
Blackbird: Another wave of arrivals from the continent on Nov 1 when 100 were
seen at Christchurch Harbour (with 70 Song Thrushes and 110 Redwings) and
more than 70 were at Sandwich Bay. On Nov 6 a total of 443 Blackbirds was at a
Netherlands site - over here that day one was heard singing at Pulborough Brooks
Fieldfare: More of these reached us on Nov 1 when 60 were on the north Kent
coast, 45 were seen at Andover and on Nov 2 a Belgian site reported 661
Bearded Tit: More than 100 were seen at the Kent Stour valley on Oct 30 and its
worth a visit to http://www.kentos.org.uk/Stodmarsh/october2010.htm for the
pictures (including part of a flock of 38 birds out in the open picking up seeds from
the ground plus a magnificent photo of a male taking pride of place at the head of
that month's sightings)
Great Grey Shrike: By now there seem to be at least four birds at different sites in
the New Forest with at least on in Dorset and another in Devon
Raven: On Nov 1 some 60 Ravens emerged from a communal winter roost, not in
remote Wales but in Mattiscombe valley in Devon
Starling: Maybe we have seen the peak of the autumn invasion of southern
England by Starlings - on Oct 27 we had the highest count I know of this autumn
when 135,696 were seen at a Netherlands site but this week the top count was only
104,033 on Oct 31, decreasing to 44,485 on Nov 2. As if to emphasise the point
one tired incoming bird off the Worthing seafront was forced down and killed by
gulls when just a few hundred yards from the safety of the shore
Brambling: After reports from the QE Country Park (near Petersfield) of 4
Brambling on Nov 2 and then 6 on Nov 3 the count on Nov 5 shot up to an
estimated 50 among the Chaffinches, Greenfinch and Goldfinch. Hopefully the
great crop of Beechmast will give us even larger local flocks of Brambling with
numbers in the low hundreds (a Netherlands site had 1512 on Nov 2)
Greenfinch: Disease has decimated the number of Greenfinch on our south coast
over recent years and this was noticed by Brian Fellows when the first mixed flock
of passerines went through his Emsworth garden this week without any Greenfinch
among them. The disease does not seem to have been as destructive of birds on
the continent and there have been three 1,000+ flocks reported from Germany
since Oct 15 with a flock of 1595 birds on Oct 23 and 1029 on Nov 2. This reservoir

of healthy birds has brought flocks of around 120 back to Lymington this week and
of 182 to Thanet on Oct 18 and 196 at Sandwich on Oct 19
Corn Bunting: The number of these has also diminished greatly as residents in
southern England (not sure of the reason but probably more to do with agricultural
practices than with disease) but a good number still come to us each winter and this
week a flock of 50 was on the Sussex Downs on Nov 6 (well above the previous top
count this autumn of 30 elsewhere in Sussex in mid October)
Escapees: Two new species (or hybrids) came to my attention this week through
Brian Fellows. First was his find of four Black East Indies ducks on the Fishery
Lake holiday camp duckpond near the south east Hayling shore during his Nov 6
WeBS counts. Brian did not have time to take a photo of them but has given us a
link to pictures at http://www.domestic-waterfowl.co.uk/bei.htm#and I have found
another link telling you more about the species (with a good picture of a prize
winning drake showing its similarity to a small dark Mallard) at
http://www.ashtonwaterfowl.net/bantam_ducks.htm - this tells us that the group of
Bantam ducks to which these birds belong are sold more as pets than for egglaying
or meat. Another aspect of this species is revealed at
http://dippyducks.blogspot.com/ which tells us that the green on the head is the
result of a sheen of oil generated by glands on the duck's head - when dry the
feathers would all be jet black - and it also emphasises an aspect of this group of
'call ducks' which may or may not be desireable in a pet - continual quacking!
The other new-to-me species is the Swoose (or Swan/Goose hybrid) which was
brought to my attention by Brian Fellows when he passed on news he got from
Peter Drury. Peter found a strange hybrid between a Mute Swan and a Greylag
Goose in Aug 2009 on the River Piddle at Wool in Dorset and his pictures spurred
Dave Appleton to have a look at the birds this year. See Peter's account at
http://www.imageinuk.com/Other/Adopted-Goose-with-Swans/10639789_vHtzS#
627399338_gR37v and Dave's comments at
http://www.gobirding.eu/Photos/Swoose.php which include other examples of
hybridisation between Swans and Geese (I assume in all cases a male Swan and a
female Goose though this is only stated explicitly for one pair)
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker: A pair was mating at Gilkicker (Gosport area) on Nov 1 and
another single was flying in south Devon on Nov 3
Common Darter: Sightings on Nov 1 at Gosport (4) and Portland (a few) with
another group of four in the Thanet area of Kent. Several still flying in Thanet
on Nov 3
Butterflies
Brimstone: One near Basingstoke on Nov 3
Large White: Late news of one at Swalecliffe on the north Kent coast on Oct
25
Small White: One near Fort Widley on Portsdown on Oct 27
Small Copper: Five reports this week from Gilkicker (Gosport) on Oct 27, 30
and Nov 1 when four were seen. Thorney Island then produced singles on
Nov 1 and 3

Common Blue: One seen at Gilkicker on Oct 27 with two there on Oct 30
Holly Blue: The season for these went from July 20 to Sep 25 this year but we
also had two 'odd' reports of one seen Mar 6 (reported as a probable only)
and another now of a fresh specimen at the Lower Test Marshes near
Southampton on Nov 3
Red Admiral: Seen up to Nov 1 at least
Painted Lady: Two reports on Nov 1 - a definite sighting at Gosport and a
probable on Portsdown
Small Tortoiseshell: One in the Basingstoke area on Nov 3
Peacock: One on Thorney Island on Nov 1
Comma: One near Lewes on Oct 30
Speckled Wood: Four sightings with the last two on Nov 3 (at Sandwich Bay
and Seaford)
Wall Brown: A single seen at Gilkicker (Gosport) on Oct 30
Moths
Diamond-back Moth: Immigrant arriving at Portland on Oct 30
Rusty-dot Pearl: Immigrant arriving at Portland on Nov 3
December Moth: First of the season at Edburton north of the Brighton Downs
on Nov 3
The Gem: Also at Edburton on Nov 3
Feathered Thorn: Another first of the season at Edburton north of the
Brighton Downs on Nov 3
Dark Sword-grass: Another immigrant arriving at Portland on Oct 30
The Sprawler: First appearance of this late year moth at Rye Harbour on Oct
31
Blair's Shoulder-knot: Another first appearance at Rye Harbour on Nov 3
Flame Brocade: A good find at Portland on Oct 31 of a moth which was once
resident in Sussex but is now restricted to the Channe Isles with occasional
forays across the channel - this was the second to visit Portland this autumn
The Satellite: First autumn appearance was at Rye Harbour on Nov 3
(probably others have been seen elsewhere as this moth normally emerges
in September)
Red-line Quaker: A few seen at Rye Harbour on Nov 3 - this is another
species normally appearing from September on
Large Wainscot: Several at Rye Harbour on Nov 3 - possibly its last
appearance for the year as the species flies from August to October
Silver Y: This common migrant was still turning up at Portland on Nov 4
Other Insects
Drone Flies and Common Wasps were still numerous around Ivy flower
throughout the week
Oak Bush Cricket: A female seen on Portsdown on Oct 27
Stag Beetle larva: A gardener dug one up in a Havant garden on Nov 6 luckily the gardener recognised it and ceased disturbing the area while the
owners of the garden searched the internet for advice on what to do with the
disturbed larva. They found an excellent source of information and advice at
http://maria.fremlin.de/stagbeetles/lindex.html and I put them in touch with
both the Hampshire Wildlife Trust 'Wild Line' and the Hampshire Biodiversity
centre (plus the south Hampshire Beetle Recorder) so I guess that they will
soon become the local experts on the subject

PLANTS
44 plant species in flower so far in November but many of them coming to the end
of their flowering season (in particular I was surprised to have difficulty in finding a
single flower on Dwarf Gorse in Havant Thicket though Devils Bit Scabious was still
flourishing there and both Ling Heather and Cross-leaved Heath were still to be
found).
At Durlston Ploughman's Spikenard was still in flower.
When we next have a few days of frost I will expect (soon after it) to find Winter
Heliotrope starting to flower but there is no sign of it yet
OTHER WILDLIFE
Moles: Arriving at the Havant Thicket carpark on Nov 6 the first thing I noticed was
several large fresh Molehills in the grass beside the parking bays and this set me
wondering if there was any special reason for this at the present time of year. It's
too early for the start of their breeding season in March and there has been no
sudden change in the dampness of the ground so I can only conclude that one or
more Moles have recently moved into this area (where I have not seen any
Molehills on previous visits). As Moles are very solitary creatures the presence of
several in one area is unlikely, and as the young leave their birth chamber in
mid-summer (mating in the March to May period with 30 days gestation and 35
days 'childhood' brings us to the May to July period for dispersal of the young), I
guess that something has recently happened at this Mole's previous home to cause
it to leave - a fanciful guess would be that someone had managed to capture an
unwanted Mole in their garden and, rather than kill it, they had brought it here and
released it in the carpark area....
Fungi: Surprisingly few reports this week though there is one highlight - the find of
Clathrus Ruber (Red Cage) at Durlston. If you are not familiar with this strange and
colourful fungus have a look at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clathrus_ruber This
fungus has been reported at Durlston at least twice in recent years (11 May 2007
and 5 Oct 2008) and this time (5 Nov 2010) it was found among the roots of a Holm
Oak. The report added that the species was a Victorian introduction to this country
but I have so far not found any support for this statement - it is said to have been
spreading north for many years and I read one account of it arriving in a garden in
the earth around the roots of Bamboo plants (and I suspect there have been many
similar unwitting introductions with other plants) but the only connection with the
Victorians that I can find is that Google has multiple entries concerning the
introduction of the fungus to the Australian state of Victoria but none suggesting
that the fungus was perhaps brought to Osborne House on the Isle of Wight for the
amusement of Queen Victoria (though that might fit in with what I believe to be true
- that the fungus is relatively common on the Isle of Wight).
Another newcomer to the fungal scene this week was Clitocybe geotropa
(Trooping Funnel) found in Hollybank Woods north of Emsworth by Brian Fellows.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 1 - 7 (WEEK 44 OF 2010)
Fri 5 Nov
Langstone South Moors and Budds Farm

An afternoon walk to Budds Farm took me via the east side of the A27 Langstone
roundabout where I took a specimen stem from one of the plants which I have
tentatively named as Variant Prickly Lettuce since I came across them several
weeks ago and noticed that, while they were similar to the common Prickly
Lettuce, they differed from all the plants I have seen before in two features - firstly
they did not have a single vertically erect single stem for each plant but had multiple
stems curving up in a bowl shape from a common root, and secondly the leaves,
which I previously thought were always entire elipse shape, had varied wavy or
jagged shapes.
Now I have a specimen to examine in conjunction with my books I find the leaf
shape is a normal variant for Prickly Lettuce, an id borne out by the prominent
prickles under the central vein of each leaf (with less prominent prickles along the
leaf edges), and I suspect the multistems are the result of regrowth at this time of
year after original single stems have been mown down (perhaps more than once)
during the summer.
Specimen stem of 'unusual' Prickly Lettuce and a closer view of the flowers
One of the wavy edged leaves
Two other plants seen flowering during the rest of the walk are worth a mention
here - one was a single flower still to be seen on the Marsh Marigolds in the South
Moors 'orchid field', the other being a Tomato plant in flower beside the footpath
leading to Southmoor Lane across the ex IBM Playing Fields.
On the Budds Farm Pools the number of duck had increased considerably since
my last visit with a lot more Mallard and Teal plus more Gadwall and Pochard
(including a couple of smart males)
Mon 1 Nov
Around Warblington farm fields and shore
A walk from Warblington church to the shore, then along it to Nore Barn and back
across the fields was enjoyable for the sunshine and light wind but only gave me
one unusual find - a single Dog Rose flowering on the seawall of the extreme south
east field.
Few birds were seen though I did find the Spotted Redshank on duty at Nore Barn
and disturbed a small flock of a dozen migrant Skylarks which had been resting in
the stubble field behind Conigar Point until I came along looking at the flowers.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 25 - 31 (WEEK 43 OF 2010)
This weeks highlights must include the Waxwing invasion which had brought
5400 of them to Scotland alone by Oct 30.
On Oct 29 an Albatross species flew along the Norfolk coast and 3908 Little
Auks went by the Isle of May in one hour.
The Scillies are now hosting their annual rare bird show and reports from Cornwall
and Pulborough Brooks have made me aware that Peregrines come in several
races.

The Three Amigos blog (by three naval friends based in Portsmouth http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo ) continues to feature their finds during a
combined services bird survey in Cyprus while Cliff Dean's blog (
http://rxbirdwalks.wordpress.com/ ) also emphasises the world wide aspects of
local bird watching - he writes of the benefit he received after a recent operation
from a drug which is the main culprit in the near extinction of the Indian Vulture.
These thoughts also remind me that I should update the Links page of my website
which does not mention either of these nor reflect this weeks change of address for
John Goodspeeds site.
The other highlight of the week is the sudden increase in Fungi which I found when
I joined a local Foray to the 'Sling' area of Stansted Forest on Friday and saw the
Hedgehog-like Spiny Puffballs and the realistic five fingered shape of a coal
black hand reaching up from the putative 'Dead Man' under the Forest floor (I have
put some amateurish photos of these and other fungi on my Diary page for Oct 29)
BIRDS
Divers: This week Red-throated Divers have been seen in ones and twos at
Torbay in Devon, Durlston, Christchurch Harbour and Portland in Dorset, Rye
Harbour (where four flew west) and Rye Bay in Sussex and Sandwich Bay in Kent.
The biggest count was of 23 on the German coast. One Black-throated off
Puckpool (Isle of Wight) was the only southern England sighting and nowhere on
the near continent was more than one seen. Great Northern did slightly better with
singles as close to us as Milford on Sea in the Lymington area and the sea off
Pagham Harbour plus six other reports from southern England
Great Crested Grebe: The flock in Rye Bay was up to some 150 birds on Oct 24
Slavonian Grebe: Up to three off the Lymington marshes on Oct 25 when one was
also seen off Brownwich in the Titchfield area
Black-necked Grebe: The first winter flock in Langstone Harbour was six birds off
the Hayling Oysterbeds on Oct 24 (and five were in Studland Bay, Dorset, on Oct
25). The Langstone Harbour flock was up to 9 birds on Oct 31
Little Shearwater: One reported off the Cornish coast at Pendeen on Oct 23,
presumably one of the North Atlantic species which breeds in the Canary Isles and
not the species of the southern oceans. This may have been the single male which
was heard calling at night from the steep cliffs of Lundy in the Bristol Channel in
June
Cormorant: See the Other Wildlife section for the account of how one narrowly
escaped being eaten by a Seal in the mouth of the Hermitage stream at
Broadmarsh
Bittern: One at the Lower Test Marshes on Oct 27 was a first for this winter at that
site (which does not normally host Bitterns in any winter)
American Bittern: One probably arrived at Trewey Common pool in the Zennor
area of Cornwall around Oct 24 but it was not until Oct 28 that birders who had seen
it realised that it was a transatlantic vagrant species called Botaurus lentiginosus

which has only been recorded 37 times in England (plus 22 times in Ireland), this
being the first time since one was in Cornwall in 1999. It was still present on Oct 30.
Green Heron: Also still present on Oct 29 at the Lost Gardens of Heligan near
Mevagissey in Cornwall is the transatlantic Green Heron - still there despite my
entry in last week's summary indicating that it might have left on Oct 23
Cattle Egret: The only ones currently being reported in southern England are two
birds seen in the Scillies on Oct 23 though there was one in Wales this week
Glossy Ibis: In southern England Devon has a monopoly of this species with one
at the Exminster Marshes and another just along the coast on the River Otter near
Budleigh Salterton
Spoonbill: Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour still had its group of 14 birds on Oct
26 but other singles were at Hayle on the Cornish coast, Tresco in the Scillies and
the Oare Marshes in north Kent. A count of 21 at a Netherlands site on Oct 20 may
signal more on their way here.
Bewick's Swan: Still only 4 at Slimbridge but 219 in the Netherlands on Oct 30 is
by far the highest count so far
Whooper Swan: Slimbridge had just one on Oct 28 but Radipole (Weymouth) has
had a family of four from Oct 24 to 28 and Poole Harbour had 5 juveniles on Oct 27
while singles seem to have settled in both Devon and Cornwall
Black Brant: Weymouth remains the only site to be reporting Brant - normally one
at Ferrybridge but two were there on Oct 8 and 23
Egyptian Goose: The only reports of these in Sussex that I have picked up this
autumn are of 6 in the Cuckmere Valley on Sep 19 and now 12 at Shopham Bridge
north of Henfield on the R Adur.
Ruddy Shelduck: A single bird has attached itself to some of the Brent in
Langstone Harbour recently and is worth a mention as on Oct 30 it was seen with
48 Brent on the grass set aside for winter feeding Brent by the Tangier Road in
eastern Portsmouth - an earlier than usual indication of Brent moving to inland
grass and away from the harbour Eel Grass
Mandarin: A flock of 51 at Stratfield Saye/Wellington Country Park in north
Hampshire was the highest count there since Sep 1987 when 72 birds were
present
Gadwall: The population of these in southern England continues to grow - on Oct
27 there wer 225 on Dogmersfield Lake west of Fleet in north Hampshire and in the
south of the county a few turned up in south Hayling where they had previously
been almost unknown
Pintail: The first three figure count in southern England this winter was of 125 at
Pulborough Brooks on Oct 28 (previous high there was 75 on Oct 14). On Oct 24 a
Netherlands site had 250

Eider: The flock on the sea off Tichfield Haven increased to around 25 on Oct 29
after a count of more than 20 at Lymington on Oct 25 and a sighting of 15 flying east
past the mouth of Southampton Water on Oct 26
Long-tailed Duck: One had been seen on the sea off the west Dorset coast on
Sep 26 and on Oct 29 a female turned up in the Exmouth area
Velvet Scoter: This week one was at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 24 and two
were at Dungeness on Oct 27
Goldeneye: Dorset had its first on Oct 24 when two were in Poole Harbour.
Elsewhere this week there have been reports of one in Devon, a newcomer joining
the two already at the Blashford Lakes and two at Rye Harbour
Red-breasted Merganser: A flock of 20 was off Pilsey Island in Chichester
Harbour on Oct 25
Goosander: One was briefly in Pagham Harbour on Oct 24 before flying on west,
maybe to Weymouth were one was at Radipole Lake on Oct 26. Also on Oct 24 two
turned up at the Burrater reservoir in Devon
Honey Buzzard: A late juvenile was seen near Lands End in Cornwall on Oct 27
Red Kite: On Oct 29 two separate birds were seen over the A272 west of
Petersfield in the Langrish/Stroud area
Osprey: One was still in Langstone Harbour on Oct 23 and 24 but the only other
report I have seen this week is of one in Belgium on Oct 29
Hobby: The only two reports this week were of single birds in the Netherlands on
Oct 23 and 24
Tundra Peregrine: A bird which is thought to be of a North American subspecies
has been in the Scillies since Oct 7 and on Oct 26 it killed and ate a Kestrel See
http://www.peregrine-foundation.ca/info/identification.html for information about
this subspecies (Falco peregrinus tundrius) and a lot of general info about
Falcons. Also this week birders have been discussing the possibility that a
Peregrine seen in the Pulborough area might be another northern subspecies
(Falco peregrinus calidus) from the Eurasian tundra. For more on this one go to
Subspecies section of http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peregrine_Falcon
Avocet: These are still moving west across our south coast though it is possible
that the small flock at Farlington Marshes (11 there on Oct 17 and 17 there on Oct
23) may be intending to stay there for the winter
Golden Plover: More than 500 were at Pagham Harbour on Oct 27 and other
south coast flocks this week have included 400 at Rye Harbour on Oct 24 and 262
in the Warsash/Hook area
Woodcock: These are continuing to arrive in southern England from the continent
but usually travel alone. Reports are of one coming in off the sea at Reculver
(Herne Bay in north Kent) on Oct 25 when another was at Dungeness and four
more were on the shore at Sandwich Bay

Black-tailed Godwit: A group of six were seen well inland at Pulborough Brooks
on Oct 28 - these are the first there since two dropped in on their way south on Aug
1 (the current birds are assumed to have moved inland from our coast as many of
the wintering birds do when food runs short in our harbours)
Green Sandpiper: Of local interest I guessed that one had moved into the Havant
area when I saw one over the Langstone South Moors on Oct 19 and on Oct 30 I
saw one at the nearby Budds Farm pools which might be the same bird
Grey Phalarope: Thirteen reports this week indicate a peak in their autumn
passage. The Portland website this week carried a close up photo of one taken
from a Kayak canoe!
Little Gull: Along with most species of seabird that spend the summer in northern
latitudes Little Gulls are moving south and a peak count of 1710 at one French site
on Oct 24 shows they are now in a hurry to get away. On our side of the Channel
the best count was of 50 at Reculver on the north Kent coast but Portland did have
10 on Oct 26
Ring-billed Gull: One has been at Gosport's 'Cockle Pond' each winter since
2002/2003, turning up this year on Oct 28 for at least its eighth year (as the species
is known to be able to live to at least 27 this is unlikely to be its last appearance). I
think this bird may have been using the area for longer than is recorded - its
residence 'officially' started on Nov 20 in 2003 and there were no sightings there in
2002 but one was seen at nearby Gilkicker Point on May 5 in 2001 (the 2003
sightings were already of an adult)
Sandwich Tern: Four seen off the north shore of Hayling Island on Oct 23 were
probably intending to winter locally but 250 at a northern French site were
presumably migrants, as were 3 at Dungeness on Oct 27, 1 in Christchurch
Harbour on Oct 28 and another at Dungeness on Oct 29
Common Tern: Also presumed to be migrants were three in the Southampton
Docks on Oct 28 and one off Beachy Head on Oct 30
Little Auk: Six reports from the English Channel during the week had none of more
than 4 birds but on Oct 29 there was a one hour count of 3,908 passing the Isle of
May so we may soon be seeing a lot more
Stock Dove: On Oct 24 Dungeness recorded 330 and 175 were seen at Church
Norton in the Pagham Harbour area. Oct 25 brought more than 100 past the
Climping area near Worthing and also 160 over Christchurch Harbour (with 3138 at
a Netherlands site that day)
Wood Pigeon: This week started with 7956 at a Belgian site on Oct 24 when 810
were seen over Southampton Water. Oct 25 was busier with 72,770 over one
Netherlands site, 7,000 over Christchurch Harbour, 5,800+ at Climping near the
mouth of the R Arun and the first reports of passage from Devon where 1250 were
seen along the south coast. On Oct 27 the Pagham North Walls area reported
1600, Oct 29 brought 33,094 over Belgium and saw 1300 over Southampton city
centre. Latest news is of 8,026 over the Barton on Sea area west of Lymington on
Oct 31

Turtle Dove: Singles were seen at Portland on Oct 24 and in the Scillies on Oct 25
Cuckoo: An adult has been in the Ogdens Purlieu area of the New Forest (near
South Gorley and Ringwood) from Oct 25 to 30 at least, eating juicy Fox Moth
caterpillars. There has been some inconclusive discussion that it may be an
Oriental Cuckoo - if so I think that would be a new species for Britain
Short-eared Owl: These have been arriving in southern England since Sep 1
when one was at Seaford near Beachy Head but the first report of them in
Langstone Harbour (two hunting over Farlington Marshes and the RSPB Islands)
did not come until Oct 23 and 24. On Oct 25 one was hunting over the Pilsey area
of Thorney Island (where the only previous report this autumn was of one flying in
from the south on Oct 9)
Swift species: One was seen in Belgium and another at Portland, both on Oct 30
Wryneck: One still in the Scillies on Oct 25
Calandra Lark: The BTO has only 20 records of this vagrant on its Birdfacts
webpage but that number is now 21 with one at Spurn Point on Oct 28
Sand Martin: Last of the year so far was one over Durlston on Oct 28
Swallow: 65 at Durlston on Oct 28 followed by one in the Titchfield area on Oct 29
(when there were 13 at Lymington and 2 at Christchurch Harbour), then one at
Beachy Head on Oct 30 when 14 were at Durlston.
House Martin: Latest so far was one at Durlston on Oct 30
Water Pipit: Last week brought the first into our local area with 4 at the Lower Test
Marshes on Oct 22 and this week one has been seen in the Brownwich area near
Titchfield Haven on Oct 30
Yellow Wagtail: Probably the last for the year was at Christchurch Harbour on Oct
24
Waxwing: The RBA website reports a total of 5,400 in Scotland on Oct 30 and I
have picked up 21 other reports during the past week, mostly of small numbers
moving north through Kent - hopefully we will soon be seeing reports in Hampshire
and Sussex like that from a suburban housing area at Gravesend in Kent where 20
were perched on TV aerials on Oct 27
Ring Ouzel: These were seen in small numbers daily throughout the week up to
Oct 29 when one was in a Lee on the Solent garden
Fieldfare: Hampshire had a few of these on Oct 26 but nothing to compare to the
12050 at a Netherlands site that day - we had 1050 in the Miles Hill area south of
Fleet, 40 in nearby Farnborough and 21 on Wheely Down at Warnford in the Meon
valley. Latest news is of more than 80 in the New Forest on Oct 30
Redwing: The highest count in southern England this week was of 2,270 in the
Fleet area on Oct 26

Reed Warbler: One was at the Milton Lakes in Southsea on Oct 25 (and a single
Sedge Warbler was at Slimbridge on Oct 28)
Dartford Warbler: These continue to be seen all along the south coast as they
disperse from breeding areas - latest report is of one (in the Brownwich area near
Titchfield on Oct 30) which was making continuous subsong
Blackcap: The continental birds which will winter with us are almost certainly now
arriving. On Oct 25 a report from the Beachy Head area was of one associating with
Robins thought to be new in from the continent and on Oct 30 one was in
Southampton City centre while another was in a Southsea garden
Bearded Tit: Their autumn dispersal is not yet over - on Oct 24 birds were seen
high flying but returning to the reeds at Newhaven (Ouse estuary) and on Oct 25
three flew high south from the Thorney Island Great Deeps. Also on Oct 25 two
were seen at the Milton Lakes in Southsea where they are unlikely to stay. On Oct
28 some high flying was seen in the Kent Stour Valley
Great Tit: At least eight reports from the near continent are of both Blue and
Great Tits in numbers exceeding 100 - on Oct 30 a German site reported a count
of 4412 Great Tits
Penduline Tit: One was at Dungeness on Oct 23 and 27
Red-backed Shrike: A juvenile still in the Scillies on Oct 25
Great Grey Shrike: One remains at Morden Bog in Dorset and in the New Forest
there are probably two in the Bishops Dyke area plus one in Black Gutter Bottom
and another on Ocknell Plain
Jackdaw: Still moving in large numbers with 724 over Milton Common in Southsea
on Oct 25 when 400 went over Christchurch Harbour. On Oct 27 an estimated 470
went over Berry Head on the south Devon coast
Carrion Crow: A photo on the Portland website (below the entry for Oct 31) shows
a Crow with an abberation in its plumage that has become increasingly common in
the past thirty years and which will possibly become the standard dress for all
Crows in the future. When I first saw 'white winged Crows' in the 1980s I read that
the abberation had started in the Channel Isles and was induced by their diet there
(maybe it is something to do with the increasing use of sea shores and marine food
by Crows?) but this photo is conclusive proof that I was wrong in suggesting that
the white was not actually the colour of the feather barbs but rather the absence of
barbs in sections of each feather where the 'cellophane wrapping' (which encloses
all bird feathers while they are still pushing out of the flesh during regrowth after
moult) had failed to break, leaving the black barbs invisible and 'see through' gaps
in the wings giving an impression of white colour - my theory was based on finding,
in a period of severe winter weather, the corpse of a Crow which I had seen flying
around with 'white wing bands' and seeing the cellophane wrapping on the wings of
this dead bird.

Hooded Crow: One at Reculver on the north Kent coast on Oct 28 was said to be
the first there since 2005 - it was probably the same bird which had arrived at the
South Foreland on the previous day
Starling: More of these birds appear each day as the huge numbers on the
continent cross the channel. On Oct 26 a Netherlands site reported 121,410 and on
Oct 30 there were 135,696 over there
Rose Coloured Starling: Neither the Newhaven nor the Lepe birds have been
reported since Oct 26
Brambling: This winter is bringing more Bramblings than I can recall into
southern England - Lee Evans tells us of a flock of 400+ already at a Suffolk site
and peak counts on the continent were 6144 on Oct 29 and 7939 on Oct 30
Goldfinch: These are still being seen in huge numbers - Durlston had 2,230 on Oct
28. I think these are heading for places like Portland from which they will fly south
Bullfinch: Although these feature regularly in 'viz mig' counts I was surprised to
see a count of 88 at a Dorset site on Oct 25 (and 89 at a German site on Oct 29)
Hawfinch: 84 at a Belgian site on Oct 29 was the highest count I have seen so far
this autumn
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Just two reports this week - both of Common Darters seen on Oct 25 at Emsworth
and Langstone
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: Two (maybe three) in the Brownwich area near Titchfield
Haven on Oct 25
Small White: Last report from Ropley near Alton on Oct 24
Small Copper: Still three reports, the last being of three insects on Thorney
Island on Oct 25
Red Admiral: At least 7 reports up to Oct 27 (including 14 seen at Newhaven
on Oct 24)
Small Tortoiseshell: Two reports with the latest at Brownwich (Titchfield) on
Oct 25
Peacock: Just one at Newhaven on Oct 24
Speckled Wood: Two reports with the latest at Edburton (north of the
Sussex Downs) on Oct 28
Moths
A few items that caught my eye this week were ..

Migrants still arriving at Portland up to Oct 29 at least were Rusty-dot Pearl,
Dark Sword-grass, Cosmopolitan, and Silver Y
November Moth: The first I know of was at Edburton on Oct 28
Other Insects
Gorse Shield Bug: 10 were seen on Gorse at Rye Harbour in bright
sunshine on Oct 30
PLANTS
Sweet Alison: This garden escape was flowering on the roadside of Southmoor
Lane outside Budds Farm on Oct 30
Pale Flax: Still flowering at Durlston on Oct 26
Musk Mallow: Freshly flowering in the Broadmarsh area on Oct 30
Least Yellow Sorrel: Just one flower still open at the Langstone site on Oct 25
Tufted Vetch: Still flowering by Harts Farm Way in Havant on Oct 30
Hawthorn: As expected after seeing flowers on Haw laden trees at two local sites
last week the regular 'winter flowering tree' by the Hermitage Stream in Leigh Park
had flowers on Oct 25
Dog Rose: On Oct 19 I saw the first winter flower in the Langstone South Moors
area and on Oct 28 two more flowers were out on different bushes in that same
area
Blackberry: Not only are flowers still out in many places but on Oct 28 I saw fresh
berries looking good enough to eat
Sticky Groundsel: One plant flowering on the roadside grass at the north end of
Southmoor Lane on Oct 28
Bee Orchid: My first sight of the expected winter leaves of a plant in Mill Lane at
Langstone was on Oct 28
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: A birder in the Newhaven area writes of being woken at 4:30am on Oct 25 by
sounds as if two foxes were killing each other in his garden and this made me
wonder if Foxes had already started their breeding season when they can become
very vocal but a Google search took me to
http://www.wildlifeonline.me.uk/red_fox.html#breeding which backs my impression
that the breeding season does not begin until the end of December. Another web
page describing the Fox life cycle (
http://www.thefoxwebsite.org/ecology/ecologylifecycle.html ) says .. "Already in
early autumn, the cubs are fully grown and cannot easily be distinguished

from an adult fox. The family group starts to break up, fighting increases and
some of the youngsters disperse."
Weasel: The Sandwich Bay bird observatory website diary had an intriguing entry
on Oct 29 when a Weasel was seen to encounter a Mouse but in the ensuing
fracas the Mouse apparently escaped - I can only assume this was a young
Weasel born this year and still learning his trade as a ruthless killer
Porpoise: A group of six seen from Berry Head in south Devon on Oct 29
contained four juveniles suggesting to someone more familiar with birds than
cetaceans that this was a family group with mother, father and four of their young
but my understanding is that a female Porpoise never has more than one calf every
two years, starting when she is four years old, and I am pretty sure these animals
do not form pairs but come together in ad hoc groups (or 'pods')
Common Seal: On Oct 27 one was hunting in the 'gravel quay pool' off
Broadmarsh Slipway causing a Cormorant that was also fishing there to make a
very hasty exit from the water into the air when it became aware of the Seal which
could easily have killed and eaten it. This incident reminded me of hearing, some
years ago, of Seals in Langstone Harbour predating diving duck and, after
catching one (perhaps by coming up underneath them as they swam on the
surface) tossing it in the air rather as a Cat will play with a Mouse it has caught (or
as Killer Whales do to Seals in order to make BBC Natural History films more
gruesome)
Brown Hare: The number of these to be found in my home area around Havant
has diminished greatly in the past 30 years or so but at least two were seen in the
fields north of Pagham Harbour on Oct 29
Fungi: I found a good list of species in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on Oct
29 and The Sling area of Stansted Forest (close to Rowlands Castle) on Oct 30 and
I list below some of the species seen (I have put accounts of these outings, with
some photos, on my Diary pages)
Shaggy Parasol (Macrolepiota rhacodes) - said to grow under conifers
and I found several of them doing this in Hollybank while others were happy
with broad leaved trees in Stansted
Porcelain Fungus (Oudemansiella mucida) - just starting to appear at
Stansted
Clouded Funnel (Clitocybe nebularis) - at least one large troop found in
Stansted
Amethyst Deceiver (Laccaria amethystine) - so far I have only come
across one in Stansted
Butter Cap (Collybia butryacea) - very common the Hollybank Woods
Common Bonnet (Mycena galericulata) - when looking at this in Stansted I
was told of the connection between the name Mycena for this genus and the
'Boars Tusk' Helmets worn by ancient Greek soldiers - see my Diary entry

Lilac Bonnet (Mycena pura) - a fairly common and very attractive toadstool
found in Stansted
Wood Blewit (Lepista nuda) - one extra large specimen found in Hollybank
making itself difficult to identify by not having any of the lilac colour expected
on its gills (probably as a result of its age!)
Shaggy Scalecap (Pholiota squarrosa) - a very attractive species that I
have not seen for many years until I was shown it at Stansted
Magpie Fungus (Coprinus picaceus) - the Magpie aspect of this Inkcap
species lies in its bold black and white colouring - this species can be found
each year at Stansted
Variable Oysterling (Crepidotus variabilis) - These small 'oyster shell
shaped' fungi grow under dead twigs - in some cases the 'stems' of the fungi
appear to be attached to the top of the caps in order to allow the gills to face
downward so that the spores can fall to the ground (or be blown to other
twigs)
Bracket species - I think several different species were seen in Stansted
though I have great difficulty in identifying them. I was able to name some
photogenic Birch Polypores in Hollybank which had twisted their stems to
adapt when the tree they were on fell to the ground
Puffballs - Stansted had both the fairly common Stump Puffballs
(Lycoperdon pyriforme) and the rare Spiny (or Hedgehog) Puffballs
(Lycoperdon echinatum)
Earth Stars - also at Stansted we found two species of Earth Star
(Geastrum triplex or Collared Earthstar, the commoner species, and G.
sessile or Sessile Earthstar)
Grey Coral (Clavulina cinerea) - found in Stansted growing next to what
may have been a different Coral type species.
Jelly (or Jew's) Ear - found on dead Elder at Stansted
Candlesnuff Fungus (Xylaria hypoxylon) - found at both sites
Dead Man's Fingers (Xylaria polymorpha) - the single example found at
Stansted was a realistic imitation of a handful of blackened fingers coming up from
the ground
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 25 - 31 (WEEK 43 OF 2010)
Sat 30 Oct
Broadmarsh and back
A cycle ride to Broadmarsh this afternoon gave me little in the way of birds (just a
Green Sandpiper on the Budds Farm pools) but did add one flowering plant to my
October list with Sweet Alison beside Southmoor Lane and some good
unexpected finds such as Tufted Vetch, Musk Mallow and Wild Parsnip. There

was also a noticeable in increase in flowering Gorse with several 'left over' Golden
Samphire flowers. Along the Budds Farm shore at least 20 Hemlock plants were
in flower and by the cycle track at the north end of Broadmarsh the Chinese
Mugwort was still in flower (as was a lot of Blue Fleabane)
Fri 29 Oct
Fungus Foray in Stansted Sling
While shopping in Waitrose yesterday I met a couple of Wildlife Trust members
who told me of a fungus foray taking place today and I am very glad that they did as
we had a surprisingly good time under the leadership of Rosemary Webb. The
photos below may not be very good but they show the variety we found (and of
course there were many more species that did not get into my camera). I must
apologize particularly for the shot of Dead Man's Fingers for which I should have
used flash but I hope you can just make out the black finger shapes and that it will
encourage you to try to find this strange fungus for yourself.
The Shaggy Pholiota (Pholiota squarrosa) is one of my favourites and I have not
come across it for years so I choose to put it first although it was almost the last
species that we found.
Shaggy Pholiota
Magpie Fungus (Coprinus picaceus) is a large Inkcap species which is relatively
common in the Sling area of Stansted Forest close to Rowlands Castle.
Two views of the same Magpie Fungus at an early stage of growth
Earth Stars have several species and we found the two commonest - Geastrum
fimbriatum (previously known as G. sessile) and the more complex form
Geastrum triplex.
Earth Stars - Geastrum fimbriatum and G. triplex
We found an nice fresh specimen of one of the Stansted specialities - the
Hedgehog Puffball (Lycoperdon echinatum) - and a single example of Dead
Man's Fingers (Xylaria polymorpha).
Hedgehog Puffball and a poor image of the black coloured Dead Man's Finger
Next come a couple of species that grow on tree stumps rather than the ground Wood Puffball (Lycoperdon pyriforme) and Bonnet Mycena (Mycena
galericulata). Mycena is a large genus and today I learnt something that I did not
know before - all the species in the genus have distinctively shaped caps which
resemble the shape of the 'Boars Tusk Helmets' worn by Mycenean soldiers in
ancient Greece. To find out more about these helmets go to
http://www.mlahanas.de/Greeks/war/Armor.htm
Wood Puffbsalls and Bonnet Mycena
Below is another poor photo of what I believe to be two different species of Coral
Fungi - with many of the 30 people who came on this foray trying to get a look at
this find I only took a distant photo and did not get close enough to see the detail for
myself. I'm pretty sure that the one on the left is Grey Coral (Clavulina cinerea). I
have put with it a much commoner species - Mycena pura - which might be
mistaken for a large, pale specimen of the Amethyst Deceiver.

Coral Fungi and Mycena pura
Finally the very common Candlesnuff Fungus (Xylaria hypoxylon) which
everyone is likely to come across at this time of year on damp mossy logs in
woodland
Candlesnuff Fungus
Thu 28 Oct
Circuit of Langstone
This afternoon I walk to Langstone via Wade Lane, then west along Mill Lane and
the South Moors shore to Budds Farm, coming home via Southmoor Lane and
Solent Road.
Reaching the shore near Langstone Mill Pond ast high tide I found some 20 Teal
on the Wade Court pony field among the Moorhens (and one big hen Pheasant).
With the Mallard on the pond were a few more Teal and some 20 Egrets sitting out
the tide.
Beside the footpath from the main road to Mill Lane the leaves of a Bee Orchid
can now be seen beside a white post which I think someone put there to mark the
spot where the orchids have flowered in recent summers.
At the mouth of the Langbrook Stream where the path turns west two more Dog
Rose flowers were out on separate bushes near the vandalised bench seat and
near the hedge line separating the Moors from the ex Playing Fields I had a good
view of a Rock Pipit on the shore.
The Budds Farm pools had little to show but on the bank just beyond the bird
viewing point the White Campion, Henbit Deadnettle and Black Horehound
were still flowering. Near the height barrier where you leave the shore area I was
surprised to see a number of apparently fresh and edible Blackberries (which I did
not sample as they were nearly at ground level and could have been fouled by
dogs!)
My final notes for this walk were of an unexpected plant of Sticky Groundsel
flowering where Southmoor Lane meets Harts Farm Way and Brackish Water
Crowfoot still flowering in the Homewell Spring pool.
Wed 27 Oct
Fungi in Hollybank Woods
After a couple of days with nothing of interest to record in this diary I got on my bike
this afternoon for a brief look for fungi in the Hollybank Woods north of Emsworth.
As I had little time and my bike would restrict my ability to wander away from the
main paths I did not expect to see much but I was cheered to see a large toadstool
half hidden among nettles right beside the continuation of Hollybank Lane where it
enters the woods from the south. The cap measured 15cm across and had a
distinctive look (see photo below) but when I found the both gills and the stout stem
seemed to be white I was puzzled as to its identity but back at home I discovered
that Wood Blewit does not always have the distinctive lilac colour on the gills I
decided this was what I had found (based mainly on the look of the cap with a
raised centre surrounded by a small circular 'gutter' and then an raised rim).
Probable large Wood Blewit with white gills

Heading east my next stop was at a big cluster of Butter Caps (which were the
most common species encountered) and with them I found a small 'rufous'
Milkcap which I could not match to a name. The photos show its colour and white
'milk' and the cap was 2cm across with a slightly longer stem. Also here were a
couple of 'tinies' - one a very thin-stemmed and bell capped Mycena type and the
other very similar to a Horsehair fungus.
Unknown Milkcap species
Nearby I stopped to photograph what I thought to be an attractive image of a couple
of Birch Polypores which had been forced to adapt to growing on the trunk of a
Birch which had fallen to the ground, requiring the fungi to twist their stems so that
the spores falling from them would head towards the ground and not fall pointlessly
onto the tree trunk. Also here I found a couple of Common Earthballs where I
parked my bike.
Birch Polypore adjusting to the fallen position of their host tree trunk
Common Earthballs
Next I headed to the block of Spruce type conifers just south east of the main
'cross track' junction on Hollybank Lane and here I found a good showing of
Shaggy Parasols
Shaggy Parasols under conifers
Finally, when nearly home, I stopped at the Havant Cemetery where I found some
unidentified fungi past their 'sell by' date. The cap of the largest measured 11cm
with a stem of around 6cm
Unidentified fungi in Havant Cemetery
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 18 - 24 (WEEK 42 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Divers: Still only ones or twos around our south coast but on Oct 17 a site on the
German coast recorded 150 Red-throated. Black-throated and Great Northern
were still only present in small numbers but on Oct 17 a White Billed Diver was
seen off the Netherlands.
Grebes: Winter flocks of Great Crested are starting to build up on the sea (26 off
Climping on Oct 18 and around 50 in Rye Bay on Oct 17). Single Red-necked were
seen in the Netherlands on three days this week at up to three sites but Slavonian
Grebes started to arrive on the south coast this week after a single bird was in the
Scillies on Oct 14. Oct 17 found three birds off Lymington, another off Sandwich
and singles at two Netherlands sites. Among six more sightings later in the week
was one off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Oct 21. The only reported Black-neck was
off Gwithian in Cornwall on Oct 22
Leach's Petrel: On Oct 20 a French site reported 14 birds (with smaller numbers at
four other sites) and 6 were at a Netherlands site on Oct 21

Bittern: Singles seen this week in Poole Harbour (Hatch Pond), Rye Harbour and
Marazion in Cornwall
Green Heron: Still being seen at the Lost Gardens of Heligan (near Mevagissey in
Cornwall) up to the morning of Oct 23 but the Cornwall Birding website reports "No
Sign of it" that afternoon.
Cattle Egret: None reported in southern England from Aug 21 until Oct 19 when I
saw a report of one at Veryan in Cornwall followed by reports of 2 birds at a Belgian
site on Oct 21 and 1 in the Netherlands on Oct 22
Great White Egret: The regular bird at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood was
there on Oct 20 but it may be getting restive as what was probably the same bird
was seen by the River Stour south of Blandford on Oct 18 and again on Oct 21.
Over on the continent there was a count of 14 at one Netherlands site on Oct 18
(with smaller numbers at 18 other sites that day)
White Stork: One flew north over Barnham near Arundel on Oct 18. More than 10
were still in Belgium on Oct 17 when one was still at the Wareham water meadows
in Dorset (where it arrived on the evening of Sep 29)
Glossy Ibis: A few are still around with one near Budleigh Salterton in Devon on
Oct 21 and Oct 22 and possibly the same bird a few miles further west on the Exe
estuary on Oct 23. Elsewhere in Britain singles have been seen this week in
Anglesey, Suffolk, and in Ireland
Spoonbill: Poole Harbour remains the hotspot for this species with 14 at Brownsea
on Oct 17 with other reports of singles from the Sillies and Hayle in Cornwall
(maybe the same bird)
Bewick's Swan: Four had been seen at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 13 but the first
back at Slimbridge were not seen until Oct 18 when eight turned up. No other
reports in England although continental sites reported 24 on Oct 12, 69+ on Oct 14,
28+ on Oct 16 and 22 on Oct 19
Whooper Swan: Two were at Slimbridge back on Oct 14 but none have been
reported there since Oct 20. A good number of birds have been seen recently at
eight sites in northern Britain with a peak count of 40 at Heaton Park in Manchester
on Oct 20 (flying over at 18:20) - where did they go?. Latest news is of four flying
north over Portland on Oct 23
Red-breasted Goose: The only bird in southern England (one was at Martin Mere
in Lancashire on Oct 14) has been on the Exe estuary from Oct 13 to 23 at least
and was at first reported as a presumed escape but the latest report says that it is
unringed.
Shelduck: The first returning adults that I know of in the Havant area were 18
seen off the Warblington shore in Chichester Harbour on Oct 18 They do not seem
to have stayed - maybe they went on to the Isle of Wight where 23 were at
Newtown Harbour on Oct 22 (also that day a group of 5 at Lymington incuded a
probable Australian Shelduck)

Wigeon: The local winter flock at the mouth of the Langbrook stream was up to 50
in number on Oct 22
Garganey: Some still with us this week - on Oct 20 one was at the Blashford Lakes
and on Oct 21 a pair were at the Longham Lakes (north fringe of Bournemouth)
Shoveler: Local numbers starting to increase with 15 at Farlington Marshes on Oct
17 and 15 at Lymington on Oct 22. Rye Harbour had 80 on Oct 18
Pochard: I saw my first of the winter at Budds Farm in Havant on Oct 19 but the
biggest count I have seen so far remains 10 at the Blashford Lakes on Oct 5
Scaup: 7 were in Germany on Oct 17 when 4 turned up at Abbotsbury in Dorset.
On Oct 18 a female was on the Exe estuary and another female arrived at
Cuckmere Haven near Beachy Head while another was reported at Lodmoor
(Weymouth) on Oct 20
Eider: Other than a count of 674 at the northern tip of Germany on Sep 22 and
another of 3,596 there on Oct 17 no site has reported more than six birds since the
start of September
Velvet Scoter: 3 were seen at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 18 after a report of 12
at a Netherlands site on Oct 17
Goldeneye: On Oct 17 two were at Newtown Harbour (IoW), four at Dungeness,
one at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood. On Oct 19 two were at the Blashford
Lakes and on Oct 22 there were two more at Dungeness.
Smew: The first of the winter flew west past Dungeness on Oct 14 (none previously
reported anywhere in Europe) and what may have been the same bird was at Rye
Harbour on Castle Water on Oct 21. Normally Smew winter in the Netherlands and
they only come to Britain in small numbers when the water freezes in the
Netherlands but a few individuals have different ideas and the IBM
Lake/Paulsgrove reclamation in Portsmouth had five birds in the winter of 1984/5
with a similar number each year up to 1990/91 but not since - this group of
individuals not only preferred Portsmouth to the Netherlands but were usually the
first to arrive in early November. In more recent years a few have been seen on the
Chichester Lakes and at Arundel in some years, the most recent in our area being
one at the Blashford Lakes in the early part of this year (Jan 17 to Mar 9 after being
seen on the Lower Test Marshes on Jan 2). Another was at the Chichester lakes
from Jan 16 to Feb 3.
Red Breasted Merganser: The first noticeable winter arrivals were seen on Oct 9
with 10 birds at the Exe estuary in Devon on Oct 13. This week there were 9 at
Lymington on Oct 17 and 14 in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Oct 21 followed
by 2 in the Hayling Oysterbeds pools on Oct 22 (my first sighting)
Goosander: Other than up to five birds at the Blashford Lakes near to where they
have probably spent the summer on the River Avon the first arrivals in southern
England so far have been three birds on the Norfolk coast on Oct 22
Honey Buzzard: Late singletons (maybe just one bird) were seen in the Thanet
area of Kent on Oct 21 and 22

Goshawk: A male was seen flying and then perched on a post in Pagham Harbour
on Oct 18
Sparrowhawk: Still on passage with 70 birds seen at a Netherlands site on Oct 17
when smaller numbers were seen at 12 other sites
Buzzard: Still a good passage on Oct 17 when migrants were seen at 47 sites with
a peak count of 356 at a Belgian site. After a peak of 42 birds at one of 6 Belgian
sites on Oct 18 there have been no further 'remarkable' reports
Rough Legged Buzzard: The RBA website reports a total of 17 birds in Britain by
Oct 22 after an influx along the east coast this week. One was reported over the Isle
of Wight on Oct 18 when birds were seen at 25 continental sites. Singles were seen
in East Kent on Oct 19, 21 and 22 (when Lee Evans watched 3 in Suffolk)
Osprey: No reports since Oct 17 after two were seen at Thorney Island on Oct 15
with one still there on Oct 16
Merlin: Although a good number will stay on the south coast through the winter at
least one flew on south from Start Point in Devon on Oct 22
Hobby: Still being seen on Oct 20 when there were 2 on the Isle of Wight and one
at Dungeness
Water Rail: On Oct 17 Martin Hampton saw one that had presumably just arrived
(and did not know how to get around without being seen) fly across the Budds Farm
Pools in Havant. Two more new arrivals were at Rooksbury Mill in Andover on Oct
18
Avocet: 11 were at Farlington Marshes in Langstone Harbour on Oct 17 when
there were 867 at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour and around 200 still in the
north Kent Swale estuary
Dotterel: Two late birds were on Bodmin Moor in Cornwall on Oct 18
Golden Plover: Winter flocks continue to build up with 120 inland at Maiden Castle
in Dorset on Oct 18, 80 in the Warsash area on Oct 19, 350 at East Head in
Chichester Harbour on 21 and 148 at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on Oct 22
Purple Sandpiper: None yet on the Hampshire coast other than the two birds
reported at Farlington Marshes on Sep 25 but this week they have been seen at
Reculver on the north Kent coast on Oct 18 and at Newhaven in Sussex on Oct 20
with three seen that day in Belgium.
Spotted Redshank: The regular bird was back at Nore Barn (west end of
Emsworth shore) on Oct 19 and was seen there on Oct 19, 20, 21 and 22. The
species has been widely seen elsewhere since Aug 1 with 12 on the north Kent
coast as early as Aug 4 and 5 at Brownsea Island on Aug 20 but this particular bird
which is thought to spend the summer in northern Scandinavia does not return to
Emsworth until much later. Last year it arrived on Oct 21, in 2008 it came on Nov 8,
in 2007 the date was Nov 7, in 2006 it was Nov 9, in 2005 my first record at Nore
Barn was Dec 15 and in 2004 I did not see it until Dec 26 though for these last two

years my dates are probably later than its arrival as it had not then acquired its
popularity as a tame and easily photographable bird.
Green Sandpiper: One had been seen at the Langstone South Moors on Sep 11,
probably passing through, but one seen and heard over that site on Oct 19 may be
intending to stay through the winter in the Havant area (where wintering birds
normally fly between several well separated sites each day)
Grey Phalarope: Six reports this week include five birds in the Scillies on Oct 13
and ten in France on Oct 20 plus singles at Chesil Cove (Portland) on that day and
one near Rye on Oct 22
Pomarine Skua: On site in France recorded 114 on Oct 20
Little Gull: France also had the highest count of these with 1014 on Oct 20
Great Blackback Gull: On Oct 17 the roost on grassland at the Gosport HMS
Sultan site numbered 120
Sandwich Tern: A count of 14 on the southwest shore of Langstone Harbour
(Milton area) on Oct 20 may have been of birds staying the winter. The only other
reports of Tern species this week have been of Arctic Terns at Sandwich Bay (1
on Oct 17) and Belgium (1 on Oct 20), plus single Black Terns in the Netherlands
on Oct 17 and Cornwall (Crowdy reservoir) on Oct 20
Auks: A mixed flock of Guillemots and Razorbills off the Netherlands on Oct 21
numbered 682 birds. 3 Razorbills were off the Selsey West Fields on Oct 17 with
one off East Head in Chichester Harbour on Oct 21
Little Auk: One was off Dungeness on Oct 17 + 18 and up to 4 were seen at
continental sites daily from Oct 19 to 22
Stock Dove: Flocks continued to reach southern England from the continent this
week with 160+ at Beachy Head on Oct 17, 151 at Bockhill (South Foreland) on Oct
18, 53 at Folkestone on Oct 19, 200 at Dungeness on Oct 20, and counts of 167
and 250 at north Kent sites on Oct 21 and 22
Woodpigeon: Reports from continental sites had peaks of 32,242 in the
Netherlands on Oct 17 (when 4,360+ were at Beachy Head), 43,380 in the
Netherlands on Oct 18, and 18,200 at a German site on Oct 22. Note that my
reports from continental sites only show the count for the site where the highest
count was reported and there may have been many more birds at other sites with
smaller counts (the Oct 18 count was that of only one of 7 sites, not necessarily in
the same country as that of the peak count, but all reporting exceptional numbers).
In southern England we have yet to see the high numbers but on Oct 21 there were
345 over Browndown at Gosport and 240 in the open country south of
Fleet/Aldershot.
Collared Dove: 19 at Sandwich Bay on Oct 21 and 25 at one of two Netherlands
sites on Oct 17 are the only reports of passage birds I have picked out
Turtle Dove: One was still at Polgigga in Cornwall on Oct 17 when another single
was in the Scillies

Wryneck: 3 in the Scillies on Oct 17 and 1 at the Lizard in Cornwall on Oct 18 are
the latest I know of
Woodlark: Seven reports this week include a count of 73 at a Belgian site on Oct
17 (when 3 were seen at Shatterford in the New Forest), 57 in Belgium on Oct 18,
46 in Belgium on Oct 21 plus 38 there on Oct 22 indicate a strong movement
petering out by the end of the week
Skylark: Oct 17 brought reports of 800 on the Downs north of Eastbourne
(Bopeep), 96 at Christchurch Harbour and 44 at Warsash with a peak continental
count of 1718 in Belgium. On Oct 19 at least another 40 arrived at Sandwich and on
Oct 20 several were singing on Thundersbarrow Hill north of Brighton
Shorelark: One has been seen by a lot of birders in the Cuckmere valley between
Oct 17 and 27 (though one lady had to take off her shoes and wade across the river
to get close to the bird)
Hirundines: The last Sand Martin report that I have seen from England was of one
bird in Pagham Harbour on Oct 17. Folkestone had 800 Swallows on Oct 17 with
600 at the South Foreland on Oct 18 and 450 at Sandwich on Oct 19. There were
still 30 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 22. The latest reports of House Martins
were on Oct 18 when 300 were at the South Foreland and 130 at nearby Sandwich
Bay
Rock Pipit: I heard and glimpsed one on the Langstone South Moors shore on Oct
19 when six were at the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester. Oct 19 brought news
of six at Newtown (IoW) and I saw another at North Common on Hayling
Water Pipit: Seven reports this week include four birds at the Lower Test on Oct 22
when the first bird of the winter was at Christchurch Harbour
Yellow Wagtail: The last I know of in England was seen at Pett Level (Rye Bay) on
Oct 17
Waxwing: On Oct 16 the RBA service reported that a few had arrived on the east
coast recently, with more to be found in the northern isles, and by Oct 20 they
reported a total of at least 53 birds in the British Isles. The first on the south coast
was one at Sandwich Bay on Oct 19 and there have since been five reports from
Kent with a peak count of 3 birds. On Oct 21 Hunstanton on the Norfolk coast had
60 birds
Bluethroat: 2 were in the Scillies on Oct 15
Red-flanked Bluetail: The first ever recorded in Hampshire was found by Andy
Johnson at the Sandy Point reserve on Hayling Island on Oct 18 and despite the
difficulty of finding carparking for all the twitchers expected to want to see the bird,
and the reluctance of the Hampshire Countryside Service to allow visitors into this
normally closed reserve (where trampling could destroy the plant rarities and the
presence of a crowd would encourage locals and holiday makers with little
knowledge of nature conservation to invade the site), arrangements were made for
carparking at the sailing club overflow park behind the lifeboat station and the news
was made public by Oct 21 since when many birders have enjoyed the bird for the

price of a £2 donation thrown into a bucket at the reserve entrance gate. The
numbers coming to Sandy Point have perhaps been less than was feared as this
bird is only one of 29 currently in the British Isles (as of Oct 20) and stay at home
birders can enjoy the bird via the internet (the Three Amigos blog has good pictures
and text at
http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo/17422/Red-flanked+Bluetail%3B+Sandy+Po
int.html )
Common Redstart: One (maybe two) was seen at both Fort Widley and Fort
Nelson on Portsdown on Oct 17 but since then the only report I have picked up was
of one at Bockhill (South Foreland in Kent) on Oct 21
Whinchat: Maybe the last for this year was at Dungeness on Oct 22
Wheatear: Probably not the last was seen on the Milton shore of Langstone
Harbour on Oct 20 (I see that between Oct 9 and 13 a Black-eared Wheatear was
on the Scillies rarities list along with a Pied Wheatear on Oct 12)
Grey-cheeked Thrush: Another Scillies rarity seen on Oct 19
Ring Ouzel: The last (so far) of the 137 entries for this species on autumn passage
was of one at Titchfield Haven on Oct 22 (when two were also seen in Devon)
Blackbird: Brian Fellows heard one in subsong at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on
Oct 21 - possibly trying to defend its winter territory against the many continental
birds that have been pouring into southern England this autumn starting with 20+ at
Beachy Head on Aug 25, then 30 at Sandwich Bay on Sep 7. I now have records of
a selected few of these migrants including a peak count of 250 at Dungeness on
Oct 20 and a pitiful account of one seen flying low over the sea parallel to the north
Kent shore on Oct 17 but ditching in the sea when close to land - the surprise was
that if managed to take off from the water twice before it was finally knocked down
into the water and killed by gulls.
Fieldfare: Large numbers have been arriving in southern England with first few on
Oct 9, then stepping up a gear on Oct 15 when 245 were seen in Thanet backed up
by 646 at a Belgian site. On Oct 16 the Trektellen high count was 1046 and the New
Forest had 42 at Latchmore Bottom, while on Oct 17 there were 57 in the
Shatterford area near Beaulieu Road station. By Oct 20 Dungeness was counting
700 incoming birds and in the north of England that day there were 10,263 at
Bolton, 6,705 at Bradford, 3,895 at Manchester, 3,320 in Cumbria, 2,291 at
Leicester and 1,205 at Halesown in the west Midlands. On Oct 21 405 flew up the
Test valley north of Romsey and 724 were on the north Kent coast, and on Oct 24
Hutton Roof in Cumbria recorded 1088. Today (Oct 24) there were 5,805 at
Bradford, 3,263 in Lancashire and 2,821 in Nottinghamshire
Redwing: These too have been arriving in big flocks this week along with the
Blackbirds and Song Thrushes. On Oct 20 Thanet in Kent recorded 4,650
Redwings but the number of Mistle Thrushes seems to have dropped off this
week
Reed Warbler: One was still to be seen at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 20 leaving
me very concerned about the fact that I have only seen 53 reports of the species

since the beginning of August and the highest count reported was of only 30 birds
(compare to 71 reports of Whitethroats with counts of 250 at more than one site and
75 reports of Blackcaps with a peak of 500 at Beachy Head on Sep 16 - and I did
not bother to record many of the reports I saw of these and other common species)
Dartford Warbler: Among half a dozen reports (mainly of dispersing birds) that I
picked up this week was one from Devon on Oct 22 which mentioned that two birds
were singing.
Whitethroat: What may be the last report of Whitethroat for the year came from
Thanet on Oct 17 following a Lesser Whitethroat in Devon on Oct 16
Garden Warbler: Singles seen at Portland on Oct 19 and 20 with another near
Eastbourne on Oct 21
Blackcap: It looks as if our summer birds have now left with a report of 216 at a site
in Portugal on Oct 15 and only one later report from England (5 in south Devon on
Oct 17)
Willow Warbler: A late bird was at Portland on Oct 16
Goldcrest: Many still arriving from the continent - on Oct 17 masses were seen
busily feeding on the north Kent coast at Reculver regardless of any threats (one
was so pre-occupied with regaining energy after its cross Channel flight that it
temporarily landed on one birders hand). Also that day 60 were recorded at
Christchurch Harbour
Spotted Flycatcher: Maybe the last was at Portland on Oct 16. I have not heard of
any Pied Flycatchers since Oct 12 but 3 Red Breasted Flycatchers were on the
Scillies on Oct 15 and one was in south Devon on Oct 18
Bearded Tit: 13 reports this week indicates a lot of birds still dispersing after a
presumably good breeding season - the reports included one of two birds at the
Milton Lakes in Southsea where the birds are not normally found. On Oct 17
Christchurch Harbour reported a group of 13 flying high south (intending to cross
the channel?)
Great Grey Shrike: Other than the one at Exbury near Beaulieu on Oct 15 I have
seen no reports from Hampshire so far but 13 reports this week show that qute a
few have already come south with four being present in Devon on Oct 22 and one
at Morden Bog in Dorset from Oct 16 to 19 at least
Jackdaw: Many have been moving along the south coast in both directions this
week, presumably gathering in traditional large communal winter roosts with other
corvids. On Oct 17 570 went west over Christchurch Harbour and more than 100
flew over Warsash, and on Oct 20 294 were counted over Milton Common in
Southsea. On Oct 21 160 were on the move in south Devon while back on Oct 17 a
count from the Netherlands was of 6393 birds. Other corvid reports included one of
a single Hooded Crow flying over Dungeness on Oct 21
Starling: Among several reports of big flocks on the move was one of 10,000 birds
at the Fishlake Meadows at Romsey on Oct 16

Rose Coloured Starling: One on the cliffs at Newhaven has been showing well
from Oct 11 to 22 and another has been seen at the Lepe country park (mouth of
Southampton Water) on Oct 20 and 22 (when another was at Lands End in
Cornwall)
Brambling: 219 were seen in Thanet on Oct 20 and 872 had been at a Netherlands
site on Oct 18. More local sightings were of one feeding in Wansted Farmyard near
Lyeheath two kilometres north of Portsdown on Oct 17, and of two on the
Lymington Marshes that day. On Oct 21 more than 60 flew west over East Head in
Chichester Harbour (with 2,164 seen over a Netherlands site that day)
Greenfinch: It seems that many of our British birds have died of diesease in the
last year or so but currently it seems that our population is being swollen by
(hopefully healthy) continental birds. Among several reports there were 182 in
Thanet on Oct 18 and 196 at Sandwich on Oct 19
Twite: Two were at the Selsey West Fields from Oct 16 to 19, one was at
Lymington on Oct 20 and one at Browndown (Gosport) on Oct 21 - this latter was a
probable only
Snow Bunting: One was at East Head in Chichester Harbour on Oct 16 and
another has been showing well on Kithurst Hill above Storrington from Oct 13 to 22
(coming to seed put down at the feet of watching birders)
Eleanora's Falcon: A lovely photo can be seen on the Three Amigo's blog at
http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/uploads/a/amigo1/25443.jpg and other pictures of
the same species appear on this blog entry for Oct 24 (see
http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo ) taken by Steve Copsey at RAF Akrotiri in
Cyprus where Steve and Mark Cutts (although in the Navy) were with an RAF
Ornithological Soc expedition to this site. Scroll down the blog to read several
reports on what they saw there.
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Southern Hawker: This species has normally disappeared from the scene
by the end of September and the reports I have recorded end on Sept 9
except for two reports of the species at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Sep
21 and Oct 21 making me wonder if the last two sightings were of the very
similar Migrant Hawker (which is slightly smaller in length by 7 mm, has a
bright blue patch on its side below the rear wings and blue dots on all the tail
segments) If seen perched it can be distinguished better by looking at the
extreme tip of the tail where the Migrant Hawker has blue dots separated by
black but the Southern Hawker has undivided blue bands across the last
two segments and the colour of the dots on the segments nearer the head
are green. Migrant Hawker was still being recorded on Oct 9, 11 and 12
Black Darter: A species only likely to be seen in the New Forest but still on
the wing there on Oct 17
Common Darter: Seen near Seaford on Oct 16, in the Warblington cemetery
on Oct 18 and on the north Kent coast on Oct 22
Butterflies

Clouded Yellow: Singles seen at the Selsey west fields on Oct 17 and at
Brownwich (Titchfield area) on Oct 21
Large White: Two seen at Iden near Rye on Oct 20
Small White: Three reports with the last on Oct 19 at Mill Hill (Shoreham)
Small Copper: Six reports starting with four seen near Henfield on Oct 17
and ending with two at Brownwich on Oct 21
Brown Argus: A single sighting at Mill Hill (Shoreham) on Oct 19
Common Blue: Four reports starting with one at Bartley Heath in north
Hampshire on Oct 16 and ending with a 'tatty male' at Storrington (near
Pulborough) on Oct 22
Red Admiral: 14 reports up to Oct 22
Peacock: Two reports - one near Henfield on Oct 17 and one at Seaford on
Oct 19
Comma: Two reports from the Seaford area on Oct 16 and 19
Speckled Wood: Usually the last butterfly of the year this week found four
near Henfield on Oct 17, six at Newtown on the Isle of Wight on Oct 19 and
three at Iden near Rye on Oct 20
Meadow Brown: Seen on Chalton Down (north of Rowlands Castle) on Oct
16 and at Shoreham on Oct 19
Moths
A Hummingbird Hawkmoth was sunning itself on a brick wall somewhere in
Sussex on Oct 20
PLANTS
Marsh Horsetail: I was surprised to see one with a fertile cone at the Langstone
South Moors on Oct 19
Marsh Marigold: I was even more surprised to find a plant with four fresh flowers
on the South Moors on Oct 19 (I cannot recall ever seeing autumn flowers on this
species)
Treacle Mustard: A single plant seen on Portsdown on Oct 21 (see my Diary entry)
Ribbed Melilot: Also seen on Portsdown on Oct 21 with brown glabrous seeds as
well as yellow flowers
Apple: A self sown tree on the shoreline at Conigar Point at Warblington on Oct 18
not only had fruit but also one cluster of open flowers
Hawthorn: Autumn flowers among red Haws were found on Portsdown on Oct 21
with a lot more seen in the roadside hedge immediately north of the public toilets
outside the Ship Inn at Langstone (and south of the brick wall of the new houses)
Dog Rose: Just one fresh flower on Oct 19 among a mass of red Hips on a bush
growing on the bank of the Langbrook stream just north of the now defunct kissing
gate as you come up from the Langstone South Moors shore
Stone Parsley: A single plant still bearing fresh flowers and leaves was a surprise
find on Oct 22 beside the short narrow path between the north seawall of Mill Rythe
on Hayling to the extreme end of Woodgason Lane
Pepper Saxifrage: A single plant seen on Oct 22 beside the Hayling Coastal Path
where it passes Stoke Bay south of the carpark at North Hayling Halt
Green Field Speedwell: After seemingly years of searching (and all my finds
turning out to be Grey Field Speedwell - as in Juniper Square at Havant on Oct
18) I at last found the genuine item in flower at Warblington Cemetery, also on Oct
18

Corn Mint: Brian Fellows found this flowering in the West Marden area on Oct 17
Gipsywort: A few flowers could still be seen on an elderly plant found beside the
Langbrook Stream on Oct 19
Henbit Deadnettle: A substantial cluster of these plants was in flower on the
mound above the Budds Farm pools in Havant on Oct 19 (see my Diary entry for
photos and more detail)
Marjoram: Still flowering on Portsdown on Oct 19
Common Gromwell: A few young plants with flowers (among many old plants
bearing their white seeds) seen on Portsdown on Oct 21
White Comfrey: I have never seen this flowering in the autumn before but on Oct
19 I photographed a cluster of plants doing so at Budds Farm (see my diary entry)
Nettle-leaved Bellflower: Still flowering at West Marden on Oct 17 (as were a few
Harebells on Portsdown on Oct 21)
Devil's Bit Scabious: A better show than usual with more than 20 flowering plants
in the 'orchid field' at the Langstone South Moors on Oct 19
Tansy: Some plants still flowering on Portsdown on Oct 21
Goatsbeard: An excellent find by Brian Fellows at West Marden on Oct 17 - luckily
he was there before noon when these plants close their flowers
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fallow Deer: We are now in the rutting season for these deer and even if you do
not see one of the bucks with their antlers (as Brian Fellows did in the West Marden
area on Oct 17) you may come on well trodden areas where they have their stands
in places such as the junctions of multiple tracks in Stansted Forest
Bats: This week's Autumn Watch TV programme gave one reason for Bats being
seen in daytime at this time of year - they suggested that these day fliers are
youngsters born this year and and now having to learn the route from their nursery
site to the winter roost - this may have been the reason for one being seen in the
Thanet area of Kent, mobbed by Swallows at 2pm on Oct 17. In mid-winter bats
seen in winter sunshine are probably out to defecate and exercise to prevent
poisons building up during a prolonged sleep.
Common Lizard: Nine were seen near Henfield in the Adur valley on Oct 17
enjoying the sunshine before going into hibernation
Snails: On October 23 the Durlston Rangers daily report included a mention of
seeing 6 of the 32 Snail species known on the Durlston reserve including a few of
the less common Cellar Snails (Oxychilus cellarius) which live in the field stone
walls. Also seen were some of the Pointed Snails (Cochlicella acuta) which I
have looked for several times this summer on the inside of the seawall at the west
end of the Thorney Great Deeps - I fear the colony there has become extinct as I
did not find a single live one among the shells of those that died in previous years.
The third species which were seen were described as "thousands of the tiny (about
the size of the end of a pencil) striped snails" - I have often tried to name these very
common snails of dry grassland and I can only conclude they are young specimens
of the very common and very variable Brown-lipped Banded Snail (Cepaea
nemoralis) which will maybe acquire different colours on their shells as they grow
in size. Both my snail book (Land Snails of the British Isles by A A Wardhaugh in

the Shire Natural History series) and the website of the British Conchological
Society ( http://www.conchsoc.org/index.php which has the beginnings of an online
illustrated key for identifying species) tell us that it is very difficult to name young
(not yet grown to full size) or old snails with worn shells, they also say that little is
known about the life span of snails (so I cannot find out if these small white snails
with their 'humbug' black stripes will become mature and identifiable in months or
years).
Fungi: Small, pure white Snowy Waxcaps (Hygrocybe virginea) started to
appear on my lawn this week and at Durlston the first Field Blewitts (Lepista
saeva) were seen (none so far in the Havant Eastern Road cemetery). At the
seaward end of Pook Lane at Warblington the small specimens of Rhodotus
palmatus have withered and become detached from the tree trunk where I found
them on Oct 6 but a big cluster of very mature Agrocybe cylindracea caught my
eye further down the lane on Oct 18. On Oct 19 I came across several clusters of
what might be Tricholoma ustaloides on the grassland close to the bird viewing
point for the Budds Farm pools in Havant along with some Weeping Widows - see
my diary for that day for my photos.
Wildlife diary and news for Oct 18 - 24 (Week 42 of 2010)
Thu 21 Oct
Treacle Mustard on Portsdown
An afternoon walk around the Fort Widley area of Portsdown started with an oddity
(a couple of flowers on a Haw laden Hawthorn) and towards the end gave me a
plant (Treacle Mustard) which, while not a rarity, I have not seen for several years.
The flowering Hawthorn was a tree on which I have seen autumn flowers in
previous years on the edge of the 'Childrens Wood' (planted by Portsmouth school
children in the early 1990s) which is situated on the north facing slope of Portsdown
on the east side of the open grass area just west of the Churchillian pub. Nearby a
Holly tree also had more expected flowers.
Crossing to the south facing slopes I enjoyed the excellent visibility which gave
clear views of the Isle of Wight, Hurst Castle, and the Fawley Power Station and Oil
Refinery. On the ground as I walked west I noted at least 20 flowering plant species
which still included Small Scabious, Annual Wall-Rocket and Yellow-wort but
the declining year had reduced Eyebright and Marjoram to single specimens. I
was pleased that the Common Gromwell second generation still had plants in
flower (of which I took a couple of photos in case anyone is not familiar with this
plant) Also seen still in flower were a few Harebells and a good clump of Tansy
with a couple of Welted Thistles.
Common Gromwell unusually reflowering in the autumn
After recrossing the road to the carpark west of Fort Widley I checked out the arable
field along the north side of this carpark in which Common Poppies and Charlock
still provided colour and it was here that, quite by chance, I found a single plant of
Treacle Mustard in the field edge where I could just lean over the fence to take a

photo of the deep yellow flowers, the seed pods pressed up against the stem and
the leaves which help to confirm the id. Although this plant is said to be spreading in
our area (the Hants Flora in 1996 said it was locally frequent, especially in east
Hampshire though then absent from the north west of the county). I have have only
seen it in two locations - one near Stubbermere Pond along the track starting at the
Stansted Sawmill, the other in Sussex in field north of Huckswood Lane (which is
north of Idsworth Chapel).
Treacle Mustard photgraphed over the field fence
My last note is of Ribbed Melilot still in flower by the gate into the path around the
north side of Fort Widley. I was able to distinguish it by the brown coloured,
glabrous seed pods rather than the black and downy pods of Tall Melilot. Also
near here (on the field hedge at the top of Mill Lane) was a small tree of Buckthorn
from which I collected a twig bearing leaves and berries to show (with similar
samples of Dogwood and Privet) to someone who claims to have recently found a
lot of Buckthorn in berry beside the Hayling Coastal Path south of the Oyster
Beds and just north of the pillbox guarding the footpath to West Lane bends - I
cannot recall seeing Buckthorn there (though I intend to look for it in the near
future) and suspect he is mistaken.
Tue 19 Oct
Surprising finds on the South Moors
Heading for the Langbrook stream this morning I went via the Langstone
roundabout where, at the foot of the steps from the pedestrian bridge down to the
Hayling road, I was able to see that the puzzling plants seen there last week were in
fact larger than usual plants of Prickly Lettuce, and beside the approach road to
the Langstone Technology Park there were now three plants of Welsh Poppy
bearing yellow flowers (though the probable Shaggy Parasol fungus had
succumbed to a lawn mower - luckily an even smaller 'bud' has pushed up after the
mowing)
Over the South Moors the sharp calls of a Green Sandpiper made me look up to
see my first of the winter just before I went through the now open gate of the 'orchid
field' in which I not only found a better than expected display of Devils Bit
Scabious but also a totally unexpected Marsh Marigold in full flower. While there
I also noted an unseasonable fertile cone on Marsh Horsetail.
Along the new path across the north end of the old playing fields I had another look
at the mystery grass seen last week and am pretty sure it is Millet (though missing
the large bract which usually reaches above the top of the flower panicle).
From the Budds Farm Pools viewpoint I saw my first single Pochard of the winter
with very few other ducks though they included a single pair of Wigeon.
Coming back out of the viewing area I turned uphill and stopped to look at a bush of
Black Horehound - if I had not stopped I would probably have missed two really
big surprises, one being the first Henbit Deadnettle that I have seen for several

years, the other being a cluster of plants of White Comfrey just starting to open
their flowers (the first time I have seen this plant reflowering in the autumn). Having
been recently deceived by the very pale flowers on Common Comfrey at two
Emsworth sites (Brook Meadow and the roadside Doctor's Surgery bank west of
the town centre roundabout) I was careful to check that the leaf stems did not run
down the plant stem, the plants were low and compact, and the flowers were pure
white from bud to fully open.
Having photographed these finds I set out across the grass top of Budds Mound for
the recently cleared steps down the east side of the mound but before I had gone
more than a few yards I found several clusters of toadstools which I have so far not
identified - the glossy chestnut brown cap of one specimen measured 6 cm across
and the white stem was 50 mm tall and up to 10 mm wide. The gills were yellowish
white with rusty stains. The nearest match I can find is Tricholoma ustaloides but
that is usually a woodland species.
Henbit Deadnettle flowers
White Comfrey flowers and stem
Site of Horehound, Henbit, and White Comfrey
plus view of site from entrance to Budds Farm pool viewpoint
Tricholoma Ustaloides? on grass at Budds Farm mound
At the mouth of the Langbrook stream I once again heard, but did not see, a Rock
Pipit. On the water with the tide high were 100 Brent (many of them juveniles) and
more were flying in to join them. Heading on up stream I had another good find - a
single open flower on a Dog Rose bush laden with bright red hips. My final note
was of a fresh Red Admiral butterfly seen beside the Billy Trail in the Havant area
where I found another Holly tree with white flowers open.
Mon 18 Oct
Havant and Warblington
A short walk around Havant town this morning gave me 41 flowering plant species
to start my week list but there were no surprises in the list. I did a lot better in the
afternoon when I visited the Warblington cemetery extension in which a Common
Darter was still flying, and in the old cemetery I was delighted to find a patch of
what seemed to be Green Field Speedwell (back at home a look at the hairs on
the seed pods under the microscope - all erect glandular hairs - and at the flowers seeing that at least one of the petals was paler than the others - proved that I was
right). Nearby several plants of Germander Speedwell were in flower and going
down the old section of Pook Lane to the shore I found a cluster of Agrocybe

cylindracea fungi growing near the base of trees in the hedge bank where I have
seen the species in past years.
Heading east I found the first adult Shelduck were back from their moult (probably
on the north German shore) - I counted 17 adults on the mud near the outflow of the
main Warblington stream - and I estimated that 50 Brent were back along the tide
line though most of them were hidden by the mud bank along the channel which
remains at low tide.
At Conigar Point I stopped to check the flowers in the stubble behind the point,
finding all the usual suspects plus Field Pansies and one plant of Sharp Leaved
Fluellen in flower. On the seaward side of the bank which you climb over to enter
the field from the shore a big Apple tree not only had a crop of apples but also one
cluster of open flowers.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 11 - 17 (WEEK 41 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Green Heron: This trans Atlantic rarity which I first reported last week was still at
the Wild Gardens of Heligan near Mevagissey in Cornwall on Oct 16
Great White Egret: The regular bird at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood was
still there on Oct 13 at least but the number reported on the near continent was up
to 24 at just one Netherlands site on Oct 10 when 38 other sites reported smaller
numbers
Glossy Ibis: The bird which has been a regular sight at Christchurch Harbour from
Sep 18 has not been seen since Oct 10. On Oct 11 the RBA website reported two
still in Devon, seven in Kent and one in Dumfries. On Oct 12 Devon was down to
one, Kent had none and on Oct 15 there was a new bird in Northumberland
Spoonbill: More than 10 were at Brownsea in Poole Harbour on Oct 12 and on Oct
9 one was seen at Titchfield Haven
Bewick's Swan: None yet at Slimbridge but 4 were seen at Pulborough Brooks on
Oct 13 and on Oct 14 one Netherlands site had 69
Whooper Swan: The first two were at Slimbridge on Oct 14 (maybe arriving via
Poole Harbour where two flew in through the harbour entrance that day). On Oct 16
another 4 were at Marazion near Penzance in Cornwall and 14 were reported at
one Netherlands site that day with smaller numbers at four other sites
Brent Goose: The evidence of a good breeding season is building up with informal
reports of 50% of the birds in Pagham Harbour seen on Oct 10 and 11 being
juveniles. A more conservative claim for 30% juveniles came from the Exe estuary
on Oct 15 but the only actual count I have seen so far is of 43 juveniles among a
flock of 280 seen from Thorney Island on Oct 12 (giving 15%). This week also
brings a report of a Brent oddity from north Kent where a leucistic bird was seen in
the Swale area of north Kent - see http://www.kentos.org.uk/Seasalter/Oct10.htm

entry for Oct 9 for pictures and a suggestion based on the bold neck collar the the
bird is in fact a 'White Brant'
Wigeon: The Oct 9 WeBS count on Thorney Island recorded 1000 Wigeon (450
had been there as early as Sep 18) but the first 5 were not seen on the Emsworth
shore until Oct 13. On the Langstone South Moors shore the first back was seen on
Oct 4 increasing to 20 on Oct 16
Pintail: The number at Pulborough Brooks shot up from 35 on Oct 12 to around 75
on Oct 14 but reported numbers elsewhere remain low
Shoveler: Still no big numbers in southern England with a peak count of 131 at the
Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) back on Oct 5. This week we have a report of 22 at
Baffins Pond in Portsmouth (and only around half a dozen at Budds Farm in
Havant)
Tufted Duck: The Emsworth Town Millpond had its first two winter arrivals on Oct
10 and Christchurch Harbour did not have one until Oct 13
Scaup: The only reports from southern England have been one at the Exe estuary
in Devon on Sep 30 (still there on Oct 14) and one at the Blashford Lakes on Oct 14
Long-tailed Duck: One had been reported in Dorset West Bay on Sep 26 but there
have been no other reports until Oct 9 when a group of 9 arrived at a Netherlands
site
Velvet Scoter: Although one had been seen in the English Channel on Sep 18
there were only three other reports (max 3 birds) until Oct 14 when 13 were
reported from the Netherlands
Goldeneye: The first to reach Hampshire was at the Blashford Lakes on Oct 17
after one flew east past Dungeness on Oct 14 and a female was off the north Kent
coast on Oct 16 when more than 7 were seen in Belgium (not sure what happened
to the 49 which arrived at a Netherlands site on Sep 26 but I see that reports from
two continental sites - one in the Netherlands and one on the German Baltic coast have reported 338 birds during the past month)
Smew: First report from southern England is of one at Dungeness on Oct 14 Trektellen has no other reports from anywhere in Europe
Red-breasted Merganser: The first returning birds (as distinct from those that
summered here) started to arrive on Oct 9 when one was seen flying over coastal
fields in the Reculver Coastal Park between Herne Bay and Margate. Devon had its
first on that day (2 birds at Prawle Point, the southernmost tip of Devon) followed by
6 birds in the Exe estuary on Oct 10 increasing to 10 there on Oct 13 after a flock of
10 had been seen in the Netherlands on Oct 12
Honey Buzzard: Still being reported this week, the latest being one over Budleigh
Salterton in Devon on Oct 11
Hen Harrier: Twelve reports in southern England this week including 3 at
Christchurch Harbour on Oct 13 and one at Titchfield Haven on Oct 16 (the first
back in Hampshire was in the New Forest on Oct 9)

Buzzard: A count of 504 Buzzards in Denmark on Sep 27 has been beaten this
week with a count of 1075 over a Netherlands site on Oct 16 (when 8 other sites
reported smaller numbers)
Osprey: Two juveniles were still being seen in Chichester Harbour at Thorney
Island on Oct 15 and at least one was still there on Oct 16
Merlin: Now widespread in southern England but more may be on the way as one
Belgian site recorded 16 on Oct 16 (with lesser numbers at 22 other sites that day)
Hobby: The last report that I have picked up was from Plastow Green near Headley
in north Hampshire on Oct 15
Water Rail: 89 were seen at one French site on Oct 9 (after 130 at a French site on
Oct 5) as these birds continue to move long distances to winter quarters
Corncrake: These birds are not often seen on passage but this week one was
reported from West High Down near the Needles (IoW) on Oct 13 and one was
seen in flight at Portland on Oct 15.
Coot: Brian Fellows estimated a total of 1500 on the Chichester Gravel Pits on Oct
12 (in surprising contrast the Swalecliffe website reporting from the Whitstable area
of north Kent had a photo of a single Coot taken there on Oct 7 with the
accompanying text saying .. "A Whitstable rarity came into view on the stream, the
rare and elusive coot. This time I managed to get my first photo of a coot in the
Whitstable district, although a distant record shot")
Cranes: 77 were at a Belgian site on Oct 10 with smaller numbers on other days
this week. Oct 9 also bought a report of a single Demoiselle Crane in the
Netherlands
Golden Plover: WeBS counts on Oct 9 found 130 on Thorney Island and 161 in
the Wittering area (maybe some double counting?). On Oct 10 there were 129 on
the Lymington marshes and on Oct 15 there were 50 inland near Cheesefoot Head
east of Winchester
Ruff: One was at Farlington Marshes on Oct 10 and Christchurch Harbour had 7 on
Oct 11. See http://www.chog.org.uk/Sightings%20Photos/Ruff%202.jpg for an
interesting photo showing the size difference between the large male and smaller
females
Woodcock: Six reports this week show that these are now starting to move to
winter quarters. The reports (all of single birds) come from the Scillies, Portland and
the South Foreland in Kent plus one from Belgium
Black-tailed Godwit: Maybe of interest this week is a report on Oct 12 of ten birds
at Gilkicker Point (Gosport) feeding on grass rather than mud (maybe just to pass
the time during high tide as these birds do not normally move to grass for feeding
until November)
Pomarine Skua: Oct 16 brought counts of 56 on the north Kent coast plus 150 on
the French coast as these birds feel the need to move south

Caspian Gull: Bob Chapman reports a sighting of one at the Blashford Lakes on
Oct 12
Terns: A juvenile Common Tern was in Shoreham Harbour on Oct 13, two Arctic
Terns were at Dungeness on Oct 9 and a White Winged Black Tern was at a
Netherlands site on Oct 9. Other than these there were only seven reports of Black
Terns (including one at the Warsash Bunny Meadows on Oct 10 and one at the
Blashford Lakes on Oct 13 with the latest date being for one at Lodmoor in
Weymouth on Oct 14)
Little Auk: The first two of the autumn were in Germany on Oct 14 with maybe the
same two in the Netherlands on Oct 15. The first in Southern England was on the
north Kent coast on Oct 16 when another 5 appeared in Germany
Stock Dove: These are now on the move in large numbers with eleven reports
during the week including an estimated 400 over the Beachy Head area on Oct 10
and 120 at the Selsey West Fields on Oct 12 (plus 124 at the South Foreland in
Kent on Oct 16
Woodpigeon: No large numbers reported from southern England yet but 36,307
were logged at a Netherlands site on Oct 10 and 10,380 at a German site on Oct 15
Collared Dove: At least 20 came to roost in the Wade Court area north of
Langstone Pond on Oct 11
Turtle Dove: Two were still to be seen in Cornwall on Oct 15
Cuckoo: One was seen in Germany as late as Oct 10
Short-eared Owl: 21 reports this week as they arrive for the winter in southern
England. Among the most recent was one at the Needles (IoW) on Oct 16 and one
at Longwood Warren east of Winchester on Oct 15. Two were hunting fields west of
Pagham Harbour on Oct 13 and 14
Swift: One was still in the Netherlands on Oct 11
Wryneck: Latest report is of one in Cornwall on Oct 14
Skylark: Plenty of reports this week with a peak count of 1869 from a Belgian site
on Oct 10 and 100 at Steyning Round Hill on Oct 16
Shorelark: On Oct 11 one was at Folkestone and two in the Thanet area
Sand Martin: None seen since one at Barton on sea on Oct 13. Swallows and
House Martins still being seen in good numbers on Oct 16
Richard's Pipit: Still being seen in Cornwall and the Scillies this week with a report
on Oct 15 of a much rarer look-alike Blyth's Pipit in the Netherlands - see
http://www.portlandbirdobs.org.uk/bi_anthus_godlewskii.htm for more about this
species
Rock Pipit: 10 were seen at the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester on Oct 12
and I believe the first was back on the Langstone South Moors shore on Oct 16

when one flew low over me during a rainstorm - I heard it call and it appeared to
land on the shingle
Yellow Wagtail: Latest report is of one at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 14
Pied Wagtail: On Oct 11 a group of 8 flew north over Langstone Pond at dusk,
presumably heading for a night roost site in Havant - are they back at Tesco?
Bluethroat: One at the South Foreland in Kent on Oct 4
Ring Ouzel: Still being reported daily almost everywhere along the south coast
with 5 on Portsdown and 10 near the Needles (IoW) on Oct 16
Blackbird: Now arriving in southern England in substantial numbers. 50 came in at
Sandwich Bay on Oct 14 and 30 were at the South Foreland on Oct 16 - peak count
of 119 in the Netherlands on Oct 13
Fieldfare: 24 reports this week with 646 in Belgium on Oct 15 and 1046 in
Germany on Oct 16. In Hampshire 18 were seen in the New Forest on Oct 13
Song Thrush: 18 reports this week with a peak of 146 in Poole Harbour on Oct 12
and 14 at Latchmore Bottom in the New Forest on Oct 13
Redwing: 28 reports this week with a peak count of 2230 flying north up the Test
Valley near Romsey on Oct 11. Locally 30 were seen at Old Winchester Hill in the
Meon Valley on Oct 13
Mistle Thrush: 14 reports this week including a count of 27 at Latchmore Bottom in
the New Forest on Oct 13
Dartford Warbler: These are not cross channel migrants but do move about at this
time of year as the young disperse. A report of two at a site in Portugal on Oct 15
caused me to check out the range of this species and I see it can be seen as far
south at the toe of Italy
Pallas' Warbler: One has been attracting attention on Beachy Head from Oct 14 to
16 at least and one was in Devon on Oct 13
Goldcrest: These have been arriving in Kent this week with 130 at Sandwich Bay
on Oct 11 (of 60 there on Oct 10 one was found to have been ringed in Poland)
Firecrest: Fewer of these arriving than Goldcrest but one migrant was seen at
Sandy Point on Hayling on Oct 16
Bearded Tit: Their long distance dispersal flights continued this week with 10
reports of movement at different sites including 27 birds flying in to Christchurch
Harbour on Oct 10 and 10 birds flying in at the Severals (Pagham Harbour) on Oct
14
Tree Creeper: These are normally rarities on Hayling Island but there have been
four reports of birds on the Island in the recent past (last two on Oct 12 in the Sinah
area and on Oct 15 at the southern end of the Coastal Path) showing that they too
move around in the autumn

Great Grey Shrike: Seven reports from southern England this week include one at
Exbury in the south of the New Forest on Oct 15 (on Oct 12 one was as far west as
the Lizard in Cornwall and on Oct 14 one was at Morden Bog in Dorset)
Raven: This is my bogey bird which I have never yet seen but on Oct 13 several
were in the Fort Widley area on Portsdown, present all day, and on Oct 8 four were
seen at Farlington Marshes
Rose Coloured Starling: An adult has been at Newhaven from Oct 11 to 16 at
least with at least one more in Cornwall
Tree Sparrow: Portland was pleased to have three flying over north on Oct 13 but
in contrast a Netherlands site had 1127 on Oct 10
Brambling: Plenty of Chaffinches arriving from the continent this week have had
a good number of Bramblings with them. 24 reports during the week include 11
over Sandy Point on Hayling on Oct 13 and 2466 at a German site on Oct 15
Goldfinch: These remain the most numerous finch migrants in southern England
with 6740 over Sandwich Bay on Oct 14 with smaller numbers everywhere along
the south coast
Linnet: These are the second commonest finches currently on the move - probably
fewer in total than the Goldfinch but having a single peak count of more than 10,000
over Durlston on Oct 10
Twite: These have been seen this week at Durlston (1 on Oct 12), Christchurch
Harbour (1 on Oct 14), Sandwich Bay (6 on Oct 15), Selsey West Fields (2 on Oct
16), and Barton on Sea (1 on Oct 16)
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawkers and Common Darters were both reported up to Oct 12 but on
Oct 16 I was surprised to see a single male Common Darter in Havant
Butterflies
Clouded Yellow: On Oct 12 three were seen at Newhaven and one was at
Langstone Harbour entrance (my first for the year!). On Oct 14 two were seen at
Titchfield Haven
Brimstone: One at Fleet in north Hampshire on Oct 14
Whites: Latest Large White at Thorney Island on Oct 12 and three Small Whites
at Fleet on Oct 14
Brown Hairstreak: Singles at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 11 and at Woods Mill
(Henfield) on Oct 14
Small Copper: 22 were on Oxenbourne Down on Oct 9 with 7 on Thorney Island
on Oct 12 and 8 at Titchfield Haven on Oct 14

Brown Argus: Just one near Lewes on Oct 10
Common Blue: Four reports this week including 1 on Thorney Island on Oct 12
and 1 at Fleet on Oct 14
Red Admiral: 17 reports this week starting with a count of 210 at a Belgian site on
Oct 9 and ending with two sightings on Oct 14 in Havant and Fleet. On Oct 10 more
than 18 flew east in two hours at Sandy Point on Hayling (attempting return
migration?)
Small Tortoiseshell: Four reports ending with one at Brighton university campus
on Oct 14
Peacock: Just one at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on Oct 11
Comma: Eight reports with the last on Oct 12 when more than 10 were seen in the
Eastbourne area
Speckled Wood: Seven reports with the last on Thorney Island on Oct 12
Wall Brown: One still flying at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Oct 9
Meadow Brown: Flying until Oct 12 at least
Small Heath: Three still flying at Fleet on Oct 14 to complete a total of 15 species
seen during the week
Moths
The best report this week was of a Death's Head Hawkmoth found in the
Dungeness Power Station on Oct 12
Other Insects
Soldier Fly: I found one typically sunning itself on low vegetation in the Havant
Cemetery on Oct 16 and noted the black centre line and the orange scallops on
each side of the abdomen but have so far failed to name the species. What I did
find when searching was that these flies are 'farmed' to breed their maggots for
fishing bait
Glow Worm: The season for seeing adult females 'glowing' to attract males is long
over but on Oct 11 Brian Fellows website carried news that someone had recently
seen a cluster of 'glowing dots' in Brook Meadow at Emsworth where an adult Glow
Worm had been reported last year. This report had reached Robin Scagell who
runs http://www.glowworms.org.uk/ (a site with information about Glow Worms
and with reports of where and when Glow Worms have been seen in England - I
noted that there are no entries for Havant Thicket!). Robin suggested that the
glowing dots were the result of a dog having eaten a Glow Worm larva and then
voided it in the Brook Meadow grass
Speckled Bush Cricket: One attracted to a moth trap light at Dungeness on Oct 9

Wasp Spider: See my Diary entry for Oct 11 for some interesting information which
I discovered when searching the internet for 'Argioppe bruennichi eggsac' after
discovering one of these eggsacs in short grass by one of the Stansted Forest rides
that day
PLANTS
Welsh Poppy: I found the bright yellow flowers of this species growing as a garden
escape outside the Langbrook Close garden fences alongside the approach road
to the Langstone Technology Park in Havant on Oct 12
Sea Rocket: Still flowering at Black Point on Hayling Island on Oct 9
Rose Campion (Lychnis coronaria): See my Diary for Oct 12 to see photos of
plants still on flower near Gunner Point on Hayling that day
Restharrow: Also surprisingly in flower near Gunner Point on Oct 12
Common Vetch: The first flower which I have seen for several months was out in
Havant on Oct 16
Lucerne: Still flowering on Hayling Beachlands on Oct 12
Greater Bird's Foot Trefoil: A single flower cluster in the Havant cemetery on Oct
16
Burnet Rose: Many white flowers of this species caught my eye on Oct 16 growing out of Tully tubes intended to protect tree saplings planted on the north
side of Harts Farm Way at Broadmarsh in Havant
Meadow Sweet: Re-flowering at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Oct 13
Holly: The first white flowers of Holly seen at two places in Havant on Oct 14 and
16
Sheep's Bit: Still flowering near Gunner Point on Hayling on Oct 12 - see photos in
my Diary for that day
Chinese Mugwort: This had just started to flower on Oct 16 in the colony beside
the Havant to Portsmouth cycleway where it passes the west end of the
Broadmarsh grassland
OTHER WILDLIFE
Otter: One seen swimming across the River Yar and climbing its bank at
Bembridge on the Isle of Wight caused Derek Hale to add 'Wow!' to his report of the
sighting on his IoW Birding website entry for Oct 15 but it sent me to Google to see
if there were other reports of Otters on the Island (where as far as I know wild
Otters are not found though they are rapidly spreading across southern England
and are capable of swimming across the Solent). The only thing I learnt was that

Asian Short-clawed Otters are a popular attraction at the Seaview Flamingo Park
attraction on the Island not far north of Bembridge.
Badger: One pointer to the possibility that the above report of an Otter on the Isle of
Wight might be the result of natural dispersal comes from the Isle of Portland where
a Badger was found dead on a roadside. The report of its finding said that
"reports of Badgers from anywhere on Portland have been very infrequent in recent
years" so this one could have come from somewhere off the Island to which access
does not require a swim. No Badgers seen in Havant but I did see a dead
Hedgehog on a road this week showing that they are not yet extinct here.
Pipistrelle Bat: These are now fattening up prior to hibernation so I was not too
surprised to read that some of them were hunting around the Durlston moth trap on
Oct 11 despite their normal aversion to bright light
Fungi: Parasol Mushrooms were found in Stansted Forest this week and on Oct
14 I think I found a young specimen of the less common Shaggy Parasol growing
under a shrub planted beside the access road to the Langstone Technology Park
(close to its junction with the main road to Hayling). On that day I also found a
cluster of smaller toadstools growing on wood chips on the bank of the Langbrook
Stream where it passes the east end of the Tesco store in Havant - I could not
identify them but the nearest match I could find was with a couple of Stropharia
(Roundhead) species. One species that I do feel confident in naming after finding it
on a tree stump in Stansted Forest on Oct 11 was Crepidotus applanatus (now
called the Flat Oysterling)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 11 - 17 (WEEK 41 OF 2010)
Sat 16 Oct
Havant and Broadmarsh
A short walk around Havant in the morning took me to the unmanaged section of
the Eastern Road cemetery where I had found Wasp Spiders in the summer. I
came here to see if I could see any of their egg sacs (which I did not) but I did make
two good finds - one of Greater Birds Foot Trefoil and Common Vetch both in
flower, the other of an unexpected insect which was some form of Soldier Fly that
I cannot name precisely and a single Common Darter still on the wing.
After lunch I cycled to Broadmarsh where the Chinese Mugwort had started to
flower by the cycleway close to the little used footpath exit gate from the
Broadmarsh grassland. Coming back along the cycleway just past the half open
wooden gate through which you exit the Broadmarsh area and come alongside the
busy slip road to the A27 I not only found Wild Parsnip in flower but an immense
display of Blue Fleabane. Going uphill alongside the road I noticed that the
Cockspur grass in the roadside gutter had restarted flowering after late summer
mowing, and just after passing the area of the complex road junction I stopped to
look at the tree planting on the north side of Harts Farm Way - lines of Tully tubes
which should be protecting young saplings had nurtured not trees but Burnet
Roses whose white flowers caught my eye across the road.
The Hedgerow Cranesbill was still putting on a good show on both sides of
Southmoor Lane just north of Penner Road but Budds Farm Pools had little to show

(a very few Shoveler, Gadwall, Mallard and Teal but none of the Tufted Duck or
Pochard that are now starting to arrive at several south coast sites). On the shore
below Budds Mound were around 100 Brent and at the Langbrook Stream mouth
were some 20 Wigeon and possibly a Rock Pipit which called as it flew past.
Thu 14 Oct
First Holly flowers
A short walk around Havant by a route I do not usually take found the bright yellow
flowers of Welsh Poppy in grass outside the garden fences of Langbrook Close as
I walked along the approach road to the Langstone Technology Park, and a shrub
planted near the junction of the approach road and the main road to Hayling
sheltered what was probably a young Shaggy Parasol toadstool. Across the main
road, near the steps up to the bridge taking pedestrians across the east side of the
busy Langstone roundabout and under the A27 flyover, was a cluster of large
plants growing in pavement cracks and not yet in flower but with distinctively
shaped basal leaves suggesting Wall Lettuce though that normally has a single
upright stem whereas one of these plants had four or more stems, each curving out
and up to create a bowl shape - next week I will have another look and see if any
flowers have opened.
Earlier in the walk I was on the path by the Langbrook Stream passing the east end
of the Tesco store where the stream bank was covered with wood chips after a tree
had been cut down and many toadstools were growing on the wood chips (but
even the young fresh specimens were somewhat withered by recent drought). My
best guess at their id, based on size and overall look, suggested Stropharia
merdaria though that is rare and these specimens had a noticeable ring on the
stem (like Stropharia hornemannii which grows in Scottish conifer woods
whereas S. merdaria can be found in the south growing on horse manure with a
less prominent ring). I am not sure if the wood chips came from the felled tree or
had been brought in from elsewhere in which case they could have carried the
spores of toadstools from a totally different habitat. Nearby, close to the metal half
barrier across the path, were many plants of Wintercress with glossy leaves
suggesting they would soon be flowering (but despite the name none of the
Wintercresses normally flower until Spring)
In Juniper Square I found flowers on Small Flowered Cranesbill and at least 20
plants of Pennycress that had recovered from the recent grass mowing, and back
in my own garden hedge I saw the first bright white flowers of Holly already
open.
Tue 12 Oct
Around Hayling
This afternoon I cycled down the Billy Track and on to Gunner Point, then along the
seafront to Eastoke before coming home up the east side of Hayling through
Northney.
Nothing much to see along the old rail line other than a Common Darter and some
500 Brent Geese out in the centre of the south of Langstone Harbour on the high
tide but things became more interesting as I reached the harbour entrance where I
saw my first Clouded Yellow butterfly of the year which landed to nectar on a
Dandelion close to my feet when I stopped to make notes of other things I had

seen (including a second Common Darter and a couple of Small Whites - later I
added a Red Admiral to my butterfly list).
In the rough grass south of the Golf Course I stopped to photograph a couple of
colourful plants which I did not expect to see at this time of year - Rose Campion
and Sheep's Bit - and in the same area I also found Restharrow in fresh flower.
East of the Golf Course I found the Pale Toadflax still flowering - it seemed that
someone had cut back some of the Gorse that was threatening to engulf the plants
but further on I found the the whole area of grass in which the Cocks Eggs plants
had been flowering on my last visit had been close mown (luckily plenty of the
plants grow in the adjacent hedge/fence line and were untouched). Both Yellow
Horned Poppy and Thrift (or Sea Pink) were still flourishing and in the grass east
of Beachlands I passed a clump of Lucerne still in flower.
">
General view of Rose Campion site
Closer view of Rose Campion site and of one plant
Sheep's Bit site and flower
At Northney Church the Strawberry Tree was still covered with flowers (and a few
fruits) and before reaching the bridge I ticked a lone plant of Wild Celery as still in
flower (as was at least one of the Lesser Water Parsnip plants in the stream at
Wade Court)
Mon 11 Oct
Stansted Forest West
This afternoon I walked from Rowlands Castle east along the Stansted Main
Avenue, then north up Broad Avenue, then back along the western edge of the
woodland.
Grey Field Speedwell flowering in the roadside grass where I parked was a good
start and in the Main Avenue I found a good show of Common Dog Violets where
others saw them last week and where they have appeared in several previous
autumns. While checking them a fresh Small Copper butterfly landed close to me.
Turning north up the Broad Avenue I chanced on what I am pretty sure is the egg
sac of a Wasp Spider (measuring 2cm across) suspended a few inches off the
ground in short grass beside the area where walkers have flattened the grass.
Checking on my facts about these egg sacs I found a Wikipedia entry that is well
worth a read ( http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argiope_(spider) ) which not only tells me
that this sac probably contains more than 400 recently hatched spiderlings that will
remain in the sac through the winter, not emerging until the spring, but also
suggests a reason why Argiope spiders seem to go out of their way to make their
webs obvious to those with eyes like ours. I was originally searching for evidence
that the mother spider (who will have died soon after weaving this silk eggsac and
laying her eggs in it) would have become a first meal for her offspring but I now
know this is not so as the young remain in their nursery through the winter, and that
explains why the egg sac is still sealed shut.
The second website offered by Google in response to 'Argioppe bruennichi eggsac'
adds to my knowledge in a reply to a question about one of these spiders making
multiple eggsacs - it reads .. "The female will make more than one egg sac before
dying. The young hatch in the fall but overwinter in the egg sac until spring when

they disperse. Most of the female young die. Since they do not leave the sac until
long after the female dies they can not eat her. The female mates once and retains
the sperms for the second egg sac. Some other species of spiders make a lot of
egg sacs." This creation of multiple egg sacs goes some way to reducing my
surprise when I recently read a Planet Thanet website entry for Sep 24 telling how
someone had found 90 of these eggsacs in one field.
Argiope bruennichi (Wasp spider) eggsac measuring 2cm across
Further up the Broad Avenue I was very surprised to find that the tall pine, which
has for years stood in the centre of the avenue at the point where the public path
from Rowlands Castle to Forestside crosses it, has vanished, presumably as part
of a scheme to restore the symmetry of this avenue with its lines of trees along
each side, a few yards in from the woodland edge.
I found few fungi but did see one small white, gilled, bracket with stemless caps
less than 2cm long of which there were many specimens on a small tree stump - I
think this is Crepidotus applanatus - and among the flowers seen were a couple
of examples of Germander Speedwell and one of Crosswort. Among bigger
plants were Musk Mallow and Marjoram.
In the evening I cycled to Langstone pond to count Egrets coming to roost but
found when I arrived there an hour before sunset that the tide was not nearly as far
out as I had expected and rather than coming in for the night several of the 30+
Egrets already in the trees for their high tide roost went out to get a supper as the
tide dropped and the birds did not start to come in for the night until after sunset had I waited until it was fully dark I might have counted quite a lot but I gave up and
went home for my tea with an estimated total of at least 50 Egrets spending the
night there.
On my way down Wade Lane I disturbed a single Jay, a species not usually seen
here and probably an arrival from the continent. From the seawall I watched four
Brent fly along the Warblington shore and in the Wade Court south pony field
(where there were at least 8 Teal on the flood) I watched a Vixen set out across the
field on a hunt. Overhead a group of 8 Pied Wagtails seemed to be heading for a
communal roost in the Havant area (first time for this winter for me), and the
number of Collared Doves intending to roost locally (more than 20) was noticeable
- especially when a Sparrowhawk came through and caused them to burst out in
panic from their open perches.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 4 - 10 (WEEK 40 OF 2010)
We are now at the height of the rush by all species to adapt to winter, either by
moving to places where living will be tolerable in the cold or by various strategies
that allow them to survive without moving (hibernating as adults or bowing out and
leaving the survival of their species to their eggs or larvae). Almost everyone in the
south of England will have witnessed one aspect of this during the past week as
millions of Ladybirds decided it was time to take to the air and seek hibernation
sites (some will have found a suitable site under the loose bark of trees while the
majority have been trying to force entry into our warm and dry houses).

Brian Fellows noticed the effect on two other species - Shield Bugs and Pisaura
mirabilis spiders - both of which had probably (like the Ladybirds) been present in
vast numbers mostly unseen by us until the need to 'move house' brought them out
into the open. I had not known that Shield Bugs do hibernate as adults until I was
forced to check on this aspect of their life cycle by the coincidence of their
appearance and that of the Ladybirds, and I had not bothered to think about where
the 'Nursery Tent spiders' spend the winter despite already knowing that they do
survive as adults, but in all three cases the vegetation that has hidden them during
the summer will soon disappear and even if the spiders do not hibernate the current
'baby boom' of spiderlings born (in the case of this species) in mid-summer will
have to adapt to winter living which they cannot do if they stay where they were
born.
In the case of birds the strategy is different and we are now witnessing the peak of
their mass movement to winter quarters far from where they spent the summer and
again we have the same two aspects of behaviour shown by the insects - one is the
actual movement, the other is that the movement makes us aware of the huge
numbers of some species with whom we have been sharing the summer without
really noticing their presence (although we may have seen very few Swallows
during the summer the huge flocks currently passing along our coasts were present
somewhere in the British Isle during the summer). My summary of reports species
by species fails to convey the total effect that comes out in the long lists of species
recorded in the daily web entries from the birding hotspots - do check them out for
yourself.
A slightly different aspect of migration is that it makes us aware of the variety of
species involved - Lee Evans tells us that a recently found Myrtle Warbler was the
415th bird species seen in the UK this year and in the realm of insects the
movements which occur in the autumn (either seeking a more favourable place to
spend the winter or just the dispersal of young from the places where they were
born and which could not support an every growing population) introduce us to new
species that would normally not get into the news (e.g. the Southern Oak Bush
Cricket which recently turned up at Dungeness)
BIRDS
Divers: A Red-throated was seen at Seaford on Oct 3, Black-throats were off
Dungeness on Oct 3 and 6 with a third off Devon on Oct 8. One Great Northern
was off St Mary's in the Scillies on Oct 2 and 3
Cormorant: An impressive 200 were at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Oct 2
though I see that there had been 267 there on Sep 27. I think these are night roost
counts and as far as I know the number roosting there in previous years had not
exceeded 150
Green Heron (Butorides virescens): One turned up in the Lost Gardens of
Heligan at Pentewan in Cornwall on Oct 6, probably having been blown across the
Atlantic. It was still there on Oct 8 at least. The BBC report included the information
that this species sometimes attracts fish by dropping bait on the surface of the

water. This is the first Green Heron in Britain since 2008 when one was by the
Royal Military Canal at Hythe in Kent from Oct 26 to Nov 10. First British record was
in 1889 (within a mile or so of the current bird) and this is only the sixth appearance
of the species in Britain. See
http://www.swopticsphoto.com/2010/10/green-heron-at-heligan-gardens-cornwall.
html for three excellent photos of the current bird (especially the second of the
three)
Great White Egret: Both the regular birds (at Blashford Lakes, Ringwood, and
Dungeness) have been seen several times this week and one was at Slapton Ley
on the south Devon coast on Oct 2. The number on the near continent continues to
increase with a peak count of 20 at a Belgian site on Oct 3
Spoonbill: Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour had 9 on Oct 7 after recording 12 on
Oct 1 but the peak count for the week was 114 at a Netherlands site (there had
been 383 at a Belgian site on Sep 17)
Bewicks Swan: These should soon be arriving in Britain - 3 were at a Belgian site
on Oct 3 and 24 were in the Netherlands on Oct 5
White-front Geese: I think all the expected winter goose species have now started
to arrive but this week's biggest flock was of 40,430 White Fronts at a single site in
the Netherlands on Oct 4 with other birds at nine other sites. A single Lesser White
Front also arrived that day.
Brent Geese: Brent started to arrive in southern England on Sep 23 with 16 seen
in north Kent and 12 on the Devon coast. The first local arrivals were 12 birds in
Langstone Harbour on Sep 25. The first substantial flock was of 240 birds seen off
north Kent on Sep 28 and on Sep 29 a total of 231 flew west past Climping (mouth
of R Arun). I think some of these stopped off in Chichester Harbour where more
than 700 could be seen on Sep 30 but 119 carried on to be seen off Ryde (IoW) on
Sep 29. On Sep 30 a flock of 1500 was seen on the north Kent coast and I had my
first sight of them (120 in Langstone Harbour). By Oct 2 there were around 850 in
Chichester Harbour and by Oct 9 a few were starting to appear on the north shores
of Chichester (20 at Emsworth) and Langstone Harbours (8 at the Langstone South
Moors including a pair with two juveniles). Also on Oct 9 a total of 3964 were seen
on the French Normandie coast
Black Brant: First report of this winter is of one at Littlesea (Weymouth) on Oct 8
Red-breasted Goose: One appeared on the southern shore of Thorney Island in
Chichester Harbour on Oct 1 and stayed until Oct 4 but a red ring on one of its legs
suggested that it was an escape from captivity and had not come with the wild
Brent but had joined them as they passed the Low Countries - this was perhaps
supported by the additional presence of a Ruddy Shelduck with the same flock.
What seems to be a genuine wild Red-breasted Goose was reported with Brent at
Exmouth on Oct 7 (probably the bird that was there last year).

Wigeon: The mouth of the Langbrook stream just west of Langstone village has a
regular flock of Wigeon each winter and the first of these was seen there on Oct 4
with 4 seen on Oct 8
Gadwall: A count of 200 at Alresford Pond near Winchester on Oct 3 was probably
a site record but only a marginal increase on the numbers seen in that area
(including Winchester sewage farm) in recent years.
Teal: Of local interest 18 Teal were back for the first time this winter on the flood
pool in the Wade Court south pony field at Langstone on Oct 9
Sparrowhawk: The peak count of passage birds so far this winter was of 387 at a
Netherlands site on Oct 3
Peregrine: An unusal observation in Devon on Oct 7 was of a Peregrine catching
a wader in the Kingsbridge estuary area and then being chased and robbed of its
prey by a Raven
Water Rail: These have been moving to winter quarters in big numbers during the
past week - peak counts of passage birds seen on the near continent have been 86
on Oct 4, 130 on Oct 5, 54 on Oct 7 and 24 on Oct 8. Confimation that some of
these long distance fliers have reached southern England comes from Durlston
where one was heard squealing on Oct 8 in an area where Water Rails would not
normally occur.
Spotted Crake: Two birds were on different islands in the Scillies this week with a
third reported in France.
Avocet: The number at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour was up to 600 on Oct 7
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: On Oct 2 two juveniles were at Scotney Court (Rye
Harbour) and a third bird was at Arlington reservoir in the Cuckmere valley but by
Oct 6 all three were together at Scotney where they were still present on Oct 8
Black-tailed Godwit: Several hundred are currently roaming around Chichester
Harbour but this week's top scoring site is Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour where
1000 were seen on Oct 4
Bar-tailed Godwit: The number in Chichester Harbour was up to 208 on Oct 4 this
week
Little Gull: Numbers in the English Channel seem to be increasing with 54 at
Dungeness on Oct 3 and 116 there on Oct 6. On Oct 3 one of these birds was seen
inland over Alresford Pond near Winchester.
Stock Dove: We should soon be seeing flocks of these in southern England
following reports from the near continent of 144 at a Netherlands site on Oct 3, 544
there on Oct 4 and 353 on Oct 5. So far this autumn the only flock I have heard of in
southern England was of 76 birds at Timsbury in the Test valley on Sep 23.

Wood Pigeon: The first report of a 1000+ flock comes from Belgium on Oct 8 when
1457 were recorded.
Turtle Dove: A few are still around with singles at both Portland and the Scillies on
Oct 7. On Oct 4 one was seen on the Brownwich Cliffs west of Titchfield Haven
Little Owl: Two revealed their presence in the Cuckmere Valley by calling to each
other on Oct 7
Long-eared Owl: A migrant was at Dungeness on Oct 4
Short-eared Owl: Nine reports of what were probably cross Channel migrants
were made between Oct 2 and 7 and a tenth occurred on Oct 9 when Barry Collins
saw one arrive on Thorney Island from the south while he was carrying out WeBS
counts.
Swift: Seven new reports between Oct 3 and 8 included a sighting of one going
over Southampton University on Oct 8. In the Netherlands an Alpine Swift was
seen on Oct 4
Wryneck: Several of these are still in the Scillies and one was seen at Christchurch
Harbour on Oct 8
Skylark: A report of 3521 at a Belgian site on Oct 4 relects a movement which has
been seen at many English sites this week (14 passed over Sandy Point on Hayling
that day)
Yellow Wagtail: 'Many' were still to be seen at the Pagham Harbour North Walls on
Oct 8
Grey Wagtail: A count of 129 at a Netherlands site on Oct 4 was unusually large
for this species
Dunnock: The peak count of migrants that I saw this week was 63 in the
Netherlands and on Oct 9 I heard and saw one by the Brockhampton Stream in
Havant behaving as a newly arrived migrant might do - calling repeatedly to see if
the area was already occupied and moving from bush to bush to asses the potential
of the site as a winter residence. On Oct 5 Brian Fellows says that he heard one at
the Emsworth Brook Meadow site and I assume that it was song that he heard
rather than just calls - if so perhaps the song was a residents response to the calls
of a migrant 'invader'.
Robin: The migrants which have been leaving Europe since the beginning of
September are now reaching our west country with a comment on Oct 3 that the
first migrants reaching Devon had been seen that day during a seawatch at Start
Point. On Oct 8 another Devon birder reported his first influx of migrant Robins

Black Redstart: On Oct 4 what I assume to be newly arrived migrants were seen
on south Hayling (Sinah Common) and at Gilkicker Point at Gosport. Also that day
3 were seen on West High Down (IoW)
Common Redstart: On Oct 4 Brian Fellows was very pleased to have one appear
twice in his Emsworth garden - one of just nine reports of this species from
southern England this week
Stonechat: By Oct 4 there were 10 present on the Lymington marshes and there
were 6 on Sinah Common (south Hayling), and on Oct 7 East Head in Chichester
Harbour also had 10
Ring Ouzel: A total of 26 reports this week shows that there are still plenty of these
that have not left us - on Oct 4 six were seen together on West High Down (IoW)
Blackbird: On Oct 4 a small influx was noticed at Seaford in Sussex and on Oct 8
Sandwich Bay recorded the arrival of 30 from the sea
Song Thrush: I have only noted 13 reports this week but large numbers have been
moving in the Netherlands (20,212 at one site on Oct 4 and 6,970 on Oct 5)
Redwing: The first report of birds heard passing overhead in the dark came from
Christchurch on the evening of Oct 7 with others heard over Romsey in the Test
Valley on the evening of Oct 8. On Oct 9 a Yorkshire site reported a total of 3912
which had presumably come in from the North Sea.
Mistle Thrush: Several reports from southern England this week probably reflect
the arrival of birds from the continent (9 at Sandwich on Oct 2, 3 at Andover on Oct
3, 1 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 4, 1 in Staunton Country Park in Havant on Oct
5 when 2 were seen at Durlston, and 2 over south east Hayling on Oct 7) but there
should be more to come following a report of 154 at one Netherlands site on Oct 8
Departing summer migrants: None of the regular species have yet disappeared
from south coast sites but numbers are rapidly disminishing
Goldcrest: Numbers of these have shot up this week presumably as a result of
thousands of these tiny birds flying across the Channel or the North Sea. Peak
count on the south coast was 63 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 7
Great Grey Shrike: These are now being seen daily on the near continent with
counts of up to 3 at individual sites but so far none have appeared in southern
England though a Woodchat Shrike was found in the Scillies on Oct 2
Jackdaw: These have now joined the list of birds on the move - the first notable
count was of 471 at a German site on Sep 30 with 613 there on Oct 4 and 400 in
Belgium on Oct 8. Over here Durlston noted 40 passing on Oct 5 and Christchurch
Harbour had 27 on Oct 7. On Oct 9 a count of 1742 at a Netherlands site showed
that the movement has stepped up a gear.

Raven: The presence of four at Farlington Marshes on Oct 8 is said to have created
a new site record.
Starling: The biggest flock I have heard of along the central south coast this
autumn has been on 750+ at Lymington on Oct 8 but across the water there have
been counts of 17,298 at a Netherlands site on Oct 4 and 19,060 at another on Oct
8
Rose Coloured Starling: One was seen with Starlings in Poole Harbour area on
Oct 3 and 4
Chaffinch: A Netherlands site reported 46,244 on Oct 4 when Dungeness had 840,
Sandwich Bay had 410, Sandy Point on Hayling had 42, Durlston had 690, and
Christchurch Harbour had 370. Since then numbers have been generally
increasing.
Brambling: 18 reports this week include a count of 496 at a Netherlands site on
Oct 5 while over here there has been one at Sandy Point, Hayling on Oct 4 and a
peak of 14 at Christchurch Harbour that same day
Greenfinch: Oct 7 brought counts of 230 at Christchurch Harbour, 90 at
Browndown, Gosport, and 62 on Hayling
Goldfinch: These too are now with us in big numbers. On Oct 7 Barton on Sea
recorded 2474, Durlston had 1780, Christchurch Harbour had 1350, and there
were 1200 in the Climping area near Worthing
Siskin: On Oct 4 Sandy Point on Hayling had 500 and Christchurch Harbour had
520, on Oct 6 Durlston had 460 and on Oct 7 Barton on Sea had 257
Linnet: Durlston recorded around 2000 on Oct 7 and Sandy Point on Hayling had
1100 on Oct 4 with plenty of other reports during the week
Twite: 25 were seen in Yorkshire on Sep 22 but so far there have been none on the
south coast despite counts of up to 19 birds at German sites this week
Hawfinch: One was seen in the Worthing area on Oct 7 and maybe the same bird
flew over Sandy Point, Hayling, on Oct 9. Across the water on Oct 6 one
Netherlands site had a count of 56 birds
Snow Bunting: 17 reports this week, of which 11 come from the west country
(Devon to the Scillies) but Oct 8 brought the first of the winter to East Head at the
mouth of Chichester Harbour
Cirl Bunting: I knew that the RSPB had had success in re-establishing a small
population in Devon over recent years but I did not know that they have now set up
a similar project in Cornwall using 70 chicks taken from the Dorset population (last
year or earlier). Those birds have raised 39 chicks of their own in Cornwall this
year. To save these youngsters from predation by a local pair of Sparrowhawks the

RSPB has invested in buying captive bred Quails, killing them and placing the
corpses close to the Sparrowhawk nest in the hope the adult Sparrowhawks will
prefer this easy option for feeding their own young (it seems to have worked though
I have never before heard of Sparrowhawks taking carrion instead of catching live
prey). This technique was based on a similar method of protecting Little Tern
young in East Anglia.
Reed Bunting: These are only now starting to move in large numbers - on Oct 7
Christchurch Harbour had 115 and on Oct 8 there were 190 at a German site.
Locally there were 25 at East Head in Chichester Harbour on Oct 7
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker is the only dragonfly reported this week
Butterflies
Brimstone, Large and Small White were all seen this week
Small Copper: Seven reports with one seen by me on the Budds Farm shore
of Langstone Harbour on Oct 9
Brown Argus: Just one seen on Beachy Head on Oct 4
Common Blue: Two reports, the latest being of one in the Brighton area on
Oct 4
Red Admiral: Ten reports with one still flying in my garden on Oct 10 and a
report of 210 at a Belgian site on Oct 9. An interesting report on Oct 7 of more
than 10 nectaring on the flowers of a Strawberry Tree in a Christchurch
garden.
Small Tortoiseshell: Just one report of a single seen at Edburton in the
Brighton area on Oct 8
Peacock: Two reports of singles from southern England and one of 52
butterflies in Belgium on Oct 8
Comma: Three reports, the last being of 3 in the Chilbolton area near
Andover
Speckled Wood and Meadow Brown: Not surprisingly still on the wing up to
Oct 8
Wall Brown: One seen at Durlston on Oct 6
Small Heath: Last sighting at Beachy Head on Oct 4
Moths

Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Seven reports this week including one found
nestled up to the light bulb of a moth trap for warmth! Many of these will now
be seeking places in which to hibernate as quite a few manage to do in
southern England nowadays
Clifden Nonpareil: One of these beauties came to a moth trap at Wadhurst
near Crowborough on Oct 5
Other Insects
Rose Sawfly: Two photos, seen by me this week, of what were said to be
Rose Sawflies, each a female in the act of sawing into the stem of a Rose to
lay her eggs, had several differences in the colour of their bodies and legs.
As yet I have no answer to the dilemma this poses - were the two normal
colour variations of the same species? is there more than one species of
Sawfly making use of the same ecological niche? A positive answer to either
of these questions seems unlikely so what have I overlooked?
Hornet: Sightings, in the Staunton Country Park and in a Christchurch
garden, of Hornets still on the wing (and no doubt doing so unrecorded in
many other places) reflect what I call the Hornets 'Death Leave'. Having
finished the domestic duties of raising this years young Queens which alone
will survive the winter the many workers, fated to die when the cold sets in,
are now free to roam the countryside and are thus seen by many more
people than they would be when restricted to working within a short distance
of their nest
Ladybirds: See my preface to this week's summary concerning the
consequences of these and other insects having to abandon the way of life
they have followed during the summer and seek places in which to hibernate
or spend the winter
Bush Crickets: Speckled Bush Crickets were still being seen at
Dungeness up to Oct 8 and with news of them comes late news of a different
Bush Cricket found dead in a water butt there about a month ago but only
now positively identified as a Southern Oak Bush Cricket, yet another
species currently extending its range in southern England and so a
newcomer to the Dungeness site
Dock Leaf Bug (Coreus marginatus): Brian Fellows was puzzled to find a
large number of these on leaves along a hedgerow on Oct 8 and I have
included in the preface to this summary my own thoughts on why these
insects decided to come out and show themselves at this time of year
Nursery Tent Spider (Pisaura mirabilis): Also found by Brian Fellows in
surprisingly large numbers on Oct 8. Again see my thoughts in the preface to
this summary.
PLANTS

Bulbous Buttercup: Flowering in Emsworth on Oct 5 - a new addition to the
autumn re-flowering list
Hoary Cress: Another unexpected addition to the autumn re-flowering list with a
single plant flowering in Havant on Oct 9
Common Dog Violet: Both Brian Fellows and John Goodspeed report this in
flower at the west end of the main avenue in Stansted Forest on Oct 8 (Brian was
uncertain of the id but I have found the Common species here in past years and
cannot think of another likely species)
Tree Mallow: Flowering in Emsworth on Oct 5 (I found a specimen flowering in the
Sandy Point area on Sep 21)
Bastard Toadflax: Said to be flowering at Durlston on Oct 9
Storks Bill: This week I was asked to name flowers recently found within the
Sandy Point reserve on Hayling and I could see that they were a Stork's Bill
species but with unusually hairy pedicels and unusually pale flowers, both of which
features suggested Sticky Storks Bill (a species I have never seen) so I checked
the possibility with the Hants Flora and was interested to read of Sticky Storks Bill
(Erodium lebelii) that .. "A record for south Hayling is not supported by a specimen
and cannot be confirmed. Plants seen recently at this locality are glandular forms of
Common Storks Bill but, as suitable habitat exists there, the Sticky species might
occur." I take this as confirmation that the photo (which did not show very hairy
leaves and plants which did not grow on bare sand) is of the 'glandular form of
Common Storks Bill'
Yellow Flowered Strawberry: The plants in Juniper Square at Havant were at last
showing fully open flowers on Oct 8
Cow Parsley: A single plant was found flowering on Oct 2 in the Chidham village
area by the Havant Wildlife Group. After speaking to Brian Fellows I am happy that
it was not Hemlock that they saw.
Fools Watercress (Apium nodiflorum): I had not seen this flowering since
August until I found it in the Langbrook stream on Oct 9
Cross-leaved Heath: Apparently re-flowering in Havant Thicket on Oct 5 as I had
not seen it on recent visits there
Potato Vine (Solanum jasminoides): On Oct 7 Brian Fellows not only confirmed
that the massive plant in a hedge just outside the Seagull Lane entrance to Brook
Meadow was in full flower but also found three small plants of it growing within the
reserve, thus adding one to the reserve's plant list
Sharp-leaved Fluellen: Found in flower in the harvested arable field behind
Conigar Point at Warblington Farm on Oct 6

Red Hemp Nettle: This rarity was flowering at Rye Harbour on Oct 7
Field Forget-me-not: Another addition to the October flowering list for Havant on
Oct 9
Green Alkanet: Another addition to the October flowering list for Havant on Oct 7
Sneezewort: A late flowering seen by John Goodspeed in the Southwick village
area north of Portsdown on Oct 2
Least Lettuce: Another of the Rye Harbour rarities found flowering on Oct 7 (along
with Stinking Hawksbeard and Red Hemp Nettle) - all three achieving their latest
ever flowering date
OTHER WILDLIFE
Noctule Bat: A count of 116 Noctules got into the list of 'remarkable' bird sightings
for one Netherlands site on Oct 4
Basking Shark: Also in the birding news for Cornwall was a single Basking
Shark seen on Oct 2 while the Scillies birders on Tresco recorded 2 Minke Whales
on Oct 3
Fungi: Fly Agaric, False Death Cap and the Blusher found in several places and
the first Parasols seen in the Stansted main avenue. Honey Fungus now rampant
and Shaggy Inkcaps found in several places. Slimy Waxcap (Hygrocybe
unguinosa ( or irrigata)) appeared in my garden and in Havant Thicket I found the
Splendid Webcap (Cortinarius splendens) and eventually identified a very pale
Pleurotus cornucopiae (not sure why it is now called the Branching Oyster)
among at least 25 fungal species which included several clumps of Weeping
Widow and one cluster of Yellow Club (Clavulinopsis helvola). Near the Havant
Thicket carpark some Grass leaves were coated with a white powdery substance
which most people would not immediately recognise as a fungus but which is one
called Epichloe typhina and its appearance as a tight collar around the affected
grass earns it the name of Choke Disease. Photos of the Pleurotus cornucopiae,
Cortinarius splendens and Epichloe typhina can be seen in my diary page for Oct 8
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 4 - 10 (WEEK 40 OF 2010)
Sat 9 Oct
Langstone South Moors area
This afternoon I walked down the Langbrook Stream but turned west along Penner
Road, then north up Southmoor Lane before going south along the Brockhampton
Stream and east along the shore to Budds Farm. I then headed home along the
South Moors sea wall and through Langstone village to the Mill Pond from which I
came home via Wade Lane and the Billy Trail.
Most significant sighting was of 8 migrant Brent Geese (including a pair with
two juveniles) already venturing up to the mouth of the Langbrook Stream (I
see that Brian Fellows also had a flock in Emsworth Harbour - twenty years ago the
wild birds would not approach the harbour shores until the end of November). With

the Brent were my first four Wigeon (John Goodspeed reports one here a couple
of days ago). Another sign of winter was my first sighting of 18 Teal in the flooded
area of the Wade Court south pony field. Also significant was that I was able to eat
and enjoy Blackberries (I remember reading a country tale warning against eating
them after Oct 1 as on that date the Devil urinated on them), and the theme of
prolonged summer was supported by sightings of a Migrant Hawker dragonfly
and a Small Copper butterfly plus a couple of Small Whites.
Flowers seen during the walk included the Hedgerow Cranesbills in Southmoor
Lane (east side just north of Penner Road and also on the west side where they
have grown fast after recent grass cutting) and a very unexpected single plant of
Hoary Cress in flower by the Havant multistorey carpark. The new path across
the north end of the old IBM playing fields gave me a mystery grass (until last year
a strip of game cover plants had been sown just on the other side of the hedge
along this path but had failed to attract small birds into the reserve!). The south end
of this field had a Stonechat and behind the seawall of the Moors proper the
Japanese Roses (Rosa Rugosa) were in full flower.
Hedgerow Cranesbill roadside patch and close up of flowers
Mystery Grass showing hairy stem and panicle (apoligies for my poor photography)
And finally ... to counterbalance the impassioned email circulars asking people to
sign petitions against the shooting of wild birds in Malta and other Mediterranean
countries I have just received one asking me to petition for a ban on Fox Hunting
- but when I got to the end of this email I found a picture showing the form of Fox
Hunting which should be banned ....
Ban this sort of Fox Hunting - a petition from your favourite fictional Rabbits
Fri 8 Oct
Catching up
I have not added to this diary since Tuesday, partly because there has been
nothing of great significance to report and partly because the number of
'Remarkable' entries on the Trektellen website has suddenly increased to a point
where my 'manual' editing of the entries (picking out, for species I find to be of
interest, the entry with the highest count of birds seen and counting the number of
other sites where that species has been considered unusual) had become too time
consuming so my spare time has been spent automating the process by adding a
new function to my computer program for collecting the latest information from my
favourite websites. That function is now working so it is time to record what I have
myself seen that is of some interest in the past few days.
On Wednesday (Oct 6) I cycled down Pook Lane, noticing the re-appearance of an
uncommon fungus (Rhodotus palmatus) on the sawn butt of a tree which fell
several years ago, to the Warblington shore where I headed east to walk around
the field behind Conigar Point in which, in addition to the plants which I found back
on Sep 15, I found flowers on one plant of Sharp-leaved Fluellen and saw the
Common Fumitory flowers which Brian Fellows discovered on Sep 27. I also saw
a considerable increase in the number of Dwarf Spurge plants which are abundant
in this field

On Thursday (Oct 7) a short walk in Havant found a plant of Green Alkanet back in
full flower and today (Oct 8) I drove to Havant Thicket to photograph the white
fungus which I had seen growing from a dead Beech tree on Tuesday (see below)
and which I am now convinced is an unusally pale example of Pleurotus
cornucopiae. While there I also took pictures of the Grass Choke and
Cortinarius splendens which also attracted my interest on Tuesday.

Pleurotus Cornucopiae (very pale specimen)seen from above and below
Width of larger cap 13 cm
Cortinarius splendens (Width 6 cm)
Grass Choke (Epichloe typhina)
After that outing I got on my bike and went to photograph the Rhodotus palmatus
in Pook Lane after which I visited the north pier of the old rail bridge to Hayling on
which Blue Fleabane is still flowering. Heading back north on the cycle track I
found a large and unexpected 'Blusher' (Amanita rubescens) behind the
Langstone Main Road houses, and after crossing that main road I found the Least
Yellow Sorrel still flowering near Southbrook Road and the Yellow Flowered
Strawberries now with flowers fully open in Juniper Square

Rhodotus palmatus seen from above and below (width only 4 cm but expected to
grow)
Perhaps the most dramatic sight today was the mass flight of Ladybirds seeking
hibernation sites - hundreds of them were flying in my garden heading for the
windows of the house where they searched for ways of getting into the house for
the winter.
Tue 5 Oct
Fungi in Havant Thicket
A walk around Havant Thicket this morning gave me at least 25 species of fungi,
many of which I cannot name precisely but which included Weeping Widow in
several places, my first Fly Agarics (also the Blusher and False Death Cap), five
different coloured Russulas, and the bright gold 'spindles' of Clavulinopsis
helvola. Of two species new to me one was almost certainly Cortinarius
splendens (with bright yellow flesh in its cap!) and the other remains nameless
although its features seemed unlikely to be hard to match - it was bright white
throughout (cap and gills), grew horizontally from the trunk of a dead Beech
tree (with no stem), and was of a substantial size (tongue shaped, around 15
cm long and perhaps 8cm wide). The only species that I can find which fits the
features I observed is Pleurocybella porrigens (aka Pleurotus porrigens), which
has been given the name 'Angels Wings' on account of the pure whiteness of the
species, but all sources tell me that it only grows on pine trees in Scotland and the
Lake District. I hope I can get back and take some photos later this week - in the
meantime here is a picture of 'Angel's Wings' from the internet.
'Angel's Wings' taken from the internet
Among other fungi seen in the Thicket was the white powdery type seen on grass
and known as Grass Choke, while back at home I had a new Waxcap on my lawn,
seemingly Hygrocybe unquinosa.
Mon 4 Oct
Portsdown central
Before my afternoon trip to Portsdown I took a short morning walk around Havant
during which I found the Sweet Violets under the Yew at St Faith's Church were
once more in flower with the nearby Wall Lettuce and Brackish Water Crowfoot
(R. baudotii) also flowering in the Homewell Spring pool from which a Grey
Wagtail took off as I approached. Back in my own garden I heard a Skylark
passing over and saw a Speckled Wood butterfly.
After lunch I drove to Portsdown and parked on the east side of the London Road
near The George pub. My first note was of a mass flowering of 'wild' Michaelmas
Daisies with lots of Small Scabious and Burnet Saxifrage still flowering as was
Hoary Plantain.
Across the road bridge Sickle Medick was still flowering by the slip road and I
came on one flowering plant of Ploughman's Spikenard but there was little else to
get excited about though this area did give me 46 flowering plants to start my week
list
I then drove on to park again near the Churchillian pub from which I walked west
around the back of Fort Widley, then crossed the road to come back on the
southern slope of the hill. New plants in flower around the Fort were Annual Wall

Rocket, Musk Mallow and Wild Basil plus a single plant of Field Scabious
among the many Small Scabious - the diagnostic leaves of Field Scabious were
not apparent but the large triangular calyx segments made certain of its identity. I
also found the answer to something that puzzled me when I was last here more
than a month ago - then I could not understand why a road was being constructed
jutting out from the rear of the Fort over the dry 'moat' but stopping in mid-air before
reaching the northern bank of the moat. Today it was still there but littered with
damaged cars and vans - these reminded me that I had read in the local press of an
exercise that had been organised here to prepare the 'emergency services' for
dealing with the effects of an earthquake which would destroy roads and bring
down bridges - what I was looking at was the simulated result of the earthquake.
Coming out at the top end of Mill Lane (west of the Fort) I checked the arable field
ahead of me for plants and added Common Poppy to my list (plus a single
unexpected Wheatear searching for food among the weeds with four north bound
Meadow Pipits passing over). Before leaving the path around the Fort I had almost
stepped on a very slow moving Fox Moth caterpillar which looked as if it did not
have enough energy to complete its search for somewhere to hibernate (this
species hibernates as a caterpillar and does not pupate until the spring).
On the south side of the hill I found Tansy still in flower followed by a perfect
snow-white example of the Coprinus niveus toadstool growing, as it should, from
a cowpat. A lot of small birds were in the bushes here - many of them Tits but at
one point I had good views of two female Blackcaps feeding up for their journey
across the Channel. Among another 13 flowering plants which went on my list here
the most unexpected was Common Gromwell.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 27 - OCT 3 (WEEK 39 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Divers: Both Red and Black-throated were seen several times off the Kent and
French coasts but not off the central south coast. Great Northern divers made
their first appearance in southern English waters but were only reported off
Cornwall (from Sep 25) and the Netherlands (on Oct 1)
Grebes: The number of Great Crested off the Langstone South Moors increased
slightly from 21 on Sep 24 to 26 on Sep 27 and on Sep 28 there were 90 on the
Blashford Lakes at Ringwood. The only Red-necked this week was one in the Kent
Stour valley on Sep 27 and 29. Dorset had its first Black-necked of the season on
Sep 28 and 29 at Abbotsbury and so far none have been reported in the Solent
Harbours (other than one off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 27) though I had
hopes when I saw four small Grebes in the Chalk Dock area of Langstone
Harbour at Broadmarsh on Oct 2 but a proper look at them showed only the short
necks of Little Grebe.
Gannet: Across the Channel at Pointe du Hoc near Calais a flock of 2342 was
reported on Sep 26 but reports from the southern English coast attracted my
attention for other reasons than numbers. On Oct 2 one was found on the shore at
Sandy Point (Hayling Island) with its beak entangled in fishing net - the net was
removed and the bird taken to the Brent Lodge wildlife hospital but it was in a weak

state (back on Sep 6 a Gannet was seen at Cuckmere Haven with fishing line
wrapped around its neck). These reminded me of something I learnt many years
ago when I found an ailing Gannet in the stream well inland at Sheepwash farm
west of Waterlooville and took it to Brent Lodge after putting a strong rubber band
around its beak to minimise the damage it might do me! At Brent Lodge it was
pointed out to me that I had nearly suffocated the bird because its nostrils are inside
the beak (think what would happen when diving into the sea if they were external!).
Another report from Christchurch Harbour this week was of a Gannet flying over
the site from the north, indicating the possibility that Gannets (as well as Skuas see last week's note of an Arctic Skua over Andover) take the overland route from
the North Sea to the English channel.
Bittern: It seems early for Bitterns to be moving to winter quarters so I wonder if
sightings of single Bitterns on the south Devon coast (at Slapton Ley south west of
Dartmouth) and Cornwall (at Marazion near Penzance) on Sep 25 and 27 were of
birds that have been there through the summer
Little Egret: The night roost at the Thorney Island Little Deeps had 167 birds on
Sep 28, exactly the same number as on Sep 7 though the number using the Rye
Harbour roost had declined from a summer peak of 102 to 64 on Sep 13 and just 35
on Sep 27. I suspect that the number at Thorney Island (and at Langstone Pond)
will soon diminish once the birds detect to onset of winter weather when they prefer
to move inland where the winds are less chilling.
Great White Egret: One spent some time on the Pilsey Sands (south of Thorney
Island) on Sep 28 and was last seen sleeping happily at 15:45 but a watch on the
nearby Egret Roost by the Thorney Little Deeps failed to see it and it had gone by
next morning. These birds seem to be on the move in the Low Countries with
counts of up to 9 seen together on a day when lesser numbers were to be seen at
up to 13 different sites. In Hampshire the current resident has been at the Blashford
Lakes throughout the week
Grey Heron: These too are moving on the near continent with a count of 262 at one
Belgian site on Sep 22 when smaller numbers were seen at 15 other sites where
they were considered to be unusual. Nearer home there were 40 present at the
Ringwod Blashford Lakes on Sep 28
White Stork: This week one has been seen at several places in Dorset starting
with the River Stour near Blandford on Sep 23 and 24, then Radipole (Weymouth)
on Sep 25 moving east to Osmington on Sep 26 and then to the Wareham area on
Sep 27 where it has remained in the Wareham water meadows (by the R Frome
south of the town) until Sep 30 at least.
Glossy Ibis: One has been at Christchurch Harbour from Sep 19 to 30 (taking a
brief trip to the Lymington area on Sep 25)
Spoonbill: An impressive count of 345 at one Belgian site on Sep 22 (383 had
been there on Sep 17). The best we could do was 11 birds at Brownsea Island in
Poole Harbour on Sep 28 with other reports this week of smaller numbers in
Cornwall, Kent and Sussex (including 2 in Pagham Harbour on Sep 30)

Geese: Reports from the near continent show that winter birds are now arriving en
masse. Peak numbers reported this week were 2032 Bean, 160 Pinkfoot, 3116
Whitefront, 1076 Greylag, 3786 Barnacle and over 700 Dark-bellied Brent in
Chichester Harbour on Sep 29 and a flock of around 1500 in the Swale estuary in
north Kent on Sep 30
Mute Swan: A group of four taking off from Emsworth Town Millpond to fly out into
the harbour on Sep 27 reminded me that I have not seen Swans in flight since the
early summer- presumably the adults have now completed their moult and this
year's young are now capable of flight.
Red-breasted Goose: I have already reported one in Belgium on Sep 17 and this
week two were seen at a German site on Sep 29 with local excitement in the arrival
of one in the south of Chichester Harbour (along with a lot more Brent and a
Ruddy Shelduck) on Oct 1.
Shelduck: These are starting to return from their summer moult sites with 40 seen
flying west at Pett Level near Hastings on Sep 27 and 28 reported in the Thanet
area on Sep 29
Wigeon: 260 seen at Sandwich Bay on Sep 26 were presumably new arrivals for
the winter and counts of 241 on the French Normandie coast and 146 flying west
past Climping on the west Sussex coast, both on Sep 29, plus a report of more than
1000 in the R Exe estuary in Devon on Sep 30, all show that many of our winter
birds are now with us (no flocks yet in the Langstone area but there were 450 at the
Thorney Great Deeps as early as Sep 10)
Garganey: The only report of this species for the week was of one in Christchurch
Harbour on Sep 28 - maybe the last of the year?
Pochard: A report of three in the Kent Stour valley on Sep 28 may mark the start of
return for the winter (a few have been here throughout the summer). On Oct 2 a
group of five were back on Bembridge ponds (IoW)
Scaup: One had been seen off the Fife coast in Scotland on Sep 24 but this week
has brought the first to southern England with a female in the Exe estuary in Devon
Long-tailed Duck: First of the winter was in West Bay (far west of the Dorset
coast) on Sep 26
Surf Scoter: An adult drake has been at Marazion (near Penzance in Cornwall)
from Sep 26 to 30 at least
Goldeneye: These do not normally arrive in the Solent harbours until late October
but the first two reports of returning birds show that 49 were off the Netherlands on
Sep 26 and 2 were seen at Spurn Head in Yorkshire on Sep 29
Red-breasted Merganser: Although this week brought reports from Langstone
Harbour (one in the Kench on Sep 28), Lymington marshes (one on Sep 27), and
two at Dungeness on Sep 26, these could all be sightings of summering birds. No
real evidence of returning birds as yet.

Goosander: Reports of 8 at the Blashford Lakes on Sep 25 and 28 (and 5 further
south in the Avon valley on Sep 28) are all likely to be of birds that have bred there
this summer but a report of 4 on Dartmoor on Sep 29 is more likely to be the first
evidence of birds arriving from the north.
Ruddy Duck: One at Pett Level near Hastings on Sep 27 and a juvenile at the
Clennon Valley (Paignton in Devon) show that the cull is not yet complete.
Honey Buzzard: Numbers in northern Europe are now low - only two birds
reported in England at the end of this week and the highest count in the Low
countries was of 3 at one Netherlands site (with singles at 6 other places) on Sep
29
Buzzard: Still plenty of these with a count of 438 in Denmark (birds fleeing
Scandinavia) on Sep 22, 504 there on Sep 27 and 220 at a Belgian site on Oct 1
Osprey: Numbers now starting to tail off with a peak count of just 5 at a
Netherlands site on Sep 29 (when smaller numbers were seen at 17 other sites).
One was near the mouth of the R Adur in Sussex on Sep 30 when another was still
at the Lower Test Marshes near Southampton. An interesting report from
Emsworth is of one resting on a raft in the Slipper Mill Pond on or around Sep 25
Merlin: A significant increase in sightings this week with a total of 19 reports from
southern England and the Low Countries. On Sep 30 I even had a sighting myself
of one flying low over the Sinah Common/Gunner Point area of Hayling Island and
resting briefly on the shingle beach
Grey Partridge: This is the time of year that birds reared in captivity are sold to
landowners who wish to 'do their bit for the environment' and I suggest this may be
the reason for a sighting of 160 of these birds on the Sussex Down at The Burgh
just south of Amberley on Sep 25
Corncrake: One seen at Durlston on Sep 30 was an exceptional sighting there only the third at the site in the past 30 years
Stone Curlew: One heard flying south over Brighton on Sep 28
Golden Plover: A flock of 150 was seen at West Wittering on Sep 28 (when the
count at Oare on the north Kent coast was 980). On Sep 29 there were 164 in the
Thanet area of Kent and on Sep 30 a flock of 299 birds was reported in Yorkshire
Knot: Also at West Wittering on Sep 28 were 150 Knot
Sanderling: The flock of 98 seen from the Ryde esplanade (IoW) on Sep 21 was
still there on Sep 29 and Oct 1 (counts of 92 and 80 respectively)
Little Stint: Singles seen this week at Farlington Marshes, Lymington Marshes and
Blashford Lakes in Hampshire; Brooklands at Worthing and Oare Marshes in Kent
plus two birds at Dawlish Warren in Devon
Curlew Sandpiper: Two were at Farlington Marshes on Sep 25 and two at
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 26 with two at the Fishborne Channel (Chichester) on

Sep 27 (when six were at the Oare Marshes in north Kent). On Sep 28 one was at
Hook/Warsash and on Sep 30 one was in the Exmouth area
Purple Sandpiper: Two were reported at Farlington Marshes on Sep 25 (unusual
as they usually stick to rocky places right on the coast) and on Sep 26 two were
across the Channel at Cap Gris-nez. No others yet in Hampshire but on Oct 1 one
was clearly seen at Start Point in Devon while what may have been an additional
flock of 6 flew by distantly.
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: One was still at Davidstow in Cornwall on Sep 29 and
two more have been attracting viewers to Scotney Court (Rye Harbour) from Sep
28 to 30
Ruff: On Sep 28 Scotney Court also had a high count of 16 Ruff and that same day
Christchurch Harbour had 7, Lymington had 4 and the Oare Marshes had 3. On
Sep 26 Sandy Point on Hayling had its second flyover of the autumn.
Lesser Blackback Gull: On Sep 28 John Clark recorded 8665 of these at the
Blashford Lakes roost
Roseate Tern: An adult plus a juvenile were a surprise during a seawatch from
Berry Head in south Devon on Sep 29. Nine Common Terns were seen during the
same count and two Arctic Terns flew past Berry Head on Oct 1
Black Tern: Still plenty of these with 5 off Shoreham on Sep 30 and 3 off Titchfield
Haven on Oct 1
White-winged Black Tern: One attracted attention at Hyde Park in London on Sep
27
Auks: Both Razorbills and Guillemots are now regular sights along the south
coast but a Puffin seen from the Worthing seafront on Sep 25 was unexpected.
Stock Dove: A flock of 76 birds seen at Timsbury in the Test valley was exceptional
- could it have been the same flock of 76 seen in the Netherlands on Sep 23?
Wood Pigeon: A flock of 521 birds in Belgium on Sep 29 might be an indication of
the start of autumn passage
Turtle Dove: Two were still present in north Kent on Oct 1
Cuckoo: The last I have heard of was seen when it landed on a garden
greenhouse at Woodingdean near Brighton on Sep 25
Barn Owl: One was hunting over the reeds at the Thorney Little Deeps on the
evening of Sep 28
Short-eared Owl: 16 reports this week show that these birds are now settling in to
their winter quarters
Swift: Latest reports are of singles in Thanet (Kent) on Sep 28 and at a
Netherlands site on Oct 1

Wryneck: 16 reports this week with birds at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 28 and in
Cornwall on Sep 30. On Oct 2 one turned up on an ornamental Cherry Tree near
tennis courts in a central Southampton park (behind the old Tyrrell and Greens
store site)
Skylark: These could be heard passing over coastal fields in the Havant area
during the second half of this week when one Belgian site recorded 429 on Sep 30.
We can expect to hear occasional song in the next week or so as local residents
object to all the continental birds muscling in on already occupied winter territories.
Shorelark: In addition to reports of up to 5 at a Netherlands site on Sep 22 one was
recorded at Spurn Point in Yorkshire on Sep 30
Rock Pipits: These have been moving into English coastal sites this week with 4 in
the Portsmouth Dockyard and 9 on Hurst Beach (Lymington), both on Sep 25. The
first two for this autumn were at the Oare marshes in north Kent on Sep 28 with 68
recorded at Spurn Point on Sep 30
Yellow Wagtail: Still being seen with 10 at West Wittering in Chichester Harbour
on Sep 28 and 7 at Lymington plus 14 at Seaford Head, both on Sep 30
Grey Wagtail: Small numbers are still on the move but at least two have settled for
the winter in Havant town area and have been heard several times flying over when
I have been shopping this week
Dunnock: These are now arriving from the continent in large numbers. 65 migrants
were seen at the South Foreland in Kent on Sep 26 and an influx was reported in
the Thanet area on Sep 27 (when one Netherlands site had a count of 256)
Robin: Also moving in from the continent with more than 60 at the South Foreland
on Sep 25 and 24 at Folkestone on Sep 27 followed by 60 at Sandwich Bay on Sep
28
Bluethroat: A White-spotted bird was caught and ringed at Romsey on Sep 30
Ring Ouzel: A surge in numbers leaving us started on Sep 26 (when a Netherlands
site had 5 birds and three other sites had lesser numbers). On Sep 27 there were 9
at a Netherlands site and 4 on Butser Hill near Petersfield. Sep 28 saw 11 at a
Netherlands site and 8 in the Folkestone area plus 4 at Leaden Hall (north west of
New Forest). By Sep 30 the peak counts were down but the reports were still
widespread (seven sites) and there were at least two in Belgium on Oct 1
Blackbird: No numbers to quote but on Sep 26 an influx was noted in the Thanet
area.
Fieldfare: No real surge yet but this species was seen at 4 Netherlands sites on
Sep 22 with 6 birds at one of them
Song Thrush: Migrants reported this week at Folkestone, South Foreland,
Sandwich Bay, Thanet, Stour valley and Reculver in Kent with 60 at Sandwich Bay
on Sep 28 and 170+ at Thanet on Sep 29. Over on the continent counts were much
higher peaking at 6669 at one Netherlands site on Sep 29 (when smaller numbers
were reported from 13 other sites)

Redwing: 3 were in Hampshire (Timsbury in the Test Valley) on Sep 28 when 2
were recorded at Portland but higher numbers were seen in Kent with a peak of 57
in Thanet that day (243 had been recorded at Bradford in Yorkshire on Sep 26).
Highest count was of 120 at a Belgian site on Sep 29
Mistle Thrush: A few of these seem to be arriving from the continent but the
highest count is of only 17 birds seen among Starlings on telegraph wires at
Holmsley in the New Forest on Sep 26
Reed Warbler: I feel seriously concerned by the low numbers of this species
reported this autumn - the highest single count was of only 30 birds and I have seen
only 41 reports of the species in the months of August and September.
Blackcap: At the other end of the scale there seems to have been a significant
increase in the number of these birds reported during the autumn. On Sep 30
Durlston was still reporting more than 180 while the peak count at Beachy Head
was 500+ on Sep 9 and there were 16 reports of 100 or more birds at a single site.
Bearded Tit: Three sites in Kent reported activity indicating that these birds are
thinking of setting out on journeys in search of pastures new. On Sep 27 more than
15 birds were seen at Rye Harbour and on Sep 28 a similar number at Seasalter
were 'flying around like a flock of Budgies' (a further comment that all the birds were
ringed might indicate a good breeding season there which would give rise to a need
for some birds to disperse). On Nov 30 an estimated 25 birds were seen 'in and
over the reeds' (is that a description of the 'high flying' these birds do to get a look at
the outside world before they leave the reeds which have limited their vision in the
previous months?)
Blue Tit: On Sep 29 a Netherlands site recorded 1000 of these birds on the move
(but only 211 Great Tits)
Great Grey Shrike: No reports of them in the New Forest yet but the RBA news
service reported that several had arrived on the English east coast on Sep 27
Jay: Sep 26 brought a count of 1178 from one Netherlands site (with 15 others
reporting smaller numbers) but so far the best indication of these birds arriving in
southern England is a report of 9 moving north over Winchester on Sep 30.
Starling: Numbers in the Havant area have increased recently and more than 1000
were reported in the Thanet area on Sep 27
Chaffinch: On Sep 29 one Netherlands site reported 16811 Chaffinch and on Sep
30 that number was up to 17933. Here in England the movement was relected by a
report of 900 passing over Thanet during a one hour count on Sep 29 while on Sep
30 Reculver reported 214 moving along the north Kent coast
Brambling: Sep 28 saw 19 in the Thanet area while Oct 1 saw 1022 at a
Netherlands site - smaller numbers have been reported daily during the week
Siskin: Sep 27 brought a count of 209 over Thanet and the same day Durlston
reported 150. By Sep 30 Germany had a peak count of 2323 at one site

Reed Bunting: These are starting to appear regularly in reports but so far the
highest count in southern England has only been of 30 birds
INSECTS
Dragonflies
This week the only species reported were Migrant Hawker and Common Darter
(both active to at least Sep 30)
Butterflies
20 species reported as active in the news seen this week (as the Hampshire
website had not been updated since Sep 12 until this week it includes some old
news)
Silver Spotted Skipper: Three unusually late insects were seen on Old
Winchester Hill in the Meon valley on Sep 23
Clouded Yellow: Sep 25 brought reports of 3 at the South Foreland in Kent
and 1 at Barton on Sea in Hampshire
Brimstone, Large White, Small and Green Veined White still being
reported
Small Copper: Having an excellent third brood in Sussex and Hampshire
Brown Argus: A single third brood insect seen at Ropley on Sep 25
Common Blue: Latest sighting was of two at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Sep 26
Chalkhill Blue: Late sightings on Sep 22 at both Stockbridge Down and
Chalton Down north of Rowlands Castle
Adonis Blue: Two still flying at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Sep 26
Holly Blue: A fresh female at Bournemouth on Sep 25 was the first
anywhere since Sep 12
Red Admiral: Active up to Sep 30
Painted Lady: A fresh specimen seen at Froxfield near Petersfield on Sep
23
Small Tortoiseshell: Latest was one at Ropley on Sep 25
Comma: Three seen on the Hayling Coastal path on Sep 25 (confusingly this
report was given with a map reference for the centre of Winchester!)
Silver Washed Fritillary: Not a current report but late news of one at
Pamber Forest on Sep 9 (before this the last sighting had been on Aug 31)
Speckled Wood: Seen up to Sep 26 this species should continue into
October

Gatekeeper: Another very late report of one on Old Winchester Hill on Sep
23 (previous latest was on Sep 4)
Meadow Brown: Seen up to Sep 26
Small Heath: Two at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Sep 26
Moths
Mottled Umber: An early find of one in Thanet on Sep 27 (this moth normally
starts to emerge in October)
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Five more reports up to Sep 26 when one was
seen in a Havant garden (another had been seen in Emsworth on Sep 25)
Silver-striped Hawkmoth: One at Portland on Sep 30 was the first of the
year
Beaded Chestnut: The main emergence of this species is in October and
the first I know of were seen in Thanet at the end of September
Caterpillars: The Hampshire Butterfly website (
http://www.hantsiow-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.htm ) has a photo of a Goat
Moth caterpillar attempting to find a hibernation site below the hard surface of
the carpark at the Beaulieu Motor Museum on Sep 14 while the Sussex
Butterfly website ( http://www.sussex-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.html ) has
photos of a couple of very well disguised moth larvae in its entry for Oct 2
Other Insects
Robber Fly (Asilus Crabroniformis): Two of these rarities were seen at
Bockhill near the South Foreland in Kent on Sep 25
Ivy Bee (Colletes hederae): This species continues to spread in southern
England and I was made aware of a colony at Wembury in Devon (on the
coast a little east of Plymouth) by an entry on the Devon Birding website on
Sep 26
Western Conifer Seed Bug: Also spreading and becoming established in
southern England one of these insects was seen at Wembury in Devon
recently
Araneus quadratus (Four Spot Orb Weaver spider): This lovely spider is
one of my favourites because of its velvety coast of many colours - see
http://www.nicksspiders.com/nicksspiders/araneusquadratus.htm for
pictures that show the texture and range of colours. Brian Fellows found
some in the Chidham area of Chichester Harbour on Oct 2
PLANTS
Common ramping fumitory (Fumaria muralis): My first sight of this in flower was
among Gorse on Sinah Common (south Hayling) on Sep 30 shortly after I had
noticed young plants starting to grow at the New Lane allotments in Havant

Field Pennycress: On Sep 27 I found that the three plants that had not been mown
with the roadside grass in Juniper Square (Havant) had increased in number and at
least one of them was showing its seeds. On Sep 30 I found this plant in a more
typical setting - the edge of an arable field near Forestside
Green Amaranth: Game cover/food strips in fields near Forestside had quite a lot
of this (along with various other plants including Bristle Grasses) on Sep 30
Cut-leaved Cranesbill: A single fresh plant flowering in an arable field north of
Stansted Forest on Sep 30
Hedgerow Cranesbill: Still flowering on the seawall of Emsworth Marina on Sep
27
Bush Vetch: A second autumn find of this in flower near Horsley Farm (West
Marden area) on Sep 30
Meadow Vetchling: An unexpected late flowering by the Hayling coastal path on
Sep 30
White Melilot: Flowering by the Langstone Harbour entrance on Sep 30 and at
Broadmarsh on Oct 2
Goats Rue: A single young plant starting to flower at the north Hayling halt carpark
on Sep 30
Spreading Hedge Parsley: On Sep 25 Brian Fellows accidentally stumbled on the
site of a field edge area near the Chichester marina where the farmer has set aside
a small part of his field to allow this species to survive and where 80 plants flowered
this summer
Cow Parsley: Reported to be in flower in the Chidham area on Oct 2 - could this be
a mistaken identification of Hemlock which is now starting to reflower widely in
similar coastal areas?
Thrift (Sea Pink): A general revival of this plant over a large area of Sinah
Common seen on Sep 30
Cowslip species: One Cowslip in flower in the roadside grass outside Forestside
Church on Sep 30 was a great surprise - I suspect this is not a genuine wild plant
but the date was still surprising
Cocks Eggs (Salpichroa origanifolia): This plant is now massively established
on Sinah Common on land immediately west of the last house in the area opposite
Staunton Avenue and it was in full flower on Sep 30
Potato Vine (Solanum jasminoides): This is a garden plant currently in flower but
it can escape and survive rather like Russian Vine. I have often admired it in
gardens but knew no name for it until this week when I saw a specimen climbing
over a garden arch in the Mallards housing estate beside the Langbrook stream in
Langstone - noting the similarity of the flowers to those of a Potato I put 'Solanum'
into Google and found a good picture of the plant I was interested in at

http://www.findmeplants.co.uk/photo-solanum-jasminoides-album-fl.aspx?ret=108
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Borage: Another very attractive plant equally happy to grow in gardens or on its
own in waste land. Brian Fellows found the first for this year in the Chidham area on
Sep 30
Sheep's Bit: I was a little surprised to find this still flowering on Sinah Common on
Sep 30
Crosswort: This was just starting to re-flower in fields around Forestside on Sep 30
Chinese Mugwort: This plant never flowers until October but when I went to check
the stand of plants beside the cycleway running past Farlington Marshes below the
A27 embankment at its Broadmarsh end I found I would have to wait longer to see
any flowers open
Sea Wormwood: Walking along the seawall of the Langstone South Moors with a
friend on Sep 27 we were passing a stand of this plant and I remarked that I always
enjoyed the aromatic scent but had never in my life found the flowers open - then
stooping down to examine it I found the flowers were open!
OTHER WILDLIFE
Cetaceans: 6 Bottle-nosed Dolphins were off Christchurch Harbour on Sep 25
and watchers at Berry Head in south Devon saw around 50 Common Dolphins on
Sep 27 and 4 Common Porpoises on Sep 29
Basking Shark: More than 10 were off Lands End on Sep 26
Wall Lizard: On Sep 25 two were seen at Southbourne in Bournemouth (where a
colony has been established for some years).
Fungi: Fly Agaric were said to be plentiful in the Henfield area on Sep 25 and they
were shown on the BBC South Today programme during the week. I have not
heard of them elsewhere so far.
Brian Fellows gathered what he thought were Field Mushrooms in the Chidham
churchyard grass on Sep 30 and ate them for supper that evening but both he and
his wife were violently sick soon afterwards (seemingly no further effects - they
slept well and Brian was able to lead the Havant Wildlife Group to the scene of the
crime on Oct 2). A photo of the stem and gills on Brian's website ( see the Oct 2
entry on http://www.emsworthwildlife.hampshire.org.uk/0-0-0-wildlife-diary.htm )
shows an apparently edible mushroom but a check with Roger Phillips and
Stephan Buczacki tells us that Field Mushrooms have a thin ring on their stems
and that it soon disappears while the dangerous Yellow Stainer has a prominent
and persistent ring (as in Brian's photo) but so do the Horse Mushroom and
Agaricus bitorquis which are both good to eat. Brian gives no measurements but
gauging the size of his specimens against the hand in one photo and the boots in
the other I guess the cap of the mature specimen was well over the 8cm max given
for Field Mushroom and A. bitorquis but within the 15cm max for the Yellow
Stainer. Further the gills of the mature specimen in his photo are a pale brown
while Field Mushrooms become a very dark brown on maturity whereas Yellow

Stainers remain pale brown. Brian does not say if he tested the specimens which
he ate for 'yellow staining' (cutting the base of the stem and the rim of the cap of a
fresh specimen immediately after picking it) but I see that the telltale bright yellow
which warns you not to eat it can fail in older specimens (and the yellow will fade
away soon after cutting).
Also found in the Chidham area was a big Bolete (photo on Brian's Sep 30 entry)
which Brian thinks was B. impolitus and the difficulty in identifying this and other
fungi was brought out by a discussion on the Wild about Britain website concerning
a photo of what was thought to be this species. See
http://www.wildaboutbritain.co.uk/forums/fungi-forums/5934-iodine-bolete.html I
see that this species is now known as the Iodine Bolete as it is said to smell of
Iodine but the smell is only detectable in fresh specimens, and would you recognize
the smell of Iodine in the field? If you would what about the smell of Elastoplast
which is said to be given off by the Yellow Stainer discussed above (see page 174
of John Wright's River Cottage Handbook on Mushrooms)
Other new fungi seen this week were Jew's Ear (Jelly Ear) at Chidham, Horse
Mushroom at Warblington, Shaggy Inkcap at Broadmarsh (and Common Inkcap
at Forestside), Wood Mushroom at Forestside, probable Boletus erythropus at
Beacon Square in Emsworth and Crested Coral (Clavulina coralloides) in
Stansted Forest.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 27 - OCT 3 (WEEK 39 OF 2010)
Thu 30 Sep
Forestside fields
Taking advantage of the calm sunny morning I walked around the fields to the north
of Forestside, parking opposite the village church and heading west and then north
to South Holt farm, then north east towards West Marden before turning south to
the northern fringe of Stansted Forest.
First surprise was to find a Cowslip plant (probably planted) flowering in the
roadside grass outside the church and before I had reached the nearby pony
stables I came on a definitely wild flowering plant of Crosswort (I later found other
isolated plants of this flowering in three places). Next stop was to search the arable
field edge in the valley below the road from Dean Lane End to Forestside and here
I found Pennycress and a mass of Field Pansy as well as Yellow Fieldcap
(Bolbitius vitellinus) and Japanese Umbrellas (Coprinus lagopides) on dung
in the adjacent grass field.
As I climbed towards the road I could hear persistent Buzzard calls ahead of me,
seemingly from a Buzzard objecting to my approach - eventually it flew out of the
trees by the road and flew off, perhaps to join some of the others I saw later in the
morning.
Across the road the path plunged downhill before becoming a farm track heading
up towards South Holt Farm and at the first bend in this track I disturbed the first
fifty or so of hundreds of Pheasants I was to see. Of much more interest I also
disturbed a flock of at least 20 Yellowhammers using a puddle for a morning bath.

While watching them I noticed that some of the Hazel trees in the hedges already
had incipient catkins for next spring.
At South Holt Farm I took the track towards West Marden and then a field path
which followed the south east fringe of Markwells Wood in which I added Wood
Mushroom to my notes.
Emerging from the wood I found large game cover strips on either side of the path
and among the plants in them were Green Amaranth, two sorts of Bristle Grass
and others which I have not yet attempted to name. A little further on I passed an
isolated flowering plant of Marjoram and another of Wild Radish. At Horsley Farm
I paused to enjoy the huge crop of Blackberries that are still in a very edible state
before taking the track south east to the road at the top of the hill down to West
Marden and in the hedge of this track I found Bush Vetch flowering.
From Oldhouse Lane I turned south through Lodge Farm towards Stansted Forest
and with the sun now warm I saw both Red Admiral and Small White butterflies.
In the large open field south of the farm was a large flock of Rooks and overhead I
heard the calls of several Skylarks while the field edge plants included one
example of Cut-leaved Cranesbill in flower
In the Forest fringe heading back to my car I came on several fungi which included
a pale coloured Stagshorn which was probably White Coral Fungus (Clavulina
cristata) and an isolated example of Agrocybe dura. Right at the end of the walk I
found some dying plants of Common Hemp Nettle which still had a few flowers on
them.
My first Brent Geese
After lunch I got on my bike and rode down the west side of Hayling to look for
Brent, expecting to see some in the south east corner of Langstone Harbour. With
the tide nearly up I searched the water in vain but what my binoculars did not pick
up my ears did - the distinctive muttering of the geese and this led me to focus on
the as yet uncovered saltings at the landward end of Sinah Lake (not to be
confused with Sinah Gravel Pit lake!) around SU 705012 - I call this area the
'Mid-way Saltings' as it is roughly half way from the Oysterbeds to the south shore
of the harbour. Here, half hidden among the mud 'islands', were at least 70 Brent
(when I came back with the tide fully up I counted at least 120).
This was not my only bird excitement for when near Gunner Point what I a first
thought was a Sparrowhawk glided low out of the Sand Dunes by the Golf Course
and landed on a shingle ridge of the beach. From what I could see it was clearly not
a Sparrowhawk and when it took off to continue its low flying journey I could seen
the wings were those of a falcon, not the broad wings of an Accipiter, and
concluded that this must have been a Merlin.
Also seen on this trip was a Migrant Hawker dragonfly and several good flowering
plants including (in the Sinah Common area) Common Ramping Fumitory,
Sheep's Bit, Duke of Argyle's Tea Plant, Cocks Eggs , Pale Toadflax, White
Melilot and Yellow-horned Poppy plus an extensive re-flowering of Thrift and
Sea Campion. Along the Coastal Path I saw Black Horehound, Goats Rue,
Meadow Vetchling, Pepper Saxifrage and Lesser Sea Spurrey.
Tue 28 Sep
Havant cemetery and Grey Wagtails

Cycling back from Havant Health Centre this morning I found the Weasel's Snout
still flowering along the edge of the New Lane allotments and also found, in addition
to the usual suspects, that a couple of 'Blusher' fungi and a single 'Deceiver'(/B>
(photo below) had come up in the cemetery where a Red Admiral and a Wasp
were still flying as were several Hoverflies.
Two views of the Deceiver (Laccaria laccata
Later when walking to the shops there was a significant sign of winter in the form of
a Grey Wagtail flying high over the Pallant and calling. Back at home another of
these birds flew over my garden. I guess these are migrant arrivals that will be
around the town until next spring.
Mon 27 Sep
A walk to Budds Farm
In the morning I walked with Mike Fluck down the Langbrook Stream to the South
Moors, had a look at Budds Farm and came back along the shore and up the Billy
Trail. Highspots for me were seeing a Grey Wagtail back on the Langbrook at the
end of Mill Lane and finding Sea Wormwood in flower on the sea wall. Perhaps an
even more significant highspot was seeing a climbing plant which I have often seen
in gardens but which I have never been able to name until I came to write this diary
entry when I remembered how I had remarked to Mike that the flowers were very
similar to those of a Potato as we passed one the 'Mallards' streamside houses
which had the plant in full flower over a wooden arch. At my computer writing this
entry I thought I would put 'Solanum' into Google and among the list of Potato
related plants that it came up with was Solanum jasminoides and entering that
species I immediately saw pictures of the plant I was after and found it had two
common names - Potato Vine and Jasmine Nightshade. Unless my memory is
once more failing me (!) I think this plant can be seen in the garden hedge across
the lane to your right as you come out of Brook Meadow by the Seagull Lane gate
and it may well be in flower now.
Getting back to our walk we set out through Juniper Square where a few more
plants of Field Pennycress had come up and the Apple of Peru plant was in the best
of health, unlike the Yellow-flowered Strawberries of which I could only see a hint of
yellow on a couple of opening buds. Nothing special to see as we walked down the
Langbrook (other than the Potato Vine which I could not name at the time!) and the
South Moors enabled us to compare the small flowers of the Tufted Forget-me-not
with the larger flowers of Water Forget-me-not which we had seen at the 'Water
Wheel' near Tescos. On the damp grass Celery-leaved Buttercup was in flower and
on reaching the start of the new footpath across the north of the old IBM Playing
Fields we puzzled for some time over a small tree which I eventually decided was
Sea Buckthorn but with all its bright orange berries now withered.
At Budds Farm there were few birds but Teal and Shoveler were now present
among the regulars (very few Tufted Duck). Overhead a small flock of Swallows
and House Martins were hawking for insects high in the air.
Half way along the South Moors seawall we stopped to look at and smell the Sea
Wormwood - as we were approaching it I said to Mike that I had never seen the
flowers of this plant open but as soon as we got close this statement was proved
wrong! On the sea here were around 25 Great Crested Grebes and as we walked

up the stream towards Mill Lane we had glimpses of a Grey Wagtail which seemed
to have settled there for the winter as a migrant from distant parts.
A cycle ride to the Thorney Great Deeps
After lunch the weather invited a second outing and I chose to head towards
Emsworth to look for and name some fungi which had been seen near the junction
of the A259 and Church Lane at Warblington. I did see these but could not name
them as they were Inkcaps which had already deliquesced into shrivelled black
skeletons (could have been Shaggy Inkcaps or something like Coprinus lagopus).
Near them, under the field hedge, were some Horse Mushrooms identified by their
size and a slight yellowish tinge to their white caps (not yellow staining when
damaged).
Turning down the footpath from the A259 to Nore Barn I found the first field on my
right (which I had long known to be a Roman site) was full of people conducting an
archaeological dig and I see that the minutes of the Chichester and District
Archaeological Society for a meeting last July included the following ...
"Emsworth villa
Agreement now reached with Havant Borough Council with the dig now planned
from Monday 20th Sept for 2 to 3 weeks depending on the weather and progress. As
part of an ongoing archaeological investigation into the Romano-British villa at
Warblington it is now planned to excavate five test pits to accurately locate the
building(s). The objectives of the excavation are to establish the state and
preservation of the walls and to obtain dating evidence. To accurately locate the
wall it will be necessary to use a theodolite. The proposed excavation at Emsworth
is being handled by a steering group led by Jonathan Dicks. Over 40 members
have volunteered to assist in various ways. Some operational problems remain to
be solved. The committee approved the hire of a portaloo and lockable container at
a cost of about £400, should the latter prove necessary."
As an aside I see that the Chairman of this Society (David Rudkin) will be giving a
talk to the Friends of Havant Museum at 7:30 pm on Oct 28 about "The
Anglo-Saxons in Havant" at The Sping (late Havant Arts Centre)
Getting back to my cycle ride the next interest came on Thorney Island where I saw
two species of dragonfly - one seen clearly was a Migrant Hawker but the other
(only seen briefly weaving in and out of the reeds around the Little Deeps) was
probably a Southern Hawker. The only butterfly seen was another uncertainty probably a Large White.
At the Great Deeps there was a significant flock of Lapwings (around 50) but the
only other birds were a few Egrets, a flock of less than 20 Canada Geese and half a
dozen Cormorants. Back at the Little Deeps a Cetti's Warbler sang briefly and on
the overhead wires more than 100 Starlings were perched.
Coming back through Emsworth I diverted down Warblington Avenue to have a
look for fungi in Beacon Square and was rewarded with a couple of Brown Rollrims,
a big Birch Polypore on a dead tree in a garden and, in grass under a live Birch on
the left of the road leading back to Warblington Avenue, something which I at first

thought was a Bay Bolete (which I have found there before) but when I tried to take
a small sample of the cap the whole 'toadstool' came out of the soil and I saw it had
a striking 'netted' stem and an unexpected red tinge to the pores so I took it home to
puzzle over, eventually coming to the conclusion that it was Boletus erythropus, the
description of which fits all the characteristics of my specimen except for the
prominent 'netting' on the stem - which is right for the Bitter Bolete (Tylopilus
felleus) but that fails to agree with the discolouration and the red tinge to the pores.
The cap was 12 cm across and the stem was 9 cm tall and 6 cm across the swollen
base. Cutting the cap cause immediate blue staining. The photos below were only
taken a day after I gathered the specimen but still give a good idea of it (the cutting
of the stem was done after taking the other photos)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 20 - 26 (WEEK 38 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Divers: A Red-throated has been seen several times off Titchfield Haven from
Sep 18 to 25 and on Sep 24 three Black-throated were off the North Kent coast.
Rarity interest was in a White-billed Diver seen in Ardmore Harbour (Co
Waterford, Eire) on Sep 20
Grebes: The autumn flock of Great Crested in Langstone Harbour, seen from the
South Moors shore, numbered at least 21 on Sep 24 - I suspect that the total in the
harbour is probably considerably more than this. No current reports of
Black-necked from Langstone Harbour but singles were seen this week at Rye
Harbour and at Wilstone Reservoir near Tring in Hertfordshire (both on Sep 18) and
on the Exe estuary in Devon on Sep 23 (where the bird was seen with the Slav
Grebe which has remained there through the summer)
Bittern: One was reported (without further comment) on the Devon birding website
as present at Slapton Ley (coastal wetland nature reserve south west of
Dartmouth) on Sep 25 (a pair bred there in 1996 and 1997 - not sure of current
status)
Great White Egret: The bird at the Blashford Lake near Ringwood now seems to
be settled there for the winter but movement of these birds on the continent
reached a high on Sep 22 with a report of 17 seen at a Belgian site that day with
lesser numbers at 14 other sites
Grey Heron: A similar peak of movement was noted on the continent with a count
of 262 at a Belgian site plus smaller numbers at 14 other sites
White Stork: A Belgian site reported 74 on Sep 24 showing that migration is still
ongoing. In southern England what may have been one off-course bird was by the
River Arun near Amberley on Sep 19 and 20, then by the River Avon at Ellingham
(close to the Blashford Lakes) on Sep 21 (see
http://www.avondiary.net/images10/stork.jpg ), and on Sep 23 and 24 it was by the
River Stour near Blandford in Dorset.

Glossy Ibis: No reports of flocks this week but singles were at Christchurch
Harbour (seen daily from Sep 18 to 25 (when it flew to Middlebere in Poole Harbour
after being provoked by photographers trying to get even closer to it than its tame
nature permitted)
Whooper Swan: Although there had been an isolated reported of two birds in
Germany on Aug 29 the start of passage is marked by the arrival of 12 birds in the
Hebrides on Sep 23
Brent Goose: The first migrant flock of 12 birds was seen in Langstone
Harbour on Sep 25 although migrants had been seen in both Kent and Devon on
Sep 23 after the very first report of a flock of 19 off the Netherlands coast on Sep
22. See my diary entry for Sep 25 (written before the news of birds in Langstone
Harbour was known to me) for my summary of an unusual pattern of arrival this
year (perhaps caused by strong north winds?)
Garganey: Still being reported this week with one in Devon on Sep 21 and 2 in
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 22
Scaup: First of the winter was one in Fife (Scotland) on Sep 24 (when a Lesser
Scaup was reported in Warwickshire)
Eider: A report of 674 at a German site on Sep 22 indicates a major arrival from the
north which may have accounted for the appearance of 8 off Titchfield Haven on
Sep 24 after singles had been seen in Langstone Harbour on Sep 22 and off Selsey
Bill on Sep 23
Honey Buzzard: Several reports from southern England this week seem to have
been of birds coming from Scandinavia. On Sep 18 an adult with a juvenile flew in
over the north Kent coast along with 10 Buzzards and on Sep 19 there were
sightings in the Adur Valley (that bird then flew south east towards Brighton) and
over Pagham Harbour while on Sep 20 one was seen going south (chased by a
Sparrowhawk) over the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester with another sighting
in the Exminster area of Devon. Sep 23 brought news of one over Yorkshire and of
two more heading out to sea over Rye Harbour and on Sep 25 one flew over the
east end of the South Downs near Eastbourne when news of another (probably
moribund) juvenile being cared for at a Wildlife Hopsital in Surrey since being found
on Sep 22 appeared on the SOS website
Black Kite: Of local interest was one seen over the Mundham area south of
Chichester on Sep 18 (heading south west into the wind) - seen by the birder
whose day had started with a Camberwell Beauty butterfly on his garden path!
Marsh Harrier: Although a lot of these have been moving since the start of
September this week brought a surge on Sep 22 when one Netherlands site
recorded 21 birds and 25 other sites reported smaller numbers. On Sep 25 one was
an unexpected record going over Fleet Pond in north Hampshire.
Sparrowhawk: A count of 58 going over a Danish site on Sep 22 reflects the
approach of winter in Scandinavia and a count of 94 in southern Spain two days
later indicates that a lot of these birds were heading for Africa

Buzzard: Also fleeing the oncoming winter in Scandinavia were 438 Buzzards
seen over Denmark on Sep 22 (after 75 were seen there on Sep 21)
Osprey: Four were still in Poole Harbour on Sep 24 when one was still at the Lower
Test Marshes. Earlier in the week there had been sightings at Warsash (Sep 23)
and Langstone Harbour (Sep 19) with one at Bewl Water in north east Sussex on
Sep 23
Hobby: Latest sighting so far was at Portland on Sep 24
Common Crane: One was in the Cuckmere Valley near Beachy Head on Sep 18
Dotterel: Two were at Davidstow in Cornwall from Sep 20 to 22 and one was seen
in the Netherlands on Sep 23
Sanderling: After news of 212 on the Pilsey Sands in Chichester Harbour on Sep
11 the first substantial report of 98 on the Ryde Sands (IoW) on Sep 21 seems to
indicate that the species is already settled for the winter in the Solent region
Little Stint: Singles were seen at the Lymington Marshes, at Farlington Marshes
and at the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester this week
Curlew Sandpiper: Biggest count this week was of five in the Fishbourne Channel
on Sep 24 but both Farlington Marshes and Christchurch Harbour had two and one
was seen at The Kench (south of Langstone Harbour)
Purple Sandpiper: The first report of the autumn was of one in the Scillies on Sep
7 with one (possibly the same bird) there on Sep 21. Of more interest was the first
local report of two at Farlington Marshes on Sep 25
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: Up to 4 have been in the Scillies since Sep 3 with some
of them moving to Cornwall and Devon and they are still present in the west country
but one on Pilsey Island on Sep 21 gave Barry Collins his first American wader for
the Thorney Island patch which he wardens. Sadly the bird flew off when a low
flying helicopter spooked the birds there.
Woodcock: First autumn report of a bird on the move comes from Germany on
Sep 23
Black-tailed Godwit: This week's reports show an increase to 85 birds in the
Emsworth area with counts of 334 from the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester,
215 in the Hook/Warsash area and 225 at the Lymington Marshes (no reports from
Farlington Marshes). Down in north Cornwall there were more than 90 on the
Camel estuary (running from Wadebridge to Padstow) on Sep 21 and Slimbridge
had 95 on Sep 22
Whimbrel: I think most of the passage birds have now left southern England
(leaving scattered birds to winter here) though there was still a report of 22 in the
Netherlands on Sep 24
Arctic Skua: There have been records in past years of Skuas cutting overland
between the North Sea and the English Channel to give sightings in north
Hampshire but a single Arctic Skua seen at Andover on Sep 24 was going the

wrong way (heading north). There was a big passage movement that day with
Spurn Point in Yorkshire recording 471 Arctic, 7 Pomarine, 10 Long-tailed and 197
Great Skuas
Long-tailed Skua: An unusual record for an inland site was of three Long-tailed
Skuas at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Sep 23
Glaucous Gull: First report of the winter is of a single bird at a Belgian site on Sep
19
Terns: The great majority of these birds have now left us and Sandwich Tern
sightings from now on may well be of birds that will winter with us but both Black
and Little Terns are still passing. On Sep 23 six Little Terns were seen on the
north Kent coast at Seasalter and on Sep 24 fifteen were noted at the nearby Oare
Marshes. 34 Black Terns were seen at Dungeness on Sep 19 with 22 there on
Sep 21 and 13 went past Selsey Bill on Sep 23. Across the Channel 53 were off the
French coast on Sep 24 with 14 off the Netherlands on Sep 25
Auks: A few Guillemots and Razorbills have been seen along the south coast
since the start of September and more may be expected following reports from the
Brittany coast of France of 134 mixed Auks on Sep 24 and 395 Razorbills on Sep
25. Also on Sep 25 came the first report of a Puffin in the English Channel for this
winter - it was seen flying past Worthing
Cuckoo: A late bird was seen at Woodingdean near Brighton on Sep 25
Swift: One over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 24
Alpine Swift: One reported over St Ives in Cornwall on Sep 19
Wryneck: Latest reports are of one at Wendover in Buckinghamshire on Sep 23,
one at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 24 and one at Seaton in Devon on Sep 25
Hirundines: Swallows and House Martins are still being seen in good numbers
though my last record of Sand Martins was on Sep 18. A Red-rumped Swallow
was seen at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on Sep 18 and another in the Netherlands on
Sep 23
Yellow Wagtail: Around 40 were on the Selsey West Fields on Sep 20 and on Sep
24 there were 15 at the Testwood Lakes near Southampton and 10 on the
Lymington Marshes
Wren: Three reports this week have taught me that ticks which normally attach
themselves to larger animals sometimes attach themselves to birds with fatal
consequences. I first learnt of this on Sep 23 when Brian Fellows website carried a
photo of a moribund Wren with a tick attached to the back of its head and later I
read on the Devon Birding website ( http://devonbirdnews.blogspot.com/ has
photos with the entry for Sep 21) of a Coal Tit and a House Sparrow dying of the
same cause. I then did a Google search on the subject and found a document
written by someone at the University of Georgia in the USA which include the
following ..

"Have you seen a bird with a fat tick stuck to its face? A component of this tick’s
saliva causes paralysis in birds preventing the birds from flying and walking.
If so, the University of Georgia would like to know about it. In fact, you can
participate in a research project by donating the ticks to UGA.
The paralysis first affects the wings and legs. Eventually paralysis progresses until
the bird becomes unable to breathe, which produces death.
Interestingly, if the ticks are removed before the bird develops breathing problems,
all these effects will quickly be reversed and the bird will recover and be fine.
If you want to attempt to rescue the bird, recommendations are that you wrap the
animal in a towel to keep it from struggling. Pick the ticks off, examining under the
feathers carefully to be sure all have been removed. Avian rehabilitators suggest
then placing the animal in a large paper bag or box for a few hours to allow it to
recover before it is released in the wild, where it might be at a disadvantage if it
encountered predators before regaining flight ability."
Song Thrush: A lot of winter thrushes will soon be with us from the continent and
the imminence of their arrival is indicated by three Trektellen reports this week. On
Sep 22 one site in Denmark recorded 120 Song Thrushes coming from
Scandinavia (there were also 16 seen heading south in Yorkshire that day). On Sep
23 a Netherlands site reported 119 and on Sep 24 a German site had 258.
Redwing: Still no big numbers but ones and twos were being seeing daily at many
sites in the Low Countries this week (and on Sep 22 five sites in the Netherlands
reported Fieldfares with the biggest count being 6, while on Sep 20 one
Netherlands site had 27 Mistle Thrushes and the week has brought half a dozen
reports of small flocks (max 8 birds) moving in Kent, Sussex and the Isle of Wight)
Great Reed Warbler: One was trapped and ringed at Slapton Ley on the south
Devon coast on Sep 25
Blackcap: This is the only one of our departing passerines (other than the
inevitable Chiffchaffs) still being seen in substantial numbers. At Beachy Head
there were 200 on Sep 19 and 250 on Sep 22 with an estimated 150 at Sandwich
Bay on Sep 21
Yellow-browed Warbler: The first of the winter was seen in Belgium on Sep 19
with reports from three continental sites on Sep 22 when six were reported in
Shetland. Also on Sep 22 Martin Gillingham had one in Victoria Park in Portsmouth
Goldcrest: The first to be seen this autumn at Bockhill (south Foreland in Kent)
were four birds (presumed to be from the continent) on Sep 19. On Sep 21 John
Goodspeed had an unusual report from someone living at Droxford in the Meon
valley - they had a male bird fly in through an open bedroom window to settle down
in a pile of cotton buds. The bird seemed quite unafraid of humans and allowed
itself to be picked up and put back out of the window
Blue Tit: On Sep 18 the SOS website had an entry from Andrew Grace in Hastings
telling us that .. "There is some dispersal of forest species being reported in
western Europe and for some days here at Hastings there has been very excitable

behaviour among groups of Blue Tits - with frequent calling, chasing and display
by bright males - with flocking and some westward movement. This is exactly the
behaviour I have seen in blue tits in Sweden where some years ago I was fortunate
enough to be present at Falsterbo during a passage of 11,000 blue tits on one
day. Migrating flocks of Blue Tits develop a kind of high-pitched communal calling
which can sound like a high-flying party of Siskins." Other reports of Blue Tits on
the move have come from Sandwich Bay (53 seen on Sep 21), 42 at Hope Gap
near Eastbourne on Sep 22 when 40+ were seen at Reculver on the north Kent
coast, and 14 heading out along the shingle spit at the mouth of Pagham Harbour
on Sep 23. Across the Channel Sep 23 brought a report of 600 at one Netherlands
site (with six other sites reporting unusual numbers that day)
Red-backed Shrike: Just one at Durlston on Sep 21 but several singletons have
been reported this week in Devon, Cornwall and the Scillies
Jay: The sight of one foraging on the ground in the Havant Eastern Road Cemetery
(where they are not normally seen) on Sep 21 was a local indication of thousands
of these birds currently on the move on the continent and no doubt soon to sweep
westward across southern England. The peak count on the continent also came on
Sep 21 when one Belgian site had 865 and one in the Netherlands had 272
Starling: Another indication of things to come was a count of 12,450 Starlings at a
Netherlands site on Sep 22
Chaffinch: A count of 8,164 at a German site on Sep 23 (but only a max of 16
Bramblings so far)
Siskin: Reports from ten sites in Southern England this week show that these birds
are starting to arrive. On Sep 19 one was seen at Sandy Point on Hayling (with two
over Sinah Common that day). Thurlestone Bay on the south Devon coast had a
party of 12 on Sep 23
Lapland Buntings: These are now present in small numbers along the whole of
the coast of southern England with up to four seen at 'the Deeps' on Farlington
Marshes on Sep 18 (decreasing to 2 there on Sep 24)
Snow Bunting: Singles seen this week at Sandwich Bay, Reculver and Sheppey
in Kent.
Escapees: A couple of 'funny ducks' which appeared on the Emsworth Town
Millpond this week may well have been unwilling escapees dumped there by
someone who no longer wanted to care for them. A picture of them can be seen on
Brian Fellows website entry for Sep 23 ( see
http://www.emsworthwildlife.hampshire.org.uk/0-0-560-mystery-ducks-emp-23.09.
10.jpg ) and I suggest they are a domestic breed known as Buff Orpington (see
http://www.feathersite.com/Poultry/Ducks/Buffs/BRKBuff.html )
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Dragonflies

A single Southern Hawker seen at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Sep 21 was
probably the last for this year as were the Migrant Hawkers, Ruddy and Common
Darters seen at Rye Harbour on Sep 22
Butterflies
Surprisingly 18 species were seen in flight during the week
Clouded Yellow: Singles seen at Portland on Sep 20 and at Beachy Head
on Sep 22
Brimstone: This and all three common White species were all seen.
Small Copper: This was relatively numerous during the week. Brown
Argus, Common Blue and Chalkhill Blue were also seen
Adonis Blue: Still flying at Durlston on Sep 24
Painted Lady: One at Portland on Sep 20 with of course plenty of Red
Admirals still on the wing
Camberwell Beauty: The only sighting I know of for this year was one on a
garden path in the Mundham area just south of Chichester on Sep 18
Peacock: Likely to be seen again if the cold snap passes, as will Comma
and Speckled Wood
Small Heath: Also still flying with Meadow Browns at Durlston on Sep 24
Moths
Convolvulus Hawkmoth: Four sightings this week - three at Portland and
one on the Goodwood Trundle north of Chichester
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: One at Dungeness and two in the Brighton area
this week
Fisher's Estuarine Moth (Gortyna borelii): A real rarity only to be found at
two locations in north Kent. Two of these were found climbing the stems of
another rarity (Hog's Fennel) in the Swalecliffe area of the north Kent coast
on Sep 18
Brown-tail moth caterpillars: Small young caterpillars found at Rye
Harbour on Sep 19
A good selection of moth photos to be found in our area taken recently by
Anthony Tindale either in his Fareham garden or at Portchester can be seen
on the Three Amigos blog at
http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo/17101/Latest+mothing+results+from+
my+Fareham+garden.html
Other Insects
Bush Crickets: Speckled, Great Green and Roesels all seen this week at
Dungeness, Durlston and Swalecliffe respectively
Box Bug: See my diary entry for Sep 22 for photos of this insect which has
been found recently at Brook Meadow in Emsworth and at Rye Harbour as it
continues to spread across southern England from its (until recently) only site
on Box Hill in Surrey
Spiders: Both the Garden Cross (Araneus diadematus) and the Lesser
Garden Spider (Meta segmentata) are now relatively common and the
impressive Wasp Spider (Argioppe bruenicchi) is coming to the end of its life
cycle as the females lay their eggs and then die - at one site in the Thanet
area of Kent a search on Sep 24 found 90 of the 'Japanese Lantern' egg sacs
hanging from grass stems
Bee Killer (Philanthus triangulum): This digger wasp kills bees and places
them in its egg chamber as food for its developing larvae. Several were seen

on Water Mint at Dungeness on Sep 24 and the species could probably also
be seen locally at the Pilsey Sands (southern tip of Thorney Island) and in
sandy heaths in the New Forest
Cherry Slug Sawfly (Caliroa cerasi): I was introduced to this species by an
entry on the RX website (scroll down to an entry for Sep 22 headed 'Early
Autumn Insects' on http://rxwildlife.org.uk/category/all-latest-news/insects/ ).
The photo in this entry is of the caterpillar-like larva of a Sawfly species of
which you can seen an adult at
http://www.agroatlas.ru/en/content/pests/Caliroa_cerasi/ The 'slug' attribute
comes from the disguise adopted by this larva to dissuade predators from
eating it, this allowing it to continue stripping the leaves of fruit trees on which
it can be the cause of commercially significant damage. Wikipedia does not
explain how the larvae manage to disguise themselves but merely state ..
"The larvae cover themselves in green slime, making themselves
unpalatable to predators."
PLANTS
(Skip to Other Wildlife)
Wavy Bitter Cress: Surprisingly this only appeared on my September flowering list
on Sep 22
Flax species: Fairy Flax could still be seen on Portsdown on Sep 20 and Pale
Flax ws flowering at Durlston on Sep 19. On Sep 24 I found several plants of
Common Flax (no doubt wind blown self sown from seeds originating from
commercial crops earlier this year) in fresh flower at the Saltmarsh Lane open
space on Hayling and if you are interested in the connection between this plant and
the term 'heckling' used in connection with political speakers see my dairy entry for
Sep 24
Field Pansy: Plenty of this in flower on Portsdown (Portchester Common) on Sep
20
Green Amaranth (aka Pigweed): On Sep 21 I was surprised to find a large plant of
this growing among the wildflower seed sowing on a grave in the Havant Eastern
Road cemetery - probably its seed had accidently got included in the wildflower
seed mix
Saltwort and Frosted Orache: Although they were not flowering I was very
pleased to see on Sep 21 that both these species were still present in the sand
around the Hayling Island Black Point sailing club
Tree Mallow: One plant in flower near Sandy Point on Hayling on Sep 21
Common Gorse: A single flower on a south Hayling Gorse Bush on Sep 21
announced the resumption of flowering by this species after its summer break and
more flowers were seen by the Hayling Coastal Path on Sep 24
Caucasian Stonecrop: Just one or two flowers open on plants covering some the
the Havant Eastern Road cemetery graves on Sep 21
Hog's Fennel (Peucedanum officinale): This yellow flowered umbellifer is a rarity
only found in a few coastal grassland sites in Kent but it came to my attention this
week in connection with an equally rare moth found feeding on it near Swalecliffe
this week
Strawberry Tree: Two large local specimens (at Northney Church on Hayling and
Montgomery Road in Havant) were in full flower this week. The clusters of white
bell shaped flowers are a hint that this tree is a member of the Heather family.

Bell Heather: This was also flowering at Sandy Point on Hayling this week
Intermediate Periwinkle: Plants in the old hedge around the Havant Health
Centre had resumed flowering on Sep 21
Basil Thyme: I did not expect to find this in flower when I visited Portchester
Common on Portsdown on Sep 20 but I did find one cluster of at least four plants in
flower there.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Cetaceans: A Humpback Whale was seen off Spurn Head on Sep 20 causing me
to investigate which species of Whale do occur in British waters. See my diary entry
for Sep 22 for what I discovered. Also this week I noticed that a boat trip off
Cornwall on Sep 13 had seen 100 Common Dolphins.
Mole: When on Hayling on Friday I noticed (not for the first time) a small van
advertising that it belonged to a Professional Mole Catcher and I assume that
there must be sufficient Moles around to keep him in businesss though we hardly
every see these creatures above ground. On Sep 21, however, Brian Fellows came
on a dead mole at Brook Meadow in Emsworth and posted a photo of it on his
website. I have occasionally come across Mole corpses in the past but only during
hot dry summers when the Moles die of hunger and dehydration as the worms on
which they feed have burrowed down below the depth of Mole tunnels - the
worms survive by going into 'aestivation' (the summer equivalent of hibernation)
but the starving moles come out of their tunnels to seek 'pastures new' and if they
fail to find damp areas where the worms are still active the Moles die on the
surface leaving extremely emaciated corpses. The Brook Meadow corpse was not
emaciated and there should currently be no shortage of worms there so I am
wondering why this Mole died - had it been just of old age I would expect the corpse
to have remained underground so I wonder if this was a case of either poisoning or
some new disease.
Bats: On Wednesday evening Nik Knight gave an excellent talk on Hampshire Bats
and the work of the Hampshire Bat Group but he did not mention an aspect of
Bats that is currently causing the Church of England to set up a conference
to find ways of discouraging Bats from using those parts of churches where
their urine can cause significant damage running into thousands of pounds.
Most people are aware that bat droppings are neither smelly nor toxic and can be
swept up at little cost but I was not aware that their urine can severely damage
church property such as tapestries and church organs. The churches are not
wishing to exclude bats from the church buildings but would like to find a way of
persuading them to stick to the belfries where they can do little damage.
Pollack and Squid: The Durlston Rangers daily report for Sep 23 includes an
account of the evening arrival (on Sep 22) of the Waverley Paddle Steamer at
Swanage Pier. The pier was well lit for this and the light enabled many fish to be
seen in the water before the steamer arrived. Most of these were Pollack (aka
Pollock) but the ranger was excited to see among them a Common Squid.
Fungi: The first report of the colourful Fly Agaric toadstools came on Sep 25
hidden away as an aside in a Sussex Butterfly Conservation website report of
butterfly finds without giving a location. Earlier in the week there was a good show
of Waxcaps (both Blackening and Parrot) on my lawn - see photos on my Diary

page for Sep 23. Another local observation reported to me was of a lot of toadstools
alongside the A259 Emsworth Road where it runs along the north of the
Warblington Farm fields - I have not been to see what these might be but in the past
Parasol Mushrooms have appeared here and may be what was seen (they were
first reported at Durlston on Sep 10). This week Durlston reported Giant Puffballs
and my own observations include a stump covered with Glistening Inkcaps in
New Lane (Havant) on Sep 21
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 20 - 26 (WEEK 38 OF 2010)
Sat 25 Sep
The Brent are ignoring us
In past years flocks of migrant Brent are in the Solent harbours within a day or so
of the first report of them anywhere in the North Sea but this year they seem to be
deliberately avoiding us while appearing in north Kent and in Devon.
The first report that was definitely of migrants came on Sep 22 when 19 were seen
off the Netherlands (plus a singleton in the Calais area of the French coast which
might have been a migrant but could well have been the bird seen at Rye Harbour
on Sep 15 which I assumed was one of our summering birds that had 'gone
walkabout' in response to the migratory instinct).
Sep 23 saw small flocks both on the north Kent coast (16 off Seasalter near
Whitstable and 4 off the Oare Marshes near Faversham) and (very strangely) in the
Exe estuary in Devon (one report of 12 birds, another of 5). I did wonder if these
Devon birds might have spent the summer in Svalbard and come down our west
coast with the Pale-bellied birds but there is no way of proving that - more likely
they came down the English Channel blown far out from our shores by northerly
winds, then putting ashore when they realised they had flown further than they had
expected to do.
On Sep 22 one was seen off Sandy Point on Hayling which could have been a
migrant but was more likely one of the Chichester Harbour summering birds and on
Sep 23 two were off the Titchfield area (these appeared to split up on Sep 24 with
one flying east from Titchfield while the other went on to be seen on Sturt Pond at
Keyhaven - the behaviour of both birds was atypical of newly arrived migrants
which head on west and are shy of coming ashore)
Sep 24 saw more migrants off north Kent (2 off Reculver and 12 at the Oare
Marshes) while in Hampshire a single circled over the Hook/Warsash area that day
and two birds were seen off Titchfield on Sep 25 - possibly the same two that were
there on Sep 23.
I expect that the lighter winds today and tomorrow will end the uncertainty and bring
us in the Solent are the first few genuine migrants.
Pigweed and a Jay in the Havant cemetery
Taking a morning walk in the sunshine I first checked the Strawberry Tree in a
Montgomery Road garden near my home to find that, like the one at Northney
Church yesterday, it was covered with the white bell-shaped flower clusters that are
one hint that this tree belongs to the Heather family (compare the flowers of Bell
Heather).
I then visited the Eastern Road cemetery where both Common and Early Dog
Violets were in flower and flowers could also be seen on the Caucasian

Stonecrop and on a large plant of Green Amaranth (aka Pigweed) which had
come up among the planted wildflower seed in one of the graves - I doubt it was
intentionally included in the wildflower mix.
Also seen in the cemetery was a single Jay - a newcomer to the site and probably
a sign that the large number of Jays now on the move in the Low Countries
have started to cross the Channel. The continental reports of migrants started
around Sep 6 and on Sep 21 one site in Belgium reported 865 of them, on Sep 23
one Netherlands site had 357 (with 21 other sites reporting unusual but lesser
numbers) and on Sep 24 there were 267 at a Netherlands site.
On the way home I passed a lot of Swinecress, reminding me of recent attempts to
imprint on my mind the differences between Swinecress and Lesser Swinecress.
Today I looked in my old (1974) edition of Fisher, Fisher and Blamey and noted that
it added to the distinctions given by the seeds (no seeds on today's plants which
had recently grown in a strip that had been doused with weedkiller when I last
looked there quite recently) the distinction that Swinecress is prostrate while
Lesser Swinecress is often semi-erect, as were these plants which I would
anyway have guessed were Lesser Swinecress.
Fri 24 Sep
Around Hayling in a cold north wind
Yesterday the cold north wind reached us just when I had decided to cycle around
north Hayling to see if the Brent Geese had arrived (none here yet but forerunners
were off the Netherlands on Sep 22). By the time I got home I was regretting not
having taken some gloves but I did enjoy seeing the Strawberry Tree at Northney
Church in full flower and seeing fresh Honeysuckle and the first flowers since July
on Common Gorse. I also had a surprise find of a cluster of self sown Flax
flowers in some waste ground and when reading about commercial Flax on the
internet I not only found that it was ..."the wonder crop of the 1780s" .. but that part
of the proceess of converting the Flax stems into Linen involved pulling the
stems through combs called Heckles and that this was done in Heckling Shops
where the workers discussed their grievances while working - the shops became
centres of industrial unrest with the workers 'heckling' their masters, hence the
current political use of the word.
Another question which I put to the oracle of the internet was the identity of some
farmyard ducks which have just appeared on ponds at Emsworth (Brian Fellows
had put a photo of them on his website but called them 'mystery ducks'). I am pretty
sure they are what the poultry breeders call 'Buff Orpingtons', a name I associate
with Chickens but which apparently also applies to Mallard-like ducks with an
overall buff plumage except for dark heads and tails.
Thu 23 Sep
Fungi on my lawn
This morning's rain brought out the best in a couple of Waxcap species growing in
my lawn so when the rain ceased I took some photos of them. Here is the more
dramatic of the two - Blackening Waxcap - and the two photos show why it has
that name. When young the conical caps show no hint of black but give it a day
above ground and the whole fruiting body starts to blacken.

New and older specimens of Blackening Waxcap
The other species is the Parrot Waxcap which gets its name from the contrasting
Green and Yellow colours shown by some specimens - these emphasise the
green.
Fresh specimens of Parrot Waxcap
Group of Parrot Waxcaps
Also growing in the lawn before I cut the grass yesterday was a fairy ring of a
species that I cannot identify which shows some features of a Collybia (a 'Woolly
Foot' as in Collybia peronata, the 'Wood Woolly Foot', and a flattened, grooved
stem as in Collybia dryophila) but I cannot find any species of the small size (cap 25
mm across and stem 25 x 4 mm), colour or habit (growing in a fairy ring in grass)
shown by my species. The photos of this were taken today after gathering the
samples yesterday in the hope that someone at the Hampshire Wildlife Trust
meeting last night would be able to name them.
Unknown species growing in my lawn

Large Leaved Lime
The Hampshire Wildlife Trust group which has a field outing each Saturday
morning was on Watergate Hanger (above the B2146 Funtington to Petersfield
road just north of Walderton) and in their report was a mention of finding a Large
Leaved Lime tree which slightly puzzled me as, while I knew that Small Leaved
Lime is a rarity, I thought that Large Leaved was the name for the very common
trees which shower unwanted sticky sap onto your car if you park underneath one
(in fact this is called Common Lime).
At last night's HWT meeting I queried why this tree was of interest and learnt that
the common tree is a hybrid between two rare native species (the Large and Small
Leaved). Today I checked the Woodland Trust website and at
http://www.british-trees.com/treeguide/limes/nbnsys0000003127.htm I read that
the Large Leaved Lime is .. "A little known tree that is the rarest of our native
limes. Mature trees are not only tall but wide with trees 25m across known!" This
page gives the features of the species and you can compare these with those of the
other two species using the links in the panel on the left side of the page.
Wed 22 Sep
Rare insects at Brook Meadow in Emsworth
Reading Brian Fellows account of the rarer insects found during Bryan Pinchen's
ongoing survey at Brook Meadow I was spurred to find out what these rarities might
look like and maybe there are others who would like to see the pictures that I found
on the internet so here they are. Two are 'Picture-winged Flies', one is a 'Soldier
Fly' and one is a Shield Bug (for this I have included not only the adult form but the
final stage as a nymph to show how similar yet how different the nymph is in
comparison with the adult).
Picture-winged flies Chaetosoma curvinerve and Dioxyna bidentis.

Soldier Fly Chorisops nagatomii.
(Photo credit to Peter Harvey - taken from Essex Field Club website)
Box bug Gonocerus acuteangulatus and nymph
Until recently only found at Box Hill in Surrey
Now spreading across southern England
New to Sussex in 2002 and last week new at Rye Harbour
Whales in British waters
The Trektellen website reported a sighting of a Humpback Whale off Spurn Point in
Yorkshire on Sep 20 and this made me wonder how unusual this was. I soon found
that this species feeds in the arctic of the north Atlantic in the summer and some of
these whales regularly move to Norwegian North Sea waters in the autumn and so
a few my stray into British waters, but I think British sightings are rare (not annual).
Having discovered this about one species I then wondered what other whale
species can be seen in British water and for this I turned to Andy Horton's excellent
British Marine Life Study Society webpages at http://www.glaucus.org.uk/ which
quickly took me to a page entitled WHALES & DOLPHINS IN BRITISH SEAS
written by Steve Savage at http://www.glaucus.org.uk/Cetaceaz.htm and from this I
noted the following species.
1. Regular species in British Waters (usually only passing at certain times of
year)
Baleen Whales - Minke Whale is relatively common along the west coast of
Scotland and Ireland where the much less common Fin Whale is sometimes
seen
Toothed Whales - Sperm Whale also seen off the west coast but further out
to sea in deep water
Pilot Whales - Long-finned Pilot Whale
Killer Whale or Orca
Cuvier's Beaked Whale - a deep water species of the north Atlantic
Northern Bottle-nosed Whale - another Atlantic species (not to be
confused with the Bottle-nosed Dolphin)
2. Rare visitors to British waters
Northern Right Whale
Humpback Whale ("well known for its eerie hunting song") Observed more
frequently in recent years. Id features are the very long pectoral fins and habit
of raising their tails before diving.
Beluga Whale

Blue Whale
Plus seven other rarities (including Narwhal) listed at the end of Steve
Savage's account
Camberwell Beauty seen near Chichester
Another exciting report (this from the Sussex Ornithological Society sightings page
at http://www.sos.org.uk/recent-sightings/index.php ) was of the first report that I
know of this year of a Camberwell Beauty butterfly seen on his garden path in the
Mundham area (not far south east of Ivy Lake at Chichester) by Sussex birder Chris
Newton early on Sep 18
The UK Butterflies website page on this species at
http://www.ukbutterflies.co.uk/species.php?species=antiopa tells us that .. "The
Camberwell Beauty is a rare migrant to the British Isles, originating in Scandinavia
and mainland Europe. In some years there is a relatively-large influx of individuals,
as occurred in 1846, 1872, 1947, 1976, 1995 and 2006, where individuals were
reported throughout the British Isles. Like many migrants, this butterfly does not
maintain a sustainable breeding population here since mating only occurs after
hibernation and those adults that do manage to overwinter successfully are so few
in number that the chances of finding a mate is small. None of the immature stages
has ever been found in the wild in the British Isles."
For a superb picture of this butterfly and an account of one that turned up near
Malton in Yorkshire (not far inland from Scarborough) in August 2006 see
http://www.ryenats.org.uk/rept06_7/camberwell.htm
Tue 21 Sep
Around Havant and Sandy Point on Hayling
After a routine appointment at the Havant Health Centre I found the first new
flowers since the spring on the Intermediate Periwinkle which is long established
in the hedge around the southern perimetre of the Health Centre and is easily
recognised by the much deeper blue of its flowers and the petals which have been
described as looking like the blades of aeroplane propellers.
In New Lane I found a massive troop of Glistening Inkcap fungi on an old tree
stump and while checking the Weasel's Snout flowers in the allotments I noticed
new growth on plants of Common Ramping Fumitory which will hopefully soon
start flowering again as it climbs the roadside wire mesh fence. In the cemetery the
Early Dog Violets were still flowering and had been joined by new flowers on two
clumps of Ox-eye Daisy
Later in the morning I cycled to Langstone where the tide was high and had brought
at least 21 Egrets into the trees. On the other side of the village I went to the end of
the old north pier of the rail bridge where I disturbed a couple of noisy Common
Sandpipers and added the flowers of Sea Radish to my list. Coming back up the
Billy Trail a Coal Tit was singing at Wade Court and a Chiffchaff was also heard at
the end of Grove Road where a Red Admiral was seen in the warm sunshine.
After lunch I drove to the Sandy Point area of Hayling where I parked in Bosmere
Road and walked to Black Point, then south past the Lifeboat station and around
Sandy Point to return up Bosmere Road. First surprise was to find the remains of a
row of small Corn Parsley plants beside the pavement almost as soon as I had

turned into Bracklesham Road (at first glance the small wiry stems made me think
of Slender Hare's Ear!).
There was little of interest along the causeway to the sailing club but a walk along
the beach south of the club not only gave me several clumps of Sea Rocket
(Cakile maritima) still in flower but also single (but encouragingly large) clumps of
two of the specialities that grow in the sand - Frosted Orache and Saltwort
(Salsola kali). Also seen here were a good show of flowers remaining on Spanish
Broom and a single flower on Common Gorse to announce the resumption of its
flowering after a long summer break. The intertidal area here had a good show of
Greater Sea Spurrey flowers.
South of the Lifeboat Station there were plenty of plants of Sea Knotgrass on the
shingle (this is the only Hampshire site for this plant) and after checking these I
turned inland along the path beside the Sandy Point fence towards Sandy Point
Road but only as far as the ever diminishing area in which both Ling and Bell
Heather flourish along with a lot of Dwarf Gorse (still in full flower).
Back on the seaward side of the nature reserve I found Sea Spurge still in flower in
a few places and over the reserve I watched a large flock of House Martins with a
few Swallows busily hunting for insects while over the sea several Sandwich
Terns could be heard and seen.
Turning inland from the promenade on the broad track leading to Southwood Road
I was surprised to find flowers on a Tree Mallow and beside it were garden escape
flowers of Seaside Daisy (Erigeron glaucus)
Mon 20 Sep
Flowers on Portchester Common
I was not able to get out until after 3pm but the sun was still shining so I drove to the
west end of Portsdown and parked in the tiny layby a short distance after turning off
Portsdown Hill Road onto Skew Road leading down to Portchester (checking these
road names I found that James Callaghan Drive, which starts at the hilltop
roundabout, goes no further than Fort Southwick, west of which the road resumes
the name which it had from Bedhampton to the roundabout). This layby gives
access to an area of Portsdown, overlooking Portchester and Portsmouth Harbour,
which lies within Fareham and is known as Portchester Common.
During the hour that I spent here I noted 43 flowering plants species of which
Eyebright was the most numerous and the best find was a cluster of four flowering
plants of Basil Thyme. Next best in my book was Field Pansy which was
abundant in the arable field which I reached after emerging from the east end of
Portchester Common and turning uphill towards the hilltop road. Back on the
Common I also found Harebell, Common Centaury and Yellow-wort still
flowering with remnants of Vipers Bugloss.
Meadow Brown butterflies were numerous (at a guess I saw 50) but the only
other species seen were Red Admiral and Large White. There was little bird
interest but I did enjoy a good view of a Sparrowhawk 'wave surfing' on the updraft
as the southerly wind was forced up the slope of the Down.
Back at home one of my incoming emails alerted me to an RSPB 'news release'
saying that a pair of Red-backed Shrikes had bred successfully on Dartmoor

this summer with help from a round the clock guard which thwarted attempts on
the contents of the nest from several egg thieves (see details at
http://www.rspb.org.uk/news/details.asp?id=tcm:9-259862 )
More local news is that the Havant Members Group of the Hampshire Wildlife
Trust are having their first meeting of the coming winter on Wednesday
evening (Sep 22 at 7:30 in Warblington School). The speaker will be Nik
Knight and his subject will be Bats of Hampshire. For those unfamiliar with the
venue follow HWT signs which direct you around the north end of the school
buildings and then as far as you can go south at the back of the buildings. You can
park on hard standing and should then see further signs leading you to the Drama
Studio where admission will cost you you £2-50 (including free interval
refreshments)
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 13 - 19 (WEEK 37 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Divers: This is the first week of this autumn that I have seen reports of all three
species. By Sep 16 Red-throated had been seen off Devon, Cornwall and Dorset
(Portland) and on Sep 18 one was seen heading up Southampton Water off the
Hook/Warsash area. Up to four Black-throated were in the English Channel on the
French side and the first Great Northern was off Fife in Scotland on Sep 17
Black-necked Grebe: The only Hampshire reports (one in Langstone Harbour on
Aug 27 and one at the Blashford Lakes on Sep 8) seem to have been birds passing
through though a group of five off the north Kent coast seem to have stayed there
for a week (Sep 7 to 13) and one on the Siblyback reservoir (Bodmin Moor) stayed
from Sep 12 to 15 at least.
Sooty Shearwater: Birds of Hampshire has just one record of a bird found dead at
Warsash, and while there had been 14 records since then up to 2008 I have always
thought of this as a rare species in the English Channel. That impression has been
shattered this week by daily reports on the Trektellen website which peaked on Sep
17 with a count of 963 off Gatteville on the Normandie coast plus a total of 584 birds
at 8 other sites (no way of telling if there is duplication in these reports)
Manx Shearwater: There were 224 of these off Gatteville on Sep 18 but the
impressive count that day was of around 16,000 off St Just in Cornwall
Mediterranean Shearwater: Two 'possible' reports from Cornwall, one off the
Lizard on Sep 14 and one off St Ives on Sep 15. Also reported as a 'possible' was a
Little Shearwater off St Ives on Sep 16
Leach's Petrel: Plenty of these this week with the RBA service reporting a
nationwide total of some 1200 birds on Sep 15. Just two reports came from
Hampshire (maybe the same bird off Hook/Warsash and Milford on sea on Sep 13).
Strangely the week only gave me a single report of just one Storm Petrel off
Pendeen in Cornwall on Sep 14 though I may have omitted some reports as being
of 'common birds with little interest'

Squacco Heron: The first report of this species that I am aware of for this year is of
one in Yorkshire on Sep 15
Great White Egret: The Blashford Lakes bird seems to have settled in there now
with reports on both Sep 17 and 18
Purple Heron: On Sep 12 one site in the Netherlands reported 98 increasing to
115 on Sep 17
White Stork: One of the migrants that have been passing through the Low
Countries was seen at Cuckmere Haven on Sep 16, then at nearby Seaford Head
that same day but on Sep 17 it was picked up in that area 'in a moribund state'. Sep
18 brought a further surge of migrants on the continent (33 at one Netherlands site
plus 43 at 4 other sites) and two of these seem to have crossed the Channel to
appear at Sandwich Bay and Portslade in Brighton, both also on Sep 18
Glossy Ibis: 18 reports of these (all in Britain) during the week show unpredictable
behaviour. On Sep 12 there were 21 birds all in Devon having recently arrived from
Spain on Sep 7. 20 of them seemingly settled at the mouth of the River Otter
(Budleigh Salterton) and one at Aveton Gifford (nearly 6 miles inland up the
Devonshire R Avon where the river ceases to be tidal). On Sep 13 at 07:25 in the
morning 18 of the 20 flew off, arriving at Dungeness at 15:00 in the afternoon. This
flock of 18 only stayed at Dungeness for two days, flying off on Sep 15 and
probably picking up an additional bird as on Sep 16 a flock of 19 flew over Catford
in London but the flock seems to have then broken up as on Sep 17 single birds
were reported in Northhamptonshire and Somerset with three arriving in Ireland (2
in Co Wexford and one in Co Londonderry), then on Sep 18 one was seen over
Christchurch Harbour and (probably the same bird) at the Blashford Lakes near
Ringwood. Meanwhile, back at the ranch, one bird that had been with the big flock
was still at the Otter estuary on Sep 17 and the Aveton Gifford bird was still in situ
on Sep 18
Spoonbill: This species has been similarly restless this week. At the start of the
week there were 10 or 11 birds established in Poole Harbour. A newcomer
appeared at the Thorney Great Deeps on Sep 10 and was still there on Sep 11 (no
reports since then) and on Sep 12 there was a surge of movement in the Low
Countries with 58 at one Netherlands site and 13 at another. Also on Sep 12 one
flew east towards the Solent off Barton on Sea (maybe one of the Poole Harbour
birds?). On Sep 13 the continental count increased to 149 at one Netherlands site
with 20 at another and that day brought a flock of 9 to the north Kent coast (8 of
them still there on Sep 15). On Sep 16 the Poole Harbour count was up to 13 (all at
Arne) and on Sep 17 there were even more on the continent with 383 seen at a
Belgian site plus 219 reported at three other sites. Also on Sep 18 one was seen at
the Lymington marshes and one (maybe the same) was at Christchurch Harbour.
Mute Swan: The regular summer Swan herd in the Fishbourne Channel near
Chichester numbered 128 birds when Brian Fellows was there on Sep 18
Pinkfoot Goose: The first winter arrivals were 52 off Aberdeen on Sep 14 and on
Sep 15 Spurn Point reported 745 with another 181 seen at three other sites

Brent Goose: A single dark-bellied bird appeared at Rye Harbour on Sep 15 but
was almost certainly one that had summered in England and had succumbed to the
instinct to 'migrate' at this time of year (but with no idea of what its destination
should be)
Pale-bellied Brent: These breed in Greenland and on Svalbard (off northern
Norway) but both communities commute to us via Iceland and arrive on our west
coasts. The first to turn up this autumn were a group of 11 seen near Lands End on
Sep 12 followed by 276 arriving on Uist on Sep 14 (when another 80 were seen at
two other sites). On Sep 17 a group of 10 flew further than they needed to and
appeared in Fife on the east coast of Scotland.
Red-breasted Goose: One of these turned up in Belgium on Sep 17 and its origin
is unknown. Wild birds of this species come from Arctic Russia and (with no hint of
any Dark-bellied Brent arriving in Europe as yet) this bird is unlikely to have made
that journey on its own. Most probably it is an escape from a local collection but it is
also possible that this was a bird which had joined forces with Pale-bellied Brent
during a previous winter, had accompanied them back to Greenland and then flown
back with the 10 Pale-bellied birds that appeared in Fife on the day it was seen in
Belgium (the Pale-bellied birds showed excess enthusiasm to fly further than they
need and the Red-breasted which had been with them just kept going to Belgium!)
Shelduck: The flock of 19 juveniles which Brian Fellows had seen in the Nore Barn
area west of Emsworth on Sep 9 were still there on Sep 17
Wigeon: Plenty of these now in our area. On Sep 14 there were 157 in Pagham
Harbour and on Sep 17 there were 128 seen in Langstone Harbour from Farlington
Marshes and around 120 seen in Chichester Harbour at Nutbourne Bay with 100+
in the Lymington area on Sep 18
Pintail: On Sep 14 there were 40 in Pagham Harbour and on Sep 17 a group of 6
were seen at Hook/Warsash
Garganey: Still a few in this country with the latest being one at the Exminster
Marshes on Sep 18
Ferruginous Duck: Two arrived in Somerset on Sep 14 and were still there on Sep
17
Velvet Scoter: The first to be seen anywhere since March was off Cap Gris-nez on
Sep 18
Red-breasted Merganser: What may have been the first returning migrant was a
single bird off the Netherlands on Sep 18
Honey Buzzard: A trickle of these is still being seen over southern England and
this week one was seen over Blendworth Common (adjacent to Havant Thicket) on
Sep 13 and another flew over the Cosham area of Portsmouth on Sep 17
Red Kite: One flew south over Farlington Marshes on Sep 18

Hen Harrier: This week a ringtail was seen at Hartland Moor in Dorset on Sep 13
and another flew south past Spurn Point on Sep 15 (along with 16 Marsh Harriers
and 54 Kestrels)
Sparrowhawk: These are now on the move with 16 passing over Dungeness on
Sep 12 and 5 over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 18
Osprey: These are still present in Langstone and Chichester Harbours but at least
one left on Sep 17 (flew south from Portland)
Spotted Crake: One had been in the Kent Stour Valley from Aug 10 to 18 but the
only other report from southern England so far is of one 'possible' on St Mary's in
the Scillies on Sep 11
Moorhen: I was surprised to see one swim for several metres under water in the
local Brockhampton Stream when I disturbed it on Sep 16
Common Crane: One arrived at Cuckmere Haven near Beachy Head on Sep 18
where it was last seen near the cliff edge. Other than the imported youngsters that
are being nurtured at Slimbridge (reported on Aug 9) this is the first report from
southern England since February
Golden Plover: On Sep 17 one was seen at Farlington Marshes after one had
been seen at Bracklesham (near Selsey) on Sep 16 and two at Warsash on Sep
11. Flocks of up to 350 are already on the north Kent coast
American Golden Plover: On Sep 16 Bernie Forbes and Dave Smith were birding
the Fishbourne Channel area near Chichester when they heard the call of an
American Golden Plover flying over and spent one and a half hours searching for
it, eventually finding it at the mouth of the Lavant stream but within a few minutes of
locating it a Peregrine flew over and flushed all the birds from the area - needless to
say the plover was not re-found.
Sanderling: A flock of 212 were on the Pilsey Sands (Thorney Island) on Sep 11
Curlew Sandpiper: 17 were at the Fishbourne Channel in Chichester Harbour on
on Sep 16 but the record count remains the 38 at Slimbridge on Sep 11
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: On Sep 14 the RBA website gave a national total of 11
of these in Britain but the only southern birds have been in Devon, Cornwall and the
Scillies
Black-tailed Godwit: The biggest flock of Icelandic birds reported this week was of
270 birds in the Fishbourne Channel of Chichester Harbour on Sep 18 (no doubt
there are flocks in excess of 1000 European race birds to be found in north Kent)
Grey Phalarope: On Sep 15 the RBA website gave a total of 8 of these birds
currently in Britain but (other than one in Christchurch Harbour on Sep 16) they
were all in Devon or further west
Mediterranean Gull: The current hotspot for these is the fields behind the
Brownwich Cliffs where 626 were seen on Sep 18

Ring-billed Gull: The bird which has been sporadically seen at Christchurch
Harbour since Aug 6 has this week been revealed to have been spending most of
its time in the Dorset area of the Avon valley and on Sep 15 it ventured into the
Hampshire part of the valley
Terns: The majority of these seem to have now left but Black Terns are still
numerous with 20 at Dungeness on Sep 14 and 15 there on Sep 17. One was in the
Lymington area on Sep 18
Guillemot: The first reports since March (other than an odd sighting off Portland on
Aug 1) came this week with one at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 11 and a count of
9 off the French coast (Brittany) on Sep 17. During the week there were also odd
sightings of one or two Razorbill in the Solent
Turtle Dove: The last in southern England seems to have been at Arlington
Reservoir near Beachy Head on Sep 11 but there was still one in Belgium on Sep
17
Cuckoo: One was at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 16 and at least two were in the
Netherlands on Sep 17
Short-eared Owl: Reports this week come from the Brighton area, Dungeness,
Christchurch Harbour and Yorkshire as well as Belgium
Swift: Singles were seen in Sussex and Kent on Sep 16 and in the Netherlands on
Sep 17
Kingfisher: One flew up the River Ems at Brook Meadow on Sep 16
Hoopoe: One at Dungeness on Sep 14
Wryneck: I think more Wrynecks have been reported in southern England this
autumn than for many years and on Sep 14 the RBA website said there were 9
currently in Britain. Locally the bird in field on the east side of the Hayling Coastal
Path opposite the steps which give access to the north of the Oysterbeds area gave
good views to many between Sep 13 and 16
Hirundines: Lots of these this week. The biggest count of Sand Martins was just
1000 at Dungeness on Sep 12 where 20,000+ Swallows were also seen that day.
The peak count of House Martins was of 10,000+ at Sandwich Bay on Sep 14 and
on Sep 18 Geoff Culbertson watched a huge flock emerging from their overnight
roost at Herne Farm (a modern housing estate on the east side of Petersfield) some had roosted in a tree, others on the roof of a house. The birds were seen at
08:24 (at a guess this was when the sun had just warmed the air) and they had all
vanished within ten minutes
Passerine migrants: The peak counts for these during the week have been ...
Tree Pipit 19
Meadow Pipit (15,000 at Spurn Point and another 5431 at two other sites)
Red-throated Pipit 1 in Cornwall

Rock Pipit 3
Yellow Wagtail 99
Citrine Wagtail 1
Grey Wagtail 21
Alba Wagtail 125
Dunnock 33 (Netherlands)
Robin 15
Nightingale 1
Black Redstart 1
Common Redstart 10
Whinchat 7
Wheatear 120
Ring Ouzel 1
Grasshopper Warbler 2
Sedge Warbler 12
Reed Warbler 4 (very few of these this autumn)
Lesser Whitethroat 11
Whitethroat 150
Garden Warbler 1
Blackcap 500
Wood Warbler 1
Chiffchaff 225
Willow Warbler 60
Goldcrest 11
Firecrest 2
Spotted Flycatcher 10
Pied Flycatcher 3
Coal Tit 177 (Netherlands)
Blue Tit 440 (Netherlands)
Great Tit 94 (Netherlands)

Swainson's Thrush: One on Fair Isle on Sep 15 was the earliest ever arrival in the
British Isles
Song Thrush: Four flew in off the sea at Christchurch Harbour with two Mistle
Thrushes on Sep 17
Redwing: First mention this autumn is of one in the Netherlands on Sep 18
Yellow-browed Warbler: One seen in Belgium on Sep 19 seems to be the very
first of the winter
Shrikes: Up to four Red-backed in England this week plus one Lesser Grey in the
Scillies and the first Great Grey of the winter in Belgium. Also a single
Woodchat Shrike somewhere in Britain.
Jay: Massive numbers moving on the continent with a peak of 554 at one
Netherlands site on Sep 18 plus 1535 more at 20 other sites that day
Brambling: First of the winter in Germany on Sep 12 followed by one in the
Netherlands on Sep 15
Siskin: A few (max 12) reported from Dungeness, Durlston and Christchurch
Harbour this week with 2478 reported at a German site on Sep 12
Twite: First report of the autumn is of 6 at a German site on Sep 18
Lapland Bunting: On Sep 13 the RBA website reported a national total of 280
birds and they have been seen at 14 different southern sites including Farlington
Marshes (four present on Sep 18) and Lymington Marshes
Snow Bunting: First report of the winter is of one in Cornwall on Sep 17
Reed Bunting: Christchurch Harbour had 49 on Sep 17 but this species is still
scarce in southern England
Corn Bunting: One at Beer Head in Devon is giving excitement in that county
Escapees: A House Finch which is normally a resident species in Mexico was
seen and heard singing in Cornwall in May and then moved to Devon in June. This
is almost certainly an escaped cage bird but hundreds of twitchers have been
pestering the residents of East Prawle in Devon recently, stirring up the local 'Home
Guard' to the point of denying them access to any properties where the bird may be
seen (though if you are lucky you might get a glimpse of it at the Piglet Stores!).
Everyone believes the bird is a phoney but it seems to be of great importance to the
twitchers to get in on their lists in case the species is ever regarded as a migrant!
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawkers and Common Darters were both seen at Rye Harbour on Sep
18 and these are the only species reported during the week
Butterflies

21 species seen during the week excluding the Pale Clouded Yellow but including
...
Clouded Yellow: These were seen at six coastal sites during the week with
Hope Gap near Seaford being the only place to have more three (all the
others were singles)
Pale Clouded Yellow: Just one reported from the Netherlands on Sep 13
Browh Hairstreak: Still bing seen at five sites during the week with three
seen in the Burgess Hill area on Sep 12
Brown Argus: Still flying on Sep 12 when one was seen on Portsdown and
two at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon valley
Chalkhill Blue: One also seen on Portsdown on Sep 12 with a later sighting
near Seaford on Sep 13
Painted Lady: Just one report of two at Dungeness on Sep 12
Wall Brown: On the wing at Durlston as late as Sep 15
Moths
Amblyptilia acanthadactyla (Plume Moth): Several emerged inside a
house in Sussex from caterpillars feeding on potted Geraniums
September Thorn (1915 Ennomos erosaria): The first of the year seen at
Steyning on Sep 11
Light Emerald (1961 Campaea margaritata): Another first at Steyning on
Sep 11
Convolvulus Hawkmoth (1972 Agrius convolvuli): Four reports from
Portland and one from Durlston this week
Hummingbird Hawkmoth (1984 Macroglossum stellatarum): Three
reports this week
Hedge Rustic (2177 Tholera cespitis): First of the year in the Rye area on
Sep 13
Lunar Underwing (2270 Omphaloscelis lunosa): Also a first at Rye on
Sep 13
Frosted Orange (2364 Gortyna flavago): Another first taken at Portland on
Sep 15
Clifden Nonpareil (2451 Catocala fraxini): Best report of the week - one
seen on a wall at Crowhurst near Hastings on Sep 16 but thought to be a Red
Underwing until it slightly opened its wings the next day to reveal the blue on
the hindwings
Caterpillars: A moth evening at Steyning on Sep 11 attracted two local
residents who had recently seen and photgraphed Death's Head

Hawkmoth caterpillars on their potato plants. There were also three more
finds of Elephant Hawkmoth caterpillars with one find showing that they do
appear on Rosebay Willowherb as well as Fuchsias.
Other Insects
Glow-worm larva: One was seen in the Beachy Head area on Sep 7 and its
photo was posted on the Sussex Butterfly Conservation website with a plea
for someone to identify it (which was done this week)
Rosemary Leaf Beetle: One reported at Dungeness on Sep 13
Bush Crickets: Speckled, Grey and Dark all seen this week
Forest Bug: 8 seen on a fence at Rye Harbour on Sep 14
Box Bug (Gonocerus acuteangulatus): One seen at Rye Harbour on Sep
14. This rare species has started to spread from its original only site (Box Hill
in Surrey) and was new to Sussex in 2002
Western Conifer Seed Bug: Seen at Dungeness on Sep 11 and 13 (new
arrivals from the continent?) with a more unexpected find in Fareham on Sep
13. Also reported from Thanet on Sep 14
PLANTS
Creeping Yellowcress: An unexpected find flowering in an arable field in Stansted
East Park on Sep 17
Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima): Flowering on the causeway to the Black Point
Sailing Club on Hayling on Sep 11
Field Pennycress: All but one of the plants found in Juniper Square (Havant) on
Sep 11 had been mown with the roadside grass by Sep 16. Another single plant
found in a field at Stubbermere near Southleigh Forest on Sep 17
Common Milkwort and Fairy Flax: Both still flowering in the Watergate area north
of Walderton (Ems valley) on Sep 18. Black Bindweed also seen here still in
flower
Early Dog Violet: Several flowers of this seen in the Havant Eastern Road
cemetery on Sep 14
Lesser Sea Spurrey: Flowering at the Nore Barn site west of Emsworth on Sep 15
and 17
Cut Leaved Cranesbill: One plant still flowering in the East Park at Stansted on
Sep 19 (Germander Speedwell was also flowering nearby)
Bush Vetch: One freshly flowering plant at Racton in the Ems valley was a
surprise on Sep 17
Yellow Flowered Strawberry: The first two flowers since January were out in
Juniper Square (Havant) on Sep 16

Dwarf Spurge: Several flowering plants found in the stubble field at Conigar Point
(Warblington Farm) on Sep 15
Hemlock: Just one freshly flowering plant on the Budds Farm shore on Sep 16
Autumn Gentian: This got a mention at Durlston on Sep 12 for the first time since
Aug 3 - the species seems to be having a poor year
Wild Clary: The plants at Christopher Way in Emsworth are still producing new
flowers
Field Woundwort: Several plants flowering in the stubble of the Conigar Point field
at Warblington on Sep 15
Nettle-leaved Bellflower: Two plants still flowering in Woodlands Lane at
Walderton on Sep 17
Small Teasel: The only local colony which I know of (at the road junction at Racton
in the Ems valley) still had white flowers on at least one of its flowerheads on Sep
17
Butcher's Broom: The first flowers of the new season were out on these plants at
Warblington Farm on Sep 15
Saltmeadow Cordgrass (Spartina patens): A small clump of this American plant
has mysteriously arrived on Thorney Island where it is, I think, the only foothold that
this species has anywhere in Europe - thanks to Brian Fellows for unearthing this
information
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fungi: Honey Fungus gets its first mention for this autumn with a report from
Durlston on Sep 14 as does the lovely Amethyst Deceiver which I saw in
Southleigh Forest on Sep 17 with the bright red caps of Russula emetica (The
Sickener). Also seen on Sep 17 in the East Park at Stansted was the Yellow
Fieldcap (Bolbitius vitellinus) and at the Stansted Sawmill I not only saw a mass
of fresh Sulphur Tuft but also a tree stump covered with Psathyrella piluliformis
(Common Stump Brittlestem). The most intriguing find of the week was made by
John Sawtell on a roadside earth bank below a couple of Yew trees at the junction
of Emsworth and Bellair Roads in Havant (just east of the East Street bridge over
the Billy Line). John had seen several fungi pushing up through the layer of Yew
'needles' on this very dry bank and asked me if I could name them. When I saw
them on Sep 18 I did not recognise them so I collected one specimen for
examination at home where I decided that they were probably an Agaricus species
but the brown colour of the cap was untypical so when I found that Agaricus lanipes
had a brown cap, usually grew under Yews, and was of the right size (Cap 9cm and
stem 10x2cm) I investigated that species further. I found that it was uncommon but
has been found across the south of England (only some half dozen records for
Hampshire) and that its flesh colour should change from white to red on cutting
(which my specimen did when cut its stem, though not the cap). I then took some
photos and sent them with my notes to the Hampshire Fungus Recording Group to
see what they thought - I have not yet had a reply but will hopefully have an expert
opinion for next week's summary.

Other reports of fungi this week come from Durlston where Yellow Stainers could
be seen on Sep 18 and where, on Sep 14, Dead Mans Fingers and Candlesnuff
were seen. Going back to my Stansted trip on Sep 17 I was puzzled by the bright
orange colour of a tiny fungus on a dead Beech log - I have put a photo, not my
own, in my Diary entry for that day to indicate the colour and the source of that
photo helps to confirm my eventual opinion that this was Hypoxylon fragiforme
(Beech Woodwart) which does vary greatly in colour with age (ending black) but
which I have never before found showing such a bright colour. Finally I added
Bushing Bracket to my Stansted finds that day.
After writing this on Sep 19 I found the first Parrot Waxcap on my lawn to mark the
opening of the season for these species of which several usual appear on my lawn
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Sat 18 Sep
Mystery fungus in Havant
This morning I went to look at some fungi which I had been made aware of by a
friend and found a species that I could not identify but which may be Agaricua
lanipes which is uncommon.
The fungi were growing on a roadside earth bank at the junction ot Emsworth and
Bellair Roads (just east of the East Street bridge over the Billy Line here in Havant).
They were growing under a couple of Yew trees and the toadstools were pushing
up through a thick layer of Yew leaves (needles) under which there may have been
wood chip mulch (something well known to carry exotic fungi to strange places).
My initial guess was that they were an Agaricus species but the colour of the cap
was brown (not white) which limited my search and brought me to A. lanipes which
is of the right size and shape (my specimen had a cap 9cm across and a hollow
stem roughly 10 cm tall by two cm wide) and had two further features tending to
confirm my guessed id - Lanipes likes to grow under Yew and its white flesh stains
red when cut (and I got a distinct red after cutting the stem.
I am currently awaiting an opinion from the Hampshire Fungus Recording Group to
whom I have sent the photos shown below (taken after I had 'dissected' the
specimen!)
Fri 17 Sep
A cycle ride via Stansted to Walderton and back via Westbourne
Better weather suggested a long ride to places I have not visited so far this year
starting out through Denvilles and the Hollybank Woods into Southleigh Forest
where I began to find fungi including the bright red caps of Beechwood Sickener
(Russula emetica) and what I think was a single example of the Amethyst
Deceiver (Laccaria amethystea) though I did not stop to look closely. Yellow
Pimpernel was also flowering here.
After crossing Woodberry Lane I stopped to look at more fungi, in particular a
cluster of tiny bright orange growths on a large old log (probably part of a
Beech trunk). These were of various shapes and sizes and I collected one of the

largest which was about 1cm long but only a few millimetres across and looked a bit
like a brightly coloured caterpillar with uniformly bright orange upper parts but with
a white belly. Looking at it under the microscope back at home I found it was
composed of many tiny jelly like globules firmly 'glued' together and I think this was
an example of Hypoxylon fragiforme at an early stage of its development during
which it will change colour and eventually become black - the illustration below is
taken from a Google Image with an impossibly long URL (which is why I have
copied it to my own website!) and it is the nearest I can find to the bright colour
which I saw. The pale pink 'balls' in the same picture are the same fungus at a later
stage.
Carrying on down the very bumpy track which at the bottom of the slope passes
Stubbermere pond I stopped at the field gates just beyond the pond and had a look
for plants both in the arable field to my left and the grass to my right. Nothing in the
arable beyond a lot of Field Madder and in the grass I found several reminders that
it too was arable not many years back (a flowering plant of Rape, lots of Small
Nettle and one plant of Field Pennycress). In the past I have found Treacle
Mustard (Erysimum cheiranthoides) here.
Reaching the main Forestside Road at the Stansted Sawmill I turned left and
noticed lots of fresh Sulphur Tuft growing on tree stumps just inside the Sawmill
fence with one stump covered in a similar sized but different fungus which was
Psathyrella hydrophila (now I think known as P. piluliformis).
Nothing else until I was in the East Park where I stopped at around SU 768107
where a footpath starts off going southwest across arable fields from the main
(Monarch's Way) track from Stansted House to Woodlands Lane. In the past I have
found the remains of Spreading Hedge Parsley here but not today though I did
find Creeping Yellow Cress, Field Forget-me-not and Cut-leaved Cranesbill all
still flowering. At the track cross-roads where Woodlands Lane starts I paused to
have a look at the start of the field footpath leading northwest through a crop of
Maize towards Lumley House but could find nothing of interest beyond a much
increased colony of Cockspur Grass. At the gates across the track where
Woodlands Lane starts I found that modern technology had arrived with a press
button system which seems to operate the electronically locked gates across the
track, presumably to keep unwanted vehicles that have come along Woodlands
Lane from trespassing into the Stansted property?)
Woodlands Lane had a couple of plants of Nettle-leaved Bellflower still flowering
and Blushing Bracket fungi on the fallen stem of a Willow. From the steep slope
down to Walderton I watched a Buzzard soaring over the village below and at the
road junction where the road to Stoughton branches off I saw fresh Marsh
Woundwort in the dry bed of the River Ems. Following the river south I stopped
again where Hare's Lane branches off towards Funtington and here I scored a tick
for my flowering list with one flower head still with its white flowers on the Small
Teazel which hides under the trees at this road junction.
Turning right to take the minor road to Aldsworth I had another unexpected flower
with Bush Vetch but by this time I was thinking of my tea and only made one more

stop on the way home. This was at the Wild Clary site beside Christopher Way (off
the New Brighton Road in north Emsworth) - although none of the flowers was fully
open several plants had newly opening buds and owed their lives to blue painted
stakes at either end of the area where they grow which had kept the council
mowers away (they had claimed the one plant which I saw on my previous visit - it
had dared to grow just west of the protected plot!). From here I went along the
footpath to Bellevue Lane and I am pretty sure that the mass of young leaves which
I saw at the foot of the brick wall on my left as I entered this path marked yet
another new site for Shining Cranesbill.
Thu 16 Sep
Around Havant in the morning
A roundabout route to the Havant shops this morning took me through Juniper
Square where I had found a cluster of around a dozen Field Pennycress plants
growing on roadside grass - yesterday the Council grass mowers had been here
and removed all trace of the cluster bar one plant close to a wooden fence hopefully that will survive and show us its distinctive seeds in due time. Close by I
had some recompense in finding the first two flowers seen since January opening
on Yellow Flowered Strawberry (their site is in a slight hollow and the mowers
had passed above them). Still in Juniper Square I found Ivy flowers starting to
open and to attract insects (these are the first I have found since those in the East
Pallant which started to open a week ago) and Small Flowered Cranesbill was
still flowering in two places.
Reaching Park Road South I added Black Horehound flowers to my list and in the
Homewell spring the Brackish Water Crowfoot was still flowering as was Wall
Lettuce on the wall outside Homewell House.
Around Budds Farm in the evening
After an early tea I cycled to the Brockhampton stream on the far side of Budds
Farm and found Meadow Sweet freshly flowering before I stopped on the second
bridge to look for Kingfisher. No Kingfisher but I did have the odd sight of a bird
swimming out under water from below the bridge I was on and making for the
shore several metres downstream - I guessed it was a Little Grebe (though I have
never seen one here before) but was proved wrong when the bird emerged on the
shore and dashed into cover flicking the distinctive tail of a Moorhen.
At the junction of the Brockhampton and Hermitage Streams (by the gravel quay) a
lone Canada Goose was on the shore with a drooping broken wing and on the
bank Japanese Knotweed was in full flower. Continuing along the Budds Farm
shore I heard Turnstone flying off and saw Hemlock re-flowering.
Reaching the Budds Farm pools viewpoint I found Swallows, Sand and House
Martins in the air above 21 Canada Geese and a variety of other wildfowl Mallard, Gadwall, Shoveler, Tufted Duck and Teal with Little Grebes and Coot
on the water and a Little Egret in the trees. From here I cycled a little way up
Southmoor Lane to the rough ground north of Penner Road where there was a
great display of Hedgerow Cranesbill and Large Flowered Evening Primrose.

Returning to the shore a dog walker did me a favour by putting up a flock of more
than 20 Yellow Wagtails in the old IBM Playing Fields and I saw more of these in
the South Moors proper where a Kestrel was perched on one fence post with a
Wheatear on another (afterwards I saw two more Wheatears plus a male presumably migrant - Pied Wagtail on the shore shingle). The power lines over the
north part of the South Moors held a moderate sized flock of Starlings (the first
gathering of them here that I have seen this autumn). My only other note made on
the shore was of Sea Campion in flower.
Back in Langstone village I found two species of fungus growing on the roadside
of Longmead Gardens but have so far failed to identify either, and while in this area
I confirmed that the Least Yellow Sorrel was still flowering in the usual place.
Highlights from the internet
My daily scan of the internet in search of news for my weekly summary gave me
several items of interest.
Red-rumped Swallow seen in the Sway area of Hampshire today
Ring Ouzel in the Test Valley yesterday
Rye Harbour had its first Brent Goose of the winter yesterday but I see that
Barry Yates has his doubts about its origin, adding a question mark after
writing .. "it was very confiding and hungrily eating the saltmarsh plants after
its long flight (?)" My guess is that this was a bird that had summered in
Britain but had made a longer than usual flight in reponse to its instinct that it
should be migrating at this time of year.
18 of the flock of 20 Glossy Ibis that have been at Budleigh Salterton in
Devon since flying there from Spain on Sep 7 flew along the south coast to
stop again at Dungeness on Sep 13
An unusual occurrence in an Emsworth garden pond is noted in Brian
Fellows' website - on 8 July this summer a tiny bird, just out of the nest,
fell into the pond and was swallowed at one gulp by a Golden Orfe
(large Goldfish) - Brian has a photo showing the chick's legs still protruding
from the fish's mouth. The fish has shown no ill effect from this unusual meal.
Today's bird sightings recorded as unsual on the Trektellen website include
197 Sooty Shearwater at Cap Gris-nez while yesterday's include 38
Leach's Petrels off Argyll in Scotland, the arrival of the first Pink-foot
Geese (745 at Spurn Point in Yorkshire where 54 Kestrels also passed
through), the first Brambling of the winter in Germany. On Sep 14 the
western isles of Scotland saw their first Pale Bellied Brent arrive from
Iceland or Greenland (276 on North Uist)
Wed 15 Sep
First flowers on Butchers Broom and some arable weeds
This morning I did a circular walk starting from Warblington Church and heading
along the shore to Nore Barn before returning along the field path.

The shore had very little to offer in the way of birds - the only observation of any
note was of five young Shelduck in the outflow of the main Warblington stream but it did produce a good show of arable weeds among the wheat stubble of the
field behind Conigar Point. The first new flower seen here was Field Woundwort
and the commonest was Field Madder while the one giving me the most
excitement was Dwarf Spurge which I came across in a couple of places. I also
found several more of the multi-stemmed plants of Sun Spurge and the leaves of
Sharp-leaved Fluellen. While here I heard one Yellow Wagtail flying over and
later I met a dogwalker who had recently seen a big flock of what must, by her
description which included long tails with white outer tail feathers, have been
Yellow Wagtails (in this field and on the shore) though she thought they were
Corn Buntings.
At Nore Barn I looked for Greater Sea Spurrey on the small salting east of the
wood - no flowers of that seen but there was one flower of Lesser Sea Spurrey
near the picnic bench here.
Walking back I found flowers on the Butchers Broom plants at both of the two
kissing gates on the 'Church Path' at the start of the Warblington fields - these
flowers will almost certainly continue to be seen from now right through the winter
and into next spring and I regard them as the very first of next year's flowers. In the
grassy field used by dog walkers between the two kissing gates there is a hollow
below an oak tree just north of the path - the hollow often becomes a pond but is dry
at the moment - and there is a great mass of both pink and white-flowered plants
growing in the hollow. The relatively few white flowered plants are almost certainly
Pale Persicaria and the pink flowered would seem to be Redshank but in the past
I have found the glands on the stems just below the flowers showing that they are
actually the pink flowered version of Pale Persicaria (and the absence of dark
blotches on the leaves confirms this). I had forgotten to take my hand lens with me
so I collected a couple of flowerheads to look at when I got home but when I did
look I could see no sign of the expected glands. Next time I go by I will have another
look at more specimens! Among the plants in this damp hollow I saw the only
butterfly of the day - a single Speckled Wood - and also a fair amount of Marsh
Cudweed (I had been surprised to find a plant of this growing beside the path in the
area north of Nore Barn wood well before reaching the Warblington fields).
My last note was of freshly flowering plant of Hybrid Water Speedwell in the main
Warblington stream seen immediately after going through the third kissing gate on
this route.
Tue 14 Sep
Very early Early Dog Violet and more about Spurges
Cycling to Havant Health Centre this morning I found Leigh Road covered with
Conkers blown down from the Horse Chestnut trees by the strong wind and
passing the Havant New Lane allotments on my way home I gathered typical
specimens of both Petty and Sun Spurge for further study after yesterday's study
of them in cyberspace. I then made a brief diversion through the Eastern Road
Cemetery where the single flower of Common Dog Violet (with its thick, whitish,
flower spur) was still to be seen and, without much expectation of finding them, I
walked round the area that will be carpeted with Early Dog Violets next March.

Pleasingly I found at least five of these in flower, seeing their distinctive narrow,
pointed, violet spurs and adding a new species to my September flowering list.
After lunch I joined the Professor who had sparked yesterday's discussion of
Spurges for a look at the site where he had found the unusual specimens. With
permission to access the site secured by a friend of the Professor who lives in
Glenleigh Park adjacent to the market garden site in question we walked round part
of the market garden but failed to find any of the unusual specimens collected there
a month ago (though we found several 'normal' specimens).
Also seen here were flowering plants of Black Nightshade, Pale Persicaria and
Small Nettle among other arable weeds and at the edge of the field there were still
a few flowers on Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea (there were also still white flowers
on crop Pea plants in the field). Best find, however, came after we had left the field
and were standing at the dead end of Glenleigh Park road where, at the foot of
bramble bushes, there was a great display of the leaves of Shining Cranesbill,
giving me a second site for this plant in Havant and one that is not likely to suffer the
regular attention of Council Weedkillers (who do their best to eliminate the plants in
the twitchel path between Pook Lane and Wade Court Road)
No Brent Geese yet
Last year the first returning migrant Brent were seen, both at Dungeness and at
Gatteville across the Channel, on Sep 14 and more reports came in daily after that
date with the first small flock of 16 arriving in Langstone Harbour on Sep 16. In
2008 the first report came from Thanet in Kent on Sep 12 and a flock of 48 was in
the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Sep 14.
Today is Sep 14 and I can find no hint of any migrant Brant anywhere in the North
Sea or English Channel areas and with a deep low pressure system currently
moving east over the North Sea (confronting any birds emerging from the Baltic
with strong headwinds) it would seem that the very earliest the first Brent will reach
England is Sunday Sep 19
Mon 13 Sep
Spurge id and Trees in the Bellair Road area
This morning I had a phone call from a friend asking me to comment on the identity
of a Spurge plant on behalf of Professor of Pharmacy who is doing a study of the
chemical differences between plants of the same species growing in different areas
(I guess this is akin to the studies of DNA used to determine - with a fair degree of
accuracy - which village a particular human was brought up in). The study of
Spurges is only valid if the specimens taken from different locations are all of the
same species (in this case Sun Spurge (Euphorbia helioscopia) is the species
being studied) and the specimen in question had features which made its id as Sun
Spurge dubious. In particular the dubious specimen did not have the single erect
stem which is normally seen in Sun Spurge below the point at which the normal
plant divides into five rays each supporting a flower head - the specimen I was
shown had two extra 'stems' branching out from the main stem close to its base and
then curving up to support additional flower heads in a more bushy structure than
ususal. Further, the final 'umbels' terminating each stem did not all have five rays
(one had 'four and a half', most had four and I think one only had three).

Some years ago I had come on a similar cluster of Spurge plants in a harvested
arable field and believed I had found a different species (probably Broad-leaved
Spurge (Euphorbia platyphyllos)) but when I sought expert opinion I was told the
plants were Sun Spurge but were indulging in the variation in growth that many
plant species experiment with during a second growth period in autumn after
growing true to type in the spring (some books state that it is impossible to be sure
of the id of certain species after the beginning of August)
Back at home after looking at the specimen I did a Google search on each of the
three species that were contenders for the id of the specimen and the first thing that
I found was that the most comprehensive account of Sun Spurge was illustrated
with a drawing of a plant having the 'extra stems' coming from the base of the main
stem. It also had a magnified illustration of a seed with a ridged surface similar to
the surface of a seed from the specimen viewed through my hand lens. The
reliability of any info taken from a web page is always open to question and this
page was from a Russian source but I had no reason to doubt that it gave a good
account of the species.
I then had a look at descriptions of Petty Spurge (Euphorbia peplus) but, among
other reasons, ruled it out because all sources agreed that no umbels of this
species had more than three rays. Subsequently I gathered fresh 'normal'
specimens of Sun and Petty Spurge and saw a very distinct difference between the
flowers of the two species - Spurge flowers are complex combinations of male and
female elements but all include some form of crescent shaped structure which
supports the sexual parts. In Petty Spurge this crescent has long, sharp 'horns'
which do not occur in the reduced crescent of Sun Spurge and those 'horns' were
not present in the specimen under discussion.
I finally checked Broad-leaved Spurge (which is rare and which I have never
come across in the field). All the information on the web suggested a plant which
looked nothing like the specimen under discussion - Broad-leaved has broader
leaves and much longer and thinner sections of bare stem.
For reference the web pages I looked at were ...
1. http://www.agroatlas.ru/en/content/weeds/Euphorbia_helioscopia/
This is a Russian website but gives a good general account of the species and
shows that the stem can branch at the base. It also accounts for the 'five rays' to
each umbel by saying "Each main ray branches into 3 secondary rays, which in
turn branch into 2 tertiary rays"
2. http://www.bioimages.org.uk/html/p3/p31103.php
This magnified picture of a Sun Spurge seed looks very much like what I saw on the
example from the specimen plant
3 http://www.bioimages.org.uk/html/p2/p28773.php
This general view of a Sun Spurge plant has the jizz of the specimen
4. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euphorbia_peplus
This general account of Petty Spurge does not have the jizz of the specimen and

the account says "It has green flowers in three-rayed umbels"
5. http://www.plant-identification.co.uk/skye/euphorbiaceae/euphorbia-peplus.htm
The text of this page emphasises the distinction between Petty Spurge (having 2 or
3 rays at the main/lowest division of the stem) and Sun Spurge (having 5 rays at the
main division)
6. http://species.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Euphorbia_platyphyllos_Sturm27.jpg
The whole jizz of all the accounts of Broad leaved Spurge which I looked at was
wrong for the specimen
Unusual trees in the Bellair Road area
On my way home from looking at the Spurge specimen at my friend's house in the
Bellair Road area (which opens off the East Street/Emsworth Road immediately
east of the bridge over the old Billy Line) I took the opportunity to have a look at
Havant's only specimen of Cork Oak growing in the garden of 12, Pine Grove
and then (on info from my friend) headed north up Connaught Road where a
Ginkgo tree (Ginkgo biloba with its distinctive two lobed leaves looking
somewhat like an all green butterflies with their wings held out horizontally) grows
in a garden on the east side at the south end. Continuing north and turning west
into Montgomery Road I passed a large specimen of a Strawberry Tree in a
garden on the south side and then turning south into Bellair Road saw a big False
Acacia (Robinia pseudoacia) currently flowering on the east side (I think in the
same garden as the Strawberry Tree).
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My regular source of Devon Birding News dried up at the beginning of this year
but I am pleased to see that the Devon Birdwatching and Preservation Society now
has someone prepared to gather the local news and put in on the web at
http://devonbirdnews.blogspot.com/
Another aspect of reporting sightings was highlighted this week when
describing the location of a particular ant hill on which Wryneck droppings had been
seen last year and were found again this year (though the bird was not seen). I am
certainly not in favour of broadcasting precise locations of birds nests or
encouraging people to trespass on private land but providing a general location
for a sighting certainly helps me to put news into geographical context.
One of the problems in providing such location information is that place names
that are meaningful to one group of people may be unknown to the majority
of internet readers (and may be difficult for them to track down as the names do
not appear on standard maps).
By far the best way of indicating locations is by OS grid reference, a system
which allows you to be as vague or as precise as you feel is appropriate (from a
10km Square reference - e.g. SU 70 - through a 1 km reference - SU 7203 - to a six
figure reference - SU 688034 for the Point of Farlington Marshes - to an 8 or even
10 figure reference which can be pinpointed on both the OS map and the Google

satellite photo shown by the http://wtp2.appspot.com/wheresthepath.htm website.
(If anyone is still unfamiliar with the OS reference system they should look at the
guide provided by the OS and used by the Sussex Ornithological Society in their
procedure for submitting sightings - see
http://www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/oswebsite/gi/nationalgrid/nationalgrid.pdf )
The anthill which caused me trouble in locating it was said to be on north
Hayling at Creek Common but as no specific grid reference was given the HOS
Going Birding site gave a default map for north Hayling indicating the report related
to SU 7303 (Northney Marsh on the eastern shore of Hayling). A Google search for
Creek Common took me to a Hampshire CC 'Visitors Guide to Coastal Sites' (
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/coastpage/ourrole/visguide.htm ) as Creek Common is
the name of one of the sites (number 20 in this list) managed by the county. This
gives the location as "Creek Common: (SU 715 020) Hayling Island. Coastal
grassland/saltmarsh between Hayling Billy Coastal Path and Langstone Bridge.
Car park at North Hayling near filling station. Contact Tel: 023 9247 6411" This
defines the Oysterbeds area and the map ref is for a point well south of the
Oysterbeds by the Pill Box where the path from the bends in West Lane road meets
the Coastal Path. There is however a separate map (
http://www3.hants.gov.uk/coastpage/facts-figures/coastmap.htm ) showing the
location of each of the sites and it shows number 20 (Creek Common) at the site of
Northney Marina in SU 7204. These three points (in SU 7102, SU 7204 and SU
7303) hardly help to pinpoint the location of the individual ant hill (which I guess
was in the field at around SU 718037 (east of the Billy Line and south of the path
linking the Billy Line to the Langstone Bridge area though it may have been in what
I know of as the 'Hoopoe Field' at SU 717023).
Adding the reference SU 7103 to the sighting report would not have
endangered the life of the Wryneck and would have saved me a lot of time in
trying to find out where Creek Common (a name I had not previously heard
of) might be.
BIRDS
Divers: The time when we start to see them along the south coast is getting closer.
On Sep 6 three 'Diver Species' were off the German coast and on Sep 9 a
Black-throated was seen off Spurn Point as it headed south down the North Sea
Grebes: One report of a Red-necked off the Netherlands coast on Sep 10 and on
Sep 8 one Black-necked was at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) with another
seen in Pagham lagoon on Sep 9. Two more Black-necked were seen on Sep 7,
one off the north Kent coast at Seasalter and the other off the French Normandie
coast
Shearwaters: On Sep 6 one Sooty was off Christchurch Harbour and on Sep 9
five were off Lands End and two off the Netherlands. Plenty of Balearic off the west
country (peak counts of 52 seen from Porthgwarra near Lands End on Sep 9 and
56 off Start Point in Devon on Sep 10 when there were 37 off Portland and 27 as far
east as Christchurch). At Pendeen on the north coast of Cornwall (just 7 miles as
the Crow flies from Lands End) a probable Little Shearwater was claimed on Sep
9. This would be the North Atlantic or Macronesian Shearwater (Puffinus

baroli) which breeds in the Canary and Cape Verde Islands, not the southern Little
Shearwater (Puffinus assimilis). The BTO had 59 records of the northern
species seen in British Waters up to 2007.
Shag: One flew past Selsey Bill on Sep 7 and one was seen from Sandy Point off
the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Sep 8
Little Egret: 167 came to roost at the Thorney Island Little Deeps site on the
evening of Sep 7 and on Sep 9 I counted 147 entering the Langstone Mill Pond site
(only 3.5 Km west of the Little Deeps). It is almost certain that both sites are in
concurrent use by a population of around 300 Little Egrets and there may well be
more that spend their nights in the Tournerbury Wood site on Hayling near the
mouth of Chichester Harbour
Grey Heron: On Sep 6 a group of five Herons flew past Berry Head (Brixham on
the south Devon coast) but much bigger movements have been reported from the
low countries - on Sep 5 one site in Belgium had 64 Herons while five sites in the
Netherlands reported 'remarkable' counts of 46, 41, 18, 6 and 5 Herons
respectively.
Glossy Ibis: On Sep 7 a field by the River Otter at Budleigh Salterton in Devon
acquired a flock of 20 young Ibis, several with rings showing they had come from
Spain, and another Ibis flew over Burton Bradstock in Dorset that day. On Sep 8 an
isolated bird flew over Lodmoor (Weymouth). The flock of 20 were still present on
Sep 11 and more had arrived in England on Sep 9 when five flew west over the
Thanet area of Kent and four went over Boscastle in Cornwall (while another turned
up in Kildare in Ireland)
Sacred Ibis: Just one at a Netherlands site on Sep 6
Spoonbill: 11 were in Poole Harbour on Sep 6 and 8 (and are probably still there)
with plenty of others around. One Sep 5 a Belgian site had 41 (with possibly just
over 100 at other sites in the Low Countries that day) and on Sep 7 one was in the
Scillies. On Sep 7 one flew over Lodmoor (Weymouth) and on Sep 8 two were seen
at Isley Marsh on the Taw-Torridge estuary near Barnstable in north Devon. On
Sep 9 one was in the Thanet area of Kent and on Sep 10 one spent the day at the
Thorney Island Great Deeps
Geese: These are gathering into large flocks and moving to winter quarters. At
Pulborough Brooks 300 Greylags and 550 Canadas were present on Sep 5 with
53 Greylags at Eastleigh Lakeside on Sep 8 and 39 Greylags at Mansbridge (just
north of Southampton) on Sep 10. Also on Sep 10 a couple of Snow Geese turned
up at Titchfield Haven. The appearance of a single Brent at the entrance to
Chichester Harbour on Sep 8 provoked a confident claim that the first migrant had
arrived but sadly there has been no further evidence of this and the bird is more
likely to have been one of the 15 summering birds seen in Chichester Harbour on
Aug 29 or one of those summering in Langstone Harbour (where one was also
seen from Farlington Marshes on Sep 8)
Shelduck: The flock of 10 Shelduck (mostly juveniles) which I saw off the
Warblington shore (between Langstone and Emsworth) on Aug 16 had grown to

19 birds when Brian Fellows saw them off Nore Barn (close to my sighting) on Sep
9. I do not know where the extra birds came from but I do know that some
Shelduck nest several miles inland (typically where a tree has fallen and created
a sheltered hole where its roots once were) and their young have a long and
hazardous journey to the coast on foot (crossing the A27 and the electrified railway
en route). Maybe the extra 9 birds are survivors of such journeys though they may
have come from Hayling to Thorney Island.
Wigeon: These are now present in our area in substantial numbers - 57 in
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 8 when 34 were seen at Farlington Marshes, 53 in
the Redbridge area at Southampton and 100 at Slimbridge by Sep 12. The
Thorney Island Great Deeps had 450 on Sep 10
Pintail: Only 8 at the Thorney Deeps on Sep 10 when there were 10 at Farlington
Marshes. The first of the autumn (8 birds) arrived at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 8
after 5 had been seen at Hook (Warsash) on Sep 6 and 12 ('probables' seen
distantly and presumably just passing through) had been reported at Gilkicker Point
(Gosport) on Sep 5
Shoveler: 27 were at the Lymington Marshes on Sep 9 and 74 at Rye Harbour on
Sep 11
Honey Buzzard: Sightings in southern England this week were on Sep 4 at West
Grinstead near Pulborough, on Sep 5 at Dungeness, and on Sep 7 in the Thanet
area of Kent
Montagu's Harrier: On Sep 6 a juvenile was still hunting the Downs in the
Balsdean area north of Rottingdean near Brighton (with another at Tresco in the
Scillies) and on Sep 9 a juvenile was hunting near Abbotsbury in Dorset
Osprey: On Sep 10 there may have been 7 of them in Dorset at various sites but
that day seems to have been the first since the end of July that one was not to be
seen over Thorney Island (a juvenile which flew south over the island on Sep 9 was
the last to be seen by Barry Collins). In Hampshire there were still at least three (at
Titchfield Haven, Blashford Lakes and Fishlake Meadows at Romsey) on Sep 10
Dotterel: This species was still to be seen in the Scillies and Devon on Sep 5 and 6
but the only report since then is of one in the Netherlands on Sep 8
Sanderling: 266 were roosting on the Hayling Bay shore on Sep 8 along with 250
Ringed Plover and 10 Dunlin
Curlew Sandpiper: Plenty of these around now with 2 at Farlington Marshes on
Sep 10, 2 at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 7, 3 at Rye Harbour on Sep 8, at least 6 on
the Lymington Marshes on Sep 8, 14 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 8, 10 by the
Fishbourne Channel at Chichester on Sep 7 and 38 at Slimbridge on Sep 11
Purple Sandpiper: First I have heard of this autumn was 1 at St Agnes (Scillies) on
Sep 7
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: Up to 4 on the Scillies this week

Black-tailed Godwit: Numbers on the south coast continue to build with reports on
Sep 10 of 200 at Farlington Marshes, 150 in the Fishbourne Channel near
Chichester, 119 at the Thorney Great Deeps and 79 at Yarmouth on the IoW. On
Sep 5 there were 144 at the Hook area near Warsash and they were still probably
there at the end of the week with other good but unreported flocks at the Lymington
Marshes and other sites
Greenshank: The WeBS count at the Thorney Island Great Deeps on Sep 10
found 107 Greenshank - the highest count I know of anywhere in the south this
year.
Wilson's Phalarope: One in the Kent Stour Valley on Sep 9 and 10 was a first ever
for the site. Singles were also seen in Cornwall (Hayle) on Sep 6 and the Scillies
(Tresco) on Sep 8.
Red-necked Phalarope: One was at Slimbridge from Sep 6 to 11 (at least)
Black-headed Gull: One caught the attention of George Spraggs on the south
Hayling shore on Sep 7 when he noticed it was flying with a Cockle attached to its
foot. This is not a unique occurrence - small waders regularly lose feet or even
whole legs when they accidentally step into the open mouth of a shell fish
(particularly a big one such as a Clam) and the shell fish naturally reacts to the
intrusion by immediately closing its shell. I remember being told of an incident at the
Langstone Royal Oak pub (can't remember the date) when a Gull was seen trying,
but failing, to take off from the water. A boat was sent to find out what the trouble
was and it brought back the gull with a large shellfish clamped to its foot. The bird
was taken into the back room of the pub and the mallet used for breaking open
Oysters was used to smash the shellfish without further damage to the gull which
then flew off into the sunset!
Terns: All regular species still being seen this week with 9 Little Terns off Gilkicker
(Gosport) on Sep 5, 3 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 9 and 64 at a Netherlands
site on Sep 10. At least 53 Black Terns were at a Netherlands site on Sep 11 with
2 off Portland on Sep 10 and one at Slimbridge on Sep 11. On Sep 10 the RBA
website reported two White-winged Black Terns, one in Cambridge and one in
Leicestershire
Razorbill: The first I have heard of on the south coast since the spring was seen at
Christchurch Harbour on Sep 6
Turtle Dove: A few still to be seen - the latest being one 'purring' at Durlston on Sep
10
Cuckoo: A few juveniles still around - on Sep 8 one was seen in the Langstone
village area and one at south Hayling. On Sep 9 one was at Climping (mouth of
River Arun) and on Sep 10 one was at Oare Marshes on the north Kent coast. On
Sep 11 one was in Belgium and one in Netherlands
Tawny Owl: I think these set up winter territories in the autumn and several reports
of these owls calling at night seem to indicate this has started. On Sep 9 George
Spraggs located at least two males and one female calling in the dark in the West
Town area of Hayling around his home

Short-eared Owl: One seen at Seaford Head near Newhaven on Sep 9. Others
had been seen there and at nearby Hope Gap on Sep 1
Swift: Latest report from England was of one in the Titchfield Common area near
Fareham on Sep 9 with others that day near Lewes and in Kent. On Sep 11 around
a dozen were still to be seen in the Netherlands
Hoopoe: Just one report this week from a garden in the Hill Road area of
Southampton on Sep 10
Wryneck: I have picked up at least 30 reports this week and the RBA site gave a
total of 45 birds in the UK on Sep 7
Sand Martin: 170 over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 9 and 200 over Titchfield
Haven on Sep 10
Swallow: On Sep 9 Spurn Point reported 18,250 coming south down our east
coast and on Sep 10 Dungeness had more than 12,000 passing over
House Martin: A few resident birds can still be seen over Havant but Sep 10
brought an estimated count of 5000 passing over Sandwich Bay in Kent
Richard's Pipit: When writing my diary entry for Sep 9 in which I queried the
identity of a 'big Pipit' seen in the Chidham area east of Thorney Island I ruled out
Richard's Pipit as the date was too early (they do not normally start to appear until
after mid-September) but sure enough one was reported in the Netherlands that
very day. Another thing learnt after the event was that the tail dipping behaviour of
my 'big Pipit' is unlikely to be diagnostic as the whole group of Wagtails and Pipits
are classified under the scientific name of Motacillidae and I have read that they get
that name because they all display tailwagging to a greater or lesser degree (the
name is apparently derived from the Latin for 'moving' or 'motion' (Mota) and the
Latin for tail (the name for the hair-like vibrating organs which act as 'tails' to drive
microscopic organisms through water is 'cilia').
Tawny Pipit: In addition to several near Continent sightings since mid-August it
seems one was briefly seen at the Lymington Marshes on Sep 2 (but in a private
area). Water Pipit in winter plumage was a good candidate for the id of my 'big
Pipit' but I have not seen any records of the species since March
Tree Pipit: Sep 8 brought 20 to Portland and 23 to Christchurch Harbour with other
sightings all along the coast this week
Meadow Pipit: Their passage is now under way with Christchurch Harbour having
119 on Sep 8 and Spurn Point having 5360 coming south on Sep 9. Rye Harbour
had 150 on Sep 10
Red-throated Pipit: The first and so far only mention of this species for the autumn
is of one in the Netherlands on Sep 9
Yellow Wagtail: Still plenty to be seen. On Sep 8 there were 50 at Farlington
Marshes and 25 on south Hayling, then on Sep 9 Climping (mouth of R Arun) had
150+

Grey Wagtail: More of these on the move with a peak of 28 seen at Sandwich Bay
on Sep 9 (three went over Sandy Point on Hayling on Sep 8)
Max counts for other passerines at the coast this week have been: Nightingale
1, Black Redstart 1, Common Redstart 17, Whinchat 56 (at Sandwich Bay on Sep
7), Wheatear 100, Blackbird 30, Grasshopper Warbler 11, Aquatic Warbler 1,
Sedge Warbler 70, Marsh Warbler 1 (trapped and ringed at Titchfield Haven on
Sep 5), Reed Warbler 25, Icterine Warbler 2, Melodious Warbler 1, Barred Warbler
(RBA give a UK total of 21 on Sep 7), Lesser Whitethroat 14, Common Whitethroat
250, Garden Warbler 3, Blackcap 500+, Wood Warbler 1, Chiffchaff 270, Willow
Warbler 60, Firecrest 5, Spotted Flycatcher 45, Pied Flycatcher 3,
Zitting Cisticola (or Fan-tailed Warbler): One in the Thanet area of Kent on Sep 9
Isabelline (Daurian) Shrike: One seen by many birders at Felicia Park in Gosport
on Sep 11 after being found by John Norton on Sep 10
Red-backed Shrike: At least five birds in southern England this week including a
juvenile at the Southampton Docks on Sep 8 and one seen for 20 minutes on the
Portsmouth North Harbour IBM site on Sep 10
Lesser Grey Shrike: One had been in Norfolk on Aug 17 and 18 and this week one
has turned up on St Mary's (Scillies) on Sep 8
Crossbill: At last some sign of a mass movement. On Sep 11 there were 93 at a
Belgian site and nine other continental sites reported a total of 129 more birds
Lapland Bunting: On Sep 7 the RBA site said there was a total of 92 birds in the
UK. Those in the south seem to have been in the Scillies, Cornwall or Kent
Ortolan Bunting: Among this week's reports were singles at Beachy Head and
Portland
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Still on the wing this week were Southern and Migrant Hawkers, Ruddy and
Common Darters plus (on Sep 4) one of the Willow Emerald Damsels which
have been in the Reculver area of north Kent since Aug 20
Butterflies
23 species still flying this week plus a reported Swallowtail on the continent.
The list included ...
Clouded Yellow: Between Sep 3 and 10 there were ten reports of sightings
at six coastal sites from Seasalter and Dungeness in Kent through Hope Gap
(near Seaford) and Mill Hill at Shoreham to Portland and inland in Hampshire
to Longstock on the River Test. No more than 4 were seen at any one site
Brown Hairstreak: Probably the last of the year in Sussex on Sep 6
Long-tailed Blue: One of these was photographed on Portland on Sep 8 but
only become known to the staff at the Bird Observatory when the photos

appeared on the 'I Spot' website set up by the Open University to encourage
the public to submit pictures they have taken for identification by experts - it
certainly worked in this case. To see the pictures submitted and the expert
comment go to http://ispot.org.uk/node/76244
Painted Lady: Seen at three sites in the Eastbourne area on Sep 4, 5 and 7.
The last sighting was of two on Seaford Head
Gatekeeper: Almost certainly the last was seen on Sep 4 at Hope Gap near
Seaford (with three Wall Browns also seen there that day)
Moths
Species which caught my attention this week were the first reports of Striped
Hawkmoth (Sep 8 and 9), six reports of Convolvulus Hawkmoth between Sep 4
and 9, one sighting of Hummingbird Hawkmoth on Sep 9, and finds of Privet and
Elephant Hawk caterpillars. Other macro moths of interest were Neglected
Rustic (a new species for the Portland site), Feathered Gothic at Portland where
Wood Carpet was also seen and Centre-barred Sallow (Thanet area of Kent).
Micros were Orange Swift at Dungeness, Catoptria falsella at Portland and
Palpita vitrealis (Thanet in Kent).
Other Insects
Bloody Nosed Beetle: 16 found at Seaford Head on Sep 7 along with a fast
running beetle larva which matches the picture of a Ground Beetle larva in
my Collins Guide to Insects but that does not help to tie it down to a species
Lesser Bloody-nosed Beetle: Two were found mating at Durlston on Sep 6
Oak Bush Cricket: My diary entry for Sep 7 describes how I found one of
these stuck to the lid of my Wheely Bin by the surface tension of a pool of
water holding down its wings and how I hopefully gave it a new lease of life
Shield Bug: While counting Egrets coming to roost at Langstone Pond on
the evening of Sep 9 a dull brown Shield Bug with reddish legs persistently
crawled up my trouser legs (luckily on the outside) doing this at least four
times until I managed to send it far enough away so that it did not return. It
was probably a Forest Bug but could have been Picromerus bidens (or
some other species!)
Western Conifer Seed Bug: The first report for this autumn of what may well
have been an insect which had just flown across the Channel and was
seeking refuge by coming in the open window of a house in Broadstairs
(Thanet) was made on Sep 7
PLANTS
Brackish Water Crowfoot (Ranunculus baudotii): Still a few flowers on the
plants in the Havant Homewell spring pool seen on Sep 11

Field Pennycress: A cluster of at least a dozen fresh plants had just sprung up on
roadside verge grass in Juniper Square in Havant when I passed on Sep 11 - just
one had seeds at this stage.
Greater Sea Spurrey: I was surprised to find a lot of this in flower at Nutbourne
Bay on Sep 9
Marsh Mallow: Plenty of this at the Cobnor Point site in Chichester Harbour on
Sep 9 but the flowers were past their best
Small Flowered Cranesbill: Still flowering on the road island where cars turn
outside Bosmere School at the southern end of South Street in Havant on Sep 11
Ivy: The very first flower of the season was out in Havant on Sep 10
Lesser Snapdragon or Weasels Snout: Fresh flowering on plants at the Havant
New Lane allotments on Sep 7
Grey Field Speedwell: Fresh flowering in my neighbours garden here in Havant
on Sep 9
Lesser Skullcap: Several plants in flower in Havant Thicket on Sep 6
Narrow-leaved Ragwort: I first came across this recent invader from continental
Europe a few years ago and on Sep 9 I found the plants still flowering at the same
site in Farm Lane at Nutbourne - so far this is the only site I know of for the species
in our area though it is continuing to spread in southern England
OTHER WILDLIFE
Seals: Last week 17 or 18 Common Seals were seen hauled up on the mud west
of Thorney Island in Chichester Harbour and this week Sep 10 brought a report of
16 Common and 1 Grey Seal there. The Grey may have been the animal that was
seen near Warsash on Sep 7 and described as a 'bull looking sick'. Another report
on Sep 10 came from the Camber area of Rye Bay where one Common Seal was
hauled out but this may well have come from the North Sea population 'round the
corner' of Kent.
Marsh Frog: On Sep 4 a birder at the Cliffe Pools in NW Kent was overtaken by
darknesss before he got back to his car and said that he was accompanied on the
final stages of his walk by a chorus of Marsh Frogs. While checking on the current
status of this species I found that it is one of three species of 'Green Frog' that
can be found in England (Marsh, Edible and Pool Frog) of which the first two are
introductions but the Pool Frog is thought to be native though it became extinct
here in 1995 but has since been re-introduced in East Anglia. Marsh Frogs are I
think still spreading in this country after first appearing in the Romney Marshes and
can be found in the Lewes Brooks by the Sussex Ouse, at Rainham Marshes in the
London area, in the Shatterford/Beaulieu Road area of the New Forest and as far
west as the Somerset Levels. The website of the Surrey group of the Amphibian
and Reptile Group tells us how this spread started. "In 1935 the wife of E.P.
Smith, MP for Ashford, wanted to surprise him with some edible French
frogs to put in the garden. Unfortunately French frogs were unavailable so she
bought some large Hungarian frogs instead. These promptly escaped from their

garden in Stone-in-Oxney and spread across the ditches of the Marsh with great
success: colonising the entire Romney Marsh area by the 1960s." (I wonder if the
cost of buying them went on the MPs expenses as with more recent 'water features'
in MPs gardens). Latest news on these Frogs can be found in the story carried by
the Daily Mail last month on Police time spent investigating 'noise nuisance'
caused by the Frogs in Essex (see
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1299853/What-waste-OUR-money-Now-p
olice-spend-time-launching-probe---noisy-FROGS.html )
Adder: Last week we had a report of an Adder at Durlston fattening up preparatory
to hibernation by swallowing a Mouse and this week another 'fat' Adder was
seen at Mill Hill (Shoreham) while Brian Fellows website carries news of dogs
being bitten by Adders - see his diary entries for Sep 5 and 6 at
http://www.emsworthwildlife.hampshire.org.uk/0-0-0-wildlife-diary.htm
Fungi: My Diary entry for Sep 6 lists fungi I found in Havant Thicket and on Sep 7 I
found a couple of Giant Puffballs in the Havant Eastern Road cemetery. On Sep
10 I see that the first Parasol Mushroom was seen at Durlston while on that same
day I found a troop of Collybia dryophila (Russet Toughshank) in my Havant
garden
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 30 - SEP 5 (WEEK 35 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Divers: The first Red-throated was seen off Dungeness on Aug 24 and this week
there have been sightings of two off the Netherlands and one in Geman waters.
The first Black-throated has also been reported in French waters near Calais
Grebes: 45 Great Crested were in Langstone Harbour on Aug 30 as autumn
dispersal brings them south. Single Red-necked were seen off the Netherlands on
Aug 28 and 30 while nearer home Black-necked have begun arriving in
Hampshire - on Aug 27 Jason Crook saw one in the Langstone Channel off the
Hayling Oysterbeds and on Aug 29 one was on Fleet Pond in north Hampshire,
probably using it as a staging post rather than a winter destination. On Aug 28 a
group of four were off Ouistreham on the Normandie coast of France and another
three off Le Clipon near Calais
Bittern: These seem to have been returning to south coast sites earlier than usual
this year. One was back at Lodmoor (Weymouth) by July 22 and one was seen to
arrive at the Oare Marshes in north Kent on Aug 1 (in addition to those which
already, I think, breed in Kent). Another reached Dungeness on Aug 2. This week
one was seen on Aug 30 at Hatch Pond in the Poole Harbour area of Dorset
Grey Heron: In more northerly countries (e.g. Iceland and northern Scandinavia)
Herons are migratory, flying south at this time of year, but in Britain they tend to be
resident but move about over large areas - during the breeding season I think they
will fly up to 40 miles from a Heronry to catch fish for their young and at this time of
year the young birds disperse to find somewhere that they can call their own and
not be subject to the wrath of older birds with established fishing rights (I have
heard of one youngster which persistently attempted to muscle in on the fishing

beat of an older bird being chased off and eventually killed by the older bird which
crushed the youngsters brain box with its own powerful beak). When not fishing
they are more gregarious and gather in groups (called 'Sieges' as they stand like
sentries, keeping a respectful distance from each other, around the established
safe place chosen to rest and digest their meals). In my experience the birds in
such a group come and go from the 'siege' site as individuals and in no sense
operate as a flock.
Reports of birds moving over coastal sites such as Portland show that August is a
month in which such dispersal is at a peak but this past month has seen more
reports than usual, culminating with two reports of apparent group 'passage'
movements. On Aug 31 a group of 21 birds were seen flying southwest in
V-formation over Blackfield village near Fawley on the edge of Southampton Water
(the reporter gave what I believe to be a wrong map reference in his entry on the
HOS 'Goingbirding' site - his reference SU4430 would place the birds over open
country to the west of Winchester while Blackfield village is centred on SU4401).
Then on Sep 1 a group of around 20 birds flew west over north Thorney and along
the Sweare Deep channel past north Hayling towards Langstone Harbour. I have
not come across similar reports in the past but wonder if a good breeding season
(or signs of a hard winter to come) has forced mass dispersal over a long distance
from somewhere to the north east of us (possibly as far away as Scandinavia?)
White Stork: Over in Europe these birds are now leaving for their winter quarters Sep 4 bought reports on the Trektellen site from ten locations in the Netherlands
and Belgium which covered a total of 318 birds (assuming no duplication) and with
a minimum count of 112 going over a single site in the Netherlands. As with most
migratory species some individuals do not have as good a sense of direction as
others and this may account for a sighting of 2 adult White Storks at Sutton
Bingham reservoir in Somerset on Aug 31 - further proof of their poor sense of
direction came when these two flew on north the following morning.
Brent Goose: Still no hint of migrant arrival but Aug 29 brought a sighting of 15
summering birds in the Thorney Island area
Wigeon: These are starting to arrive in southern England - 30 had been seen at
Dungeness on Aug 27 and this week another 30 were in Pagham Harbour on Aug
31 while Pulborough Brooks on Sep 1 reported the overnight arrival of 30 there.
Three were seen at Sandy Point on Hayling on Sep 1, 17 were at Hook near
Warsash on Sep 2 and 24 were at Brading Marshes on the IoW on Sep 3
Teal: Pagham Harbour had 150 on Aug 31 and Pulborough Brooks had 120+ on
Sep 3 with other sites reporting smaller numbers.
Pintail: 17 were seen in Pagham Harbour on Aug 31, two were over Sandy Point
on Hayling on Sep 1 when at least one had reached Hook near Warsash (8
Shoveler were also new at Hook that day).
Pochard: On Sep 1 a pair were 'new in' at the Breech Pool on the north wall of
Pagham Harbour

Fudge Duck?: On Aug 30 I had a brief view of a bird sleeping on the eastern pool
at Budds Farm which drifted out from the poolside cover before vanishing back into
it. I only had a rear view but that showed the large bright white undertail patch which
(with the overall dark colour of what I could see of the rest of the plumage)
suggested this might be the regular Pochard x Ferruginous hybrid back again for
the winter
Goosander: A hint that these are now on the way south comes from the Trektellen
site reporting 8 on Sep 3 at a site in Fife (Scotland) where they are not usually seen
Honey Buzzard: Reports on the Trektellen website show large numbers of Honey
Buzzards moving through southern Spain towards the straits of Gibralter where
they will cross to Africa - 355 moved over Mirador de las aquilas on Aug 28 and on
Sep 2 the number recorded there was up to 475. I was aware that many of these
come from Scandinavia and Trektellen has proof of this with a count of 714 passing
over a site close to Lubeck on the German Baltic coast on Aug 28. Very few of
these are seen in southern England but this week one went south over
Christchurch Harbour on Aug 30 while on Sep 1 singles were seen over
Pulborough Brooks, Poole Harbour and Sandy Point on Hayling. On Sep 2 one was
seen over Birling Gap (Beachy Head) and another over the Pagham Harbour visitor
centre.
Hen Harrier: The only report from southern England so far remains the one seen
near Seaford in East Sussex on Aug 24 but this week one was over Normandie in
France on Sep 1 with three over a Netherlands site on Sep 4
Montagu's Harrier: On Aug 30 a juvenile was seen over the Sussex Downs near
Woodingdean in the Brighton area and on Sep 1 one was seen in the Scillies
Merlin: One was seen in the Fishbourne Channel area near Chichester on Sep 2
when another was seen at Durlston
Spotted Crake: Two had been seen in the Kent Stour Valley between Aug 10 and
18 but no more have yet been reported in southern England though up to four were
in the Netherlands on Sep 1 and 2. We did however have a single Corncrake seen
in the Scillies on Aug 31
Avocet: The winter flock in Poole Harbour was up to 165 birds on Aug 31 (after 46
on Aug 10) and one of the passing birds was at Farlington Marshes on Aug 31 and
two were a Titchfield Haven on Sep 4 (62 adults and 15 juveniles were seen there
in June)
Stone Curlew: A single bird was seen at Portland on Sep 2 on its way south
Dotterel: This week gave me nine reports of this species seen on passage on both
sides of the channel. One was heard as it flew over the north Kent coast on Sep 3
and on Sep 1 Cornwall had 2 while the Scillies reported 3. Top score was 10 at a
Belgian site on Sep 3 (with another one at a different site in Belgium that day)
Golden Plover: Walking around Thorney Island on Bank Holiday (Aug 30) Ewan
Urquhart came on 'flocks' of both Golden and Grey Plover with some still in
summer plumage

Knot: Jason Crook saw 3 at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 27 and 4 were seen at
the Fishbourne Channel while up to 40 were at the Lymington marshes on Aug 28
Pectoral Sandpiper: One had been seen at Bude in Cornwall on Aug 2 but the first
of this season in central southern England was one in Pagham Harbour on Aug 29.
Also on that day there was a 'probable' White-rumped Sandpiper at Rye Harbour
Bar-tailed Godwit: Pete Hughes (warden of Pulborough Brooks) took a day off on
Bank Holiday (Aug 30) to walk down the west side of Thorney Island during which
he saw the first substantial flock of around 100 Bar-tailed Godwits to be reported
in the Solent Harbours this aurumn
Red-necked Phalarope: Aug 28 and 29 brought reports of this species from the
north French coast and on Aug 31 juveniles were seen on Sheppey (north Kent)
and at Slimbridge on the Severn estuary (this latter bird was still there on Sep 3)
Skuas: A wave of passage birds moving south through the English Channel on Aug
30 gave a count of 445 Arctic off Cap Gris-nez in France with 3 Poms nearby at Le
Clipon, 8 Long-tailed off the Netherlands and 398 Bonxies at Cap Griz-nez plus
around 400 reported from other coastal sites in France and Netherlands that day we saw little of this movement (just 3 Bonxies at Dungeness that day with 1
Long-tailed at Sandwich Bay, 1 Pom on the north Kent coast and 14 Arctics at
Dungeness).
Ring-billed Gull: The first summer bird which has been at Christchurch Harbour
since Aug 6 was still there on Sep 3
Common Tern: Jason Crook tells us that the very last two chicks at the Hayling
Oysterbeds this summer flew off with one of their parents on Aug 27 to bring the
total that successfully fledged there this year to 82. There were still 7 adult Little
Terns in the area that day but as far as I know no young Little Terns fledged at
the Oysterbeds this year though a few may have done so out on the RSPB Islands
in Langstone Harbour and I think a few more fledged in Pagham Harbour and at
Rye Harbour though I have no substantiated figures
Black Tern: These are still passing through the English Channel in small numbers
(max 9 at Dungeness on Aug 30 with 26 at one Netherlands site on Aug 28).
Locally one was in Langstone Harbour on Aug 30
Turtle Dove: One was still to be seen in Christchurch Harbour on Sep 3 with at
least 2 in the Netherlands on Sep 4
Cuckoo: Six reports this week (all presumably of young birds making their unaided
way south) include one on Studland Heath in Dorset on Aug 30 and one at
Sandwich Bay on Aug 29
Short-eared Owl: One seen in the Seaford area near Newhaven on Sep 1 was the
first I have heard of this autumn
Swift: 20 new reports this week show that they have not yet left us - latest in
England was one at Eastleigh Lakeside on Sep 3 with a couple seen in Belgium on
Sep 4. Jersey had 15 on Sep 1 and there were 35 at Reculver on the north Kent
coast on Aug 28

Kingfisher: One was seen on the Langbrook Stream beside the Langstone South
Moors on both Aug 30 and Sep 1
Hoopoe: One was still at Climping near the mouth of the R Arun on Aug 30 and on
Sep 1 on was at The Lizard in Cornwall after one at Lands End on Aug 30
Wryneck: 20 reports this week all along the south coast from Cornwall to Kent with
up to 8 at one Belgian site on Sep 1. Locally one was seen on Thorney Island on
Aug 30 by Barry and Margaret Collins along with Redstarts, Whinchats, Spotted
and Pied Flycatchers and of course an Osprey with a large Mullet in its talons
Sand Martin: Sep 2 and 3 saw a major movement of hirundines including an
estimated 1100 Sand Martins over Christchurch Harbour and 1000+ over the
Downs north of Worthing
Swallow: On Sep 2 Christchurch Harbour reported a day total of an estimated
15,000 with high numbers at several other sites
House Martin: Also on Sep 2 Christchurch Harbour reported around 2,200 House
Martins while a site on the Baltic coast of Germany had 3,358 fleeing Scandinavia
that day
Yellow Wagtail: 29 reports this week including estimates of 100 at Farlington
Marshes on Aug 30, 160 at Lodmoor (Weymouth) and 100 at Rye Harbour on Aug
31, then 90 at Titchfield Haven on Sep 3 when the Lymington Marshes had 80+ and
Hope Gap near Newhaven had 64
Fieldfare: The odd bird has been reported from the Netherlands since Aug 15 but a
report of 5 on the Baltic coast of Germany on Sep 2 is probably a first indication of
birds starting to leave Scandinavia
Grasshopper Warbler: Mark Cutts tells us that 34 were ringed at Titchfield Haven
on Aug 30 with another 26 on Sep 1
Chiffchaff: Numbers of most passerine migrants seem to be dropping off this week
but Chiffchaffs are only just starting to appear at coastal sites (Dungeness had
their first of the autumn on Aug 29). Willow Warbler counts of 100 or more have
been coming in since the beginning of August with 600 at Christchurch Harbour on
Aug 11 but none have exceeded 60 since Aug 18.
Spotted Flycatcher: Numbers of these are also on the increase this week with a
peak count of 50 at Cissbury Ring (north of Worthing) on Sep 3 after counts on Aug
28 of 28 at Durlston and 29 in Christchurch Harbour. Locally one was at the
Langstone South Moors on Sep 1
Coal Tit: The first mention of a 'continental Coal Tit' being seen in England this
autumn came from the Beachy Head area on Sep 2, the day after they began to
appear as 'remarkable' entries on the Trektellen website (49 at a Belgian site that
day and 131 at a Belgian site on Sep 2)
Red-backed Shrike: An adult female appeared at Biggleswade in Bedforshire on
Aug 29 and others have been seen this week at Dungeness, at Reculver on the
north Kent coast, and in Cornwall

Woodchat Shrike: On Aug 29 an adult was in the Scillies and on Sep 1 a juvenile
was near Helston in Cornwall
Starling: A flock of around 750 at Gilkicker Point in the Gosport area on Aug 31
was the first hint of the usual autumn flocks (often numbering thousands) which
normally appear along the south coast
Tree Sparrow: I was slightly dubious about the identity of a flock of 20 reported on
the Pevensey Levels on Aug 20 but others are now starting to appear. Two were
heard and seen in the Gosport area on Aug 30 and some were again heard on the
Pevensey Levels on Sep 4 when 15 were reported at a Belgian site.
Linnet: An autumn flock of around 100 has been seen in the Climping area on the
coast near Worthing with 50+ at Cissbury Ring on the Downs north of Worthing. I
don't anticipate a lack of Goldfinch this autumn but I fear we will not this year see
the large flocks of Greenfinch that once dominated our weedy sea coasts in
autumn
Lapland Bunting: Lee Evans on Sep 1 reported an 'unprecedented August
influx' of this species totalling more than 300 birds into our northern isles (Fair Isle,
Orkney, etc). Since Aug 23 I have also seen nine reports of the species in Cornwall
and the Scillies with a peak of 6 birds in the Scillies on Aug 30 though only singles
in Cornwall
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Species seen this week have been Southern and Migrant Hawkers, Ruddy and
Common Darters, the rare Willow Emerald damsels in north Kent and Small
Red-eyed Damsels at Dungeness. The only surprise item was the finding of a
Migrant Hawker caught in the bird ringers nets at Titchfield Haven on Sep 1 (I
believe it was released unharmed)
Butterflies
28 species seen this week (excluding the Swallowtails!)
Silver Spotted Skipper: There were still 70 to be seen on Brading Downs (IoW) on
Aug 30
Swallowtail: On Sep 1 and 4 these got a mention on the Trektellen bird migration
site after being seen at sites in Belgium and the Netherlands
Clouded Yellow: Singles seen on Portland on Aug 30 and 31, on Thorney Island
on Aug 31 and at Mill Hill (Shoreham) on Sep 3
Brown Hairstreak: As many as 49 were seen by a party searching for them at the
Steyning Rifle Range on the Downs west of Steyning on Aug 28
Small Blue: A second brood usually emerges in mid to late August but I have only
seen three reports of the species since the first brood tailed off on Aug 11. Two of
these were in normal downland habitat but one on Aug 30 struck me as odd since it
was seen on the beach of Pevensey Bay to the east of Eastbourne - the report on
the Sussex butterfly site read .. "We went for a relaxing family walk across
Pevensey Bay beach to Sovereign Harbour and back. I was suprised to find
butterflies on the actual beach. There were loads of Small White, two Small
Blue, two Small Tortoiseshell and one Painted Lady, as well as a caterpillar
walking across the path".

Silver Washed Fritillary: Four separate sightings this week with the last being
near Horsham on Aug 31
Marbled White: One seen as late as Sep 1 at Bartley Heath in north Hampshire
Ringlet: Another late sighting of two near Basingstoke on Aug 31
Moths
Very few new reports this week but among them are four more sightings of
Hummingbird Hawkmoths on Aug 30 and 31. The Rye Bay website has a picture
of a pretty micro found there on Aug 31 and previously only known to me by its
scientific name Evergestis extimalis but now accorded the English name of
Marbled Yellow Pearl ( see the entry on http://rxwildlife.org.uk/ for Aug 31)
Other Insects
See http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/30/bixley-wood-2/#more-14266 for some
hoverflies found by Sam Smith in the Rother Valley woods near Rye on Aug 30
Ichneumon species: On Sep 4 I had close views of a female Ichneumon (sex
shown by her possession of a needle-like ovipositor sticking out from her rear end)
in my garden and I thought that the red colour of her legs would allow me to identify
her but all I found out was that there are around 6000 Ichneumon species in
Britain
Common Wasp: Further evidence that these are having a good year came when a
nest of them was discovered during cut back of vegetation at Brook Meadow in
Emsworth on Sep 1
Striped-winged Grasshopper and Great Green Bush Cricket were both seen at
Durlston on Aug 30
Wasp Spider: Females still to be seen on their webs when I was on Portsdown on
Sep 3 but as I said in my diary entry .. "they will soon be laying their eggs in what
look like small pink paper Japanese lanterns hung from an arch created by
joining together the tops of a group of tallish grass stems" (after which the females
die)
PLANTS
Violets: Single unseasonable flowers were seen on both Sweet and Common
Dog Violets in the Havant area this week
Rose Campion (Lychnis coronaria): Still flowering near Gunner Point (south
Hayling) on Sep 2
Thyme-leaved Sandwort: Flowering on Portsdown on Sep 1
Hare's foot Clover: Still in full flower on south Hayling shore on Sep 2
Purple Loosestrife: Taking a path (which I have not used before) between Peter
Pond and Gooseberry Cottage in the Brook Meadow area of Emsworth on Sep 1 I
found a great display of Purple Loosestrife alongside water in the garden of
Gooseberry Cottage and Brian Fellows says that the species is now spreading into
Brook Meadow
Tamarisk: These have suddenly started to flower again along the harbour shores
Pepper Saxifrage: This is only now flowering alongside the Hayling Coastal Path very late this year
Japanese Knotweed: This too has only just started to flower but this is a more
expected time to see this species
Pale Toadflax: Still in full flower on south Hayling - see the photos with my diary
entry for Sep 2

Skullcap: The delightful blue flowers of this species could still be seen on Sep 2 in
the brickwork of the canalised stream passing the front doors of the cottages in
Lumley Road at Emsworth just south of the rail line
White Comfrey: When walking through Brook Meadow at Emsworth on Sep 1 I
passed a couple of plants in the north meadow whose very white looking flowers
suggested that they were White rather than Common Comfrey and I was puzzled
as this plant is one of the first to flower each year (in 2009 the first flowers were out
in Havant on March 3 and the last were seen on June 1). On reflection I recall
having the same thought about the Common Comfrey in Brook Meadow in
previous years (the flowers there seem much whiter than those at other sites) - it
must be something 'in the water'.
Sheep's Bit: Unexpected flowers seen on the Hayling shore south of the Golf
Course on Sep 2 were the small bright blue balls of this species
Autumn Ladies Tresses: This last orchid species of the year normally starts to
flower at the end of July but this year I heard of none until Aug 22 when it was seen
in the garden of Redlands House at Emsworth and then on Aug 23 at Durlston. I did
not see any for myself until Sep 3 when I found 18 spikes in the short grass of
Portsdown above the Paulsgrove Chalk Pit.
Water Lettuce (Pistia stratoides): This seems to be the name of the plants which
Brian Fellows found floating on the water of the Chichester Canal near Hunston on
Aug 24. I had never heard of this species until it was suggested by Anne de Potier
and the id has been tentatively accepted by the new Plant Recorder for West
Sussex (Paul Harmes). I had suggested that the plants might be the dreaded
Water Hyacinth which clogs waterways worldwide and I understand that Water
Lettuce can also increase out of control if left to its own devices so I suspect the
plants will not be on view for long!
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: While I was watching for Egrets coming to roost at Langstone Pond on the
evening of Sep 1 I had close views of a young Fox which had presumably reached
the age at which it was no longer a playful cub but was now having to fend for itself.
No doubt it was spurred by hunger but it seemed to have little knowledge of how to
catch itself a meal - first it came right out into the open to within 20 metres of me,
then - when I turned to look at it - decided that was unwise and began patrolling the
field edges in the hope of picking up a fresh scent of prey. Eventually it disappeared
into the thick undergrowth on the pond side of the field fence. I did not see any
further outcome and I did not have a camera with me but luckily Steve Copsey did
when he was on the Meon Canal Path alongside Titchfield Haven and had a similar
close encounter in better light. You can seen one of his pictures at
http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/uploads/a/amigo1/24555.jpg and maybe that will
encourage you to make the Three Amigos blog one of your favourites as it is one of
mine ( http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo )
Maybe another young Fox had been learning the hard way what was good to eat
and what was not and was the cause of the 29 inch long dropping found in an
Emsworth garden on the morning of Sep 2 - see
http://www.emsworthwildlife.hampshire.org.uk/0-0-580-dropping-zz-garden-02.09.
10.jpg for the picture that appears on Brian Fellows Emsworth community website.
The straight line across the open lawn is typical of a Fox trail

Common Seal: An estimate of 18 Seals hauled out on mud around Thorney Island
on Aug 30 shows that the colony there is thriving. Another report of one seen off
Seaford Head (just east of Newhaven) confirms what I have heard from other
sources recently - namely that Seals travel long distances from their home base (I
think there are no other breeding colonies of Common Seal between Chichester
Harbour and East Kent)
Adder: Most reports of Adders at this time of year are of them basking in the sun or
sliding away into cover when disturbed by our heavy footfalls alerting them to our
presence but a more realistic observation of their lifestyle came from Durlston on
Aug 31 when one was seen swallowing a Mouse
Fungi: Most interesting find of the week was made by John Goodspeed in grass
under the Hampshire Wildlife Trust stall at the Emsworth Show on Aug 30. He
concluded that it was almost certainly Cyathus olla, one of the 'Bird's Nest
Fungi', but thought the grassy site was wrong for this species which is normally
found on more or less bare ground. I certainly came to the same conclusion about
the id and was not so concerned about the habitat (I remember once telling
someone who had found fungi growing from the bare shingle of the Hayling
shoreline that there was almost certainly a bit of driftwood hidden below the surface
of the shingle and the fungus which should have been growing on deadwood in
woodland had been transported to the beach by wind and tide without killing the
fungus within the wood). Maybe in the current case some sandy soil had been
imported to fill in a hollow in the surface of the ground used for the show and that
the grass had subsequently grown over it.
Below is a reduced image of one of the three or four fungi found and photographed
by John - he said they were no more that 1 cm high as can be seen by the size of
the blades of grass.
For those unfamiliar with Bird's Nest Fungi this is what I said about them in replying
to John (not knowing that he was already familiar with them). "This is one of three
'Bird's Nest Fungi' that you might come across and I am pretty sure it is Cyathus
olla. See http://www.rogersmushrooms.com/gallery/DisplayBlock~bid~5342.asp
for a resonable picture and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyathus_olla for a
description of their life cycle They start off as little round lumps, develop into
bowl-shaped structures which are at first covered with a whitish skin over the top
like an orchestral Tympani drum.. The skin splits and rain drops fall into the
cunningly shaped 'bowl' which send the raindrop down its inner side and under the
'eggs' in the centre of the 'nest'. The eggs are bundles of spores and there is a
mechanism to prevent them being ejected by rain before they are 'ripe' - this is a
'rubber band' holding each egg to the base of the nest and until the spores are ripe
this absorbs the energy of the rain and pulls the 'egg' back into the nest. When ripe
the elastic band snaps at its base, the 'egg' shoots up into the air with the remains
of the band trailing behind and hopefully this band catches onto some vegetation so
that the 'egg' is left dangling in the air where it bursts and scatters the spores on the
wind. All this to save growing to a respectable height like gilled fungi on which the
spores are at the right height above the ground when they fall from the gills!! As
with all fungi they continue to change shape and colour throughout the time they

are above ground - I think yours are old and have scattered their eggs and what is
left has become blacker than normal illustrations would show.
Other fungi seen by me this week have been Brown Rollrims in a couple of
places, Field Mushrooms at several sites and Fairy Ring Champignons at one
site. A more interesting fnd of my own was made in grass under Oak trees in St
Catherine's Road on Hayling on Sep 2. Unfortunately a vehicle had run over part of
this large boletus but from what was left I concluded it was probably Boletus
appendiculatus
On Sunday Sep 5 I found my first Weeping Widow toadstools in a Botley garden
where some fresh brackets at the base of an oak tree seemed to be beginning to
develop the shiny top surface of Lacquered Bracket
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 23 - 29 (WEEK 34 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: The first to appear in the English Channel this autumn was off
Dungeness on Aug 24
Sooty Shearwater: A few seen off Dungeness, Portland and Cornwall this week
Short-tailed Shearwater (Puffinus tenuirostris): A 'probable' claimed off
Cornwall on Aug 26. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Short-tailed_Shearwater for
culinary uses and cooking time of this most abundant bird of Australian waters
where it is known as the Mutton Bird. At this time of year it should be in the north
west Pacific and I can find no records of previous sightings in British waters
Leach's Storm Petrel: One off Cornwall on Aug 22 seems to have been the first to
join the many Storm Petrels and occasional Wilson's Storm Petrel seen there
earlier this month
Shag: One at Sandy Point (Hayling) on Aug 23 shows that this species has
dispersed for the winter
Great White Egret: Last week we had the first report of one back at the Blashford
Lakes near Ringwood on Aug 16 but the only other sighting there has been on Aug
27 when the bird was seen to have a ring confirming that it is the regular visitor to
this site - no doubt it will settle down there soon
Purple Heron: One was seen to fly over the Christchurch area of Dorset on Aug 28
but it is not known to have settled anywhere
Brent Goose: The first migrant arrivals are expected in mid-September (last year
the outrunners arrived on Sep 14 and the first flock in Langstone Harbour was seen
on Sep 18) but we always have a few sightings of summering birds as they come
out of hiding around now and I see that 4 were seen in the Pilsey area east of
Thorney Island on Aug 21

Wigeon: Although a few birds have already started to return (three flew west along
the north Kent coast on Aug 17) a count of 30 flying west past Dungeness on Aug
27 is the first substantial indication of their return
Teal: These are now coming back in large numbers. On Aug 24 more than 60 were
at Lodmoor (Weymouth) with 30 seen in Pagham Harbour that day and on Aug 27
Dungeness reported 66 passing west.
Hooded Merganser: When an unringed drake was found at Weymouth in June
2008 there was a lot of interest in it but when it was still lurking there in May of 2009
it was relegated to 'plastic' status and I saw no more reports until now when what I
assume to be the same bird was reported at Radipole on Aug 26
Honey Buzzard: One flew south to sea from Portland on Aug 27
Black Kite: One reported ove Porthgwarra near Lands End in Cornwall on Aug 27
Montagu's Harrier: A juvenie reported at Porthgwarra in Cornwall on Aug 26
Osprey: 13 reports from nine sites this week include one over Langstone Harbour
on Aug 26, the long staying birds at the Lower Test (Southampton) and Thorney
Island, and possibly as many as four in Poole Harbour on Aug 27
Merlin: Further sightings of birds returning for the winter come from Rye Harbour
on Aug 24 and Portland on Aug 27
Stone Curlew: One seen briefly early in the morning of Aug 24 at Rye Harbour
where it had dropped in on its way south.
Ringed Plover: The presence of 210 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 27 indicates
a substantial return to the south coast
Dotterel: A juvenile was seen in the Sennen area of Cornwall on Aug 26 on its way
south
Knot: A big movement of returning waders took place on Aug 23 taking 776 Knot
west past Dungeness along with 57 Ringed Plover, 440 Grey Plover, a Curlew
Sandpiper, 266 Sanderling, 72 Dunlin, 190 Bar-tailed Godwits, 71 Whimbrel, a
Redshank and 113 Turnstones
Red-necked Stint: There are several Little Stints around at the moment
(including at least one at Farlington Marshes and two at the Lymington Marshes
this week) and what was thought to be another was seen at Ferrybridge
(Weymouth to Portland) on Aug 27 but a close look at photos of it subsequently
proved it was a Red-necked Stint and thus a first for Dorset and for Portland
(Red-necked breed in the far east of arctic Eurasia and should then head down to
the west coast of the Pacific). See some of the photos and the basic facts are on
the Portland website at http://www.portlandbirdobs.org.uk/aa_latestnews.htm
(entry for Aug 27) but do follow the link from there to 'The Bagsy Blog' ( at
http://bagsy-thecaptainslog.blogspot.com/ ) written by the finder of the bird and
providing further proof (along with the Three Amigos) that the Navy have a special
talent for making wildlife entertaining for all.

Curlew Sandpiper: Now showing at many of the usual sites where it spends time
in the autumn (this week at Farlington Marshes, Lymington Marshes, Christchurch
Harbour plus Dungeness and Sandwich Bay)
Ruff: This week there have been four at Pagham Harbour, five at Christchurch
Harbour and I think a total of six at the Lymington Marshes on Aug 23
Black-tailed Godwits: At the end of this week there were 177 at Hook (Warsash)
on Aug 27 and 274 at the Lymington Marshes on Aug 28.
Bar-tailed Godwit: Pagham Harbour had some 120 on Aug 26
Grey Phalarope: After reports of singles in the Scillies on Aug 15 and Cornwall
(Pendeen) on Aug 23 one has been seen in Chesil Cove (Portland) on Aug 26
Pomarine Skua: The first two of autumn passage were off Titchfield Haven on Aug
21 with one off Portland on Aug 23 and another off Selsey on Aug 26. Since then
one was seen off the north Kent coast (Reculver) on Aug 27
Arctic Skua: On Aug 26 two were seen from Titchfield Haven area and seven from
Selsey but so far we have seen nothing like the numbers off the Kent coast on Aug
27 when Dungeness had 123 and Reculver had 145 (Reculver also had 1
Long-tailed Skua that day)
Great Skua: Aug 27 also brought 70 Bonxies to Dungeness and 121 to Reculver
Ring-billed Gull: The bird which arrived back at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 6
was still there on Aug 24 and 26
Little Tern: 38 were seen off Dungeness on Aug 23 and on Aug 26 there were 5 at
Rye Harbour and 3 at Pagham Harbour
Black Tern: We are now at the peak of their autumn passage with 66 seen at
Dungeness on Aug 27 when 4 were at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood. On Aug
26 there was one at Ivy Lake Chichester, one at Titchfield Haven, two in Pagham
Harbour and five at Rye Harbour
Turtle Dove: A late bird was seen at Rye Harbour on Aug 28, the first to get a
mention for ten days
Cuckoo: Two young birds were seen at Arne in Dorset on Aug 23 after one had
been there the previous day
Swift: Still being seen in small numbers - 16 reports during the past week but none
of more than 10 birds (that over Titchfield Haven on Aug 27)
Hoopoe: One spent 15 minutes on a lawn at Merston (halfway between Chichester
and Bognor) on Aug 27 and what may have been the same bird was seen in the
Climping area near the mouth of the River Arun on Aug 28
Wryneck: On Aug 22 one was catching ants on a lawn at Plumpton near Lewes
and another was in the Ranvilles Lane area between Fareham and Stubbington.
Yet another was spotted on the Lymington Marshes on Aug 28

Sand Martin: Around 500 were over Ivy Lake at Chichester on Aug 23 followed by
multiple reports of flocks on Aug 27 (500 at Seaford Head and 'many' at Titchfield)
and Aug 28 (60 at Durlston, 70 at Climping at the mouth of the Arun, and 280 going
due south over Christchurch Harbour)
House Martin: On Aug 28 an estimated 1200 were over Seaford Head near
Beachy Head and a small party were feeding over my garden at first light that
morning before continuing south - in good years they would be having a third brood
and not leaving until October.
Yellow Wagtail: 34 reports in the past week seem to indicate that most of these
are now leaving us but the highest count among these was only 129 at Seaford
Head on Aug 28 (only exceeded by 200+ at Rye Harbour back on Aug 20). Locally
Aug 26 brought reports of 35 at Farlington Marshes, 60 on the Langstone South
Moors, 8 at Northney on Hayling and 20 at Hook (Warsash)
Grey Wagtail: A few of these are now on the move with counts of three birds each
over Climping, Seaford Head and Christchurch. White Wagtails are also starting
to get a mention (e.g. two at Portland on Aug 27) though inevitably most of these go
down as 'alba Wagtails' as they cannot be separated from the Pied.
Whinchat: 18 reports during the week with Seaford Head again having the peak
count of 11 (plus 78 Wheatears, also the week's top count) but Farlington Marshes
did have 7 also on Aug 28
Blackbird: These got onto the autumn migration list with 20+ at Beachy Head on
Aug 25
Melodious Warbler: Singles at Durlston on Aug 24 and at Sandwich Bay on Aug
28
Dartford Warbler: Simon Woolley was pleased to see a family group (1 adult with
two youngsters) when he was in the New Forest on Aug 27 and I was equally
pleased to hear of a juvenile being seen on Sinah Common (south Hayling) on Aug
24
Wood Warbler: One was seen at the Testwood Lakes near Southampton on Aug
22 and two were at Sandwich Bay on Aug 28 bringing the count of these elusive
birds seen on their way south this autumn to 12
Spotted Flycatcher: A group of around 6 were feeding in the East Park of
Stansted Forest on Aug 24 and on Aug 28 exceptional counts were recorded at
both Durlston (28) and Christchurch Harbour (29)
Red-backed Shrike: A young bird was at Dungeness from Aug 22 to 24 and
another was at Nanjizal in Cornwall (a cove within a mile of Lands End) on Aug 27
Goldfinch: Flocks are starting to be seen on clumps of seeding thistles - around 30
at Clanfield (these were actually said to be on Knapweed) and 39 at Titchfield
Haven, both on Aug 25
Bullfinch: One seen at Portland on Aug 27 was listed as a migrant

Lapland Bunting: First of this autumn was at The Lizard in Cornwall on Aug 23
Escapees: An unusual raptor seen hunting Merlin like low over the ground at
Farlington Marshes on Aug 25 was thought to be a Lanner
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Species seen this week include Small Red-eyed Damsel, Southern Hawker,
Brown Hawker (over Pevensey Levels), Migrant Hawker, Ruddy and Common
Darter.
More exciting was the discovery of two Willow Emerald Damsels at Reculver just
west of Margate on the north Kent coast - first seen on Aug 18th they were thought
to be the Emerald Damsel Lestes sponsa but luckily they were still there on Aug
20 when photographs were identified by Francis Solly and Barry Hunt as the very
rare migrant Lestes viridis. They were still present on Aug 28 when they were
found to be a male and a female (maybe the forerunners of a colony in Kent?).
Photos and details of this discovery can be seen on the Reculver website at
http://www.kentos.org.uk/Reculver/Aug2010.htm Wikipaedia tells us that this
species is to be found in southern and central Europe but is starting to colonise
Britain (first seen in Sussex back in 1980) and the latest news on this can be seen
at http://www.dragonflysoc.org.uk/hotnews.asp which tells of a find of more than 60
(including 5 mating pairs) on Aug 28 at a Suffolk site (Alton Water where they were
found last year) while four were at Strumpshaw Fen in Norfolk on Aug 22. A series
of photos can be found at http://www.dragonflysoc.org.uk/chvir.html (the species
was previously called Chalcolestes viridis) and these show the key id feature to
be a black 'spur' marking on the yellowish side of the thorax.
Butterflies
23 species seen this week including ...
Clouded Yellow: Just one report from Durlston on Aug 28
White Letter Hairstreak: One found in the Beckley Woods near Rye was the
first there for some years
Painted Lady: Seen at Durlston on Aug 24 and at the Pevensey Levels on
Aug 28
Small Tortoiseshell: Just three individuals seen this week at Old
Winchester Hill (Meon Valley), Iden near Hastings and Malling Down near
Lewes
Moths
Among the 49 species which I have seen reported this week the ones which caught
my attention were ...
The Vestal (Rhodometra sacraria). Seen at Rye Harbour on Aug 24 ( see
entry with photo for Aug 24 at http://rxwildlife.org.uk/ ). The species is an

irregular migrant from around the Mediterranean and has not been seen at
Rye Harbour since 2006.
Red Twin-spot Carpet (Xanthorhoe spadicearia): One of a long list of
species recorded in a garden at Friston near Eastbourne where Michael
Blencowe had set up his light at the special request of 'two young
entomologists'. Michael writes "The children were keen to see what moths
and other bugs lived in their garden. There were plenty of high-pitched,
excited screams as we opened the traps today. And the children seemed
mildly interested too" Perhaps the best find here was a Gypsy Moth
(Lymantria dispar) of which Michael writes .. "The highlight of the trap was
the incredible Gypsy Moth - the fifth record for Sussex this century. The
caterpillars of this moth are a serious pest in Europe and North America.
DEFRA ask that all records of this moth be reported to them - but look at that
cute face! - and those antennae! - do they seriously expect me to turn it in?
More details of this moth can be found at
http://www.fera.defra.gov.uk/plants/publications/documents/factsheets/gyps
ymoth.pdf and a lovely song by the late, great Hoyt Axton about it can be
found at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCF8EuPBGQs ." Michaels full
list and photos can be seen in the entry for Aug 22 on
http://www.sussex-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.html
Tamarisk Peacock (Chiasmia aestimaria): The first of this species to reach
Britain from south east Europe was found in Kent in 2004 and one which
turned up in Sussex on Aug 24 was said to be only the 5th to reach this
country. See Steven Teale's photo and entry for Aug 24 on
http://www.sussex-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.html
Convolvulus Hawkmoth (Agrius convolvuli): Two of these massive
migrants turned up this week - one at Portland on Aug 27 and another at the
Lymington marshes on Aug 28
Elephant Hawkmoth (Deilephila elpenor): A typical find at this time of year
was of one of the large, snake like, caterpillars of this moth on a Fuchsia bush
in a garden at Hook near Fleet in north Hampshire on Aug 19. They prefer
Fuchsia but can be moved to Greater Willowherb to prevent the Fuchsia
loving gardener from killing them.
Old Lady (Mormo maura): First report I have seen on this large and
impressive but drab coloured moth comes from Thanet in Kent on Aug 21
Other Insects
Common Wasp: These had become rarities in recent years but seem to
have made a comeback this year. On Aug 24 Brian Fellows spoke to
Conservation Volunteers clearing vegetation from the banks of the
Chichester Canal and they were complaining of having been stung by the
inhabitants of three Wasp nests which they had disturbed during the course
of their work that day. I was also told of a theme park which my grandchildren
had visited recently where there were Wasps everywhere, so much so that
the owners of the park had placed notices apologizing for the problem and

saying that the pest controllers were doing their best but were fighting a
losing battle (or words to that effect!). Interestingly they did not hear of
anyone being stung there and I think this agrees with my experience in the
past when Wasps would swarm around our picnics but would do us no harm
if we did not harm them (naturally they will defend their nests if we appear to
be trying to destroy them).
Hoverflies and Picture-winged Flies: Both Volucella zonaria and V.
inanis hoverflies were found in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on Aug 24 by
Bryan Pinchen during his insect survey. Bryan also found two rarer insects,
both Picture-winged Flies called Merzomya westermanni and Tephritis
divisa. Of M. westermanni he says it is Nationally Scarce and usually only
found on Hoary Ragwort, but sometimes on Common Ragwort. He swept
a single male into his net from the little bit of Hoary Ragwort present. Google
does not seem to know much about this species but photos and more info
about Tephritis divisa can be seen at
http://www.essexfieldclub.org.uk/portal/p/Species+Account/s/Tephritis%20d
ivisa Bryan says of this that it is a recent arrival to be found on Bristly
Oxtongue and that he swept a number of specimens from this plant. The
Essex Field club site tells us that the species was first found near Bognor in
Aug 2004 but that by Aug 2010 it was present at 18 sites in Essex though it
had not been found anywhere else except for Sussex - Bryan's find in
Hampshire may thus have added to their knowledge! The larvae of this fly
develop in the flowerheads of Bristly Oxtongue.
Red-tailed Cuckoo Bee (Bombus rupestris): Also found in Brook Meadow
on Aug 24 during a survey by Bryan Pinchen. For those who do not know the
difference between true Bumblebees (which work hard to build nests and
supply their young with pollen) and Cuckoo Bumblebees (which lay their
eggs in a true Bumbles nest and leave the true Bumbles to do all the hard
work of housekeeping and child rearing) see
http://www.bumblebeeconservation.org/bumblebees_id.htm which should
answer that question and help you to identify all the common species of
Bumbles and to distinguish males from females
Stag Beetle: A female was found dead in the street outside Hayling Library
on Aug 24. Although mostly seen in the early summer I have found a Stag
Beetle still alive in November.
Orthoptera: This is the scientific name of the group of insects which includes
Grasshoppers and Crickets and the Durlston Rangers log (go to
http://durlston.co.uk/ and select 'Durlston Today' ) for Aug 24 said .. "We are
just entering the best time of the year to see Grasshoppers and Crickets with
Grey, Dark, Oak and Great Green Bush Crickets found today along with
Meadow and Striped-wing Grasshoppers."
Leiobunum rotundum: I believe this to be the name of the common
Harvestman species of which I found several when clearing ivy from a wall
in my garden on Aug 26
PLANTS

Wall Rocket species: I found both the relatively common but small Annual
Wall-rocket and the less common and large bushes of Perennial Wall-rocket at
different sites in Havant this week. The latter are in full flower and can be seen in
the extreme east end of the Havant railway carpark south of the railway - go to the
area behind the disused signal box and look through the white railings for a bush
standing more than a metre tall and similarly wide with all its long branches bearing
large bright yellow flowers. Another bush can be seen on the gravel railway ballast
through the wire fence a few metres west of the signal box enclosure and small
young specimens are coming up on the carpark side of this wire fence.
Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus): A few flowers could still be seen among
masses of dead plants covered with seed pods on the 'Broadmarsh mountain' here
in Havant on Aug 24. The species looks set to flourish at this, its only known
Hampshire site, for at least another year
Yellow Loosestrife: On Aug 21 Brian Fellows found this still flowering by the Lake
in Leigh Park Gardens (Staunton Country Park) although the many plants in the
drier parts of this country park were well past flowering
Apple of Peru: This has re-appeared as a self sown casual in Juniper Square at
Havant close to where a large bush of it was rooted out a couple of years ago
Sharp-leaved Fluellen: I made an unexpected chance find of this in flower in the
built up area of Havant on Aug 17 close to the Lymbourne Triangle Wildflower
garden - the seed may have come from the introductions there but I have never
seen it in the wildflower planting.
Wild Clary: Brian Fellows tells me that the plants he found flowering in Emsworth
in July have started re-flowering and can be seen alongside Christopher Way near
its northern junction with New Brighton Road. It seems that Martin Rand thinks it
more likely that this is a genuine wild plant which has somehow survived here for
many years (perhaps 50? probably more) since the area may have been an arable
field rather than being the result of someone importing seed for their garden in
more recent years.
Nodding Bur-Marigold: A good colony of this was found by Brian Fellows on Aug
24 alongside the Chichester Canal. The plants were not yet in flower but the flower
buds were about to open
Water Hyacinth: Also found floating on the Chichester Canal were some leaves
which Brian Fellows did not recognize but which may have been Water Hyacinth if so they are unlikely to be allowed to remain there as this plant is notorious world
wide for the speed with which it can completely take over any water surface,
eliminating all other life on the water and causing a serious hindrance to any
movement of boats along the waterways - unfortunately the pretty flowers which it
bears make it a very saleable plant to gardeners with 'water features' and it then
quickly moves to natural water where it is not wanted.
Autumn Ladies Tresses: These last wild orchids of the summer are usually in
flower around the beginning of August but this year the first I have heard of were

seen at Durlston on Aug 23 and I understand that they were only just starting to
flower then in their regular sites in Emsworth and Hayling Island.
Cockspur Grass (Echinochloa crus-galli): This too has only just started to push
up through pavement cracks and similar sites where bird seed has settled and it
can now be found at many places in Havant and Emsworth (and no doubt
elsewhere)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Myotis Bats: In last week's summary I said that there had been a possible 'hearing'
of a Barbastelle during one of the recent surveys in the Emsworth area. I now
understand that there was no evidence for a Barbastelle but the name may have
been mentioned in talking about the difficulties of identifying some bat species
using sound only. There is evidence for the presence of Daubenton's Bat feeding
over the various channels of the River Ems but Daubenton's (Myotis
daubentonii) is one of a genus that has four other species which can sometimes
be confused when using a Bat Detector alone - Bechstein's (M. bechsteinii),
Brandt's (M. brandtii), Whiskered (M. mystacinos) and Natterer's Bat (M.
nattereri). See http://www.first-nature.com/bats/ for a quick introduction to these
and other bat species. Also see
http://www.northumberlandbats.org.uk/bats-in-northumberland/myotis which has
this to say about the Myotis (Mouse-eared) group of bat species ...
"This is a genus of similar looking and sounding bat species with varying
preferences and characteristics. There are 4 of them in Northumberland, but many
more across the world! Sadly Britain’s most recent extinction was the Greater
Mouse Eared Bat (Myotis myotis) in 1990. All of them have distinctly dark dorsal
(back) and pale / white ventral (tummy) fur. For a beginner bat-watcher, they are
not easy to tell apart. All have a strong preference for hibernating in caves,
mineshafts, icehouses and cracks in stonework where they will remain at a steady
cool temperature throughout the winter, they are noted to swarm in front of some of
these sites in autumn prior to hibernating. Unlike many other species they do
not have a particular call frequency, their call sweeps through all
frequencies very rapidly. Try tuning a bat detector to about 50kHz and listen
for tonal differences as described for each species, but sometimes even
computer analysis of their calls can’t correctly identify them, so just enjoy
them as Myotis bats!"
Snails: Recent rain and natural growth at this time of year have combined to bring
many snail species into prominence this week. When clearing Ivy from a wall in my
garden I found many bright yellow forms of the White-lipped Banded Snail
(Cepaea hortensis) and some of the plainer brown Strawberry Snails (Trichia
striolata) which have a distinctive pale white line around extreme rim of their
shells. Strangely I have so far seen none of the big Common Snails (Helix
aspersa). Presumably they are still in 'shut down' mode, hidden away in a cool
place and with their opening sealed to prevent loss of moisture during the summer
drought that we have almost forgotten!

Round-mouthed Snail (Pomatias elegans): This got a mention on the Durlston
Rangers daily log on Aug 27 and that reminded me to keep a look out for it if I visit
the 'Ladies Walk' on the east side of Stansted Forest. Towards the north end of this
'walk' there is a lot of loose chalk on the slope up through the trees to the east of the
path and this is the only site where I have found this unusual species. The most
unusual thing about it is that, where the great majority of land snails have long ago
developed lungs to breathe air directly, P. elegans (and one other species - the tiny
Point Shell (Acicula fusca)) insist on retaining the habit of their ancestors which
lived in the sea and obtained oxygen from water via gills. This means that it has to
preserve a vital water supply within its shell and to prevent evaporation it has a
thick 'bath plug' fitted to the sole of its 'foot' - after the body and foot have been
retracted into the shell this plug completely seals the shell (for an account of the
contortions involved see
http://snailstales.blogspot.com/2006/05/how-pomatias-elegans-comes-out-of-its.h
tml ). To help reduce evaporation when not active this snail burrows into loose
chalky soil before shutting down - which means that you will only ever see it if you
search on damp nights when the live snails are out and about, or if you find the
empty shells of dead snails that have been washed out of the chalk where they
died. In checking these facts I learnt that you can distinguish the 'lung breathing'
from the 'gill breathing' snails by the fact that the lung breathers have two pairs of
tentacles where the gill breathers have one pair of tentacles, the second (lower)
pair being replaced by eyes. Yet another difference is that the lung breathers are
hermaphrodites while the gill breathers are of separate sexes.
Fungi: During the week I collected and ate another small crop of Field
Mushrooms from the roadside grass of Southbrook Road in Langstone and
nearby found more Red-cracking Boletes while in Emsworth Brian Fellows found
Bay Bolete in Beacon Square. Giant Puffballs appeared on the lawn of Nik
Knights garden in the Wade Court area and there has been a recent find of the
colourful Chicken-of-the-woods but I seem to have not recorded the details
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 16 - 22 (WEEK 33 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Grebes: The first Black-necked of the autum was off the French coast on Aug 5
where two Red-necked were seen on Aug 11. The latter two were still there on Aug
17 and the first Black-necked to be seen in southern England was at Dungeness
on Aug 16 (seen again on Aug 18)
Little Egret: Roost numbers increase dramatically at this time of year and while I
have not checked the Langstone roost this week Rye Harbour reports their first
count of more than 100 for this year with 102 on Aug 17
Great White Egret: One which spent an hour at the the Blashford Lakes near
Ringwood on Aug 16 was the first sighting at this regular site since Feb 18 this year.
Last year none were seen there between Jan 14 and July 21 with further reports on
Aug 24 and 29, then Sept 14, before almost daily sightings started on Sept 24. In

2008 there were four sightings in Aug (first on Aug 16) before regular sightings
started on Sep 8.
Glossy Ibis: The bird which was seen at Christchurch Harbour and then in the
Lymington area at the end of last week has not been reported again since Aug 15
Greylag Goose: The five hand-reared birds which were released last week in the
hope that they would set up home at Emsworth's Peter Pond had to be removed
this week as they were attracting too much attention from local Foxes
Shelduck: On the evening of Aug 16 a flotilla of ten birds (at least 9 juveniles) were
off the Warblington Farm shore in the outflow of the stream which flows down from
the area just east of Warblington Castle - the adult birds will not return from their
moult sites until mid-November
Teal: These are now returning in big numbers with 30 passing Selsey on Aug 17,
50 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 15, 65 at Rye Harbour on Aug 17 and around
200 in the Kent Stour valley on Aug 18
Garganey: One was at Hook (Warsash) this week, three remained at the
Lymington marshes and seven were in the Kent Stour Valley
Honey Buzzard: One (maybe from the New Forest) flew over Christchurch
Harbour on Aug 15 and at least were reported moving over the Low Countries
Osprey: The number to be seen around Thorney Island increased to two on Aug 19
when four were seen in the Wareham Channel of Poole Harbour - others were seen
during the week at Farlington Marshes, Titchfield Haven and the Lower Test
reserve at Southampton
Merlin: Following the first back in southern England (in the New Forest on Aug 12)
Portland had its first autumn bird seen on Aug 16 (plus what was probably the same
bird hunting migrants there on Aug 17 and 18)
Quail: Singles heard in Sussex (Chantry Hill above Storrington on Aug 14),
Cornwall (near Padstow on Aug 15) and at Sandwich Bay on Aug 19
Dotterel: One was with Golden Plover at the Oare Marshes (north Kent) on Aug 18
and two were seen in Belgium on Aug 18
Little Stint: One was at Farlington Marshes on Aug 17 and two were there on Aug
20
Temminck's Stint: It seems these have just started to turn up in southern England
with one at Sandwich Bay on Aug 14 and another (or maybe the same one) in the
Kent Stour valley on Aug 15
Buff-breasted Sandpiper: On Aug 13 Lee Evans reported one in Norfolk and on
Aug 15 one turned up at Dungeness, staying there overnight but leaving in the
morning
Lesser Yellowlegs: One turned up in the Scillies on Aug 9 and was seen again up
to Aug 16 but not since

Black Tern: We are now in the peak of their autumn passage with 20 being present
at Dungeness on Aug 15 while there have been other sightings this week at Sandy
Point on Hayling, Ivy Lake in Chichester, Titchfield Haven area and Southampton
Water (Weston shore)
White-winged Black Tern: A single juvenile was seen this week at Dungeness on
Aug 15
Turtle Dove: Still passing through Kent up to Aug 18 when there were 9 at
Reculver on the north coast plus one in the Stour Valley
Cuckoo: This week on was seen at Reculver on Aug 14 and another at Beachy
Head on Aug 18
Swift: Numbers reported on the south coast remain abnormally low with maximum
counts of just 10 at both Portland and Titchfield Haven (these were maximum
counts at any one time, not day totals). On the near continent the maximum was 71
in the Netherlands on Aug 19
Kingfisher: One flew over Peter Pond at Emsworth on Aug 15 and two were seen
at the Southampton Testwood Lakes on Aug 17
Sand Martin: Aug 18 saw a surge of these flying south with 1800 roost at
Slimbridge, 300 at Dungeness and 40 at Durlston. Aug 19 saw 1200 at Dungeness
and Aug 20 brought reports of hundreds over the Chichester Gravel Pits.
Yellow Wagtail: Most coastal sites are now seeing a few but Rye Harbour is the
first to report more than 100 with 200+ on Aug 20 (when Farlington Marshes had
just three)
Grey Wagtail: Now starting to be seen as a migrant along the coast with singles
this week at Hook (Warsash), Durlston and Beachy Head
Chiff Chaff: Coastal sites have reported very few of these so far this autumn
whereas Willow Warblers have been seen in their hundreds since the end of July.
On Aug 20 the Sandwich Bay site noted that Chiff Chaff numbers seen there were
starting to pick up as those of Willow Warblers dropped off
Red-backed Shrike: The first autumn bird to be seen in southern England was at
Dungeness on Aug 16 (staying to at least Aug 18) while a second was found at
Reculver in north Kent on Aug 18
Lesser Grey Shrike: One was found in Norfolk on Aug 17 and 18 (I think the first
autumn vagrant to Britain). Also this week at Woodchat Shrike was on the move in
Portugal
Rook: These are diminishing in numbers each year along the south coast so it was
good to see perhaps 30 among a flock of mixed Corvids (mainly the numerous
Crows every present along the local shoreline) in a recently harvest wheat field at
Warblington Farm on Aug 16
Starling: The first substantial report of a Starling flock since the beginning of March
was of around 500 at the Woolston (Southampton) sewage works on Aug 15

Tree Sparrow: On Aug 20 there was a surprising report of a flock of 20 seen on the
Pevensey Levels near Eastbourne which made me wonder if they were actually
House Sparrows which are now roaming the countryside in flocks but I think the
observer was a competent naturalist and I see that last year flocks of presumably
continental birds stated to reach us in early September with 7 at Dungeness on
Sept 4 and 75 at Spurn Point on Sept 7 after which sporadic sightings of small
numbers in southern England were reported until the year end
Linnet: An autumn flock of up to 100 had built up on the north Kent coast by Aug 18
Reed Bunting: Just one seen in the Warblington Farm fields on Aug 18
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Southern Hawkers, Migrant Hawkers, Ruddy Darters, Common Darters and
Emerald Damselflies were the only species reported this week
Butterflies
26 species seen this week still including Dark Green and Silver Washed
Fritillaries, Marbled White and Ringlet
Silver Spotted Skipper: Malling Down near Lewes had 108 on Aug 13. by
far the higest count this year with St Catherine's Hill at Winchester coming in
second with just 40
Clouded Yellow: Just two seen this week, both at Durlston
Brown Hairstreak: No significant reports this week
Purple Hairstreak: My first personal sighting this year was of a tatty
grounded in the Staunton Country Park woodland on Aug 12
Brown Argus: Following the discovery of a new colony in the Hollybank
Woods at Emsworth this summer there have been sightings at Brook
Meadow and the Horndean Road area of Emsworth and now, on Aug 16,
Martin Hampton has seen one in his garden by the Billy Line just south of
Grove Road - maybe originating from the Emsworth area but maybe yet
another newly established colony
Common Blue: 78 counted on Horsea Island (on Portsmouth Harbour shore
just south of Port Solent) on Aug 14 was the highest count recorded there in
the past 12 years
Purple Emperor: What was probably the last sighting for this year was of a
female in the Test Valley at Mottisfont on Aug 15
Painted Lady: Four reports this week (one of two fresh specimens) show
little sign of an influx of the species this year
Small Tortoiseshell: Just 6 reports this week (all I think of singles) shows
little sign of a mass of these emerging next spring but I did see one for myself
in the Staunton Country Park
Moths
Among the 44 species of which I noted sighting this week the following were
newcomers to my list of the year ..
Common Swift,
Agapeta hamana,

Selania leplastriana (a Kent coastal species not found in Hampshire),
Platytes alpinella,
Garden Pebble,
Dark Bordered Pearl,
Evergestis pallidata,
European Corn-borer,
Endotricha flammealis,
Wax Moth,
Grass Eggar,
The Mocha,
Maiden's Blush,
Sharp Angled Carpet,
Peacock Moth,
Common White Wave,
Barred Red,
Annulet,
Pine Hawkmoth,
Scarce Chocolate-tip,
The Vapourer,
Rosy Footman,
Four-spotted Footman,
White-line Dart,
Heart and Club,
Heart and Dart,
Lesser Broad-bordered Yellow Underwing,
Langmaid's Yellow Underwing,
Small Square-spot,
Bright-line Brown-eye,
White-point,
Mathew's Wainscot,
Star-wort,
Copper Underwing,
Crescent Striped,
Common Rustic,
The Rustic,
Vine's Rustic,
Golden Twin-spot,
Gold Spot,
Red Underwing,
Plumed Fanfoot
Other Insects
Rhingia rostrata hoverfly: See
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/19/brede-high-wood-14/#more-14240 for
pictures of this and another Hoverfly (Rhingis campestris).
Glow-worms: Some were still shining on the night of Aug 20 at Durlston

Long-winged Coneheads: See Brian Fellows Diary entry for Aug 15 in
http://www.emsworthwildlife.hampshire.org.uk/0-0-0-wildlife-diary.htm which
has a picture of seven Long-winged Coneheads which have been attract to
the blue painted post supporting an 'Emsworth Waysides Project' poster at
Dolphin Quay in Emsworth. Brian also recorded Dark Bush Cricket in the
Brook Meadow site on Aug 19
PLANTS
Garlic Mustard: Most of the plants which had been partially cut back along the
path following the north edge of Nore Barn woodland at Emsworth had started to
reflower on Aug 16
Swine Cress and Lesser Swine Cress: See Brian Fellows' diary entry for Aug 21
at http://www.emsworthwildlife.hampshire.org.uk/0-0-0-wildlife-diary.htm and my
own entry for the same date at http://ralph-hollins.net/Diary.htm We still have no
absolute agreement on distinguishing the two species we are getting close to one!
Amphibious Bistort: The leaves of this plant can be seen at several local sites but
it is quite rare to find any of the plants in flower but Brian Fellows found one at
Brook Meadow on Aug 15 (and I suspect some can now be found at the Fishbourne
Meadows site)
Pale Toadflax: I know that a lot of this grows on shingle at Browndown with a small
colony flowering on South Hayling but I was not aware that it coud be found at
several inland sites in Hampshire. Ros Norton found in on Aug 14 at Old Winchest
Hill (one of the sites mapped in the Hants Flora). During my investigation into this
find (knowing that I have in the distant past thought that the pink version of Purple
Toadflax was probably called Pale Toadflax) I discovered that this pink cultivar
goes by the name of a Clergyman called Canon J Went!)
Gipsywort: Brian Fellows was the first to report this flowering this year when he
found good specimens by the Chichester Canal on Aug 19
Wild Clary: Brian Fellows this week had confirmation that the 'dead stems' of a tall
labiate he found recently by Christopher Way roadside in Emsworth are the
remains of Wild Clary and he now recalls having seen the blue flowers of this plant
there in July. I rather suspect that these plants originated in a local garden where
the owner had purchased them from a specialist supplier, perhaps just to beautify
his garden but perhaps also following advice on the Natural England website
recommending gardeners to plant this species to encourage bees and to support
other wildlife but it is nevertheless encouraging to see maybe starting to move back
into the wild.
Devils Bit Scabious: I saw my first examples for the year of this species flowering
on the Gipsies Plain within the Staunton Country Park on Aug 16
Sneezewort: I was pleased to find a large number of these plants growing in the
'Thicket Lawn' meadow south west of the Leigh Park Gardens lake in Staunton
Country Park on Aug 16

Ladies Tresses: The first report of this small wild orchid in flower comes from
Durlston on Aug 17
Frog Orchid: The first mention of this species that I have seen reported this year
was from Old Winchester Hill on Aug 14 but they normally start flowering in June
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bottle-nosed Dolphins: A boat trip off the Sillies saw more than 70 of these on
Aug 14. Elsewhere I read this week of a group of Dolphins surrounding and
attacking a Porpoise off the Welsh coast and further investigation indicates that
this is not uncommon. The Dolphins do not kill the Porpoises for food (though
dead Porpoises washed up on the shore often show marks of Dolphin teeth on
their bodies - these are inflicted during the 'gang bullying' of the Porpoise until it
drowns). A Californian source describes Dolphins killing Porpoises and then
dragging the dead bodies to the boats of Marine Life researchers (interpreted
by the article as a way of getting the humans to dispose of the corpses so that they
do not pollute the Dolphins environment and not a intentional way of aiding the
reasearch!). No one knows why the Dolphins attack the Porpoises but the
behaviour has been likened to the way in which one group of Chimpanzees will kill
another group for no apparent reason. Packs of dogs also exhibit similar behaviour
and the Californian experience could be likened to the way that some domestic cats
bring their kills home to present them to their human owners. I hear that Dolphins
will also gang up on and kill Sharks.
Common Seal: The number to be seen in Langstone Harbour seems to increasing
over recent years - on Aug 15 at total of 7 were seen from Farlington Marshes
Water Voles: Brian Fellows found at least one in the Chichester Canal this week
(this is reported to be a good site for them as is the small stream running into the
Fishbourne Channel through the meadows near Fishbourne Church). One thing
that I did not previously know about Water Voles was described in the latest edition
of British Wildlife which arrived this week - namely that Water Voles are regularly
infected by Leptospira bacteria which do not seem to harm the voles but
which can transfer to humans and give them Weil's disease whose
symptoms start off like those of the Common Cold but which then become
life threatening through effect which include kidney failure. Anyone carrying
out research into Water Voles and handling the animals or their droppings should
be aware of the possible danger
Bats: Nik Knight has recently conducted several bat surveys in the Emsworth area
finding many Pipistrelles and at least one each of Serotine and Daubenton's
bats plus possibly a rare Barbastelle Bat
Fungi: By the end of this week the ground had become sufficiently rain soaked to
cause some of the larger autumn fungi to start fruiting and I found Red-cracked
Bolete (Boletus chrysenteron) in my garden and Field Mushrooms (which were
added to our Sunday lunch) in the short grass of the Havant Eastern Road
cemetery
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 9 - 15 (WEEK 32 OF 2010)

BIRDS
Great Northern Diver: On Aug 12 one was seen at Tiree in the Scottish Western
Isles and reported to the Trektellen migration site as 'remarkable' so I guess this is
an early indication that these divers are now moving south after their breeding
season
Red-necked Grebe: First mention of this species this autumn is of one off the
French Normandy coast on Aug 11 (the first mention of a Black-necked Grebe,
also off the French coast at Cap Gris-nez on Aug 5, was included in last week's
summary)
Great Shearwater: First to be seen this autumn was off the Scillies on Aug 8
Sooty Shearwater: Plenty of these now off the Cornish coast with 73 off
Porthgwarra near Lands End on Aug 6 (Porthgwarra is the southwest tip of the
'snout' of Cornwall which has Lands End at its northwest tip)
Manx Shearwater: A few of these are currently to be seen in the Portland area
(max 14 off Portland this week) but more than 4,000 were seen off Pendeen in
Cornwall on Aug 12 (Pendeen is on the north coast half way between Lands End
and the Hayle estuary)
Mediterranean (or Yelkouan) Shearwater: Two reports of one or two 'probables'
off the Cornish coast this week on Aug 6 and 7
Balearic Shearwater: 14 off Portland on Aug 8 and 30 off Pendeen on Aug 12
Wilson's Storm-petrel: One seen from a Scilly Islands pelagic boat trip on Aug 6
Storm Petrel: Several sightings in Cornish waters with a max of 140 at
Porthgwarra on Aug 6
Bittern: One at the Dungeness RSPB site on Aug 7 was presumably the same bird
which allowed a visitor to that site to tick six species of Heron on the previous day
(Grey and Purple Heron, Little, Cattle and Great White Egret plus the Bittern)
Little Egret: A count of these entering the Langstone Mill Pond tree roost on the
evening of Aug 12 recorded 105 birds
Great White Egret: In addition to the long term stayer at Dungeness there are one
or two currently present in Cornwall
Glossy Ibis: One arrived 'out of the blue' at Christchurch Harbour on the evening of
Aug 12 but flew off next morning to be seen briefly at Upton country park in Poole
Harbour before vanishing again. It then flew back to Christchurch Harbour for 30
minutes on the afternoon of Aug 14 before flying east to land in the Lymington
marshes where it was last seen at 7:30am on Aug 15 This is the first to be seen in
Dorset since 2008 although there have been 467 accepted records of the species

in Britain including four in Hampshire prior to the current bird (one near
Brockenhurst in 1965, one at Titchfield Haven in 1977, one at Ringwood in 2004
and one at Lymington in 2008)
Brent Goose: A group of 9 were seen at the Weston Shore of Southampton Water
on the morning of Aug 15. No information as to where these came from but they are
presumably birds that have spent the summer elsewhere on the south coast and
are now on the move as their moult is complete and they feel the urge to migrate.
Egyptian Goose: A count of 14 at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Aug 11 is, I
think, a site record although at least 7 have been recorded there in the past. In
north Hampshire there has long been a large flock in the Eversley area on the
Berkshire border and an influx there in Sept 2008 set a county record of 156 birds
Mandarin: The arrival of a juvenile at the Milton lakes (Portsmouth shore of
Langstone Harbour) on Aug 11 could presage the arrival of more of these in the
Portsmouth area. I think the feral population in southern England is growing and
expanding (a count of 62 came from the Weir Wood reservoir in north east Sussex
on Aug 4)
Garganey: The number at the Lymington marshes rose to 3 on Aug 9 (all still there
on Aug 12) and there were 10 on the Stour valley lakes in Kent on Aug 13
Pochard: The arrival of one at Rooksbury Mill (Andover) on Aug 8 was probably an
indication of this species starting to return to Hampshire to boost the small number
that stay here to breed.
Honey Buzzard: These are now moving from summer to winter quarters with most
of them heading southwest over northern Europe (on Aug 11 one site in the
Netherlands reported 18 with another 2 seen over Belgium) but a few move over
Britain and one was a surprise over St Ives in Cornwall on Aug 9
Red Kite: Keith Betton has this week published a summary of results of a study of
Red Kites breeding in Hampshire this year. He knows of 14 nests in the county
(not surprisingly all but three of them were in the north of the county close to
Berkshire). The 14 nests had an average of 2.2 chicks adding a total of 31 to the
Kite population of the county. 14 of the young birds were wing tagged with a Yellow
tag on the left wing and Blue on the right.
Osprey: The first I have heard of in Langstone Harbour this summer was seen at
Farlington Marshes on Aug 8 and one was still fishing in the Thorney Island (Pilsey)
area on Aug 12 (possibly the same bird that was first seen there on July 25)
Merlin: Two reports indicate that these are moving south earlier than usual. On
Aug 11 one was reported from Fife in Scotland (but away from any regular breeding
area) and on Aug 12 one was seen in the New Forest
Spotted Crake: The first to appear in the south of England this year was in the
Kent Stour valley on Aug 10 with two seen there on Aug 13

Common Crane: I believe there has been a small resident colony of around 30
birds in Norfolk for several years and this week I see that Crane eggs have been
imported to England from Germany and have hatched at Slimbridge where
the young birds will soon be released in the hope of starting another colony in
Britain
Kentish Plover: The first to be reported in Britain this year (as far as I know) was
on the north Kent coast at Seasalter on Aug 9 - see photo with entry for that date on
http://www.kentos.org.uk/Seasalter/August10.htm
Grey Plover: Brian Fellows saw his first returning summer plumaged bird at the
Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 10 (the flock of 34 at Farlington Marshes that day may
have all been non-breeding birds that have stayed in Langstone Harbour through
the summer). I suspect that the increase in the number seen on the Lymington
marshes from 26 on Aug 10 to 40 on Aug 11 was due to other returnees. (One was
back on the IoW as early as July 31)
Black-tailed Godwit: Local reports this week were of 225 at Farlington Marshes
on Aug 10 and 193 at the Thorney Great Deeps during the Aug 12 WeBS count
Bar-tailed Godwit: A count of 430 flying past Dungeness on Aug 7 indicates that
these are now returning from breeding quarters
Curlew: Plenty of these now back on our local shores - on Aug 11 more than 800
were flushed from Farlington Marshes by a Peregrine and on Aug 12 the Thorney
Great Deeps WeBS count recorded 380 (along with 96 Greenshank)
Lesser Yellowlegs: One turned up on St Agnes in the Scillies on Aug 9
Red-necked Phalarope: The first I have heard of this year was seen in the
Netherlands on Aug 11 and the first Grey Phalarope that I am aware of since
January was seen from a boat off the Scillies on Aug 7
Wood Pigeon: Although many of these can still be heard singing amourously and
a pair were seen mating in Sussex there are signs of large post breeding
gatherings. On Aug 10 hundreds had gathered (with Feral Pigeons) on stubble
fields west of Titchfield Haven, and more than 500 were seen on the north Kent
coast on Aug 12.
Cuckoo: Juveniles were seen on the Sussex South Downs and in the Scillies but
no adults have been reported this week
Nightjar: In this week's Hampshire bird news there are references to a video which
I have not seen showing a Fox raiding a Nightjar nest from which the young
escaped alive (thanks it is thought to the female parent distracting the Fox for long
enough for the young to make their getaway)

Sand Martin: Aug 11 saw another departure of these and Swallows - Christchurch
Harbour saw 320 Sand Martins leaving and Portland that day had 200 Sand
Martins and 400 Swallows
Peak counts of departing passerines at coastal sites this week have been:
Tree Pipit 15 at Portland on Aug 9
Yellow Wagtail 86 at Slimbridge and 60+ at Rye Harbour, both on Aug 9.
(The first autumn bird at Sandy Point on Hayling was seen on Aug 11)
Robin - a 'remarkable' report of 26 at a Belgian site on Aug 12 shows that
some of this species are on the move (and may soon arrive in southern
England from the continent)
Nightingale 3 at Hope Gap (Beachy Head) on Aug 8
Common Redstart 3 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 12
Whinchat singles at Portland on four days during the week
Wheatear 50 at Portland on Aug 9 (I saw at least 8 in the Gunner Point area
of Hayling on Aug 11)
Grasshopper Warbler 3 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11 (Both Savi's
and Aquatic Warblers moving on the continent)
Sedge Warbler 350 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Reed Warbler 8 at Beachy Head on Aug 12
Icterine Warbler 1 at Sandwich Bay on Aug 12 (First report for England this
autumn)
Melodious Warbler 1 at Portland on Aug 9 (First report for England this
autumn)
Lesser Whitethroat 15 at Hope Gap (Beachy Head) on Aug 12
Whitethroat 250 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Garden Warbler 17 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Blackcap 20 at Beachy Head on Aug 8
Wood Warbler 1 at at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Chiffchaff 4 at Beachy Head on Aug 12
Willow Warbler 600 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11
Spotted Flycatcher 2 at Portland on Aug 13 (and singles on Hayling Island
at Northney on Aug 8 and at Sinah Warren on Aug 10)
Pied Flycatcher 2 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11 (and one at Northney
on Hayling on Aug 8)
(One or two Golden Orioles and Red-backed Shrikes on the move in
France this week)
Escapees: A White-cheeked (or Bahama) Pintail turned up at Sandwich Bay on
Aug 9 and what was probably a Weaver Species was seen on feeders in a
Southampton garden on Aug 13 (reported as a probable Black-headed Bunting
but Lee Evans commented that while this species is seen in gardens it does not use
hanging feeders as a similar looking Village or Black-headed Weaver regularly
does)
INSECTS
Dragonflies

The only reports this week I have noted this week are of one Southern Hawker on
Malling Down near Lewes on Aug 8 and a few Blue-tailed Damsels at Sinah
Gravel Pit Lake on Hayling on Aug 11
Butterflies
35 species were reported this week including ...
Silver Spotted Skipper: 14 pristine specimens seen on Chantry Hill (south
of Storrington in Sussex) on Aug 8 when 22 were found on Oxenbourne
Down near Petersfield. On Aug 9 'hundreds' were seen on Malling Down
near Lewes but only two were to be found at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon
Valley. By Aug 12 the count at Chantry Hill was up to 38
Wood White: Said to be a good season for this species - more than 50 seen
by one visitor to the Botany Bay woodland (near Chiddingfold) in Surrey on
Aug 5
Brown Argus: Aug 8 brought the first ever report of the species at Brook
Meadow in Emsworth and on Aug 9 another was seen in north Emsworth in
grass beside the Horndean Road not far west of the Hollybank Woods were
the species was discovered in July
Purple Emperor: What may well be the last for this year was a very tatty
female seen in the Northington area of the Candover Valley (north of
Alresford) on Aug 8
White Admiral: None reported since Aug 2
Painted Lady: Ten reports this week is a noticeable increase on the number
in previous weeks this summer but all sightings were of singles with the
exception of 3 in the Fleet area of north Hampshire on July 9
Small Tortoiseshell: 8 reports this week as next years breeders emerge the small number seen does not augur well for the future of the species in
southern England
Wall Brown: Having a good season in Sussex with a count of 44 during a
walk along The Comp and Greenway Bank (on the downs just north of
Seaford) on Aug 5 and more than 35 at Cissbury Ring (north of Worthing) on
Aug 8. There was also a reasonably good show on the Lymington marshes in
Hampshire with 17 seen there on Aug 8
Marbled White: Still being seen at Durlston on Aug 12
Grayling: A good count of 116 in the area south of Farnborough on the
Surrey border on Aug 9 (A late Ringlet was also seen there)
Moths
53 species reported this week including ...
Raspberry Clearwing: Seen in Friston Forest north of Eastbourne on Aug
11 (without use of Pheremones!)

Canary-shouldered Thorn: One of many species found by Anthony Tindale
in the Fareham and Portchester areas this week and illustrated with photos
on the Three Amigos website (select 'Latest Mothing Results' from the
entries listed in the right hand box at http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo )
Grass Eggar: An excellent photo on the Portland website of one found there
on Aug 14 (see http://www.portlandbirdobs.org.uk/aa_latestnews.htm ). Its
well worth scrolling down through recent entries on this website for photos of
an Antler Moth taken there on Aug 12, a superb flight image of a
Hummingbird Hawkmoth preceding the text of the Aug 10 entry, and a
Channel Islands Pug (new to Portland) on Aug 9.
Svensson's Copper Underwing: One of Tony Tindale's finds in his
Fareham garden - see the second photo of this moth in the Three amigos
website to see how he identified the moth as Svensson's rather than a plain
Copper Underwing by the pattern of black and white on the palps which hang
from the front of the moth's 'face'.
The Herald: Although this species emerges in July it hibernates and
emerges to breed next spring - hence the name Herald as it is seen by some
moth-ers as 'the Herald of the spring' as it is often the first moth they see in
the New Year
Other Insects
Louse fly species (Ornithomya avicularia): One found attached to a gardener in
the Peasmarsh area near Rye was using the gardener as a substitute for the bird
species which it normally parasitises (see my Diary entry for Aug 12 which
comments on the species and has a link to the photo on the Rye Bay website)
PLANTS
Creeping Yellowcress: A single plant flowering in a tiny patch of soil in the Havant
Rail Station taxi stand area was a surprise find on Aug 12
Bastard Cabbage: A mass of seeds on the Hayling seawall in the Saltmarsh Lane
area showed that this recent invader has settled in and taken over here and a
single plant seen at The Kench shows that it is still extending its range on Hayling
Fragrant Agrimony: When I went to the North Common open space at Northney
on Hayling on Aug 11 to check the continued presence of this species by the
'backward looking' bristles on its seed capsules I found fresh plants whose flowers
had not yet opened (the original plants had been cut down with brambles earlier in
the season but the Agrimony had re-grown). Luckily I was able to check the
identity by the fragrance of the fresh leaves (they soon lose their scent with age)
Sea Holly: I was able to tick this species after finding just one plant in flower on the
Hayling Island Gunner Point Sand Dunes on Aug 11
Dotted Loosestrife: Also seen on Aug 11 at the Sinah Gravel Pit Lake on Hayling
were the yellow flowers of this plant peeping out among the Willow Trees around
the Lake (where I have never noticed the species in past years). After writing this I
see that I should cease to use the word 'lake' to describe the water in this old gravel
pit after hearing on the radio this week an expert on the distinction between

Ponds and Lakes - according to him a Pond has no stream bringing water into or
taking it way from the pool whereas a Lake always does have an inflow stream.
Yellow Pimpernel: I was very surprised, considering the current drought, to find
this plant flowering in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth.
Black Nightshade: I found my first example of this in flower on Hayling on Aug 11
and on Aug 12 Brian Fellows found some among other weeds flourishing on
disturbed or imported soil at the junction of New Brighton Road with Horndean
Road just north of Emsworth rail station. The Nightshade plants found there were
very hairy (normal Black Nightshade appears hairless) and may be either the
subspecies S. n. schultesii or perhaps Green Nightshade - the id cannot be
determined until some fruit berries develop (Green Nightshade has its berries at
least half covered by an enlarged calyx whereas both subspecies of Black
Nightshade have very small calyces that do not even cover the top of the berries)
Later on Green Nightshade can also be identified by its berries remaining green
while those of Black Nightshade turn black.
Pale Toadflax: This has just one small colony on Hayling Island (in gorse at the
edge of the well used path along the southern edge of the mini-golf course at its
extreme eastern edge near the public toilets) and the plants were flourishing there
on Aug 11
Thyme-leaved Speedwell: When gardening in my garden on Aug 12 I came
across a single flower of this species to indicate the start of its autumn revival
Marsh Ragwort: This was a new tick for my August list of flowering plants when
found it on Aug 9 in the dry bed of the Lavant stream where it runs beside the rail
line on the east side of the Bartons Road playing fields at West Leigh in Havant
Sticky Groundsel: The first plant of this I have seen in flower was spotted in the
Denvilles area of Havant on Aug 9 and I have since seen another by the East
Pallant roadside near my home
Guernsey Fleabane: This hairy leaved species started to flower this week, slightly
later than the Canadian Fleabane with its greener hairless leaves and smaller
size. I think I also came across a different species (with a differently shaped overall
plant structure) but I need to investigate further to be sure if the different shape is
diagnostic and, if so, whether the different species is the relatively common
Argentine Fleabane or the rarer subspecies of Canadian Fleabane known as
Conyza bilbaoana (which is quite common in the Southampton area)
Marsh Cudweed: Found by me for the first time this year in Hollybank Woods at
Emsworth on Aug 9
Cotton (or Scotch) Thistle: I saw a clump of this huge thistle growing in a garden
(as a planted species) on Aug 11 when I also passed gardens containing planted
specimens of Apple of Peru in flower.

Cockspur Grass (Echinochloa crus-galli): One plant growing in the road gutter
of Bound Lane in South Hayling on Aug 11 is the only example of this that I have
seen so far this year
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bottlenosed Dolphin: No recent sightings in the English Channel but I see that 8
were seen off the north Cornish coast (St Ives) on Aug 12
Common Dolphin: 30 off St Just in Cornwall on Aug 12
Minke Whale: Two seen off the Scillies on Aug 8
Slow-worm: Lifting a piece of felt at Northiam in the Rother Valley near Rye on Aug
9 gave Brian Banks the chance to photograph something which few have seen - a
baby Slow-worm still in its 'egg sac' immediately after its mother had given
birth (the baby burst out within a few seconds of the picture being taken). See
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/category/all-latest-news/reptiles-and-amphibians/
Pointed Snail (Cochlicella acuta): This tiny snail with its 'church steeple' shaped
shell around 15 mm tall was in the past very numerous on the Portsmouth North
Harbour IBM site but seemed to have died out there several years ago though it
can still be found on the seawall of Thorney Island at the west end of the Great
Deeps. I think most of its sites are coastal but this week it got a mention at Malling
Down just east of Lewes. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochlicella_acuta
Sun Fish: This strange fish, which looks like a very large dinner plate balanced on
its rim (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocean_sunfish ) and which feeds on
Jellyfish, has been seen (along with Basking Sharks and Blue Sharks) in the
waters around the Scillies this week
Cuttlefish: On Aug 7 Barry Yates (warden of Rye Harbour reserve) found 'bunches
of black grapes' on the beach. After taking them home and putting them in a fish
tank they hatched out into cute bay Cuttlefish - see
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/09/cuttlefish-birthday/#more-14212
Sea Orange (Suberites ficus): Several of these orange coloured sponges which
can measure 30 cm across were washed up on the Rye Bay shore on Aug 14 - see
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/14/sea-orange/#more-14228 and
http://www.european-marine-life.org/02/suberites-ficus.php
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 16 - 22 (WEEK 33 OF 2010)
Sat 21 Aug
Fungi now responding to rain
Now that the ground is starting become damp the larger and more prominent fungi
that we associate with autumn are starting to appear. In my own garden a cluster of
Red-cracking Boletes (Boletus chrysenteron) were seen this morning and their
id was clinched by the downy/velvety coating on the cap of the young growth (this
vanishes when they become mature and the cap flattens out)

In the afternoon I brought home the first two Field Mushrooms of the season from
the short grass of the Havant Eastern Road cemetery and confirmed that there was
no sign of yellow staining after cutting the cap or the stem (the Yellow Stainer
species which has very attractive white caps and pink gills when young should not
be eaten as it can give some people a nasty stomach upset though it is not fatal)
Also seen today when in the Warblington cemetery extension among the plants still
flowering in the 'natural burial' section were examples of the two very different
looking types of Swine Cress which I described in Monday's diary (Aug 16) when
I found them in the Staunton Country Park. This time I collected substantial
specimens of both types and looked at their seeds under my microscope - the
smaller plant with its tangled growth had the seeds described for Lesser
Swinecress (an upright stem bearing a pair of round, almost smooth, seed pods)
while the larger plant with its leaves growing flat along the ground radiating from a
central root, which I had guessed was Swine Cress, had very different seed pods
(often with many more than two on each stem) with their surfaces covered with
irregularly shaped protrusions reminding me of the Knopper Galls you may now
see on the acorns of some Oaks. One Swallow does not make a summer and my
two examples do not offer conclusive proof that I can use the obvious distinction
that I saw in the size and growth habit of the plant leaves to be sure of the
difference between Swinecress and Lesser Swinecress but I will continue to
check the seed on the different looking plants to provide further proof or disproof of
my method of distinguishing the two species.
Thu 19 Aug
Along the shore from Langstone to Nore Barn
After another wet and windy day the evening was sunny and windless so I cycled
along the shore to enjoy fresh air not expecting to see much as the tide was high
but nevertheless there were one or two surprises to note.
First of these was a flock of ten Shelduck in the outflow of the main Warblington
Farm stream - I think one of them was an adult but the others were all juveniles.
After rounding Conigar Point I stopped to look into Field V (see my map of the farm
fields at http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/warblington.htm ). The wheat
crop in this field had by now been harvested and out in the centre some 60 Corvids
had gathered, among them being a good proportion of Rooks (normally any
Corvids along the shore here are all Crows in a diffuse flock that can exceed 100
birds). I guess they had been enjoying the plentiful wheat grain still covering the
ground, as had a single Reed Bunting which flew up as I entered the field.
At Nore Barn the Swan herd numbered 39 but there were no other birds visible on
or around the waters (earlier I had seen a couple of Greenshank and a Common
Tern in addition to the many gulls returning from inland fields to roost in the safety
of the harbour waters).
Starting home along the broad path following the north side of the Nore Barn trees
I noticed many plants of Garlic Mustard with flowers and back on the Emsworth
Road in Havant I found the Giant Polypore which I first spotted on Aug 8 had
increased considerably in size but had lost the bright yellowish tinge which caught
my eye when it was young and could still be seen on a second growth which had
just emerged at the base of the same tree.
Wed 18 Aug

Photos of yesterday's Sharp-leaved Fluellen
As the sun was still shining after lunch I took my camera down to the 'Lymbourne
Triangle' wildflower garden site where I had seen Sharp-leaved Fluellen at the
end of yesterday's walk and began by taking three shots of the site to show how
easy it can be to miss things of interest as you walk by. The first shot is what
anyone would see as they approach the Billy Line from Lymbourne Road area. The
second shot focusses on the gateway that you pass on your right and the third on
the foot of the right hand side of the brickwork around the wooden gate where I
spotted the Fluellen.
Approaching the Billy Line from Lymbourne Road
The garden gateway beside the path
Sharp-leaved Fluellen site at the foot of the gateway (right hand side)
Then I got down to the plant itself and I see that, while I got a good image (at the top
of the picture) of the leaves which distinguish this species the flowers are not in
focus. For contrast I have included a photo of the 'woollier, rounder' leaves of
Round Leaved Fluellen (the illustration of this is not mine and has the flower in
focus!).
My shot of the Sharp-leaved Fluellen leaves and (out of focus) flowers
Round-leaved Fluellen for contrast (not my photo and in focus!)
After taking these photos I noticed that the Danewort was attracting a good show
of insects including up to four Holly Blues at the same time plus a variety of
Hoverflies including the largest of that tribe (Volucella zonaria) though it may
have already lost its claim to be the largest hoverfly in Britain as the
Gloucestershire Naturalists Society website tells me that "Recent news suggests
that Volucella zonaria, itself a relative newcomer to Britain, may be in danger of
eventually losing its status as the country’s largest hoverfly. There have been two
reports this year (2010) of sightings in the south-west of Milesia crabroniformis, a
continental hoverfly, which, as its name implies, is another hornet mimic, and which
is even larger, at nearly 25 mm., than Volucella zonaria." This website also
confirms something I had read before, namely that V. zonaria lays its eggs in the
nests of Wasps or Hornets and its larvae grow up there as scavengers. It also
says that the species was unknown in Britain until the 1940s and is still spreading
north from the continent.
Two Volucella Zonaria hoverflies on Danewort flowers
Syrpus ribesii - a smaller and commoner hoverfly
One of four Holly Blue butterflies enjoying the nectar rich Danewort flowers
Tue 17 Aug
Langstone South Moors
Late in the afternoon the rain ceased and I took a walk down the Langbrook stream
to the South Moors, then back up the Billy Line.

Plants which I were not already on my August list were Red Deadnettle (now
joining the white species in its autumn revival), Silverweed, Tufted Forget-me-not
(the smaller flowered version of Water Forget-me-not), and Parsley
Water-dropwort (I have not seen either this or Corky-fruited Water Dropwort
this month).
Coming back up the Billy Trail I noticed a freshly flowering Mullein (either planted
or thrown out by a garden on the south side of Langstone Avenue) which I think
was Orange Mullein (said to be the commonest of the garden species to be found
as an escape but this is the first time I have knowingly come across it).
Finally, right at the end of the trip, I noticed a small example of something I do not
recall every seeing in Havant before (though not uncommon in local arable fields
including Warblington Farm) - this was Sharp-leaved Fluellen growing at the foot
of the right hand brick column framing the wooden gate into the southern most of
the Lymbourne Road properties which back onto the Billy Trail. This gate is
opposite the Danewort which you see on your right as you enter the 'wildflower
meadow triangle' from the Billy Trail opposite the east end of Grove Road.
Mon 16 Aug
Staunton Country Park
This afternoon my neighbour Mike Fluck joined me for a walk around the Leigh
Park Gardens area in warm sunshine during which we noted some 50 flowering
plants, 8 butterflies, a Lizard and an interesting spider.
Among the plants was my first find for the year of Devils Bit Scabious, a good
show of Marsh Woundwort, lots of Sneezewort, an unexpected specimen of
Dwarf Gorse and at one point a chance to contrast what seemed to be Swine
Cress with Lesser Swinecress (pity I didn't take my camera for that!). The Lesser
plants formed the usual amorphous mass with flowers appearing at random among
their foliage. In contrast the Swinecress formed very symmetrical and perfectly
circular patches all pressed flat to the ground - below are two images taken from
the internet which are the nearest that I can find to illustrate the difference that I saw
but to be sure that these are actually two different species and not just variants of
Lesser Swinecress I will have to return when the plants have seeds.
Lesser Swine Cress
Probable Swine Cress
Butterflies seen included a couple of Silver Washed Fritillaries, two or three
Small Heath and one very tatty Purple Hairstreak seen on the ground.
Walking through woodland we noticed a man taking closeup photos of something
that was not obvious so we asked what he was focussing on and he showed us a
tiny spider nestling in the leaf of a Holly bush. Its long legs stretched out in front
suggested a Tetragnatha species and back at home I found a species which
matched what we saw in size (body around 5mm), in location (trees), in general
shape and in having light coloured legs with black bands around them (what Dick
Jones calls 'annulated'). The species is Tetragnatha obtusa and Dick says it is
locally abundant in England and gives the season at which the adults become
mature as early summer (but they can then persist for some time). While talking to
him the photographer showed us a picture he had taken earlier today of a large
beetle which I would have liked to see and which may have been a rarity - all I could

tell from his image (taken head on so not giving the outline or colour of the body)
was that (by the length of its antennae) it was a 'Longhorn' species.
Other things noted were a glimpse of a Common Lizard seen as it vanished into
cover and the noisy calls of an unseen Nuthatch.
Back at Middle Park Way as we were about to enter the Staunton CP carpark Barry
Collins drove past but stopped for a chat during which he told me that I was wrong
in guessing (in the weekly summary that I posted yesterday) that the Osprey
currently stopping off at Thorney Island is the one which arrived there at the end of
July - Barry said the first to arrive did stay for a long time but was a juvenile whereas
the one seen in the past few days is a full adult which has only been there a short
while.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 9 - 15 (WEEK 32 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Great Northern Diver: On Aug 12 one was seen at Tiree in the Scottish Western
Isles and reported to the Trektellen migration site as 'remarkable' so I guess this is
an early indication that these divers are now moving south after their breeding
season
Red-necked Grebe: First mention of this species this autumn is of one off the
French Normandy coast on Aug 11 (the first mention of a Black-necked Grebe,
also off the French coast at Cap Gris-nez on Aug 5, was included in last week's
summary)
Great Shearwater: First to be seen this autumn was off the Scillies on Aug 8
Sooty Shearwater: Plenty of these now off the Cornish coast with 73 off
Porthgwarra near Lands End on Aug 6 (Porthgwarra is the southwest tip of the
'snout' of Cornwall which has Lands End at its northwest tip)
Manx Shearwater: A few of these are currently to be seen in the Portland area
(max 14 off Portland this week) but more than 4,000 were seen off Pendeen in
Cornwall on Aug 12 (Pendeen is on the north coast half way between Lands End
and the Hayle estuary)
Mediterranean (or Yelkouan) Shearwater: Two reports of one or two 'probables'
off the Cornish coast this week on Aug 6 and 7
Balearic Shearwater: 14 off Portland on Aug 8 and 30 off Pendeen on Aug 12
Wilson's Storm-petrel: One seen from a Scilly Islands pelagic boat trip on Aug 6
Storm Petrel: Several sightings in Cornish waters with a max of 140 at
Porthgwarra on Aug 6
Bittern: One at the Dungeness RSPB site on Aug 7 was presumably the same bird
which allowed a visitor to that site to tick six species of Heron on the previous day
(Grey and Purple Heron, Little, Cattle and Great White Egret plus the Bittern)

Little Egret: A count of these entering the Langstone Mill Pond tree roost on the
evening of Aug 12 recorded 105 birds
Great White Egret: In addition to the long term stayer at Dungeness there are one
or two currently present in Cornwall
Glossy Ibis: One arrived 'out of the blue' at Christchurch Harbour on the evening of
Aug 12 but flew off next morning to be seen briefly at Upton country park in Poole
Harbour before vanishing again. It then flew back to Christchurch Harbour for 30
minutes on the afternoon of Aug 14 before flying east to land in the Lymington
marshes where it was last seen at 7:30am on Aug 15 This is the first to be seen in
Dorset since 2008 although there have been 467 accepted records of the species
in Britain including four in Hampshire prior to the current bird (one near
Brockenhurst in 1965, one at Titchfield Haven in 1977, one at Ringwood in 2004
and one at Lymington in 2008)
Brent Goose: A group of 9 were seen at the Weston Shore of Southampton Water
on the morning of Aug 15. No information as to where these came from but they are
presumably birds that have spent the summer elsewhere on the south coast and
are now on the move as their moult is complete and they feel the urge to migrate.
Egyptian Goose: A count of 14 at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) on Aug 11 is, I
think, a site record although at least 7 have been recorded there in the past. In
north Hampshire there has long been a large flock in the Eversley area on the
Berkshire border and an influx there in Sept 2008 set a county record of 156 birds
Mandarin: The arrival of a juvenile at the Milton lakes (Portsmouth shore of
Langstone Harbour) on Aug 11 could presage the arrival of more of these in the
Portsmouth area. I think the feral population in southern England is growing and
expanding (a count of 62 came from the Weir Wood reservoir in north east Sussex
on Aug 4)
Garganey: The number at the Lymington marshes rose to 3 on Aug 9 (all still there
on Aug 12) and there were 10 on the Stour valley lakes in Kent on Aug 13
Pochard: The arrival of one at Rooksbury Mill (Andover) on Aug 8 was probably an
indication of this species starting to return to Hampshire to boost the small number
that stay here to breed.
Honey Buzzard: These are now moving from summer to winter quarters with most
of them heading southwest over northern Europe (on Aug 11 one site in the
Netherlands reported 18 with another 2 seen over Belgium) but a few move over
Britain and one was a surprise over St Ives in Cornwall on Aug 9
Red Kite: Keith Betton has this week published a summary of results of a study of
Red Kites breeding in Hampshire this year. He knows of 14 nests in the county
(not surprisingly all but three of them were in the north of the county close to
Berkshire). The 14 nests had an average of 2.2 chicks adding a total of 31 to the
Kite population of the county. 14 of the young birds were wing tagged with a Yellow
tag on the left wing and Blue on the right.

Osprey: The first I have heard of in Langstone Harbour this summer was seen at
Farlington Marshes on Aug 8 and one was still fishing in the Thorney Island (Pilsey)
area on Aug 12 (possibly the same bird that was first seen there on July 25)
Merlin: Two reports indicate that these are moving south earlier than usual. On
Aug 11 one was reported from Fife in Scotland (but away from any regular breeding
area) and on Aug 12 one was seen in the New Forest
Spotted Crake: The first to appear in the south of England this year was in the
Kent Stour valley on Aug 10 with two seen there on Aug 13
Common Crane: I believe there has been a small resident colony of around 30
birds in Norfolk for several years and this week I see that Crane eggs have been
imported to England from Germany and have hatched at Slimbridge where
the young birds will soon be released in the hope of starting another colony in
Britain
Kentish Plover: The first to be reported in Britain this year (as far as I know) was
on the north Kent coast at Seasalter on Aug 9 - see photo with entry for that date on
http://www.kentos.org.uk/Seasalter/August10.htm
Grey Plover: Brian Fellows saw his first returning summer plumaged bird at the
Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 10 (the flock of 34 at Farlington Marshes that day may
have all been non-breeding birds that have stayed in Langstone Harbour through
the summer). I suspect that the increase in the number seen on the Lymington
marshes from 26 on Aug 10 to 40 on Aug 11 was due to other returnees. (One was
back on the IoW as early as July 31)
Black-tailed Godwit: Local reports this week were of 225 at Farlington Marshes
on Aug 10 and 193 at the Thorney Great Deeps during the Aug 12 WeBS count
Bar-tailed Godwit: A count of 430 flying past Dungeness on Aug 7 indicates that
these are now returning from breeding quarters
Curlew: Plenty of these now back on our local shores - on Aug 11 more than 800
were flushed from Farlington Marshes by a Peregrine and on Aug 12 the Thorney
Great Deeps WeBS count recorded 380 (along with 96 Greenshank)
Lesser Yellowlegs: One turned up on St Agnes in the Scillies on Aug 9
Red-necked Phalarope: The first I have heard of this year was seen in the
Netherlands on Aug 11 and the first Grey Phalarope that I am aware of since
January was seen from a boat off the Scillies on Aug 7
Wood Pigeon: Although many of these can still be heard singing amourously and
a pair were seen mating in Sussex there are signs of large post breeding
gatherings. On Aug 10 hundreds had gathered (with Feral Pigeons) on stubble
fields west of Titchfield Haven, and more than 500 were seen on the north Kent
coast on Aug 12.
Cuckoo: Juveniles were seen on the Sussex South Downs and in the Scillies but
no adults have been reported this week

Nightjar: In this week's Hampshire bird news there are references to a video which
I have not seen showing a Fox raiding a Nightjar nest from which the young
escaped alive (thanks it is thought to the female parent distracting the Fox for long
enough for the young to make their getaway)
Sand Martin: Aug 11 saw another departure of these and Swallows - Christchurch
Harbour saw 320 Sand Martins leaving and Portland that day had 200 Sand
Martins and 400 Swallows
Peak counts of departing passerines at coastal sites this week have been:
Tree Pipit 15 at Portland on Aug 9
Yellow Wagtail 86 at Slimbridge and 60+ at Rye Harbour, both on Aug 9.
(The first autumn bird at Sandy Point on Hayling was seen on Aug 11)
Robin - a 'remarkable' report of 26 at a Belgian site on Aug 12 shows that
some of this species are on the move (and may soon arrive in southern
England from the continent)
Nightingale 3 at Hope Gap (Beachy Head) on Aug 8
Common Redstart 3 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 12
Whinchat singles at Portland on four days during the week
Wheatear 50 at Portland on Aug 9 (I saw at least 8 in the Gunner Point area
of Hayling on Aug 11)
Grasshopper Warbler 3 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11 (Both Savi's
and Aquatic Warblers moving on the continent)
Sedge Warbler 350 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Reed Warbler 8 at Beachy Head on Aug 12
Icterine Warbler 1 at Sandwich Bay on Aug 12 (First report for England this
autumn)
Melodious Warbler 1 at Portland on Aug 9 (First report for England this
autumn)
Lesser Whitethroat 15 at Hope Gap (Beachy Head) on Aug 12
Whitethroat 250 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Garden Warbler 17 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Blackcap 20 at Beachy Head on Aug 8
Wood Warbler 1 at at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 9
Chiffchaff 4 at Beachy Head on Aug 12
Willow Warbler 600 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11

Spotted Flycatcher 2 at Portland on Aug 13 (and singles on Hayling Island
at Northney on Aug 8 and at Sinah Warren on Aug 10)
Pied Flycatcher 2 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 11 (and one at Northney
on Hayling on Aug 8)
(One or two Golden Orioles and Red-backed Shrikes on the move in
France this week)
Escapees: A White-cheeked (or Bahama) Pintail turned up at Sandwich Bay on
Aug 9 and what was probably a Weaver Species was seen on feeders in a
Southampton garden on Aug 13 (reported as a probable Black-headed Bunting
but Lee Evans commented that while this species is seen in gardens it does not use
hanging feeders as a similar looking Village or Black-headed Weaver regularly
does)
INSECTS
Dragonflies
The only reports this week I have noted this week are of one Southern Hawker on
Malling Down near Lewes on Aug 8 and a few Blue-tailed Damsels at Sinah
Gravel Pit Lake on Hayling on Aug 11
Butterflies
35 species were reported this week including ...
Silver Spotted Skipper: 14 pristine specimens seen on Chantry Hill (south
of Storrington in Sussex) on Aug 8 when 22 were found on Oxenbourne
Down near Petersfield. On Aug 9 'hundreds' were seen on Malling Down
near Lewes but only two were to be found at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon
Valley. By Aug 12 the count at Chantry Hill was up to 38
Wood White: Said to be a good season for this species - more than 50 seen
by one visitor to the Botany Bay woodland (near Chiddingfold) in Surrey on
Aug 5
Brown Argus: Aug 8 brought the first ever report of the species at Brook
Meadow in Emsworth and on Aug 9 another was seen in north Emsworth in
grass beside the Horndean Road not far west of the Hollybank Woods were
the species was discovered in July
Purple Emperor: What may well be the last for this year was a very tatty
female seen in the Northington area of the Candover Valley (north of
Alresford) on Aug 8
White Admiral: None reported since Aug 2
Painted Lady: Ten reports this week is a noticeable increase on the number
in previous weeks this summer but all sightings were of singles with the
exception of 3 in the Fleet area of north Hampshire on July 9

Small Tortoiseshell: 8 reports this week as next years breeders emerge the small number seen does not augur well for the future of the species in
southern England
Wall Brown: Having a good season in Sussex with a count of 44 during a
walk along The Comp and Greenway Bank (on the downs just north of
Seaford) on Aug 5 and more than 35 at Cissbury Ring (north of Worthing) on
Aug 8. There was also a reasonably good show on the Lymington marshes in
Hampshire with 17 seen there on Aug 8
Marbled White: Still being seen at Durlston on Aug 12
Grayling: A good count of 116 in the area south of Farnborough on the
Surrey border on Aug 9 (A late Ringlet was also seen there)
Moths
53 species reported this week including ...
Raspberry Clearwing: Seen in Friston Forest north of Eastbourne on Aug
11 (without use of Pheremones!)
Canary-shouldered Thorn: One of many species found by Anthony Tindale
in the Fareham and Portchester areas this week and illustrated with photos
on the Three Amigos website (select 'Latest Mothing Results' from the
entries listed in the right hand box at http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo )
Grass Eggar: An excellent photo on the Portland website of one found there
on Aug 14 (see http://www.portlandbirdobs.org.uk/aa_latestnews.htm ). Its
well worth scrolling down through recent entries on this website for photos of
an Antler Moth taken there on Aug 12, a superb flight image of a
Hummingbird Hawkmoth preceding the text of the Aug 10 entry, and a
Channel Islands Pug (new to Portland) on Aug 9.
Svensson's Copper Underwing: One of Tony Tindale's finds in his
Fareham garden - see the second photo of this moth in the Three amigos
website to see how he identified the moth as Svensson's rather than a plain
Copper Underwing by the pattern of black and white on the palps which hang
from the front of the moth's 'face'.
The Herald: Although this species emerges in July it hibernates and
emerges to breed next spring - hence the name Herald as it is seen by some
moth-ers as 'the Herald of the spring' as it is often the first moth they see in
the New Year
Other Insects
Louse fly species (Ornithomya avicularia): One found attached to a gardener in
the Peasmarsh area near Rye was using the gardener as a substitute for the bird
species which it normally parasitises (see my Diary entry for Aug 12 which
comments on the species and has a link to the photo on the Rye Bay website)
PLANTS

Creeping Yellowcress: A single plant flowering in a tiny patch of soil in the Havant
Rail Station taxi stand area was a surprise find on Aug 12
Bastard Cabbage: A mass of seeds on the Hayling seawall in the Saltmarsh Lane
area showed that this recent invader has settled in and taken over here and a
single plant seen at The Kench shows that it is still extending its range on Hayling
Fragrant Agrimony: When I went to the North Common open space at Northney
on Hayling on Aug 11 to check the continued presence of this species by the
'backward looking' bristles on its seed capsules I found fresh plants whose flowers
had not yet opened (the original plants had been cut down with brambles earlier in
the season but the Agrimony had re-grown). Luckily I was able to check the
identity by the fragrance of the fresh leaves (they soon lose their scent with age)
Sea Holly: I was able to tick this species after finding just one plant in flower on the
Hayling Island Gunner Point Sand Dunes on Aug 11
Dotted Loosestrife: Also seen on Aug 11 at the Sinah Gravel Pit Lake on Hayling
were the yellow flowers of this plant peeping out among the Willow Trees around
the Lake (where I have never noticed the species in past years). After writing this I
see that I should cease to use the word 'lake' to describe the water in this old gravel
pit after hearing on the radio this week an expert on the distinction between
Ponds and Lakes - according to him a Pond has no stream bringing water into or
taking it way from the pool whereas a Lake always does have an inflow stream.
Yellow Pimpernel: I was very surprised, considering the current drought, to find
this plant flowering in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth.
Black Nightshade: I found my first example of this in flower on Hayling on Aug 11
and on Aug 12 Brian Fellows found some among other weeds flourishing on
disturbed or imported soil at the junction of New Brighton Road with Horndean
Road just north of Emsworth rail station. The Nightshade plants found there were
very hairy (normal Black Nightshade appears hairless) and may be either the
subspecies S. n. schultesii or perhaps Green Nightshade - the id cannot be
determined until some fruit berries develop (Green Nightshade has its berries at
least half covered by an enlarged calyx whereas both subspecies of Black
Nightshade have very small calyces that do not even cover the top of the berries)
Later on Green Nightshade can also be identified by its berries remaining green
while those of Black Nightshade turn black.
Pale Toadflax: This has just one small colony on Hayling Island (in gorse at the
edge of the well used path along the southern edge of the mini-golf course at its
extreme eastern edge near the public toilets) and the plants were flourishing there
on Aug 11
Thyme-leaved Speedwell: When gardening in my garden on Aug 12 I came
across a single flower of this species to indicate the start of its autumn revival

Marsh Ragwort: This was a new tick for my August list of flowering plants when
found it on Aug 9 in the dry bed of the Lavant stream where it runs beside the rail
line on the east side of the Bartons Road playing fields at West Leigh in Havant
Sticky Groundsel: The first plant of this I have seen in flower was spotted in the
Denvilles area of Havant on Aug 9 and I have since seen another by the East
Pallant roadside near my home
Guernsey Fleabane: This hairy leaved species started to flower this week, slightly
later than the Canadian Fleabane with its greener hairless leaves and smaller
size. I think I also came across a different species (with a differently shaped overall
plant structure) but I need to investigate further to be sure if the different shape is
diagnostic and, if so, whether the different species is the relatively common
Argentine Fleabane or the rarer subspecies of Canadian Fleabane known as
Conyza bilbaoana (which is quite common in the Southampton area)
Marsh Cudweed: Found by me for the first time this year in Hollybank Woods at
Emsworth on Aug 9
Cotton (or Scotch) Thistle: I saw a clump of this huge thistle growing in a garden
(as a planted species) on Aug 11 when I also passed gardens containing planted
specimens of Apple of Peru in flower.
Cockspur Grass (Echinochloa crus-galli): One plant growing in the road gutter
of Bound Lane in South Hayling on Aug 11 is the only example of this that I have
seen so far this year
OTHER WILDLIFE
Bottlenosed Dolphin: No recent sightings in the English Channel but I see that 8
were seen off the north Cornish coast (St Ives) on Aug 12
Common Dolphin: 30 off St Just in Cornwall on Aug 12
Minke Whale: Two seen off the Scillies on Aug 8
Slow-worm: Lifting a piece of felt at Northiam in the Rother Valley near Rye on Aug
9 gave Brian Banks the chance to photograph something which few have seen - a
baby Slow-worm still in its 'egg sac' immediately after its mother had given
birth (the baby burst out within a few seconds of the picture being taken). See
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/category/all-latest-news/reptiles-and-amphibians/
Pointed Snail (Cochlicella acuta): This tiny snail with its 'church steeple' shaped
shell around 15 mm tall was in the past very numerous on the Portsmouth North
Harbour IBM site but seemed to have died out there several years ago though it
can still be found on the seawall of Thorney Island at the west end of the Great
Deeps. I think most of its sites are coastal but this week it got a mention at Malling
Down just east of Lewes. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochlicella_acuta
Sun Fish: This strange fish, which looks like a very large dinner plate balanced on
its rim (see http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ocean_sunfish ) and which feeds on

Jellyfish, has been seen (along with Basking Sharks and Blue Sharks) in the
waters around the Scillies this week
Cuttlefish: On Aug 7 Barry Yates (warden of Rye Harbour reserve) found 'bunches
of black grapes' on the beach. After taking them home and putting them in a fish
tank they hatched out into cute bay Cuttlefish - see
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/09/cuttlefish-birthday/#more-14212
Sea Orange (Suberites ficus): Several of these orange coloured sponges which
can measure 30 cm across were washed up on the Rye Bay shore on Aug 14 - see
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/14/sea-orange/#more-14228 and
http://www.european-marine-life.org/02/suberites-ficus.php
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 9 - 15 (WEEK 32 OF 2010)
Sun 15 Aug
I was pleased to see in the Portsmouth NEWS on Aug 13 that Stansted Forest
has been awarded joint first place in the 'Duke of Cornwall Award for
Multipurpose Woodland' by the Royal Forestry Society. In making the award
the judges said "Head Forester Michael Prior's wide ranging knowledge and careful
planning impressed us greatly" and went on to say that "Michael talked with
enthusiasm about wildlife in both the forest and the parkland"
Thu 12 Aug
Egret roost count and two new flowers
This evening I counted 105 Egrets entering the Langstone Pond roost and
while there I noted my first sight of Sea Aster flowers. I also found that the
seawall path has been closed from today until repairs to the retaining wall of the
pond immediately behind the fence of the Mill building are complete - although
people were finding their way around the fences closing the path while no work was
going on you may, coming along the shore from Emsworth and heading for
Langstone village, find you have to take the lengthy diversion up Wade Lane,
across the field north of Wade Court, then down the Billy Trail past the Wade Court
area to the field path across to the Royal Oak.
Listening to the radio earlier in the day I heard an expert on such matters answer
the question of what is the difference between a pond and a lake and by that
definition the Langstone Pond should be called a Lake as he said the critical
difference was that a pond had no stream bringing water into it, nor taking
water away - if there is any such flow the water body should be called a Lake
(though maybe the term 'Mill Pond' is a third category, neither a Pond nor a Lake,
as all such Mill Ponds by definition are just holding areas for water to keep their Mill
in operation when the flow of the stream normally proving the power to turn the mill
wheel is insufficient for the job).
Also earlier in the day I visited the Havant Eastern Road cemetery where, in the
small northern 'uncared for' section, I quickly gathered 3 lb of Blackberries for
lunch. While there I found 3 large female Wasp Spiders on their distinctive webs

in the rough grass and thus added another species to my list of that cemetery's
inhabitants.
On my way there the New Lane level crossing had a long queue of traffic so I did
not wait for the gates to open (they sometimes stay down for 20 minutes!) but
headed for the bridge over the railway at the nearby station and at the foot of this
bridge a flash of bright yellow and green attracted my attention to the first Creeping
Yellow Cress I have seen this year. Before that, while weeding in my garden, I had
added Thyme-leaved Speedwell making its second appearance for the year.
To pad out this entry here are a few items picked from my scan of the internet this
week:Six species of Heron were seen by one birder at the Dungeness RSPB reserve
on Aug 6 - Grey and Purple Heron, Little, Cattle and Great White Egret plus a
Bittern.
The RX (Rye Bay) website had three interesting items (with photos) on Aug 9 one describing how a 'bunch of black grapes' (Cuttlefish eggs) had been found
on the beach and have now hatched into 'cute little Cuttlefish' in a fish tank at
the wardens house - See
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/09/cuttlefish-birthday/#more-14212
the second being the accidental find of a Slow Worm giving birth - the photo
shows the baby still in its membrane before emerging into the outside world - See
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/category/all-latest-news/reptiles-and-amphibians/
the third being of an 'ugly' fly which lives as a parasite on birds (this caught my
attention as I clearly remember this sort of insect dropping out of Swift nests
in the roof of my school dormitory onto my bed. See
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/category/all-latest-news/insects/ (scroll down to Aug 9 entry)
Wed 11 Aug
Around Hayling
The sunny morning and light wind encouraged me to cycle down the Hayling Billy
Line and then round the Hayling Golf Course before returning up the eastern side of
the Island to Northney on my way home.
Before I got to the Langstone main road I spotted the yellow flower of a Welsh
Poppy beside the track and when the harbour came in view near the old north pier
of the railway the first thing I saw was a Peregrine chasing some smaller bird
(possibly a Redshank?) from the harbour and over the Oysterbeds. The chased
bird led the Peregrine a fair chase with its switchback attempts to escape but I
think the Peregrine knocked it down in the end.
When I reached the Oysterbeds the lagoon islands seemed totally deserted and my
only interest here was to find Goats Rue still flowering in the carpark.
At the Sinah Gravel Pit lake Coot were the only wildfowl on the water but as I was
moving on I noticed some yellow flowers among the willows by the water's edge
just through the fence - no sign of orange on the calyces as far as I could see
through my binoculars so I put the plants down as Dotted Loosestrife.

Passing the Kench I had expected to find Bell Heather still flowering on the Golf
Course but the drought had dried up all the plants and I did not find any more
interest until south of the Golf Course where there were at least 8 Wheatears
flitting over the ground. Also here I found good stands of Yellow Horned Poppy,
Sea Campion and one of Thrift still in flower, then at the east end of the mini Golf
Course I found a fair show of Pale Toadflax in flower - earlier in the Sand Dunes I
had seen just one plant of Sea Holly in flower.
Turning homeward up Bound Lane I added Cockspur Grass to my month list and
gardens on the way north gave me Apple of Peru and a huge Cotton Thistle
(which I still think of as Scotch Thistle) - both these were garden plants but
nevertheless good to see. I also passed my first specimen of Black Nightshade in
flower by the roadside and at Northney I went into North Common to check out the
Fragrant Agrimony plants which grow there - these must have been mown down
earlier in the summer but had re-grown into fresh plants with their flower spikes not
yet expanded and so with no seed heads to confirm their id (earlier on the Coastal
Path I had spent some time checking out plants where I have previously found
Fragrant Agrimony but none of those had the 'backward looking' bristles on the
seed heads to identify them as Fragrant). Luckily the fresh plants at North Common
did have the 'fragrant' leaves which only the young plants have.
Mon 9 Aug
(Link to previous day’s entry)
Bartons Road playing fields and Hollybank Woods
This afternoon I cycled north along New Lane to the Bartons Road playing fields
alongside the railway on the northern fringe of Leigh Park. On the east side of this
area the course of the Lavant Stream follows the railway line and although the
stream was totally dry there were still some good wild flowers around it - no sign of
the Devils Bit Scabious or the Dyers Greenweed that put on a good show there
at the appropriate times of year but I did find Marsh Ragwort and Marsh
Woundwort to add to my personal list for August.
Following Bartons Road up towards the Hollybank Woods I found both Field
Scabious and Tansy, and in the west end of the Hollybank Woods I was surprised
to find Yellow Pimpernel in flower despite the drought. I also came on a patch of
Marsh Cudweed here. On the way home I added another species in flower with a
roadside specimen of Sticky Groundsel in fresh flower.
During this trip I found Holly Blues flying in at least half a dozen places - the
species does seem to be having a good summer.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 2 - 8 (WEEK 31 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Black-necked Grebe: The first I have heard of this summer were a couple seen off
Cap Gis-nez in France on Aug 5 - maybe returning birds will soon appear in
Langstone Harbour?

Manx Shearwater: These are now being seen daily off the Dorset coast with a
count of 210 off Portland on Aug 4
Balearic Shearwater: Also plentiful off Portland with 83 seen on Aug 4
Gannet: 110 seen in the west Solent (Hurst area) on Aug 7
Bittern: These are already heading south - on Aug 1 one was seen to circle over
and then land at the north Kent Oare Marshes and on Aug 2 two were reported at
Dungeness (where a Cattle Egret and a Great White Egret remained throughout
the week)
Purple Heron: The pair which have nested at Dungeness this year had at least one
juvenile with them on Aug 5
Black Stork: Several 'unusual' sightings of up to 5 birds reported from sites in the
Netherlands and Belgium this week. One Netherlands site also reported a sighting
of three White Storks as unusual - post breeding dispersion? or start of return
migration?
Greylag Goose: The Greylag population in Hampshire has gradually increased
over the past 50 years or so (though nothing like the extent of the expansion of
Canada Geese) and Greylag remain almost rarities in south east Hampshire. This
year a group of 5 young Greylag (captive hatched) have been introduced to Peter
Pond at Emsworth where, after being kept in a pen for around a month to get them
used to the site) they were released on Aug 1. It is just possible that they will stay
and breed in the area and even attract other wild birds to join them.
Shelduck: A pair with 2 young were seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 3
Mandarin: The Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough had 62 of these on Aug 4
Teal: A count of 30+ on the Weir Wood reservoir on Aug 7 indicates this species is
starting to return
Pintail: First back were six seen at Dungeness on July 28
Shoveler: Bembridge Marshes (IoW) had 11 back on Aug 7
Eider: The number off the Lymington Marshes had increased from 14 to 17 on Aug
7 and watchers at Selsey saw 23 fly east on Aug 3
Honey Buzzard: Parties of up to six moved over sites in Germany and the
Netherlands this week and one was seen over the Thanet area of Kent on Aug 1
Sparrowhawk: Two juveniles were making their first attempts at hunting over
Christchurch Harbour on July 31 and what was probably another inexperienced
juvenile was hit by a train in Brighton station on Aug 1 (one of the station staff took
it to the local wildlife hospital)

Golden Eagle: If you want to say you have seen a Golden Eagle in Sussex go to the
area around Ashburnham Place (just west of Battle near Hastings) - there have
been regular sightings of one there since 2008 with several reported this week. I
suspect this is a falconers bird with a good home, not just an escape.
Osprey: The Thorney Island bird which was first reported on July 25 was still there
on Aug 6 and the bird which arrived at the Lower Test Marshes on July 26 was still
there on Aug 7. Several others were seen this week with a total of four in Poole
Harbour.
Stone Curlew: A resident at Birdham beside Chichester Harbour was out in his
garden at 1:15am on Aug 6 and heard a Stone Curlew flying over. Another was
seen near Wadebridge in Cornwall on Aug 3
Golden Plover: 33 were seen at the North Kent Oare Marshes on Aug 1 and one
was at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 2
Grey Plover: One in full summer plumage was seen at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on
July 31 with two more at Lymington on Aug 7. Over in Kent there were 35 at the
Elmley Marshes on Aug 1
Ruff: Several recent sightings include one in Poole Harbour on Aug 2, one at
Sidlesham Ferry (Pagham Harbour) on Aug 3 and one at Pagham North Walls on
Aug 5, with another at the Lower Test on Aug 6 and 7. Elmley Marshes in Kent had
7 on Aug 4
Black-tailed Godwit: The flock at Hook near Warsash numbered 283 on Aug 2 and
there were 80 in Emsworth Harbour on Aug 3 and 70 at Keyhaven (Lymington) on
Aug 7. These are all presumably of the Icelandic race while over in Kent (where the
birds are of the European race) the flock at the Oare Marshes on Aug 2 was
estimated to number 2200.
Turnstone: These have not yet returned to the Solent in any numbers but on Aug 4
there was a flock of 220 on the north Kent shore at Seasalter
Arctic Skua: These have started to appear along the Channel coast since July 20
but they are rarely seen inland so one flying over the Hayling Oysterbeds on Aug 5
was a great surprise
Lesser Blackback: A report of 82 at one Netherlands site on Aug 3 shows that these
are now on passage to winter quarters and one of these eastern race (fuscus) birds
had stopped off on the Langstone shore when I was there on Aug 8
Kittiwake: On Aug 3 eight of these were seen at Durlston and that report told me
that juvenile Kittiwakes are called 'Tarrocks'
Common Tern: Jason Crook's latest Blog entry on Aug 5 confirms that he too
believes that two pairs of Common Tern were still incubating eggs at that late date.

Black Tern: Singles seen at Titchfield Haven on Aug 5, 6 and 7
Cuckoo: One, presumably an adult, was seen at Mill Rythe (east Hayling) on Aug 7
Barn Owl: A pair has raised three young this year in a nest box sited in the East
Park at Stansted - the three chicks have all be ringed.
Little Owl: Jason Crook tells us that one has been seen several times recently on a
pile of logs seen from the field gate on the east side of the Hayling Coastal Path just
north of the Stoke Common trees (opposite the gate into the field north of the
Oysterbeds lagoon). Dusk is probably the best time to look for it.
Swallow: 500 headed south from Portland on Aug 2 (400 left there as early as July
23) but a pair were still feeding four juvenile in a nest on Thorney Island (Marina
Farm) on Aug 7
Meadow Pipit: A report of around 30 at Seaford Head (near Beachy Head) on Aug
7 confirms that this species has joined the move south
Yellow Wagtail: Rye Harbour had as many as 40 there earlier this week but reports
so far from Hampshire and Dorset sites are of no more than single birds so far
Whinchat: Only two reports of these on the south coast so far - two in the Steyning
area north of Worthing on July 31 and one at Pagham on Aug 5
Stonechat: I saw my first for some months on Aug 2 in the Paulsgrove chalk pit area
of Portsdown
Wheatear: Maximum counts of departing birds so far have been 15 at Portland on
Aug 2 and 23 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 5. Locally one was at the IBM North
Harbour site in Portsmouth on Aug 6
Mistle Thrush: This species has greatly diminished in recent years and the large
autumn flocks of the past have become rarities so it is encouraging to see three
reports of flocks this week - 16 on the Pevensey Levels on Aug 2, 24 at Eastleigh
Lakeside country park on Aug 4 and 15 at Brading Marshes (IoW) on Aug 7
Peak counts of departing passerine migrants this week have been Grasshopper Warbler 6 at Beachy Head
Sedge Warbler 115 at Christchurch Harbour
Reed Warbler 30 at Sandwich Bay
Lesser Whitethroat 14 at Seaford Head
Whitethroat 88 at Christchurch Harbour
Garden Warbler 6 at Beachy Head
Blackcap 12 at Christchurch Harbour
Willow Warbler 370 at Christchurch Harbour
Spotted Flycatcher singles at Pett Level, Rye Harbour and Pulborough
Brooks
Pied Flycatcher two at both Beachy Head and Christchurch Harbour
Marsh Tit: I was pleased to hear one close to me in Stantsed Forest on Aug 7

Mixed Tit Flock: One flock was estimated to have 350 birds (including some
warblers) the Arne reserve in Dorset on Aug 1
Goldfinch: First report of these on Teasels was of 30 birds seen at Christchurch
Harbour on Aug 7
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Brown Hawker seen near Eastbourne on Aug 3
Migrant Hawker - only one report this week
Emperor reported from the Isle of Wight and Eastbourne area
Gold Ringed Dragonfly also seen near Eastbourne
Keeled Skimmer reported from Thanet on July 29
Broad -bodied Chaser seen at Pevensey Levels
Ruddy Darter reported from the IoW and Eastbourne area - also a first ever
sighting at Marazion in west Cornwall
Common Darter seen near Eastbourne
Beautiful Demoiselle - a first ever sighting at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on
Aug 1
Blue-tailed Damsel seen on Pevensey Levels
Butterflies
37 species seen this week including ...
Dingy Skipper: Secod brood sightings in East Susses on Aug 2 and 3
Clouded Yellow: Just one report of a male at Noar Hill on Aug 1
Brown Hairstreak: Reports of low numbers from 4 sites (just one at Noar Hill
on Aug 5 and max 5 at Shipton Bellinger on Aug 1) but just into Surrey 12
were seen near Povey Cross (just north of Gatwick) on Aug 2
Chalkhill Blue: These were plentiful on Portsdown on Aug 2 and 'thousands'
were reported at Oxenbourne Down that day but on Aug 1 Arreton Down
(IoW) claimed 6000
White Admiral: What may prove to be the last report was dated Aug 2
Painted Lady: Six reports of singles during the week including one on
Thorney Island on Aug 7
Small Tortoiseshell: 8 reports this week with sightings of 4 on the IoW and 5
on the East Sussex downs

Dark Green Fritillary: What may have been the last sighting was on Aug 1
Silver Washed Fritillary: Almost daily reports with one a Stansted Forest on
Aug 7
Wall Brown: Two were seen on the Lymington marshes on Aug 2 with other
reports from Sussex and Dorset but best count was of 40 on the East Sussex
Downs
Marbled White: A fresh looking specimen was still to be seen at Stansted
Forest on Aug 7
Grayling: These have now been reported from north Hampshire and the
Lymington area so should be out on south Hayling by now. Peak count of 30+
from Windover Hill north of Eastbourne on Aug 1
Small Heath: Nine reports, all of small numbers, this week - best were 10 at
Oxenbourne Down and 16 near Tidworth
Ringlet: What may have been the last report was dated Aug 3
Moths
25 species reported including Sussex Emerald, one Hummingbird Hawkmoth,
Garden Tiger, 3 reports of Jersey Tiger all on Aug 2, Tree Lichen Beauty and
Marbled Green
Other Insects
Flecked General: This imposing Soldier Fly was seen at Rye Harbour on Aug 5 and
the report was illustrated with a photo showing the female Flecked General
egglaying close to an older batch of her eggs in which the parasitic wasp Chalcis
sispes was inserting her own eggs that will kill off the young of the Soldier Fly. The
report goes on to describe how the female Chalcis sispes guards the batch of
Soldier Fly eggs she has found until they are at the right stage to support her own
young, using her strong back legs to 'push off' any other female Chalcis sispes
which tries to get possesion of the eggs. See
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/05/fascinating-2/#more-14189 for this report and
pictures
Phasia hemiptera (Tachinid Fly): Photos taken at Rye Harbour this week of this
very imposing fly can be seen at
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2010/08/07/id-at-last/#more-14196
Hornet: The first report of this species that I am aware of is of one 'eating a
Gatekeeper butterfly' in the Steyning area north of Worthing on Aug 2. The
description of the Hornet eating the butterfly is I think misleading as I understand
that adult Hornets live on nectar from flowers and the insects which they catch are
only digested for transport back to their nest (only the grubs are carnivorous).
Maid of Kent Rove Beetle (Emus hirtus): This species is not the subject of a current
report but a photo of it heads the Elmley Marshes August sightings page and
following up the species on Google I would now love to come across it for myself
but I am not sure of the distribution of this species (it may not occur in Hampshire).

The picture that set me off can be seen at
http://www.kentos.org.uk/recentsigntings/EMMAug10.htm
PLANTS
At the end of this week my personal count of plant species seen in flower this month
has risen to 184
Narrow-leaved Pepperwort: An unexpected find of a fresh plant in flower by the A27
Langstone roundabout on Aug 4
Pale Flax: Another surprise was to find a very late flower on this plant at Portsdown
on Aug 2
Soapwort: Yet another surprise was to find the double flowered form of this (known
as Bouncing Bett) flowering by the main road into Havant from the north where it
goes over the railway near Havant Station. No doubt this came from a garden but is
now well eastablished among brambles with no one to care for it
Green Amaranth (Pigweed): On Aug 3 I found small plants starting to flower at a
site in Juniper Square (Havant) where it has come up in recent years
Bastard Toadflax: This was still flowering on Portsdown on Aug 2
Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus): Plenty of this still flowering at its only
Hampshire site on the old rubbish tip 'mountain' at Broadmarsh (Havant) on Aug 4
Sickle medick (Medicago sativa ssp. falcata): Another local rarity this species was
still flowering on Portsdown (its only Hampshire site) on Aug 1
Lucerne: Several plants flowering beside the Portsdown Hill Road outside Fort
Widley (and elsewhere on Portsdown) on Aug 2. I see that this plant is very closely
related to Sickle Medick
Slender Hare's Ear: I found two small plants of this on Thorney Island near the
Great Deeps on July 29 and commented that it would be difficult for anyone who did
not know where to look to find them but by Aug 7 other plants in the same area
(near the Little Deeps) had grown much taller and they should be now fairly easy to
spot along the base of the seawall as you go south past the Little Deeps to the
Great Deeps. On Aug 8 I searched the seawall of the Langstone South Moors and
found two plants, not yet in flower, showing that the species is not yet extinct there.
Ling Heather: Just starting to flower in Stansted Forest on Aug 7
Lesser Centaury: I was delighted to find a good number of these tiny plants
flowering at two places on Portsdown on Aug 2
Moth Mullein: A clump of white flowered plants has appeared in a Horndean garden
and is now in flower - no doubt these pretty plants (which can be bought by
gardeners) came as seed from a garden in which they were planted in the past but
they have received no help to grow where they now are.

Round-leaved Fluellen: This was flourishing in Warblington Cemetery on Aug 6
Harebell: A better than usual show of these in flower on Portsdown on Aug 2
Shaggy Soldier: I usually find this at Prinsted but on Aug 7 Brian Fellows
discovered a new to me site for it by the Thorney Main Road opposite the end of
Thornham Lane
Violet Helleborine: Two plants in full flower at a site in Stansted Forest near the
junction of the Main and Broad Avenues on Aug 7. It had been reported flowering in
Kent on July 29 (with Broad Leaved Helleborine also flowering at the same site)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Otter: I believe these have long been established in the Lymington River so it was
no surprise to hear fo two being seen there by day on Aug 3 sharing a large
Rainbow Trout
Common Seal: One seen near the gull roost just inside Pagham Harbour on Aug 5
Pygmy Shrew: One seen in Brook Meadow at Emsworth during a Conservation
Work Day on Aug 1
Water Vole: One in the R Ems at Brook Meadow on Aug 1 brought the count of
sightings there for this year to 66
Large Black Slug (Arion ater): Rain this week brought out a full grown specimen for
me to see in Stansted Forest on Aug 7
Basking Shark: These are a relatively common sight off Cornwall in the summer but
a sighting of more than six in the 'inter-island' water between a couple of the Scillies
on Aug 2 was reported as unusual
Oysters: An item in the news from Seasalter on the north coast of Kent (near
Whitstable, home of the 'native' oysters) this week passes on a rumour that the
Oyster Beds off Seasalter have new owners who have come from France and have
brought Oysters over from France which are carrying a virus previously unknown in
Britain - this could have implications for our local Oysters in Langstone Harbour.
Fungi: Recent rain will no doubt soon give us a good show of Fungi but I have only
come across two examples this week. One has only been seen in passing along
the Emsworth Road in Havant under trees on the north side of the road just west of
the Traffic Lights at the junction of Southleigh Road and awaits investigation (I
checkied it out on Aug 8 and found it to be a young Giant Polypore on the roots of a
mature Beech tree not far east of Meadowlands road). The other was seen last
Sunday (Aug 1) on the base of a mature oak in my son's garden at Botley and I fear
it may give him a problem as it seems to be Inonotus dryadeus which causes white
rot in oaks and could kill the tree.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 2 - 8 (WEEK 31 OF 2010)
Sun 8 Aug
This afternoon I cycled along the Emsworth Road to check on the fungus which I
had twice seen in passing and found it on the roots of a large Beech tree just east
of Meadowlands road. It was a young stage of Giant Polypore.
I continued south down Pook Lane noting that the conkers hanging from one
tree were nearly full size and that all the leaves of the tree were blotched by
the leaf mining larvae of the moth Cameraria ohridella which has invaded
England in the last few years.
From the Royal Oak at Langstone I saw a smart adult Lesser Blackback gull in the
outfall stream with the black upper plumage indicating that it had come from the
east (British and west European races have a grey upper plumage). Heading on
down Mill Lane to the South Moors shore I found one adult and two juvenile
Shelduck in the mouth of the Langbrook stream but my main finds here where a
couple of plants of Slender Hare's Ear (not yet in flower but showing that the
species has not vanished from this site) and a very few flowers on Sea Campion. A
few Common Blues were on the wing and I was pleased to see one Small Heath.
A female Kestrel hovered over Budds Mound and on the pools I saw a single
cygnet with one adult Swan plus a group of Gadwall that were probably one
family. Heading home up Southmoor Lane a single plant of Hedgerow Cranesbill
was flowering and several plants of Guernsey Fleabane were starting to flower. A
diversion through the new part of Langstone village found the Least Yellow Sorrel
still flowering were the north south footpath meets the southern part of Southbrook
Road.
Sat 7 Aug
Stansted Forest west end
When the rain stopped this afternoon I took a two hour stroll around the west end of
Stansted Forest with my main target being the Violet Helleborines which should
now be flowering near the junction of the Main Avenue and the Broad Avenue. The
site is close to the Ornamental Drive but well hidden behind a thick growth of young
Birch and Sweet Chestnut tree liberally laced with brambles (I had brought my
secateurs and could not have got through without them). My effort was repaid with
two of these orchids in flower - one small one and one much larger with at
least 40 flowers open. While here I had another bonus when a Marsh Tit came
close, calling to make sure I got its identity right!
Heading north up the Broad Avenue butterflies began to appear as the sun came
out - Meadow Browns, Gatekeepers and Common Blues here with two
unexpected (at this late date) species at the top of the climb where you reach the
'Rough' or 'Shooting Avenue' coming north west from Stansted House - one was a
Marbled White, the other a female Silver Washed Fritillary which seemed intent
on landing on me (it made several very close passes).
The Rough Avenue here had two more new plants for me - one was Ling Heather
just starting to flower, the other Goldenrod covered with flower buds but none yet

quite open. A further botanic surprise came when heading back through the
woodland - an area where a wood pile had recently been removed had caused
fresh growth of several plants, among them Cleavers with fresh flowers
Fri 6 Aug
Warblington cemetery
After visiting the new extension of the cemetery this afternoon I went into the old
cemetery and found an excellent show of Round-leaved Fluellen where it usually
scrapes an existence at the edge of the path running west from the southern end of
the broad vehicle path leading into the cemetery from the farmyard parking area.
Here Field Forget-me-not was also flowering to add to my current month list, and
on the way home I added Pellitory of the Wall beside the twitchel path from Pook
Lane to Wade Court Road.
Thu 5 Aug
Around Havant
No outing today but a few more plants seen in flower (including Hybrid Water
Speedwell in the pond across Park Road South from Solent Road and Tesco) has
brought my August list of plants in flower to 148. One more which I believe I
saw but did not check out was Guernsey Fleabane which started to flower last
year on July 20
Wed 4 Aug
Evening trip to Broadmarsh
A sunny evening suggested a cycle ride to the 'Broadmarsh mountain' to see if the
rare Hairy Vetchling was still in flower. When I got there I found a good display of
it, and on my way home I was surprised to find Narrow-leaved Pepperwort freshly
flowing from a crack in the concrete pavement at the Langstone roundabout - this
must be a second crop as the plant usually flowers in May and soon ceases to
flower in its chosen arid habitat
Back by the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh I saw at least 29 Mute Swans in the
growing summer flock - a faint reminder of the flock of around 100 that used to
assemble here. Coming down the nearby Brockhampton stream (which joins the
Hermitage at the gravel quay) I had a fleeting glimps of a small bird flying fast and
straight away from me low over the water - almost certainly a Kingfisher but I could
not be certain. Another moment of uncertainty came at the Gravel Quay pool when
three birds flew low across the water in front of me. Their flight suggested that the
were Common Sandpipers and I definitely heard the shrill piping of a Common
Sandpiper but the bird I watched most closely in flight seemed to have the broad
white rump and dark upper plumage of a Green Sandpiper so it may have been a
mixed group but I could only be certain of the Common Sandpiper call.
Tue 3 Aug
'Bouncing Bett' and Pigweed in Havant
In Havant today I added a few more plants to my August list, notable among them
was a big cluster of the double flowered form of Soapwort which is called
'Bouncing Bett' growing beside Park Road North on its east side just a few metres
north of the bridge over the railway (I had spotted this from my car on Sunday and
cycled there this morning to confirm the id of the plants). Another good find in the

afternoon was a cluster of freshly flowering plants of Pigweed (Green Amaranth)
in Juniper Square where I have seen them in previous years, and in the Homewell
area Wall Lettuce was flowering on an old wall. Other new species for August
were Wild Radish, Annual Mercury and a last single flower on the Weasels
Snout plants at the New Lane allotments. While in that area I checked out the
Perennial Wall Rocket close to the disused railway Signal Box at the New Lane
level crossing - the original bush on the rail track ballast has very few flowers but
another bush within the white painted metal railings around the Signal Box is
covered with fresh flowers
Mon 2 Aug
Lesser Cantaury and Bastard Toadflax -great finds on Portsdown
An invitation from my neighbour Mike Fluck to join him on an afternoon walk
changed my plans for a lazy day into one in which we spent four hours out in the
warm sunshine enjoying great views along the Solent to Hurst Castle and
surrounded at all times by a mass of flowering plants which considerably changed
Mike's opinion of what the City of Portsmouth has to offer to the walker in search of
wildlife and natural scenery - previously he has never considered going anywhere
but into Sussex for his regular country walks.
We started from the parking area west of Fort Widley and walked west along the
upper slopes of the hill to a point below Fort Southwick, then took the steep
downhill path into the bottom of the Paulsgrove Chalk Pit which left us with a the
equally steep uphill climb before retracing the first part of our outward journey.
As we were driving past Fort Widley to the start of the walk I noticed what I took to
be Lucerne flowering at the roadside just before we reached the open grass of the
parking area so, after parking the car, we walked down to the roadside to confirm
the Lucerne - there was quite a lot of it in various shades of blue and this colour
variation reminded of the even greater colour variation (which can include yellow
and even black flowered plants) on what is called Sand Lucerne which I have only
seen once on the shore of Paulsgove Lake north of Portchester Castle where the
open grassland becomes a narrow seawall path leading to the industrial estate
area which includes the huge (ex-)Vosper Thorneycroft shipbuilding sheds. (The
Hants Flora does not mention that site and gives just one location in Southampton
Docks). Checking in Stace's Flora I see that Lucerne, Sand Lucerne, and Sickle
Medick (which is also flowering on Portsdown again this year) are all closely
related and are treated as three subspecies of Medicago sativa, though Stace
admits that Sand Lucerne (M.s.varia) is in fact a hybrid between Sickle Medick
and Lucerne.
Stepping back from the roadside onto the flower rich short grassland we paused
close to where the west hedge of Fort Widley meets the road and here (at SU
65452-06474 according to the Satellite View on the Wheresthepath website) I was
delighted to find a cluster of minute Lesser Centaury plants (none of them much
more than 1 cm tall) with their bright red single flowers just peeping above the very
short grass. Mike pointed out that most of the plants had flowers with four petals but
several had five petals and we wondered if these were recognised as different but

another check with Stace showed that all species and subspecies of Centaurium
(Centaury) can have flowers with either 4 or 5 petals, 5 being the more common.
Walking west we soon added Musk Thistle, Carline Thistle and Betony to the
species I had seen yesterday. We also saw very many Chalkhill Blues and heard
song from two Yellowhammers. The next major find was Bastard Toadflax (with
more Lesser Centaury close to it) in the area where I was first introduced to the
species many years ago. The map reference for the plants using Wheresthe path is
SU 63864-06625 but for those not equipped with GPS the route we took to the
plants was west along the well worn path following the fence along the top of the
Paulsgrove Chalk Pit from its start until you go through a gate and down steps into
the first of two gullies that run south west to the lip of the Chalkpit from the old
ASWE - now Qinetic - buildings with their radar towers. Turning left off the main
path and walking to the southern end of the gully just before the fence we found a
good number of Bastard Toadflax plants, some still flowering, half way up the
western side of the gully and best seen if you are standing on the base of the gully.
Nothing else of much interest until we had descended to the base of the chalk pit
where a couple of Stonechats were calling and we had good views of one female or
young bird perched on the tip of a Gorse bush. Two new flowers found here were
Pale Flax (still one flower!) and Blue Fleabane. On the way back up Portsdown we
made an unexpected find of a single plant of Black Mustard which had very few
leaves or flowers but which was easily identified by the many seed pods all tight
pressed against the stem. Near the roundabout on top of the hill we came on White
Melilot, had a close view of a fresh Speckled Wood to add to the other butterflies
seen (Common and Chalkhill Blue, Peacock, Red Admiral, Meadow Brown
and Gatekeeper plus various Whites) We also had close views of a couple of full
grown female Wasp Spiders.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 26 - AUG 1 (WEEK 30 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Bittern: The lone bird seen at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on July 22 was still there on
July 27
Little Egret: A count of Egrets arriving at the Langstone Pond roost on the evening
of July 30 recorded a total of 124. I have no information about other local roosts but
there could be a similar number using the trees near the Little Deeps on Thorney
Island and a smaller number in the south Hayling Tournerbury Wood trees.
Grey Heron: On July 29 a total of 38 Herons (including several juveniles) flew west
over Christchurch Harbour. This probably represents post breeding dispersal but
the number of birds involved is the highest I have seen in any previous reports of
migrant Herons.
Spoonbill: 3 juveniles were on the Lymington marshes on July 26 and the number
in Poole Harbour was up to 7 on July 30

Brent Goose: It would seem that the birds summering along the south coast have
probably completed their summer moult and are now starting to show themselves
and move around. On July 25 one appeared in Christchurch Harbour having flown
in from the west and on July 26 two birds flew west from the Hamble River mouth
while July 28 brought a report of one in the Holes Bay area of Poole Harbour
Shelduck: All the reports of these I have seen this week are of unaccompanied
juveniles - the latest, of a single in Christchurch Harbour on July 30, carried the
comment that all the adults have now left for their moult sites
Wigeon: I have not yet seen reports of returning birds elsewhere but on the
evening of July 30, looking south from the Royal Oak at Langstone, I saw a bird in
the outfall stream from Langstone Mill Pond which looked like an eclipse female
though the bird was distant and my view hampered by the banks of the stream at
low tide.
Garganey: Two separate birds were seen on the Lymington marshes on July 30,
presumably new there as they start their autumn journey south
Shoveler: The first to return to Christchurch Harbour was seen there on July 28
and on July 29 I think I saw two in the creek running north east into Eames Farm
fields from the west end of the Thorney Great Deeps
Red-breasted Merganser: Two seen this week, both on July 29. One was off the
mouth of Shoreham Harbour and the other in the Solent off the Lymington marshes
(where 14 Eider were reported on July 31)
Marsh Harrier: An adult and a juvenile were seen at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on July
27 - presumably birds from the family which bred there this year.
Osprey: What I think was the first returning bird to appear there this summer was at
Thorney Island on July 25 (and still around on July 29). On July 26 one appeared at
the Lower Test site at Southampton and has since been seen there daily. Other
individuals were seen at Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough and over
Christchurch Harbour, both on July 26 - the latter bird flew on south out to sea
Hobby: One was seen locally in Emsworth Harbour chasing the Swallows coming
to roost in the Thorney Island reeds on the evening of July 27
Quail: One was heard on the Downs above the River Arun south of Amberley on
July 25 and on July 29 a group of four small birds which appeared to be Quail was
seen in a wheat field at Plumpton Green (near the racecourse just north west of
Lewes). The observer of the latter asked for support in his identification of them as
Quail, and while I have seen no further comments on the SOS website I was
reminded of my own encounter with similar birds on the Langstone South Moors on
22 Aug 2009 after which I was convinced that they were in fact baby Pheasants one argument was that there were no previous south coast records of groups of
Quail pausing on their southward journey (these birds were still present several
days after I saw them), and the other argument (from a member of the Game
Conservancy) was that young pheasants can fly short distances when only 12 days
old when their appearance could be mistaken for Quail.

Avocet: These are now making their way west to the places where they will spend
the winter in the River Exe and in Poole Harbour. Christchurch Harbour reported 7
passing on July 26 and 6 on July 30 whereas a report from Titchfield Haven on July
30 said that only 1 was left there (on June 18 the Three Amigos blog recorded the
presence of 62 adults and 15 juveniles)
Golden Plover: A summer plumaged bird flying over Hope Gap (Beachy Head) on
July 30 is the first returning bird I am aware of on the south coast
Lapwing: Still less than ten to be seen on the Langstone shore but on July 22 there
were 47 in Christchurch Harbour and on July 29 there was an unusual report of 96
at Woolmer Pond in east Hampshire and 100 at Christchurch
Knot: Two birds seen on the Lymington marshes on July 26 were in full summer
plumage
Sanderling: A flock of 100 were on the Climping shore (mouth of River Arun) on
July 29 and no doubt even larger numbers will soon be seen on the Pilsey sands.
Little Stint: One appeared on the Lymington marshes on July 29 and two were
there on July 30
Black-tailed Godwit: Peter Potts reports that these birds have had a poor
breeding season in Iceland where he and his team managed to ring more than 100
birds. Non-breeding birds which have stayed here have been reported this week
from Pagham and Christchurch Harbours but the only substantial current count is
of 298 on July 29 at Hook near the mouth of the R Hamble.
Little Gull: The single bird which has been at the Lymington marshes since at least
July 24 seems to be the only one on the south coast this week
Lesser Blackback: A large and growing number of these now breed on rooftops in
many coastal towns but I was interested to see that a pair have raised two
youngsters this year on the roof of the IBM North Harbour (Lakeside) building at
Portsmouth - the young are now fledged.
Common Tern: A count of 706 entering Langstone Harbour to roost on the
evening of July 28 was high for the time of year indicating that many of these birds
are leaving early. One Roseate and one Black Tern also came to roost there that
evening
Turtle Dove: One was heard 'purring' on north Thorney on both July 25 and 27
Cuckoo: One adult was at Dungeness on July 26 and two were at Folkestone on
July 28 while a juvenile was seen in the Climping area at the mouth of the R Arun
on July 29
Kingfisher: The first bird to be reported at a coastal site was one at Pett (on Rye
Bay) on July 24 and Christchurch Harbour reported their first back on July 28
Swallow: Around 1000 Swallows were seen in Emsworth Harbour on the evening
of July 27 before going to roost in the north Thorney Island reed beds, easily
beating counts of around 400 roosting at Farlington Marshes on July 21 and

another 400 heading south from Portland on July 23. On July 26 a single white
Swallow was seen in the Cuckmere Valley near Beachy Head - a rarity but not
unknown (last year one was hatched in Aberdeenshire and another in Hampshire in
the Hamble valley where one had been seen 20 years earlier)
Tree Pipit: One seen at Christchurch Harbour on July 29 seems to be the only
passage bird so far
Yellow Wagtail: Passage birds had been seen at Dungeness since July 20 and the
first to be reported in Hampshire was at Hook (Warsash) on July 26 with one at
Durlston in Dorset on July 27
Robin: I heard the first brief burst of autumn song in my Havant garden on July 29
and Brian Fellows heard his first in the Southbourne area east of Emsworth on July
30
Nightingale: Departing birds have been seen on the Sussex coast since July 20
(max 2 on July 22)
Common Redstart: Departing birds first seen at Dungeness and Christchurch
Harbour on July 26 with 4 on Luccombe Down (IoW) on July 30
Wheatear: First report from the coast at Portland on July 23 (12 there on July 29).
Among several other reports three were on Thorney Island on July 27 and one at
Hook (Warsash) on July 30
Grasshopper Warbler: The first departing bird was at Christchurch Harbour on
July 23 and six were reported at Beachy Head on July 24
Sedge Warbler: 11 were at Christchurch Harbour on July 23 where 45 were seen
on July 26 among numerous other reports
Reed Warbler: The first two departing birds were at Beachy Head on July 22 and
by July 30 there were 15 at Christchurch
Lesser Whitethroat: First departing birds were 3 at Hope Gap (Beachy Head) on
July 20 and 12 were seen at Seaford Head on July 27.
Common Whitethroat: 35 were at Hope Gap as early as July 20 and 54 were
there on July 30 with many seen at other sites
Garden Warbler: One was at Beachy Head on July 24 and another in the fields
south of Fareham on July 26 with ones and twos subsequently all along the coast
Blackcap: 7 at Beachy Head on July 20 and 8 at Christchurch on July 28 were the
first and peak counts
Wood Warbler: One at Folkestone on July 27 and another at Sandwich Bay from
July 27 to 30
Chiffchaff: Relatively few among the departing birds with a max of 20 on
Luccombe Down (IoW) on July 30

Willow Warbler: First two seen at Beachy Head on July 22 with large numbers at
many sites since then. Sandwich Bay had 100 on July 28 and Christchurch Harbour
had 135 on July 29
Pied Flycatcher: First was at Pagham on July 26 with another at Dungeness that
day followed by singles at Sandwich Bay, Christchurch, Luccombe Down (IoW) and
Portland
Long-tailed Tit: 42 were among a mixed Tit flock of 100 birds at Four Marks in east
Hampshire on July 27
House Sparrow: Many of these have now left the urban areas for their autumn
'holidays' in the country
Common Crossbill: The only report which I have seen to back up Lee Evans
report last week of a 'widespread influx' is of a single bird moving north over
Sandwich Bay on July 29
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Common Darter: The first I have heard of this summer was seen by Brian
Fellows at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on July 30
Butterflies
36 species seen this week, including ...
Small, Essex, Lulworth, Silver Spotted and Large Skippers
Wood White: Second brood started to appear on July 21
Clouded Yellow: The only report I have seen this week is of one at
Folkestone back on July 20
Brown Hairstreak: The first and so far only reports come from the Crawley
area of Sussex on July 28
White-letter Hairstreak: Two were seen in the MoD Defence Munitions site
at Gosport on July 29
Adonis Blue: The first of the second brood was seen at Mill Hill (Shoreham)
on July 28 and others were out at Durlston on July 29
Purple Emperor: It seems that once they have mated females will travel
long distances in search of suitable places to lay their eggs and this may
account for two unexpected recent sightings - one of a female on a wheely
bin in a Southbourne garden (east of Emsworth) and another which landed
on a garden table in the Horsham area where the residents were sitting and
eating plums in the sunshine. The Southbourne sighting may have been an
insect originating in Stansted Forest where I am aware of reports in past
years and now have confirmation that there is at least one 'master tree'
where three or four of the butterflies could be seen on July 27 and 28.

The July 27 sighting was reported on the Sussex BC website by Michael
Blencowe, a renowned Sussex butterfly guru whose home area near
Eastbourne has no Purple Emperor sites, hence the enthusiasm over his first
encounter - he wrote .. "Tuesday was a big day for me! As many of you know
I have never seen a Purple Emperor before. Of course I've had many
opportunities to join Neil on one of his walks but I always wanted to find my
own and, as I've told many people, I hoped that one day one would land right
in front of me. On Tuesday 27th July 2010 that's exactly what happened. Not
just one - but two Purple Emperors came tumbling out of the sky right front of
me! The unfortunate thing was, however, that I was travelling at 45mph at the
time, driving down a road adjacent to Stansted Forest. I glimpsed two large
butterflies as they fell fighting from above. Before I could slam on the brakes
they were sucked under the car! As I gazed into the rear view mirror I saw
one fly off apparently unharmed. The other was flat on the road but righted
itself - and I swear I saw it dust itself off - and that's when I saw that
unmistakable profile. It too took flight and was gone. Unbelievable! We put
the hazard lights on and leapt from the car and stared up into the canopy at
the amazing sight above. We were directly below a Master Tree with three
Emperors soaring, fighting and attacking the odd passing bird. Next day Neil
joined us and a fourth, a female, was located. Neil explained that the
previous day I had almost killed a male and female - female Emperors have
been known to tumble from the sky to evade the advances of a male. It could
have ended tragically for all three of us - but luckily we all lived to tell the tale
- and mine is of my first Purple Emperor; seen in my rear view mirror."
Painted Lady: Just a faint hint that an invasion may be starting with daily
sightings from July 27 to 30 at in the Eastbourne, Worthing, Chichester and
Luccombe Down (IoW) respectively - all of singles except for two seen at
Luccombe
Small Tortoiseshell: Just two reports this week, both on July 24 - 5 seen in
the Andover area and one on Old Winchester Hill in the Meon valley
Wall Brown: The second brood which started to emerge on July 21 has
since been seen at five sites in Sussex, two on the IoW and one in Dorset but
none in Hampshire
Grayling: Last week I said that these first appeared on July 20 but now there
is a single isolated report of 29 having been seen at Bleak Down on the IoW
as early as July 9.
Moths
Convolvulus Hawkmoth: One of these massive immigrant moths was
found in the Rye area on July 24, alive but so battered it was barely
recognisable. It was thought to have been caught and 'played with' by a cat,
adding fuel to the fire of those moth enthusiasts who hate the way in which
cats are attracted to moth traps and decimate the catch.
Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Seven reports between July 24 and 30 is a slight
increase on the poor showing of this species so far this year, all were of

singles other than one of three seen at Longstock by the River Test on July
24
Ruby Tiger: July is the month in which this species is most likely to be found
and a report of two seen at Durlston on July 28 is the first and only report I
have noticed
Silver Y: Folkestone reported a large influx of these on July 25 (with 50 in
one trap and many more seen by day)
Other Insects
Scaeva pyrastri Hoverfly: This large black and white fly has been more
numerous than usual this year (as indeed have many Hoverfly species)
Volucella zonaria Hoverfly: This very large and hornet like fly was found in
Brook Meadow at Emsworth on July 20 and I learnt from that report that the
larvae of the species grow up in Wasp nests and feed on the Wasp larvae.
Just one report of the species this week - two seen at Rye Harbour on July 30
Soldier Beetles: On July 27 Sandwich Bay reported 'hundreds of thousands'
of Soldier Beetles pouring along the shore
Glow Worm: On July 28 an HWT walk party found at least 8 in the banks of
Gillman Road on Portsdown (just below Fort Purbrook) and on July 29 there
was a report of them being found in the south east part of Hollybank Woods
at Emsworth (the first time I have heard of them in this wood). On July 31 a
night walk at Durlston came on at least 11.
Great Green Bush Cricket: This week brought the first reports of adult
insects from Durlston and Portsdown Hill, both on July 28
PLANTS
Common Fumitory: A first report of this in flower from field edges in the
Southbourne area (east of Emsworth) on July 30
Bastard Toadflax: This was still flowering on Portsdown on July 28
Spreading Hedge Parsley: On July 29 Martin Rand (BSBI Plant Recorder for
South Hants) saw the plants which I had seen in a Langstone garden on July 20
and confirmed that they were indeed Torilis arvensis arvensis (the species that
was once common in arable fields in England) and not one of three sub-species
that can be found elsewhere in Europe (and which might have arrived via bird
seed). The origin of the plants remains a mystery.
Burnet Saxifrage: A good show of these plants was seen on July 27 in the Havant
Eastern Road cemetery where the grass has not been mown for some time and
more of them were found in St Faith's churchyard in central Havant on July 28
Wild Angelica: This was just starting to flower in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on
July 27

Slender Hare's Ear (Bupleurum tenuissimum): The first few plants were found
flowering on the Thorney Island seawall at the west end of the Great Deeps on July
29
Marsh Woundwort: Last year this attractive plant was flowering on July 1 but this
year the first I have heard of was out at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on July 30
OTHER WILDLIFE
Hare: At least one could still be seen in the fields adjacent to the Thorney Great
Deeps on July 24
Pointed Snail (Cochlicella acuta): This tiny snail of dry land (usually near the sea)
can still be seen on the Thorney Island seawall at the west end of the Great Deeps.
At least six tiny youngsters were clinging to grass stems when I was there on July
29
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 19 - 25 (WEEK 29 OF 2010)
This week's summary is incomplete and is a 'practice run' to restore my memory of
how I used to prepare Summaries before the recent enforced gap of six months in
my work on this website
BIRDS
Fulmar: Three flying off Gore Cliff at St Catherine's Point (IoW) on July 21
Manx Shearwater: 10 seen off Portland Bill on July 23 plus 3 Balearic
Shearwaters
Bittern: One seen at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on July 22 was very unusual for the
time of year - it was thought to have been there for a few days
Little Bittern: Lee Evans reports a female with fledged young was present at the
Ham Wall RSPB reserve in Somerset on July 23
Little Egret: One was an unexpected visitor to Woolmer Pond in east Hampshire
on July 22 and 23. Locally a large number are now using the Langstone Pond roost
(around 50 thought to be there by 6pm on July 20 indicating a much larger number
would probably arrive before nightfall)
Great White Egret: A long staying bird at Dungeness was still there on July 23
Purple Heron: The pair which has bred at Dungeness this year had at least two
chicks seen on July 19
Spoonbill: A group of six juveniles were present at Keyhaven (Lymington) on July
19 and 20. At least one was at Brownsea Island in Poole Hbr on July 20
Egyptian Goose: On July 23 John Clark found 17 (including 6 fledged juveniles) at
the Wellington Country Park in north Hampshire plus another 12 at Fleet Pond.

Another 8 were by the River Avon at Cowards Marsh (Christchurch) on July 22 and
I see that back in March a minor influx of the species had been reported in Sussex
Shelduck: Fledged juveniles are now starting to leave the company of their parents
and to be seen unaccompanied or in creches. On July 23 four unaccompanied
juveniles were seen at the Bembridge Marshes (IoW) and on July 24 a pair of
adults had a creche of 13 juveniles with them. Locally I saw two unaccompanied
juveniles at the mouth of the Langbrook stream (Langstone South Moors area)
Peregrine: The nest box on the chimney of Shoreham Power Station has been
used by Peregrines for several years but it was taken down before the breeding
season this year to permit work to take place on the chimney. By July 23 it had
been re-installed and a pair of Peregrines were seen perched on it that day.
Quail: What was presumably a migrant heading south was heard at Portland Bill on
July 23
Stone Curlew: Also presumably a migrant heading south was seen briefly on the
ground at Rye Harbour on July 20
White-tailed Plover (aka White-tailed Lapwing): Very few of these have been
recorded in Britain but on 27 May this year one turned up at Seaforth in Lancashire.
What was probably the same bird then appeared at Rainham Marshes in London
on 7 July, moving to Slimbridge on 9 July before moving to Dungeness where it was
seen daily from 11 July to 21 July
Lapwing: At least six were back on the Langstone Pond shore by July 20 and there
were 47 in Christchurch Harbour on July 22
Little Stint: One was among 97 Dunlin at Rye Harbour on Juy 25
Curlew Sandpiper: Jason Crook found a summer plumaged and 'very vocal' bird
at the Hayling Oysterbeds on July 21 or 22
Ruff: Several passage birds seen this week - one at Brownsea Island in Poole
Harbour on July 20, one at Lomoor Weymouth) on July 22, one at Titchfield Haven
on July 23 and a male at Pagham Harbour on July 24
Black-tailed Godwit: On July 22 a flock of 270 were at Hook Links near the mouth
of the R. Hamble at Warsash. On July 24 there were 25 in Pagham Harbour
Whimbrel: Quite a few reports of passage birds - I saw my first at the Langstone
Pond shore on July 20
Spotted Redshank; At least two were in Poole Harbour on July 20 and 21 and
another was at the mouth of the Beaulieu River on July 22
Redshank: Around 100 were on the Langstone Pond shore on July 20
Greenshank: Several recent reports including 11 birds at Farlington Marshes on
July 21

Green Sandpiper: Plenty of these around including 8 at Rye Harbour on July 23
and 2 at Farlington Marshes on July 21 plus one flying over south Hayling on July
24
Wood Sandpiper: One at Weir Wood near Crowborough on July 21 foloowed by
singles at Lodmoor and Lymington plus 3 at Rye Harbour this week
Common Sandpiper: Now being seen at many places along the south coast with
10 at Rye Harbour on July 23
Arctic Skua: One past Christchurch Harbour on July 20
Great Skua: One off Portland Bill on July 23
Little Gull: One seen at Pennington (Lymington) on July 20 and up to 3 at
Dungeness this week
Common Gull: 3 back in Christchurch Harbour on July 24 and at least one at
Langstone on July 25
Arctic Tern: One seen at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on July 24
Turtle Dove: Singles (presumably passage birds) on the Isel of Wight on July 23
and 24
Ring-necked Parakeet: One flew over Southampton on July 22
Cuckoo: Portland Bill reported their first bird heading south on July 22
Swallow: Around 400 came to roost in reeds at Farlington Marshes on July 21 (less
than 10 Sand Martins among them) and Portland reported 400 flying south on July
23
Yellow Wagtail: 7 passage birds at Dungeness on July 20 with more later in the
week
Nightingale: One in the Beachy Head area on July 20 with one or two more later in
the week
Wheatear: At least one departing bird at Portland on July 23
Mistle Thrush: A post breeding flock of 10 birds at Cissbury Ring (Worthing) on
July 20 and a single adult with one fledged juvenile in the Langstone Wade Court
area that day.
Grasshopper Warbler: Singles on the Dorset coast on July 23 and 24 and 6 at
Beachy Head on July 24
Sedge Warbler: More than 30 at Christchurch Harbour on July 24
Reed Warbler: 3 at Beachy Head on July 24
Whitethroat: 43 Common and 4 Lessers at Beachy Head on July 22
Blackcap: Plenty now moving south with 7 at Beachy Head on July 20

Willow Warbler: Portland reported the first 10 departing birds on July 23
Common Crossbill: Lee Evans reported a widespread influx into Britain on July 23
Bullfinch: Brian Fellows heard one singing in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth
on July 20. To hear this bird singling is very uncommon (I have only heard it once in
my life) and at this time of year it must be even rarer.
INSECTS
Dragonflies
Migrant Hawker: A brief sighting in a Langstone garden on July 20 was my first
view of this species for the year
Hairy Dragonfly: A brief item on TV News this week about New Forest Dragonflies
included an unexpected sighting of a Hairy Dragonfly by the Crockford Stream near
Beaulieu - although this is a relatively common species in Kent, Sussex and Dorset
it is not normally found in Hampshire
Butterflies
Wood White: At least one second brood insect was seen at Ebernoe near Midhurst
on July 21
Green-veined White: Second brood insects have been out since at least July 19
when two wre seen in Creech Woods at Denmead
Purple Hairstreak: These seem to be flourishing this year - a single car drive on
July 23 found them in 16 Sussex tetrads - and there have been numerous reports of
them on the ground or at low level though they are most commonly seen around the
tops of Oak treees
Brown Argus: This species is normally found on heathland but does occasionally
have woodland colonies and on July 19 Andy Brook reported finding more than one
in open areas of the Hollybank Woods (north of Emsworth)
Painted Lady: On 20 July 2009 more than 300 were seen at Dungeness and 500
in the Chichester area but this year the only reports I have seen for this week are of
one at Stubbington near Gosport and another at Cissbury Ring above Worthing
Large Tortoiseshell: One reported at Knighton (IoW) on July 21
Camberwell Beauty: One was convincingly reported to have been seen in a
Maresfield garden (by the A22 on the southern edge of Ashdown Forest) on July 21
Wall Brown: The first report of a second brood sighting comes from the Downs
above the Cuckmere valley near Eastbourne on July 21
Grayling: An exceptionally early first sighting was made at Browndown near
Gosport on July 1 but more normal first fnds come from north Hampshire heaths on
July 20 and from the Eastbourne area on July 17
Moths

Humming-bird Hawkmoth: Very few reports this year - just three this week from
Sandy Point on Hayling, Stubbington near Gosport and the Haywards Heath area
of Sussex
Other Insects
Flying Ants: On July 20 there was little wind and the air was warm and this
triggered an exceptionally massive emergence of flying ants. I watched a dense
column of them rising from my garden for at least five minutes (probably much
longer) and my son who had just driven past Havant Park said there were so many
in the air there that they presented a traffic hazard. Later I read in the local press
that this phenomenon was widespread and there were accounts of people fleeing
from the streets of Gosport into whatever shops they happened to be close to in
order to escape the ants which were on their clothing and in their hair
PLANTS
Dwarf Gorse: At this time of year Common Gorse has ceased flowering but Dwarf
Gorse is only just starting to flower. I saw a few bushes with flowers in Havant
Thicket on July 24
Narrow-leaved Bird's-foot-trefoil (Lotus glaber): There was a large display of
this along the seaward side of the cycle track running at the foot of the A27
embankment in the Chalkdock area of Langstone Harbour on July 21. Look for it
where the wooden fencing on your left starts as you head west from the
Broadmarsh grassland
Caucasian Stonecrop: This red flowered species had just started to flower on one
grave in the Havant Eastern Road cemetery on July 17
Short-fruited Willowherb (Epilobium obscurum): While in Havant Thicket on
July 24 I saw a Willowherb which I did not recognize but subsequently named it as
this species by virtue of its square stem and the length of its fruit capsules (less
than 6 cm)
Spreading Hedge Parsley: On July 20 I noticed three small white flowered
umbellifers growing as 'weeds' in a Langstone garden flowerbed and subsequently
identified them as this species which I have not previously found in Hampshire
though I have seen specimens that were past flowering in the East Park at
Stansted.
Burnet Saxifrage: On July 17 I was pleased to see that a few plants were flowering
in the Havant Eastern Road cemetery despite the close mowing of the grassland in
which they grow
Marsh Pennywort: Although this is not a rare species I have not come across it for
many years so I was pleased on July 24 to find a great mass of its leaves in the
damp channel of the tiny stream running south across the rough grassland north of
the Long Avenue running north from the Staunton Country Park lake
Golden Samphire: My first sight of this in flower was on July 20 on the Langstone
Pond seawall where I also found that Lax Sea Lavender is flourishing with more
and larger plants than in previous years

Sneezewort: On July 24 I was pleased to see that a few plants of this can still be
found flowering in Havant Thicket
OTHER WILDLIFE
Water Vole: One was seen swimming underwater for some distance in the R Ems
at Brook Meadow on July 19 (normally they swim on the surface)
Hare: 'Many leverets' reported to have been seen by a walker on The Burgh area of
the Downs above the R Arun south of Amberley on July 25

EXTRA NOTES DURING HIATUS IN WEB SITE
SUNDAY MARCH 28
A 30 minute ride after lunch today gave me my first Spanish Bluebell in flower
and a single Garden Forget-me-not (garden escape of the common cultivar
that resembles Wood Forget-me-not), both in the Havant Billy Trail area.
I went first to the Havant Eastern Road cemetery where Brian found Danish
Scurvygrass on Mar 24 as I was intrigued by the find, not having seen this
plant there before. As there is a container for road gritting salt just inside the
main gate of the cemetery I wondered if the plant seed had been introduced
when re-filling the container but I could see no sign of the plant anywhere near
that entrance and I am wondering if Brian and I are talking about the same
entrance. The only entrance, and the one used by Hearses or other vehicles,
off Eastern Road is opposite the long sloping footbridge over the railway
connecting Eastern Road to Third Avenue in Denvilles, and that is where I
looked. I also checked under the Yew trees round the other entrance from
New Lane, but could see no hint of Scurvygrass anywhere.
What I did find at the first path crossing immediately inside the main entrance
were Blue Anemones in fresh flower - these are clearly planted on graves but
the chucked out plants were also starting to flower under a Yew tree
immediately inside the New Lane wall, and immeditately north of the wall
separating the narrow section alongside the Eastern Road from the grassy
section alongside New Lane.
Finally we have had an unusual bird visitor to our garden this afternoon - a
female Pheasant. First seen walking around on the back lawn while we had
lunch it was still present, perched on the garden wall, several hours later.
SATURDAY MARCH 27
It might now be worth checking Pitts Copse (across the lane passing Stansted
Groves) and the junction of Southleigh Road and East Leigh Road (east side) for
Lesser Periwinkle in flower as today (Mar 27) I saw two flowers out on what I
believe to be wild plants in the undeveloped building plot alongside the north side of

the 'twitchel' path from Wade Court Road to Pook Lane (section nearest Wade
Court Road west of Shawfield Road - difficult to see the plants here without some
help - such as my bike! - to see over the top of the fence). Wade Court Road at the
end of this twitchel is coated with the fallen catkins of the tall old Grey Poplar which
always flowers early.
Elsewhere I noted masses of Dogs Mercury (and Sweet Violets) now in flower and
white flower buds on a single Cow Parsley umbel by the Billy Trail near the end of
Langstone Avenue - also in that area one plant of White Comfrey had flowers.
Cherry Plum is just starting to come into abundant general flowering.
At Langstone Pond the Swan is sitting on the same nest site as last year close to
the duck feeding point on the seawall by the interpretation board. The flooded
meadow north of the pond still had 20+ Teal and there were over 30 Shelduck
visible from the shore at the end of Pook Land but only four Brent could be seen
from there.
I didn't check the trees behind Langstone Pond for Egret nests but did not notice
any Egrets at all there (and only one fishing offshore)
All seen in less than an hour on my bike while Meg was asleep after lunch.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 8 - 14 (WEEK 10 OF 2010)
The demands of now being a 24 hour carer for my wife (constant interruptions by
day and loss of sleep by night!) have reduced my ability to produce as full a
summary as I would wish but I still take great interest in the daily output of a list of
wildlife websites and still try to note significant (to me!) observations in my
database from which I have picked out some recent highlights
BIRDS
Migrant bird arrivals (somewhere in England) include
Wheatear (First on Mar 3 in Cornwall),
Sand Martin (Mar 5 in Poole Harbour),
House Martin (Mar 5 over Pagham Harbour),
Swallow (Mar 12 in both Lincolnshire and the Adur valley in Sussex),
Garganey (First definite migrant at Dungeness on Mar 1 with Hampshire sightings
on Mar 3 passing Titchfield Haven and Mar 4 near Basingstoke),
Osprey (First definite sighting on Mar 12 in Lincolnshire and Mar 13 in Cornwall),
Little Ringed Plover (seen at various sites since Mar 2 and in Hampshire on Mar
14 at both Testwood Lakes and The Vyne near Basingstoke),
Sandwich (a flock of 20 were off the Brittany coast of France on Jan 29 and
several sightings since then were probably migrants - e.g. one passing Portland on

Mar 3 and one flying in from the south at Selsey Bill on Mar 12) and Common
Terns (one turned up at Dungeness on Feb 28) and almost certainly
Chiffchaff, Willow Warbler and Blackcap (three new singing males at
Christchurch Harbour on Mar 12).
Four reports of Ring Ouzel in January were probably of wintering birds but news
of three birds at a Dutch site on Mar 13 indicates that migrants are about to
arrive in the UK
Passage birds now include a regular stream of Meadow Pipits heading north and
Alba Wagtails (unspecified mix of Pied and White) with the first definite White
Wagtail seen at Slimbridge on Mar 2 (others at Portland on Mar 12 and near
Worthing on Mar 13)
Best vagrant is a Bufflehead, thought to have been blown from the Gulf of Mexico
with some Red Breasted Mergansers, and present on The Fleet near Weymouth
from Mar 6 to 12 at least. Lee Evans considers it to be the star attraction in the UK
this week and says .. "It represents the 10th considered 'genuine vagrant'
Bufflehead in Britain since 1950. It is the first record for Dorset."
Raptor interest includes a Golden Eagle seen at Luccombe Down in the Isle of
Wight on Mar 11 and 12 - almost certainly an escape or even being used for
hunting by a Falconer (on Dec 12 I reported the chance sighting of a group of
Falconers hunting Hare in north Hampshire using no less than 5 Golden
Eagles).
This is also the time when Buzzards show themselves in good numbers but so far
as I know no UK site has reported as many as the 120 Buzzards seen in one day
as a Dutch site did on Mar 13.
Ospreys were seen in Yorkshire on Mar 12 and Cornwall on Mar 13 - an earlier
report from Wiltshire on Mar 2 was probably mistaken
See the Three Amigos website for photos illustrating by how much Black
Tailed Godwits can flex the tips of their bill when using them as 'tweezers' to
grab, hold and extract wriggling worms from mud - see
http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo/14656/Black-tailed+Godwits+dispalying+Rhy
nchokinesis..html
INSECTS
Most interesting butterfly report was of a Painted Lady flying strongly in the New
Forest on Mar 5 (there had been another 'probable' sighting of a Painted Lady in
Sussex on Mar 1) Other species flying this week were Brimstone, Red Admiral,
and Small Tortoiseshell (at Gosport)
New moths for the year were the White-shouldered House Moth (Endrosis
sarcitrella) on Mar 2 in Kent, a Shoulder Stripe (Anticlea badiata) in Sussex on
Mar 8 - this one taken by the method of driving down country lanes at night and
jumping out with a net when a moth appeared in the car headlights - and the first of
the commoner spring moths, a Common Quaker taken in Kent on Mar 12

Other insect news was a find of hibernating German Wasps at Rye Harbour ( see
entry for Mar 13 in http://rxwildlife.org.uk/category/all-latest-news/insects/ for tips
on separating Common from German Wasps). Also seen in Sussex were some tiny
Scarlet Tiger moth caterpillars on Borage
PLANTS
The only new flowers this week were on Common Storksbill at Broadmarsh on
Mar 10 and on Wild Daffodils at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood on Mar 13
but there was other interest in a Hawthorn tree at Broadmarsh already bearing
some leaves and flower buds and a Dog Rose bush already unfurling some
leaves.
OTHER WILDLIFE
The absence of any Water Vole sightings at Brook Meadow (Emsworth) so far
this year is worrying - last year there had been at least five sightings between Jan
12 and Feb 15. Has the strong flow and increased depth of water in the R Ems
drowned or washed away these animals?

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 8 - 14 (WEEK 10 OF 2010)
Wed 10 Mar
Storksbill flowering at Broadmarsh
On another sunny afternoon with a biting north east wind I cycled past Bedhampton
Mill to Broadmarsh, coming home via Budds Farm and the South Moors shore.
High spot of the outing was finding my first Storks Bill flowers at Broadmarsh
(there is always an early patch by the Hermitage Stream footpath immediately you
leave the slipway area) but I also found more Cherry Plum flowers on at least two
trees in the Broadmarsh area and came on leaves starting to unfurl of both
Elder and Hawthorn there (the Hawthorn, in the scrub on the north side of the boat
park, also had well developed flower buds). Another surprise find came at the
mouth of the Langbrook stream were one of the Dog Rose bushes was also
putting out fresh leaves.
One bird surprise was the sight of two Ringed Plovers (a pair?) on the shore of the
Hermitage Stream just south of the gravel quay - could they be thinking of nesting
on some of the patches of gravel in that area?
Arriving at the new 'view point bench' above the Budds Farm pools I found a group
of people (I suspect they were the ones which constructed the bench) having their
photo taken by a presumed supervisor of the work.
On the pools the pair of Swans and the pair of Shelduck that will nest there were
back on territory and there was a good showing of Tufted Duck but small numbers
of the other species including Shoveler, Gadwall and Teal
Along the shore several hundred Brent were spread out and feeding while at least
fifty Wigeon were at the Langbrook mouth with flocks of Dunlin on the mud among
the gulls and single pairs of Shoveler and Merganser caught my eye on the water.
Heading upstream I noticed at least half a dozen Meadow Pipit on the South
Moors - probably passing migrants but soon I will hope to hear Meadow Pipit song
from breeding birds.

Tue 9 Mar
Coltsfoot and Med Gulls at Hayling Oysterbeds
This afternoon I was able to get out on my bike for the first time this month and
made a tour of north Hayling in a chill northerly wind with none of this morning's
sunshine.
By the Lymbourne Stream there are now more than two dozen Celandine flowers
and Cherry Plum is starting to flower at two places in Langstone but the star of the
outing were the dozen or so Coltsfoot flowers now out at the entrance to the
Oysterbeds carpark.
The 'Tern Island' at the Oysterbeds gave me my first sight of Med Gulls in full
breeding plumage - around 15 of them mostly in pairs at the south end of the
islands and a few more flying around emitting their distinctive calls. Also at that end
of the islands were seven Brent geese (the first time I have seen them on these
islands) - they seemed to be searching for food as were several other much largers
parties of Brent scattered around the shore. As I was leaving the island a flock of
around 700 Brent was circling over the water between Northney and Langstone,
giving me the impression that after having fed they were thinking of continuing their
journey east.
Other birds noted in this general area were small parties of both Black- and
Bar-tailed Godwits (around 20 of each), plenty of Redshank and Oystercatchers
and a large number of Wigeon. The northernmost field on the east side of the
Coastal Path had a single Greenshank in it, behaving in a restless fashion with
much 'bobbing' and erratic low flying. The prominence of the white around its tail
and the dark colour of the closed wings both suggested it was acquiring breeding
plumage.
South of the Oysterbeds I turned east at the pillbox and headed for Daw Lane. In
the field south of the path between West Lane and the Coastal Path were at least
50 Redwing but Daw Lane itself had no vestige of the show of spring flowers it will
have later - at the moment it is rather depressing to see the long lines of felled
Poplars in the field (old orchard) north of it.
A female Kestrel was perched near Upper Tye Farm and the Northney rookery
was active (I sense there are fewer nests than ususal this year). Many of the Rooks
were feeding in the open fields west of the trees and I was pleased to see at least a
dozen Stock Doves also feeding there with many Wood Pigeons and a small
flock of Brent. Back at Langstone the first few Cherry Plum flowers are out near
the south end of Wade Lane, and further up it, in the field north of the path to the
Billy Trail, was another flock of perhaps 50 Redwing
Water flowing uphill in my garden?
Last week I captured on film a strange phenomenon which I regularly see in my
garden after a hard frost at night. It occurs in the plastic water containers put out on
the ground for the birds to feed and drink - as you can see in the picture below the
containers are of the black plastic twin tub type in which I occasionally purchase a
take-away meal from the supermarket and the mystery concerns the icicles (up to
ten centimetres long) which grow up from them. I guess that as the water freezes
(and expands) the plastic sides of the tub are forced apart and the unfrozen plastic
bottom exerts an upward pressure on the unfrozen part of the water, causing a jet
of water to be forced upward through a weak part of the surface ice. Any proper
scientific explanation would be welcome!

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 1 - 7 (WEEK 9 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: Some 150 were fishing off the north Kent coast on Mar 5,
presumably on their way north to breed
Black-throated Diver: One off Selsey Bill on Feb 27
Great Northern Diver: Seen at three points off the Hampshire coast this week but
no more than three together
Slavonian Grebe: Seen at seven south coast sites this week with more than 20 off
Pagham Harbour on Mar 2
Black-necked Grebe: Still at least 15 off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 1 (and 18
on Studland Bay on Mar 2). There had been one at the Blashford Lakes on Jan 1
but on Mar 1 four turned up there and have stayed until at least Mar 5
Fulmar: After a report of 17 pairs on 'roost sites' in Thanet on Feb 24 there is a
definite claim for 6 pairs to be nesting in the Brighton-Rottingdean area on Feb 27.
Others are probably nesting at St Catherine's Point on the IoW
Shag: After the excitement of finding one settled on the R Itchen by Winchester
College in December I was interested to read of one in breeding plumage well
inland at the Loder Valley nature reserve near Wakehurst Place in Sussex on Mar 5
Bittern: Several still around but the sighting of one flying high northeast at dusk
from Bransbury Common near Andover on Mar 1 indicates that they are now
leaving. One whose departure will be delayed was rescued in an emaciated state
(and with a broken claw) in the Ditchling area of Sussex on Mar 4 and will be given
treatment by a vet before being released. One was still at Titchfield Haven on Mar 6
and one was still being seen nearby at Brownwich Pond on Mar 5. On Mar 2 Burton
Pond west of Pulborough had four birds present.
White Stork: 13 were seen on the near continent on Mar 2 with 4 and 1 being
reported as 'remarkable observations' on Mar 3 and 4
Spoonbill: On Feb 27 there were 8 in Poole Harbour and 1 at Lodmoor
(Weymouth)
Bewick's Swan: On Mar 6 Slimbridge reported that most had left (only 75 left
where there had been over 300). The last date I have for the group of 13 at the
Blashford Lakes is Feb 25
Whitefront Goose: The flock of around 300 at Slimbridge has not been seen (I
think) since 189 were there on Mar 5.
Cackling Canada Goose: The minima bird at Titchfield Haven was reported on
Feb 28

Brent Goose: On Mar 6 the Havant Wildlife Group found a flock of 400 in the grass
field west of the south end of Pook Lane where no Brent have been seen earlier this
winter (though it is a regular feeding place for Brent in previous winters). The fact
that no Brent have fed in any of the fields on either side of Pook Lane this winter
until now suggests to me that the geese seen there are different from those that
have been in the area earlier in the winter, i.e. they are probably migrants stopping
off at a site they recall from previous years stopovers. A similar arrival of passage
birds in the Pagham area on Feb 28 may help to account for the presence of a flock
of 1770 birds in the field north of Pagham Harbour that day.
Garganey: Reports of Garganey in Dorset on Feb 10 and possibly the same bird at
Keyhaven (Lymington) on Feb 11 were subsequently discounted as being sightings
of an escape from a collection but genuine migrants started to arrive on Mar 1 with
a pair at Dungeness RSPB (earliest ever date there) and on Mar 2 the RBA news
included reports from Kent, Derbyshire and Lincolnshire. On Mar 3 three birds were
at a Belgian site and more RBA reports came from Hampshire (one flew east past
Titchfield Haven), Kent and Cheshire. Mar 4 brought news of a drake at Overton
(headwaters of the R Test) and on Mar 5 there was another report of a drake at the
Dungeness RSPB site
Eider: On Mar 3 Christchurch Harbour had their first sighting of passing birds - four
flying east (on their way north to breed?)
Buzzard: The bird which turned up in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on Feb 12 (and
was still there on Mar 6) was (I assumed) a young bird trying to find a place for itself
but it was not until now that I actually checked its features against those on Brian
Fellows photo (on his new website - note the change of address) at
http://www.emsworthwildlife.hampshire.org.uk/0-0-734-buzzard-a-bm-06.03.10.jp
g - this photo clearly shows the two main features that separate a juvenile from an
adult (streaking in place of barring on the breast, and absence of a clear dark
terminal bar to the tail)
Osprey: First migrant arrival to be reported (by RBA) was seen in Wiltshire on Mar
2
Coot: Evidence that these have now entered their breeding season comes from the
Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth where, on Mar 4, four birds were fighting each other.
Crane: On Mar 3 another offcourse migrant was seen in the Sheffield area of
Yorkshire. Birds with better navigational ability are now being seen in large
numbers on the near continent - e.g. on Mar 3 two sites in Belgium reported 1022
and 1163 birds respectively
Little Ringed Plover: First migrants arrived in Nottinghamshire and Lancashire on
Mar 2 with another in Cornwall on Mar 3 and one in Devon on Mar 5
Ringed Plover: One seen at Slimbridge (where they are not normally seen) on Mar
4 was taken to be an early migrant
Purple Sandpiper: A count of 16 at Southsea Castle on Feb 28 is the highest of
this winter so far at that site.

Woodcock: What are probably migrants returning to the continent are currently
giving sightings in unexpected places - this week one was seen at Sinah Warren
(south Hayling) and another at Denmead Creech Woods (both on Mar 5)
Black-tailed Godwit: Some of this week's reported counts include around 1000 on
Pagham Harour north fields on Mar 5, 500 at Ringwood Blashford Lakes on Feb 27
and 418 at Titchfield Haven on that same day
Bar-tailed Godwit: Large flocks appear sporadically in the area between
Langstone village and Northney Marina and they must, I think, have one or more
alternate sites in Chichester or Langstone Harbour to which they move when they
are not in the Northney area. On Mar 5 found some 370 there
Spotted Redshank: The Emsworth Nore Barn bird was still there on Mar 6
Med Gull: On Mar 1 Bob Chapman found 50 calling and displaying at the Hayling
Oysterbeds
Little Gull: Last spring passage through the English Channel started on Mar 2 and
peaked (with 1744 seen at Cap Gris-nez) on Mar 24. This year the first report of
more than 9 birds came on Mar 6 with 951 birds seen at Cap Gris-nez.
Common Gull: These are now passing east in small numbers - Christchurch
Harbour reported 15 on Mar 3 and Durlston had 20 on Mar 4 (these are by no
means the first passage birds of the spring)
Lesser Blackback: On Mar 4 Durlston also noted 15 of these heading east
Glaucous Gull: An adult was seen and photographed in the Cuckmere valley on
Mar 5
Sandwich Tern: Migrants are now definitely in the English Channel. The first which
seems to have been definitely a migrant was off Dungeness on Feb 28. Portland
had its first fly by on Mar 3 and by Mar 6 one had been seen at Cap Gris-nez and
two at Rye Harbour
Common Tern: One reported at Dungeness on Feb 28 and seen again there on
Mar 1
Puffin: Portland had its first sighting of the year on Mar 2 and Durlston saw one on
Mar 3
Sand Martin: First of the year reported from Wiltshire on Mar 3
Yellow Wagtail: Not yet in England but a 'Blue Headed' was in the Netherlands on
Mar 6
White Wagtail: First of the year reported at Slimbridge on Mar 2 with another in
Cornwall on Mar 3. Portland has been reporting 'Alba Wagtails' arriving in off the
sea since Mar 2
Waxwing: Highest RBA reported count for the whole of England this week was 76
birds on Mar 4

Wheatear: First seen in Cornwall on Mar 3 with three in that county on Mar 4 when
one was at Keyhaven near Lymington. At least 5 other birds seen on Mar 5
Fieldfare: On Mar 1 Sandwich Bay reported 100 seen departing high north east
(with another 140 on the ground)
Redwing: It seems that most have now left but around 50 were still on Warblington
Farm fields on Mar 6. On Mar 1 one was heard singing at Sandwich Bay
Mistle Thrush: Until this year at least two singing birds could be heard in the east
Havant area near my home but I have neither seen nor heard one this year so it is
good that a pair made at least a one day appearance in Brook Meadow at
Emsworth on Mar 4
Dartford Warbler: A report on Mar 1 indicates that a pair is once again present in
the south Haylin Sinah Common area
Lesser Whitethroat: John Clark has photographic evidence that one has been
wintering in the Southampton area and has been seen regularly in one garden
since Jan 23. Other wintering birds are present in Notts, Wilts and Bucks - some of
them look like eastern race birds, maybe hinting that birds which breed in central
Europe will in future head west to winter with us (as the Blackcaps already do)
Chiffchaff: Song heard on Mar 4 and 5 in the Basingstoke and Titchfield areas
Goldcrest and Firecrest: Both heard singing this week
Mealy (=Common) Redpoll: A 'probable only' at Eastleigh Lakeside on Feb 28
Bullfinch: A male seen in Pook Lane at Warblington on Mar 6 was a good local
sighting but more unusual was one heard singing in the Henfield area on Mar 4 (the
song is quiet, jumbled and unimpressive but clearly different from the normal call).
INSECTS
Butterflies
Brimstone: After four reports of disturbed hibernators in Jan and Feb the main
emergence started on Mar 1 with reports from Portsmouth and Crowborough. Four
more reports came on Mar 2 from Swanmore (Meon Valley), Staunton Country
Park at Havant, Eastbourne and Alresford areas
Small White: Late news of a second early emergence in Gosport - we already
know of one there on Jan 21 and now we hear of one seen on Feb 8
Red Admiral: Widespread sightings this week
Small Tortoiseshell: Two reports on Mar 1 from Winchester and Shoreham, and
two more on Mar 2 from Lewes and Rye
Peacock: Five reports this week including one from St Peter's Church, Northney,
on Hayling where one flashed it wings on the carpet around the altar during a
butterfly enthusiast's wedding rehearsal on Mar 3
Moths

Several leaf-miner micro species have taken wing in Kent this week. Other firsts
have been the Brown Plume (Emmelina monodactyla), the March Moth and the
Oak Beauty
Other Insects
Two reports of the Buff-tailed Bumblebee out foraging this week
PLANTS
Common Yew: This had started to flower (release pollen in the wind) on Mar 5 in
both Havant and Warblington cemeteries
Lesser Celandine: General flowering starting from Mar 4
Common Whitlowgrass: Coming into full flower this week
Small Nettle: A single plant starting to flower at Havant rail station (entrance to
Havant Park) on Mar 1
Coltsfoot: Best new flower of the week out at Durlston Mar 2
Butterbur: The normal male plants in Brook Meadow at Emsworth were starting to
push up through the damp ground on Mar 3
Pot Marigold: Plants around the Havant Multi-storey carpark in flower on Mar 1
Hairy Garlic: Leaves of the plants at Nore Barn can now be seen before nettles
grow around them and the plants become difficult to find.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Roe Deer: The deer on the north Hayling fields numbered 11 on Mar 1 and
included a young buck to which the established buck seemed to object and which
will soon, I suspect, be forced to leave the group and find its own mate (rather like
the cygnets which have recently been forced to leave their parents at the start of
this year's breeding season)
Adder: First to be seen above ground this year was at Pulborough Brooks on Feb
24. By Feb 27 a group of 7 were sunning themselves at Durlston and since then I
have heard of them out at two other sites and read a plea for people to try to avoid
disturbing their sunbathing which is vital to their well being at this time of year.
Grass Snake: Just one report so far from the Crawley area on Mar 2
Common Lizard: Also just one report of this species, also at Holmbush near
Crawley on Mar 2
Fungi: A specimen of Yellow Brain fungus was found in the Nore Barn woodland
at Emsworth on Mar 6 and John Goodspeed has been told of many Scarlet Elfcup
being found at some un-named site probably in the greater Havant area on Mar 2

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 22 - 28 (WEEK 8 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: On Feb 24 the first breeding pair were back at Alresford
Pond by the R Itchen. Two had been seen displaying on the Isle of Wight on Feb 15
and a pair were displaying at Rye Harbour on Feb 26
Bittern: Among the many currently in southern England two reports caught my eye
- locally one was seen feeding in the open in fields by the Titchfield Canal path on
Feb 22 (and probably the same bird was at Brownwich Pond on Feb 23) and on
Feb 21 someone driving down a lane near Ditchling (north of Brighton) was very
surprised to find one feeding at the roadside. (Years ago someone driving up
Prospect Lane from Leigh Park to Rowlands Castle saw one in the roadway,
adopting its beak up posture in the hope of making itself invisible, but requiring the
car to swerve round the bird - that one was seemingly sickly and died soon after)
White Stork: None currently in England but on the near continent it would seem
that birds are returning to their nest sites. Totalling the numbers reported on
Trektellen for different sites on the same day, and thus possibly including
duplications, we have 9 on Feb 19, 11 (maybe 20) on Feb 20, 3 on Feb 22, 46 on
Feb 25, 18 on Feb 26 and 5 on Feb 27
Spoonbill: On Feb 26 the RBA reported an overall total of 18 in the UK of which up
to 8 were in Poole Harbour and 5 in Cornwall
Bean Goose: On Feb 26 the 9 Tundra birds were thought to be still at Lymington
(but in an area where the birds are elusive) and another 7 were still at Reculver on
the north Kent Coast
Whitefront Goose: On Feb 27 there were still 325 at Slimbridge with much larger
numbers in the Low Countries where, on Feb 26, the four sites with the largest
totals that day reported 38180, 35340, 11726, and 9218 respectively
Barnacle Goose: Totals in England of 160 at Slimbridge, 49 on The Fleet
(Weymouth), and just 7 at Sandwich Bay as against continental reported figures on
Feb 26 of 31370, 21320 and 5000
Red-breasted Goose: The south Devon bird was still there on Feb 24
Shelduck: Two (presumably a pair back on breeding territory) were at the Budds
Farm Pools on Feb 22. Last year they returned on Feb 17 and were last seen there
(with 6 juveniles) on July 6.
Green-winged Teal: I have seen no reports of the Budds Farm bird since Feb 19 maybe co-incidentally one has been at Slimbridge from Feb 21 to 27 at least
Smew: On Feb 23 there were 15 at the Dungeness RSPB pools with 4 at Rye
Harbour on Feb 26 and one still at Blashford Lakes on that day.
Goshawk: Reports from three widely separated New Forest sites this week
(including a pair displaying over an eastern wood) plus a more unexpected sighting
in the Basingstoke area

Buzzard: The bird which turned up at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Feb 12 was
still being seen there daily up to Feb 25 and is (I suspect) a young bird which has
decided to settle in there. On Feb 27 one was soaring high over central Havant but
that was probably a bird on an outing from somewhere like the Southleigh Forest.
Kestrel: In addition to the Buzzard the Brook Meadow site may have gained a new
resident pair of Kestrels - a pair were displaying there on Feb 25 but it would be
premature to assume they will stay and breed there
Common Crane: No further news of the bird in the Sussex Ouse valley since Feb
20 but one was seen to fly over Bedfordshire on Feb 25 (over Stotfold) and 26 (over
Biggleswade). I guess this is an off course migrant as there has been a massive
passage through the low countries between Feb 22 and 27 (e.g. on Feb 25
substantial numbers were seen at more than 10 sites with a peak site count of 721
birds - if no reports were duplicates the total would have been in excess of 2000
birds, while on Feb 27 at least one site reported 708 birds).
Golden Plover: The first report of summer plumage came from Slimbridge on
Feb 21 when three of 157 birds were in colour. No doubt there is still a flock in
Chichester Harbour (19 birds seen at Sandy Point on Feb 23) and on Feb 24
Titchfield Haven had 209 birds
Lapwing: These are probably starting to head back to breeding sites (report of 2
pairs displaying in Kent on Feb 20) while over in the Netherlands on site reporte
21980 birds on Feb 24 and another had 21235
Knot: These too are getting into breeding mode - an estimated 1500 birds in the
south of Pagham Harbour on Feb 25 contained 'some pinkish birds'.
Little Stint: One was still in the Fishbourn Channel near Chichester on Feb 23
Black-tailed Godwit: This week's reports are of 50 in Christchurch Harbour on Feb
21, then 110 at Amberley Wild Brooks on Feb 22, 500 at Ibsley (Ringwood) on Feb
23, 78 on Eling Great Marsh (head of Southampton Water near Totton) on Feb 24,
38 at Yarmouth (IoW) on Feb 26, and 418 at Titchfield Haven on Feb 27.
Greenshank: Of local interest there was one on the flooded meadow south of
Wade Court (immediately north of Langstone Mill Pond) on Feb 22 - I have never
seen one there before.
Turnstone: Also of local interest, again suggesting birds on the move appearing at
sites where they are not regularly seen, was a flock of around 40 Turnstone on the
shingle by the Langbrook Stream mouth (South Moors shore) on Feb 22
Med Gull: These are now moving into breeding sites- Feb 25 brought the first news
of 25 back at the Hayling Oysterbeds while on that same day an entry on the Rye
Bay website commented on hearing the evocative calls of these birds back at Rye
Harbour for the first time.
Sandwich Tern: No firm evidence for the arrival of the first migrants yet but one
flying east past Selsey Bill on Feb 23 could have been one and one seen at Arne in
Poole Harbour on Feb 24 was reported as a migrant (though there have been
wintering birds in Poole Harbour, migrants are always seen moving along the coast

long before entering harbours, and the comment that this bird 'had been around for
a few days' almost proves it was not a migrant - they do not stop in one place but
obey the instinct to keep moving on.
Barn Owl: A report of a pair already sharing a nest box at Arne in Dorset on Feb
25 is by no means early. That report does however give me a peg on which to hang
the news that Havant Borough (Rob Williams) has erected another Owl Box on
their land - this one is above your head as you walk up the Budds Mound
approach road and turn right through the new gap in the earth wall to the new
wooden viewing bench above the Budds Farm pools
Swift: Not a bird I expected to see in the current news but Trektellen tells us that on
Feb 21 what may have been the first to return to Europe was over Punta de
Calaburras, just east of Gibraltar
Hoopoe: What seem to be the first two migrant arrivals of the spring were one in
Cornwall on Feb 21 and another in the Scillies on Feb 23 (a wintering bird in the
IoW Brighstone area was still being seen there on Jan 12)
Skylark: A report of song over the Thorney Deeps on Feb 24 is not the first of the
year - Durlston reported song on Jan 20 and may were singing on the Sussex
Downs on Jan 21
Waxwing: These started arriving in England on Feb 12 but so far there have been
few of them (max total in the whole UK seems to have 72 around Feb 17 and on
Feb 26 the RBA service give 35+ as the total in the country)
Blackbird: I personally enjoyed my first full Blackbird song in Havant on Feb 25 but
I am aware of at least four earlier reports starting with one heard by Brian Fellows in
Emsworth on Jan 16. No general start of song yet.
Fieldfare: Still plenty to be found in southern England - biggest flocks this week
were 400+ on the Pevensey Levels on Feb 21 and 130 at Sandwich Bay on Feb 25.
In the Netherlands 2572 were reported at one site on Feb 24
Redwing: Few of these with a peak count of just 54 at Christchurch Harbour on
Feb 21
Blackcap: First report of song from a male in Bognor on Feb 25 - several people
are reporting newcomers in their gardens with Martin Hampton having four feeding
in his Havant garden by Feb 26
Chiffchaff: Also first reported singing on Feb 24 in the Seaford area - other new
songsters reported by Cliff Dean in the Rother valley near Rye on Feb 26 were
Treecreeper, Marsh Tit (first reported Jan 31) and Nuthatch (first reported Jan 17)
Firecrest: These remain apparently more common than Goldcrests and among
those seeing them this week were Kevin Stouse's local walk party in the Buriton
area near Petersfield on Feb 21
Great Grey Shrike: The scarcity of these this winter is borne out by the RBA report
on Feb 25 that there are only 4 in the whole UK

Hooded Crow: One seen in East Kent on Feb 21 and 25 with continental reports of
4 birds on Feb 27 (wintering birds moving north?)
Brambling: The number at the Blashford Lakes was up from 50 on Feb 18 to 80 on
Feb 25 but no other large flocks in the news
Siskin: Also likely to be reflecting the northward movement of these birds was a
count of 165 at Eastleigh Lakeside on Feb 24
Twite: Three were still at Paxton Pits near Bedford on Feb 21 with another 4 in East
Kent near Pegwell Bay on Feb 26
Snow Bunting: The only southern flock I know of is on the north Kent coast - 16
birds there on Feb 26
Reed Bunting: Three males were singing atYarmouth (IoW) on Feb 26 (one had
been heard at Arundel on Feb 19)
Corn Bunting: Of some 65 birds at Cheesefoot Head (east of Winchester) on Feb
21 some were singing
INSECTS
A couple more Red Admirals seen flying this week - no other butterflies reported.
Three new moths for the year were Common Flat-body (Agonopterix
heracliana) in Sussex on Feb 24, Winter Shade (Tortricodes alternella) on Feb
23 and Angle Shades (Phlogophora meticulosa) in a Brighton house since Feb
12
PLANTS
Cherry Plum: First flowers seen on Feb 22 on one branch of one tree beside
Southmoor Lane in Havant
Hawthorn: See my Diary entry for Feb 26
Spurge Laurel: First seen flowering on Portsdown on Feb 3 with a second find on
Feb 20 by Fareham Creek
Lungwort: First flowers on a garden escape in Havant on Feb 22
Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus): Plants by the Langbrook stream in the
Langstone South Moors area were fully out on Feb 25
OTHER WILDLIFE
Common Frog: Their breeding season is at last beginning to get under way with
the first report of Spawn from a garden in the wider Havant area on Feb 26. In the
past I have known Frogs to spawn in mid-December but the start date has always
been variable between then and early March - this year is definitely a late one as is
indicated by a report from someone living in north Emsworth who says that for the
past 10 years the Frogs have started to mate in her garden pond precisely on Feb

14 (that precision may be partly a function of that being the date on which the pond
is checked) while this year no Frogs were in that garden until Feb 24. Another factor
in the shortage of reports of Frogs is the ongoing disease which has over the past
ten years or more killed the majority of Frogs in southern England - nowadays no
Frogs breed in most of the ponds that used to be overflowing with them
Great Crested Newt: Males were in breeding 'dress' on the night of Feb 24 at the
Dungeness RSPB site when Brian Banks checked the pools. The temperature was
up to 6 Centigrade and the air was damp. Brian wrote .. "26 animals were present
in one of the ponds, the males in full breeding dress, displaying to the females. No
sign of any eggs as yet, but it will not be long now, if the weather stays mild. Rather
pleasing also were the numbers of juvenile great crested newts in the water too,
indicating that last year was a good breeding season. Walking to the ponds
required a degree of care because there were also newts crossing the path, to
join their kin in the ponds. This migration was also apparent at Northiam where
numbers of newts in our garden pond have increased over the past few days.
Roll-on springtime!"
Adder: The very first to be reported as out of hibernation (probably earlier than is
good for it) was seen at Pulborough Brooks on Feb 24
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Sat 27 Feb
Buzzard soaring over Havant
Just one note for today - walking to Waitrose this morning I heard much noise from
gulls above my head and saw many town birds - Pigeons, Crows and Jackdaws
- in a swirling mass over my destination. Cause of the commotion was a single
Buzzard soaring unconcernedly among them and drifting with the wind.
Fri 26 Feb
The Leigh Park eccentric Hawthorn (Glastonbury Thorn?)
A short cycle ride this afternoon took in a visit to the Hermitage Stream where it
passes through the area of Leigh Park between Purbrook Way and Barncroft Way
where a single small Hawthorn tree (part of a hedge like planting) regularly
flowers in winter months. Today it was trying to do so (tufts of leaf and flower
buds could be seen) but the recent wind and rain had stripped off any petals that
might have emerged earlier this month. The tree was in flower a few weeks ago on
Dec 9 and I won't repeat what I then wrote about it but for anyone who has not
heard of the winter flowering Glastonbury Thorn a visit to
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Glastonbury_Abbey#Glastonbury_Thorn might prove
of interest, not that I think this tree has any magical or historical properties (more
likely to have been imported from southern parts, where Hawthorn naturally
flowers in winter, for planting by the local Council).
Similar unseasonal activity by Oak trees came to my attention recently in Clive
Chatters new book " Flowers of the New Forest" in which he describes a series of

Oaks scattered through the Forest which regularly put out leaves in winter. He
refers to them as 'Cadenham Oaks' (old spelling of Cadnam) and relates how
William Gilpin (then Vicar of Boldre) rode his horse from Boldre to Cadnam on 29
Dec 1781 to see the famous 'Cadenham' Oak which regularly started to put out
its leaves on or around the old (pre-Gregorian calendar) Christmas Day
(before the calendar was revised and we 'lost those notorious eleven days in 1752'
- if not familiar with that Google Gregorian Calendar revision).
Coming back to today my only other notes were of a find of another large patch of
Thyme-leaved Speedwell in flower and a now quite impressive show of Common
Whitlowgrass in Waterloo Road.
Today's trawl through the bird news showed me that the Red-breasted Goose
(which we hope may soon stop off in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on its way
east) is still near Dawlish in south Devon. Today's surprise bird was a single
Common Crane which circled low over the site at Stotfold in south Bedfordshire
where there has been a long staying flock of 700 Corn Buntings - very few still there
now.
Thu 25 Feb
Uncommon Butterburs by the Langbrook stream
What turned out to be a very wet walk with the wind-driven rain soaking my trousers
as I walked into the wind along the exposed South Moors seawall started off with
my first Blackbird of the year in full song by the Langbrook stream. Further
down stream I found Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus) now in full flower
(though a little frost damaged) and near it the first signs of female Butterbur (P.
hybridus) pushing up through the damp streamside ground.
In Southmoor Lane the Cherry Plum flowers were still restricted to one branch of
one tree but a new addition had appeared on one of the big Willows overhanging
the track up Budd Mound almost opposite the new cut through to the new wooden
'viewing stand' overlooking the Budds Farm pools. The new addition is another of
the owl boxes erected by Havant Borough (through the efforts of Rob Hill) on their
various properites such as Warblington cemetery.
On the pools the pair of Shelduck which I had seen here on Monday was not in
sight (nor could I see any Teal) but one pair of Pochard was on the water with
Shoveler, Gadwall, Mallard and Tufted Duck (very few of each).
Wed 24 Feb
Garden Sparrowhawk
Coming home from shopping today I heard a single pair of Long-tailed Tits
moving through our neighbour's front garden - they may well soon nest in the
extended blackberry patch behind Glenhurst School where sidings for the Hayling
Billy Line once required a fan-shaped area of level ground beside the main track.
Entering my front garden I noticed wild gesticulation from within the window of our
sitting room where this mornings 'carer' was with my wife and had spotted a young
Sparrowhawk on our front lawn with a small corpse - inevitably all I saw was
the departing hawk!

Cheering news from Europe which I picked up today is the first report I have seen of
a Swift back in Spain (Punta de Calaburras, just east of Gibraltar) on Feb 21 - the
first Swallow had been reported there on Feb 4. Yesterday the first two spring
Hoopoes arrived in Scilly and Cornwall respectively. Another news snippet for Feb
21 is a report of 3 summer plumaged Golden Plover among a flock of 157 seen
at Slimbridge.
Mon 22 Feb
First Cherry Plum blossom by Southmoor Lane
A short walk in Havant this morning found the first (garden escape) Lungwort
flowers and also gave my the first Chaffinch song in my home area - a Coal Tit
was also very vocal in Orchard Road.
At Budds Farm pools in the afternoon a pair of Shelduck were back (presumably
to nest as two or three pairs do here each year). Balancing that swing towards the
breeding season was an almost complete absence of winter duck on the pools.
Just before reaching the pools I found the first few Cherry Plum flowers out on the
trees beside Southmoor Lane just before you reach the height barrier but I saw very
little else in flower on this trip save Hazel and Goat Willow trees, Winter
Heliotrope and Butcher's Broom
Along the South Moors shore with the tide high the Rock Pipit was put up by John
Goodspeed who happened to be a little ahead of me, and at the Langbrook Stream
mouth John pointed out the high tide roost of around 40 Turnstones with Dunlin
and Ringed Plover, while out on the water there was a substantial number of
Mergansers with Wigeon and at least one pair of Gadwall.
In the Langstone pond area all last year's cygnets have now got the message and
left the breeding territory of their parents but as yet the Little Egrets show no sign
yet of taking an interest in nesting in the trees here - of the nine Egrets I saw seven
were in the pony fields north of Wade Court. The southern, half flooded field, had a
newcomer today - a single Greenshank among the Teal and Moorhens.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 8 - 14 (WEEK 6 OF 2010)
BIRDS
White-billed Diver: One was seen at Spurn Point in Yorkshire on Feb 11(the last
south coast sighting that I am aware of was at Dungeness on 26 Apr 2008)
Great Crested Grebe: The flock on the sea off Southbourne (Bournemouth) which
had peaked at a Dorset record 332 birds on Jan 27 was down to 224 on Feb 8
Red Necked Grebe: One was in Christchurch Harbour on Feb 8 and 9 (first seen
there on Feb 6)
Slavonian Grebe: One was in Langstone Harbour off the Hayling Oysterbeds on
Feb 7. Although there have been 8 reports of this species in the Hayling Bay/Black
Point area this year I have only one previous report from Langstone Harbour (on
Jan 19)

Black-necked Grebe: Also off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Feb 7 were 23
Black-necks - marginally the highest count for the year here
Bittern: The Testwood Lakes at Totton (Southampton) has been a new site for
Bitterns this week with two seen there on Feb 7,8, and 9. Two other 'new sites' this
week were Brownwich Pond (west of Titchfield Haven) and the AnnaValley
immediately south of the A303 at Andover
Night Heron: A second hand report with a good description of the bird seen comes
from Ditchling Common near Burgess Hill in West Sussex where a possible
juvenile bird was seen in a garden on Feb 10
Little Egret: Simon Ingram was at Keyhaven (Lymington) on Feb 10 and, after
listing other sightings, he writes .. "Did my good deed for the day by rescuing a
Little Egret that I spotted leaving east from the back of the Fishtail. Its feet were
tangled in fishing line and as it flew low away from me I suspected that if the line
snagged in brambles, the bird would be brought down. 300yds later I saw it
disappear out of view where I would not expect it to disappear. I found the bird
perched in the top of a bramble bush next to the Little Auk pool just east of the
flooded track leading to jetty. Camera/ rucksack and bins down, I then found myself
wading across to try and help bird.
After safely securing the head end I managed to free the wings and legs from the
bramble and with a quick tug the line too. Then with Little Egret under arm with one
hand securing upper neck, I managed to pick up my bins, camera and rucksack
and make my way to the sea wall.
Of course there is never anybody around when you need help. My bird handling
skills did not allow me to hold neck and wings while trying to untangle fishing line
from two gangly legs!!! Eventually help arrived and after the guy did a double take
when I asked for help, he kindly whipped out his penknive and a few moments later
we were watching it fly strongly towards the Pile of Shite and then looping back
onto saltmarsh. The bird had a few superficial injuries but was fine".
Great White Egret: A single bird was seen in the Ibsley (Ringwood) area on both
Feb 7 and 9 - it was still to be seen on Feb 13
Bewick's Swan: 14 or more were present in the Blashford Lakes area from Feb 7
to 10 and 43 were seen at Burpham (Arundel) on Feb 7 where there had been 62
on Feb 6
Bean Goose: On Feb 9 the entry on Lee Evans blog recording rare birds in the UK
included .. "Hampshire has been rewarding birders with some quality birding in
recent days, with a party of 9 TUNDRA BEAN GEESE taking top billing, showing
distantly with 3 Eurasian White-fronted Geese in grassy fields along Iley Lane,
Keyhaven" .. These 9 birds were still there on Feb 14 but the accompanying
Whitefronts have not been reported since Feb 10
Green-winged Teal: The bird which has been on Budds Farm pools at Havant
since Jan 9 was still there on Feb 13 (with what was thought to be the regular
'Fudge Duck')

Pintail: On Feb 7 John Clark reported 150 near the Avon Causeway south of
Ringwood
Garganey: A male was reported on the River Stour near Blandford in Dorset on
Feb 10 and a group of four were said to be at Keyhaven (Lymington) on Feb 11.
While the four at Keyhaven may have been misidentied (the reporter is a new name
to me) the male should be unmistakeable. The 2008 Hampshire Bird Report gives
the earliest arrival date for the species as 2 Mar 2003, the latest ever date as 29
Nov 1953, and does not indicate that the species has ever wintered in the county.
The Sussex report for 2008 gives the earliest date as 2 Feb and the latest as 13
Dec. My own information is that the last sighting in Hampshire last year was Oct 16
at Farlington Marshes while the latest anywhere in southern England was Oct 22 at
the Hayle estuary in north Cornwall.
Scaup: Both a male and female were on Ivy Lake at Chichester on Feb 14. Four
Scaup were on Ivy Lake on Feb 12
Velvet Scoter: The three birds which have been off Titchfield Haven since Jan 13
were still there on Feb 9 and the single which has been in Langstone Harbour since
Jan 21 was seen on Feb 13
Goosander: The night roost count at the Blashford Lakes on Feb 7 was once again
98 but the peak daytime count of birds at Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest was up
to 38 on Feb 8
Smew: News of two flying past Dungeness on Feb 13 probably indicates that these
birds are starting to leave us.
Eider: On Feb 14 Andy Johnson saw at least 15 distantly offshore from Sandy
Point on Hayling - presumably birds on the move back north.
Marsh Harrier: A female was again quartering the Thorney Island Little Deeps
area on Feb 8 and on Feb 13 what may well be the same bird was seen over the
RSPB Islands in Langstone Harbour
Sparrowhawk: These are now becoming more easily seen as spring approaches the first to be seen soaring over my Havant garden was spotted on Feb 9 shortly
after I had seen another bird hunting in Havant (it shot past the door of the Police
Station at high speed only two feet off the ground). Another was seen this week
perched on one of the high rise blocks of flats in the Mile End area off Portsmouth
where the M275 enters the city.
Buzzard: Another item of local interest this week was the sighting of a Buzzard
perched on a tree overhanging the Lymbourne stream by the footbridge just south
of the A27. I have never heard of one in that area before and wonder if it was a
young bird hatched by the Warblington farm pair and now seeking its own hunting
area? The idea of young birds moving into new areas at this time of year (perhaps
after being 'seen off' from their parent's territories) perhaps gets some support from
my sighting of one by the Langbrook Stream/Langstone Technology Park on Jan
30 and by the arrival of another Buzzard at Brook Meadow in Emsworth this week

Gyr Falcon: This week one has been seen in Cornwall and another in County
Durham - impressive ticks for those who see these birds
Quail: On Feb 10 Martin Cade put a record shot of a Quail seen at Portland on the
observatory website and wrote .. "This bird has presumably been present since 7th
January when a likely quail was flushed in the same area; following three more
sightings in the last fortnight, a concerted flush through the area today produced
this one flight view. There's no reason to suppose it isn't a Common Quail but in
the light of Portland's recent run of dodgy gamebirds - all of which have presumably
been released here - we wonder if it's really possible to rule out a released/escaped
Japanese Quail on this sort of view.
On Feb 11 he added .. "Also some more Quail news: one correspondent at
Southwell has been in touch to report that apparently Quail(s), together with
Pheasants and Grey Partridges, have indeed been released at the Bill in recent
months; we weren't really aware until having a trawl on the web that Common as
well as Japanese Quails are routinely kept for the commercial egg trade and
for sale as pets, and we don't know which species is supposed to have been
released here. With regard to the specific identification, Nial Moores reports from
east Asia that his experience is that Japanese Quail shows a more conspicuous
pale trailing edge to the secondaries than shown by our bird (he also notes that he
has recently seen and photographed a singing male Japanese Quail that had
almost no/no rufous in its head pattern, suggesting that many field guides are not
representing the full range of plumage variation); additionally, Nial reports that the
typical flight call of japonica sounds fairly harsh (John Lucas has heard the
Portland bird several times as it's taken flight and he notes the call to have a soft,
whistling quality)."
This information may shed fresh light on John Eyre's encounter with a Quail at the
Hayling Oysterbeds on 31 Jan 2003
Coot: In past winters there has often been a big flock of Coot on the Thorney Little
Deeps but this winter they have chosen to use Emsworth Harbour and on Feb 1
more than 100 could be seen there (with few on the Emsworth ponds)
Common Crane: On Feb 11 one spent an hour by the Sussex Ouse in the
Southease area before flying west - other than the resident flock of 34 in north
Norfolk this is the first report of a Crane that I have seen this year and may indicate
the start of spring passage ( or at least the urge to move that still influences birds
that have long abandoned a regular migratory habit ). This bird was subsequently
seen several times at Durham Farm in the Ouse valley up to Feb 14 at least. Late
news tells of it flying in the Hunston area south of Chichester on Feb 8
Avocet: The Havant Wildlife Group were in the Prinsted/Nutbourne area on Feb 13
but could only see 4 Avocets where there had been 13 on Feb 3. The tide should
have been fairly high when the group were there and so the Avocet should have
been gathered together on the spit in Nutbourne Bay rather than feeding in distant
parts where they could escape attention - this suggests that Brian Fellows is right in
surmising that they have also felt the call of spring and abandoned their winter
quarters.

Purple Sandpiper: 10 were seen at Southsea Castle on Feb 8
Woodcock: Eight reports this week show that plenty of these birds are still around
- one was at Sinah gravel pit lake on Feb 11 and another was seen near West
Meon on Feb 9. Two at Dungeness on Feb 11 and five at Sandwich Bay on Feb 12
may indicate that some of our winter visitors are now returning to the continent.
Black-tailed Godwit: These birds normally move from the harbour shores to
flooded grassland at this time of year and a count of 2465 made by John Clark near
the Avon causeway on Feb 7 (following a slighty less likely annonymous report of
5000 birds there on Jan 28). This move to grassland may have started as early as
Jan 16 when a 'sudden influx' was reported at Titchfield Haven (with a count of 496
birds there that day and another of 'several hundred' on Jan 17 - no news from
Titchfield since then). A similar move in Sussex brought 1400 birds to the fields
north of Pagham Harbour on Jan 30.
Common Gull: On Jan 25 I noticed an increase in the number of these on the
Langstone shore and reports from Sandwich Bay of 720 present on Feb 4 and then
1400 on Mar 12 seem to indicate that a spring passage northward is already under
way.
Glaucous Gull: A first winter bird at Dungeness on Feb 7 may be the same that
was there on Jan 4 (and possibly joined a secong at Rainham Marshes in Essex on
Jan 23 and 24. The only other bird reported on the south coast so far this year is a
'probable' in Cornwall on Jan 1
Kittiwake: On Feb 5 200 pairs were occupying nest sites in the Seaford area
Sandwich Tern: One flew east through Hayling Bay on Feb 13 - almost certainly
one of the local wintering birds but it could have been an early migrant
Barn Owl: One, sometimes two, could be reguarly seen before dusk hunting over
the reeds and rough grass inland of the spit at Nutbourne Bay in past years but I
have not heard of them since Feb 2006 so it is exciting to hear, albeit at second
hand, that there have been recent sightings there.
Little Owl: On Feb 13 a male was heard 'singing' at Warsash/Hook
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: Three more reports this week of sightings at
Ebernoe (north of Midhurst), near Faccombe in far north Hampshire and at Mark
Ash Wood in the New Forest
Woodlark: 5 birds were found at three sites in the New Forest on Feb 7 presumably newly back on their breeding territories
Waxwing: It seems that a late invasion of Britain by these birds may be underway.
On Feb 7 a party of 9 were reported at Holbury near the M27 west of Southampton
and on Feb 9 a motorist stuck in traffic on the A259 at Littlehampton saw one in
roadside trees while on that day Lee Evans reported a total of 17 in the UK as a
whole. On Feb 13 Lee said .. "With a flurry of BOHEMIAN WAXWINGS arriving in
Britain this week, being pushed further south from Finland, after berry stocks there
started to run dry, one bird has made it all the way down on to Scilly - showing in
Hugh Town, St Mary's, this morning". (Sadly a comment on this news said on Feb

14 that the bird had been killed by a cat). Also on Feb 13 RBA said that a total of 87
Waxwing were now in the UK
Dipper: One was seen near Maiden Castle in Dorset on Feb 7 and there may have
been one in Hampshire (on Feb 10 Paul Winter, when passing on news of the
Waxwings at Holbury, wrote .. "I have also been told of Dipper and Hoopoe" .. but
gives no date or location
Fieldfare: There would seem to have been a northward movement of these from
the continent this week. On Feb 11 there were around 7500 at a Dutch site and
8000 in the Kent Stour valley while Portland recorded 44 seen flying in off the sea
that day (after 74 had flown north there with 3 Redwing on Feb 10) and a flock of
200 was reported from the Isle of Wight. Also on Feb 10 a flock turned up in fields
on the eastern fringe of Emsworth.
Redwing: Fewer of these currently reported but a flock of 100 at Sandwich Bay on
Feb 12 was probably heading north
Dartford Warbler: A total of 54 seen at 16 sites in the New Forest during the
weekend of Feb 6,7 shows that the species still has a reasonable presence there
after the cold weather.
Willow Tit: At least two of these were present in the Faccombe area north east of
Andover on both Feb 7 and 8
Great Grey Shrike: Until Feb 7 the only bird found in the New Forest this winter
was the one in the Holmsley area south of Burley but the Shrike Survey on Feb 7
found both that bird and another some 5 km north of it in Backley Bottom (SU
223080 west of the Bolderwood Deer Sanctuary)
Raven: The increasing number of these birds in Hampshire is indicated by the
presence of 18 birds at 9 sites (9 breeding pairs??) in the New Forest during the
Feb 6,7 Shrike Survey
Brambling: A flock of 80 was found at Mark Ash Wood in the New Forest on Feb
7 - the largest flock I have heard of in southern England this winter (there were only
some 30 Chaffinch with them so maybe the Brambling were a flock already on
passage north when they would travel without Chaffinches)
Twite: A group of three were still at Paxton Pits (north of Bedford) up to Feb 8 and
at least two were still there on Feb 11. More interesting to me is a report of 2 seen in
the extreme north of Hampshire at Netherton (SU 377577 12 km north of Andover).
The observer was Ashley Howe who wrote that at 07:45 on Feb 8 they flew low
over a roadside strip of woodland near Netherton 'calling and singing'.
Corn Bunting: On Feb 9 a flock of 60 were at Beeding Hill (north of Shoreham) and
on Feb 10 there were still 40 at Cheesefoot Head (east of Winchester) where the
flock had exceeded 55 on Jan 31 (400 were reported at Beeding Hill on Jan 10)
INSECTS
The only insect report this week comes from Frank Foulger in Portsmouth who was
surprised to see a queen Bumblebee flying strongly in February. I'm not sure of

the species nor of the reason for it to be flying - had it perhaps been disturbed from
hibernation by a mouse searching for food? Whatever the reason it has become
increasingly common to see occasional bumblebees active right through the winter
months - perhaps it never gets cold enough to initiate hibernation?
The following extract from http://www.bumblebee.org/lifeMate.htm indicates that
the cause of awakening should not have been the warmth of the sun (and it does
not mention the possibility that I have heard of with hibernating Bats - the need to
wake up and defecate from time to time to prevent build up of toxins within the
body). What the Bumblebee.org page does have to say about hibernation is ...
"New queens drink lots of nectar to build up their fat body and fill their honey
stomach. This will enable them to survive the winter hibernation, then they find a
suitable place to hibernate. In the UK this is often under a tree root or at the base of
a wall, but it is never in a place that could be warmed up early in the year by the
sun. This is to prevent premature emergence. So in the UK the hibernation site and
nest site are usually located in very different situations. As with many other animals
that hibernate, it appears that bumblebees must reach a certain weight in order to
survive the winter. For the largest bumblebee in the UK, Bombus terrestris, the
queens must weigh at least 0.6 g to successfully hibernate and emerge next spring.
It is during hibernation that queens can become parasitized by the nematode
Sphaerularia bombi.
"During hibernation if the temperature falls below a certain point the glycerol is
automatically produced in the queen's body. This is a form of anti-freeze and
prevents ice crystals forming which would cause the fluids inside her to expand and
her body to burst."
Another website ( http://www.dgsgardening.btinternet.co.uk/bumble.htm ) states ..
"With warmer winters now occuring regularly, some Bumblebees are no longer
hibernating, obtaining nectar from ivy and other winter flowers."
After writing the above I saw an entry on the Hants Butterfly Conservation website
describing the recent find of a Lappet moth caterpillar at Magdalen Hill Down
near Winchester
PLANTS
Hairy Bittercress: It seems that I did not record this as flowering in January but it
was found in Havant on Feb 9
Common Whitlowgrass: Just one plant had opening flower beds in Havant on
Feb 8 - see my Diary entry for that day
Early Dog Violet (V. reichenbachiana): I had seen a single flower of this in my
garden on Jan 26 and this week on Feb 9 I found two flowers out in the Havant
Eastern Road Cemetery (where there will be a massive display next month)
Common Chickweed: I have seen masses of Chickweed with unopen flower
buds earlier this year but this week many of the flowers have been seen open (first
on Feb 9)
Wild Primrose: Brian Fellows found Primroses which seem to be wild in flower on
the banks of the River Ems at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Feb 7 (see
http://www.emsworthwildlife.com/0-0-750-primroses-bm-07.02.10.jpg)

Herb Robert: Theis had started to flower at Durlston on Feb 14
Winter Heliotrope: These have been in flower since Oct 29 but it was not until Feb
5 that I saw a mention of the strong vanilla scent that the flowers give off in warm
sunlight - report from Durslton
OTHER WILDLIFE
Otter: The Otter which got into last week's summary when it was thought possible
that a single male was establishing a territory covering the lower Avon valley from
Ringwood down to Christchurch has now been seen by day (Feb 6) in Christchurch
Harbour.
Stoat: No special current news of this species but for those who do not receive the
HOS Newsletter (Kingfisher) I must quote an article in it by Les Stride which
illustrates the ingenuity of Stoats when in search of prey as well as the difficulty
experienced by those intent on protecting one species against attack by others.
Three or four years ago an earth bank was built at the HWT Testwood Lakes
reserve with the intention of encouraging Sand Martins to nest and over the past
three years the number of pairs nesting there has increased annually with 103 out
of 153 available nest holes being occupied in 2009. Les gives no detail on the
number of young raised but when the second brood eggs hatched in 2009 parents
were seen feeding young at 86 holes. Sadly very few of the young in that brood
fledged as on Aug 13 a Stoat was seen to take the young from nine nests but it is
likely that this was not the first or last visit by the Stoat and on Aug 15 the adults
abandoned the site (with maybe a few young with them). In a normal sand quarry
cliff face it would be impossible for a Stoat to reach the nest holes but with this
relatively small artificial cliff face the Stoat was seen to get at the top row of nest
holes by leaning over the top of the bank, and then to get at lower holes by leaping
up from the ground, getting a front 'foothold' in one of the nest holes and then
(because the holes were evenly spaced) the Stoat could move from hole to hole
along each row, taking young birds from any occupied holes.
Muntjac Deer: A birder at Bransbury Common (by the R Test just south of the
A303 east of Andover) on Feb 8 saw an estimated 10 Muntjac at dusk and this
report raised the question in my mind as to how likely it was to see a small herd
together rather than, say, a family group. Google helped to answer this with the first
page that came up in response to "Muntjac herd" - it was a UK Safari page
describing how an observer in Hertfordshire had been driving home at dusk and
had spotted a herd of around 12 Muntjac out in the middle of a field. His photos
show some of these Deer and emphasis the small size of the deer which stand less
that half the height of the Marsh Thistles among which they were seen
Hare: On Feb 8 two were 'boxing' among a group of 8 seen on the Downs by the
River Arun above Amberley.
Frog: The first report of mating came on Feb 8 from Portsdown where two or more
were 'in amplexus' (males grasping the females and holding on until the later
started laying eggs which would have to be fertilised

Newts and other amphibia: On Feb 12 Brian Banks reported on the Rye Bay
website the unwelcome news that Common Newts in his garden pond at Northiam
(north of Hastings) had been infected with a fungus called Chytridiomycosis
which can kill most amphibian species and is thought to have arrived in this country
via American Bullfrogs or other introduced species such as Alpine Newts. This
news is the more worrying since it comes after a lengthy campaign to 'cull' the
Bullfrogs which had established a feral colony in Kent and it shows that the fungus
is still present in this country despite the cull being apparently successful
Fungus: Of local interest the very common Candlesnuff fungus was found for the
first time at the Brook Meadow site this week

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 8 - 14 (WEEK 6 OF 2010)
Tue 9 Feb
Another new Buzzard in our area
This morning I managed a short trip around Havant during which I found the first
two Early Dog Violet flowers in the Eastern Road cemetery (I have already found
one in my own garden) plus flowers on Common Chickweed and Hairy
Bittercress.
Later I got on my bike for a trip to Budds Fam and back - nothing new on the pools
but I did see the Rock Pipit and Green Sandpiper on the South Moors shore and
Langbrook Stream respectively and was hailed by a stranger as I went past the
Wade Court area with news that he had just seen a Buzzard take off from a tree
overhanging the Lymbourne stream close to the footbridge leading to Wade Lane.
As with the one seen by the Langbrook stream last week this bird was in an area
where I have not seen Buzzards before and I suspect these may be young birds
seeking new hunting territories and extending the local range of the species. While
in that area I found two flowers on the Lesser Celandines.
Mon 8 Feb
Erophila verna - a tiny Spring jewel
For the past couple of weeks I have been taking an indirect route into Havant via
Waterloo Road to walk along the wire mesh fence of the carpark belonging to the
Morris Crocker accountants office close to Havant rail station. On one side of this
fence is the tarmac of the street pavement, on the other that of the carpark, with no
soil separating them, but a minute amount of dust has been trapped along the base
of the wire-mesh fence and in this dust at least a thousand tiny plants of Common
Whitlowgrass (Erophila verna) have found a foothold.
Today I found just one plant which had raised its minute candelabra of brilliant
white flower buds - soon the other plants will raise theirs, the flowers will open, and
the base of the fence will appear to have a shining white line along its base before
the flowers turn to translucent seed cases from which seeds will be blown to find
other equally precarious places to grow and bring gladness to those like myself
who see them as an emblem of wildlife surviving in the hostile human built
environment and as a defiant symbol of the unstoppable urge to survive shown by
every living thing.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 25 - 31 (WEEK 4 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Pacific Diver: One has recently appeared off County Galway in Ireland (first Irish
record of the species) and I wonder if it is the same bird that was of the north
Cornish coast from Nov 18 to Dec 9?
Great Crested Grebe: The flock on the sea off Southbourne (Bournemouth) had
increased to 332 birds on Jan 27 (new Dorset record - prev county max was 261)
and there has also been a noticeable increase in the Rye Bay flock which was
estimated to have 600 birds on Jan 24 (last year the peak count there was an
estimated 700 on Jan 4 with a further 2300 off the Kent coast east of Dungeness on
Jan 27 when there were 3615 off the Dutch coast). This year another big flock off
the Kent coast was counted as having 585 birds off Sandwich Bay on Jan 24
Slavonian Grebe: On Jan 25 Dorset had at least 10 with 5 at Abbotsbury, 3 more
off Chesil and 2 at Studland. On Jan 24 Hampshire had 4 off Lymington and at least
one in the Hayling Bay/Sandy Point area. In Sussex the only reports were of 2 off
Pagham Harbour and one at Rye Harbour (Scotney) while Kent reported 3 at
Dungeness RSPB on Jan 27
Black-necked Grebe: The Langstone Harbour flock was reported to have 22 birds
on Jan 24 with a single seen from Hayling Island in the mouth of Chichester
Harbour (two were seen from the Sussex side on Jan 26) and Hampshire still has
another lone bird in Southampton Water. Dorset had a surprising 12 in Portland
Harbour on Jan 24 and on Jan 27 Studland Bay had 25 with another 12 in Poole
Harbour. Kent had 3 at the Dungeness RSPB site on Jan 27 with another on the
Sussex border at Scotney.
Fulmar: On Jan 24 several were cruising along the cliffs where they will nest near
Seaford while one was checking out the houses at the back of the town (last year
one was prospecting the houses in Shoreham during June but I don't think Sussex
yet has proof of rooftop nesting). On Jan 25 half a dozen birds where hanging
around the Gore Cliff/St Catherine's Point area on the Isle of Wight. On Jan 31
Durlston reported that one was settled on a cliff ledge there, making 'cackling'
noises as three others flew by.
Shag: One was in the Langstone Harbour entrance channel on Jan 28
Bittern: Burton Mill Pond (west of Pulborough) definitely had 4 (and probably 5)
present on Jan 27 when one was seen to land in reeds at Hook/Warsash. Other
sites reporting four birds this week were Hatch Pond in Poole Harbour and
Marazion in Cornwall. The Ivy Lake bird at Chichester was still there on Jan 24 and
on Jan 25 one was seen at Bembridge Ponds on the IoW. On Jan 29 one was in the
Arne area of Poole Harbour and on Jan 30 a car driver in the Longstock area of the
Test was surprised to see one cross the road in front of his car.
Cattle Egret: Still a total of five at two sites in Cornwall (Truro and Sennen)

Little Egret: Although John Clark does not give a date he implies (in a message on
Jan 26) that at least 46 birds are currently using the inland roost at Arlebury Lake at
Alresford
Great White Egret: Two were seen in the Ringwood Ibsley area on Jan 25 with
one reported there on both Jan 27 and 28. The Folkestone bird was last reported
on Jan 26 and the Sandwich Bay bird on Jan 28. Over the Channel one site still had
4 of them on Jan 30
Spoonbill: 9 were in Poole Harbour on Jan 24
Bewick's Swan: The number at Slimbridge has not increased (max 290 on Jan 24)
but a few more have turned up in southern England - at the Blashford Lakes the 10
which have been present for some time had increased to 14 on Jan 27 and to 15 on
Jan 30 while the number in the Arun valley continues to increase (21 on Jan 21, 24
on Jan 23, 26 on Jan 25 and 28 on Jan 27 followed by a report of 63 at Burpham on
Jan 29). On Jan 24 there were 78 in the Scotney Court area near Rye and on Jan
27 there were at least 60 on the Walland Marshes
White-front Goose: On Jan 30 Trektellen reported 22,191 at one Netherlands
site plus 13,245 and 5,268 at two others. Also on Jan 30 the count at Slimbridge
was marginally up at 392.
Barnacle Goose: In view of recent reports indicating a small influx of these into
southern England I was surprised to hear no news of them on the Isle of Wight but
on Jan 25 Derek Hale reported an estimated 130 flying over the Hersey Nature
Reserve on the island. Back in 2004 and 2005 there were reports of around 300
making excursions around the north east corner of the island from their base at the
Flamingo Park site. In Jan 2006 the max number was 250 and on Feb 1 2007 only
150 were seen, decreasing to 120 in 2008. None were reported in 2009 and the
current report of around 130 does seem to confirm an ongoing decline in the size of
this flock. Although they are free flying they have never attempted to travel more
than a mile or so from their home base (and source of food!). On Jan 30 the
Trektellen website listed three Netherlands sites as having 77,721 plus 7,501
and 4,058 respectively. Also on Jan 30 the number at Slimbridge was slightly up
at 155
Brent: A trickle of eastward movement continues with a report of 60 passing
Dungeness on Jan 24. These birds may well have been among the 200+ reported
on Jan 24 as flying east past Seaford in the past three days.
Pale-bellied Brent: On Jan 24 two Pale-bellied birds were seen both at the
Hayling Oysterbeds and at Farlington Marshes but I suspect these were the same
birds feeding in the Oysterbeds area and then flying to Farlington Marshes when
the tide was unsuitable for getting marine weed. They have been seen at both sites
on several days this week. Down in Dorset the flock in the Ferrybridge (Weymouth)
area numbered 15 on Jan 24 (there were 20 there on Jan 3 and 17 on Jan 19)
Red-breasted Goose: Separate individuals were in both Essex and Devon on Jan
24 and 25, disproving my guess that the Devon bird had moved to Essex. On Jan

26 only the Essex bird was reported - that also has not been reported since so a
report of one in the Netherlands on Jan 30 may indicate that one of the British birds
has flown east.
Shelduck: Lee Evans made a whistle stop tour of Hampshire on Jan 28, one stop
being at Budds Mound overlooking the north of Langstone Harbour - his reported
sightings there include a count of 330 Shelduck which sounds very unusual (there
are probably that number in Langstone Harbour but I would expect it to be
necessary to walk round Farlington Marshes to see the majority in the area south
west of the Marshes)
Green-winged Teal: The Langstone Harbour bird was again on Budds Farm pools
on Jan 30 among more than 100 Teal (and still there on Jan 31)
Shoveler: On Jan 25 I don't recall seeing any on the Budds Farm Pools but several
pairs were in the shoreline pools along the South Moors shore with the tide low
(and at the mouth of the Langbrook stream three pairs of Gadwall were on the sea)
- maybe an indication of the birds getting restive and thinking of moving off,
alternatively a sign that food in the Budds Pools was becoming exhausted.
Ferruginous Duck hybrid: The male 'Fudge Duck' was seen on Budds Farm
pools on Jan 30
Scaup: Several birds are still at sites where they have been seen recently but on
Jan 24 there was an unusual report of 10 on the sea of Rye Bay off Pett Level.
Another piece of news is the presence of 5 on the river at Titchfield Haven on Jan
28
Lesser Scaup: A drake has been in Cornwall on Collingford Lake or the adjacent
Dozmary Pool on Bodmin Moor from Jan 16 to 30 at least
Velvet Scoter: The Langstone Harbour bird was still to be seen off the Hayling
Oysterbeds on Jan 27 when three more were off Titchfield Haven. The three were
still off Titchfield on Jan 29 and the Langstone Harbour bird was seen on Jan 30.
Smew: On Jan 27 Matt Eade and Dick Gilmore visited several sites in the Rye Bay
area and Matt's account on the SOS website includes the statement .. "During the
day at Dungeness highlights included a total of 27 Smew" If this is correct I am
surprised that no one else has commented on such a high number. Here in
Hampshire one was seen at Titchfield Haven on Jan 23 only and one was in the
Ibsley area near Ringwood from Jan 24 to 31 at least. On Jan 30 one flew over
Burton Mill Pond west of Pulborough and in Bedfordshire there was a peak count of
20 on at Paxton Pits on Jan 28 (with smaller counts on other recent days)
Red-breasted Merganser: The number to be seen in Langstone Harbour usually
increases as the birds start to form flocks prior to their return flight to breeding
areas and on Jan 28 Lee Evans saw 33 from Budds Mound while on Jan 30 I found
20 off the mouth of the Langbrook stream

Goosander: On Dec 31 John Clark counted 102 in the night roost at the Blashford
Lakes and on Jan 17 he managed to count 98 there. On Jan 27 Bob Chapman
started to count them and found more than 98 - Bob says .. "There would have
been more but I was interupted in the count by an idiot wandering around on the
western shore flushing all the dabbling duck."
Red Kite: During a tour of north west Hampshire onJan 30 Alan Lewis saw 30
Kites
Marsh Harrier: On Jan 26 a female flew east over the Thorney Great Deeps and
was later seen still going east over the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester - could
this be the bird that has been a regular sight in Langstone Harbour but which is now
answering the call of spring? Over in Kent a recent co-ordinated count of this
species in the Romney Marsh area found a total of 44 birds
Pallid Harrier: The juvenile bird which was reported in the Sennen area of
Cornwall on Jan 17 and 18 was seen again on Jan 25
Sparrowhawk: On Jan 28 a pair were displaying in the Sandwich Bay area and on
Jan 29 Brian Fellows is pretty certain he glimpsed a female making a brief visit to a
nest which has been used for some years in the west Emsworth area
Common Buzzard: On Jan 30 I came on one in an area of Havant that I have not
seen them before - it flew up from the ground near the Langbrook stream and
perched in trees on the ridge separating the stream from the Langstone
Technology Park, then later flew west over the Budds Farm pools where it hovered
briefly (probably checking some potential carrion on the ground).
Kestrel: One unexpectedly flew in off the sea at Portland on Jan 29 and on Jan 30
a Buzzard and two Sparrowhawks also arrived off the sea at Christchurch
Harbour.
Coot: On Jan 28 Lee Evans visited both Ivy Lake and the Westhampnett Lake at
Chichester and estimates a total of 1300 Coot on these two lakes
Avocet: On Jan 9 Jason Crook reported a peak of 37Avocet around Farlington
Marshes and on Jan 30 he could still find 35, both these counts exceeding any
counts by others during the month
Ringed Plover: During the Jan 30 WeBS count Brian Fellows had 140 Ringed
Plover at Black Point on Hayling while Ewan Urquhart found only 35 at West
Wittering
Lapwing: A report of 5,200 at the Pagham Harbour North Walls on Jan 30 seems
to have been the highest Sussex count of the month
Sanderling: The Jan 30 WeBS count found just 16 at Black Point on Hayling and
18 at West Wittering - there were probably a lot more on the Pilsey Sands

Little Stint: The Fishbourne Channel bird near Chichester was seen again on Jan
26
Woodcock: One seems to have been present at Sandy Point on Hayling from Jan
22 to 27 at least
Black-tailed Godwit: 35 could be seen from Budds Mound in Langstone Harbour
on Jan 28 and 80 were at Yarmouth, IoW, on Jan 29 but the biggest flock was an
estimated 1400 at the Pagham North Walls on Jan 30
Spotted Redshank: The Nore Barn bird at Emsworth was still there on Jan 29
Green Sandpiper: On Dec 22 three of these birds flew west over my garden and
the next day I encountered one flying noisily over the Langstone South Moors possibly it has remained there since then as I saw and heard one again there on
Jan 25. On Jan 30 two were seen by someone visiting Budds Farm pools.
Common Sandpiper: I also saw one of these on Jan 25 - it was in the mouth of the
Brockhampton stream on the east side of the Bedhampton Gravel Quay
Grey Phalarope: After an unexpected sighting of one in Lincolnshire on Jan 20
another was seen in Cornwall (Sennen Cove at Lands End) on Jan 29.
Common Gull: On Jan 25 there seemed to be a lot more of these than usual on the
Langstone shore, maybe suggesting that they are starting to move east
Kittiwake: More than 200 were back around their nesting cliffs in the Seaford area
on Jan 24
Sandwich Tern: Four were seen off Selsey Bill on Jan 25 and three were off East
Head in Chichester Harbour on Jan 26. Across the Channel 20 were seen at
Roscoff in Brittany on Jan 29
Auks: On Jan 23 Durlston reported more than 3,000 passing on their way east with
more seen going the same way off Newhaven on Jan 24. On Jan 25 Portland
reported 10,000+ on the sea there and there have been further daily reports of
many along the south coast, maybe feeding or maybe heading east and north to
breed
Barn Owl: In the early 1980s one was resident at Tournerbury Farm on Hayling
before the Tounerbury Marshes became a Golf Course. This week one was seen
near the adjacent Fishery Lane holiday camp but I guess that is a bird seeking
temporary refuge from cold weather elsewhere and not one intending to settle in
the area
Short-eared Owl: One was seen at Sandy Point on Hayling on Jan 27
Kingfisher: One was at its regular perch by the second bridge over the
Brockhampton stream on Jan 25 and on Jan 30 one was seen at Fareham Creek

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: February is said to be the best time to detect these
birds when they become vocal but there have already been two reports of them in
Sussex - one was seen near Crawley on Jan 19 and another was near Robin
Pepper's Scobell's Farm (near Lewes) on Jan 24. In Hampshire one was seen at
Greatham near Alton in east Hampshire on Jan 28
Woodlark: A sign of spring in the Hursley (Winchester) area on Jan 24 was the first
Woodlark song that I have seen reported
Skylark: More than 200 were seen at the Amberley Wild Brooks on Jan 23 and on
Jan 30 a Belgian site reported 592
Shorelark: Two at Sandwich Bay on Jan 23
Fieldfare: Still plenty around - 229 were seen in the Bathingbourne area of the IoW
on Jan 25 and more than 250 were near Tundry Pond (west of Fleet in north
Hampshire) on Jan 26 (with a similar number of Redwing). Locally more than 140
were at the Pagham North Walls on Jan 30 (when two Belgian sites reported 3353
and 2432 respectively)
Song Thrush: I heard my first song from one in the Langstone area on Jan 23 after
others had been heard at Pett Level on Jan 17, in Emsworth on Jan 18 and Hove
on Jan 19
Mistle Thrush: I saw my first for the year in the Langstone area on Jan 25 after one
was seen at Portland on Jan 24 - maybe some are returning to breed here? (Two
more were seen at Barton on Sea on Jan 27 when another two were at Rodmell
near Lewes)
Dartford Warbler: Four reports of them in different places on Jan 24 and a fifth on
Jan 26 indicate that the cold snap has not been a total disaster for the species (in
some inland areas it is thought that as many as 50% may have succumbed to the
cold). One of the Jan 24 reports was of 5 seen in a short visit to the Beaulieu Road
station area of the New Forest and on Jan 26 one was at Turf Hill near Burley with
another on Jan 30 one was seen in the extreme north west of the New Forest
Firecrest: Three came to roost at Sandy Point on Hayling on both Jan 25 and 27.
On Jan 28 four were seen around Burton Mill Pond and five were in some scruffy
woodland at Bexhill
Long-tailed Tit: A pair were seen collecting nest material on Portsdown on Jan 25
and the species can be seen daily throughout the Havant area. By Jan 31 one was
starting to sing at Durlston.
Willow Tit: On Jan 30 five were found in the Hurstbourne Common area near
Andover with ten Marsh Tits. Last year there were sightings of up to five Willow
Tits at Faccombe in this general area but other than one report in early May all the
others were from January to March and were presumably 'winter visitors'. In 2008

one was singing in the Test Valley in April and two family parties were seen near
Basingstoke in July and in 2007 at least three pairs were present and singing in the
Hurstbourne Common area in April
Penduline Tit: The last report of one at Dungeness (where there were several
sightings in December) was dated Jan 11 but they may not have left the country as
one was seen with a Long-tailed Tit flock in the Kent Stour valley on Jan 25
Great Grey Shrike: Two reports of 'new birds' this week - one was in the West
Moors area of Dorset on Jan 25 and the other was at Turf Hill near Burley in the
New Forest on Jan 26
Corvids: In recent past years there have been frequent reports at this time of year
of Corvids moving to a huge winter roost in the Gosport area at dusk and then flying
west to feed at dawn. Jan 29 brought the first report of this movement for this year
with more than 500 Jackdaws and Rooks flying northwest at dawn along the
coast past Titchfield Haven
Brambling: Jan 29 brought the first report of a substantial flock in Hampshire more than 50 were seen at Church Moor in the New Forest (half way along the
Ornamental Drive and on the west side of the road)
Greenfinch: These are now becoming more noticeable and starting to sing in the
Havant area
Siskin: A flock of around 100 was in the Rownhams area north west of
Southampton on Jan 26
Twite: None locally but three reports this week from Sandwich Bay (5 birds on Jan
23), Paxton Pits north of Bedford (3 birds on Jan 24) and Gussage St Michael in
Dorset (4 birds on Jan 28)
Bullfinch: A male in Southmoor Lane at Havant on Jan 30 was my first of the year
and brought my personal yearlist to 83 species
Corn Bunting: A flock of 25 were seen on Cheesefoot Head east of Winchester on
Jan 30
INSECTS
Butterfly sightings reported to date seem to have all been of insects disturbed from
their winter sleep but on Jan 21 a freshly emerged Small White was found in a
Gosport house where it is thought to have pupated in Ivy on the house wall and to
have been brought to the stage of emerging from its chrysalis by the sun's heat
warming the bricks supporting the ivy. In Sussex the first sighting of a Peacock
butterfly for the year came in the Lewes area on Jan 24 (almost certainly one
un-naturally disturbed from hibernation)
The first Mottled Grey moth of the year was seen at Portland on Jan 23 and the
first Mottled Umber was found in the Rye area on Jan 24
PLANTS

A single Early Dog Violet flower was out in my Havant garden on Jan 26 and
seems to be the first for the year.
At Nore Barn west of Emsworth the Blackthorn bushes which had flowers before
Christmas had three new flowers on Jan 27
The first fresh leaves were sprouting on young Elder bushes at Budds Farm on
Jan 25
Three plants of Giant Butterbur had pushed up through the soil at the Langbrook
Stream site (Langstone) on Jan 30 and the white of its flower buds could be seen
through the opening leaves of one plant
OTHER WILDLIFE
Porpoise: On Jan 23 one corpse was found on the beach at Sandwich Bay with
two more washed up by Jan 25 but two live Porpoises were seen off Folkestone
on Jan 26
Muntjac: One male seen somewhere in north west Hants on Jan 30 - first Hants
report for this year
Grey Squirrel: One of the white form that is well represented in the Portsmouth
area was seen in a Portsdown Hill garden on Jan 28
Bat species: What may have been a Daubenton's Bat was seen hawking low
over Burton Mill Pond (west of Pulboough) by bird-watchers enjoying the presence
of four Bitterns
Frog: Despite last week's news from the Rye area that both Frogs and Newts had
survived the cold weather under the ice of frozen ponds I hear that some Frogs
and Newts were found dead in ponds on Portsdown Hill during the week ending
Jan 24 though at least one Frog was found alive
Fungi: Another find of Jew's Ear on dead Elder in Havant on Jan 25 - frost usually
seems to bring out Velvet Shank but I have heard no reports of it recently - having
written that in mid-week I then on Jan 29 saw a photo of pristine Velvet Shank
taken in Pat Bonham's Rye garden (back in November he had sawn up a dead Elm
stump and taken it home for firewood but when he went to retrieve the wood from
the shed in which it had been kept in darkness he found a lovely cluster of Velvet
Shank on it)

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 25 - 31 (WEEK 4 OF 2010)
Sat 30 Jan
Buzzard and Giant Butterbur by the Langbrook stream
Today's cloudless blue sky encouraged me out before lunch for a walk to Budds
Farm and back in a light chill northerly wind.
Crossing Park Road South near the Langstone roundabout I found the Danish
Scurvygrass plants well developed though as yet no sign of flowers. Continuing
down the Langbrook stream I was surprised to see a Buzzard fly up into the trees
on the ridge between the stream and the Langstone Technology Park site (first time

I have ever seen one here). A little further down stream what may have been a
Stock Dove was singing from a bare branch - the sound was the "Oo - Oo - Oo"
with slight pauses between each "Oo" rathet than the continuous rippling
"OoAaOoAaOo" (not a very good transcription) which I also heard later this
morning. I'm pretty sure that the first bird was a genuine Stock Dove and the
second was a Feral Pigeon but I did not have good enough views of either to
check their plumage.
Nearing the track into the Langstone Dairy Farm (as was) I diverted into the wild
area beside the stream where one of the large old Willows has split and fallen but
its banches have not covered the main part of the Giant Butterbur site and I was
able to find at least three well deveoped plants, one of them with its leaves starting
to part at the tip showing the unopen white flowers within.
Nothing much to see as I crossed the South Moors (one of three small flocks of
Long-tailed Tits of the morning was my only note) but as I was about to climb
Budd's Mound I heard a distinctive quiet note in the Blackthorn Hedge behind me
and looked round to get a brief view of a male Bullfinch - my first of the year.
On the pools there were plenty of ducks - 70+ Teal, around 20 Shoveler and at
least a dozen Gadwall with a good number of Mallard and Tufted Duck but no
Pochard. While scanning the pools all the gulls on the filter tanks north of the pools
suddenly rose into the air and many of the ducks swam out from the edges into
deep water (where they could dive to evade aerial attack) as the Buzzard which I
had seen earlier flew over heading west. Before reaching the open harbour the
Buzzard turned north into the wind and momentarily hovered (only for three or
four wing beats but a distinct hover, probably checking out something on the
ground below)
Along the South Moors shore with the tide high I put up the expected Rock Pipit
and at the mouth of the Langbrook I found a sign of spring - a flotilla of 20
Mergansers which I assume had started to join into a large group for company on
their forthcoming flight east and north. Another sign was seen by the Lymbourne
stream passing Wade Court - a female Grey Wagtail fully dressed in her colourful
breeding plumage (no black bib which the male would have).
A little further upstream a single Leser Celandine flower stood boldly by the
stream and passing Lower Grove Road I heard both Greenfinch and Song
Thrush song
Mon 25 Jan
Two new birds for my year list
This afternoon I walked through Havant to the mouth of the Hermitage Stream and
back along the shore to Langstone, adding Common Sandpiper and Mistle
Thrush to my personal yearlist which now stands at a paltry 81 species.
The Sandpiper was in the Brockhampton Stream which runs up the east side of
the Bedhampton Gravel Quay, between it and Budds Farm, and further up that
stream I disturbed a Kingfisher from its usual resting/fishing perch by the bridge
below the old Corn Dock. Also seen here were the first new leaves sprouting on
recently planted Elder bushes within the Budds Farm fenceline.
Climbing Budds Mound I found nothing unusal on the pools but was surprised to
see that someone (Havant Borough) had cut through the bank you have in the
past had to climb to reach the viewpoint over the pools - this reminded me that
sometime last year (or was it the year before!) Jason Crook told me that the

Borough were proposing to clear this viewpoint area and provide seats - no doubt
as we near the end of the financial year some budget has a little money left which
must be spent before the end of March.
Coming down from the mound I walked up Southmoor Lane to the entrance to the
path across the Moors in order to check for any signs of flowering on the Cherry
Plum trees (none so far!) and to confirm that the Goat Willow overhanging the
entrance to the path still has flowering Pussy Paws (it has). Here I found someone
had set up a bird feeding station - a small table heaped with birdseed alongside
what might have been a small plastic dish of fat - no sign that any birds had taken
any interest in this generous offer.
Heading west along the South Moors shore I found three or four pairs of Shoveler
in the shoreline pools with at least three pairs of Gadwall among the Wigeon on
the harbour water at the mouth of the Langbrook stream. Another odd sight at the
mouth of the stream was a single female Chaffinch perched motionless on the
top of one of the Blackthorn bushes close to the path where it turns to follow the
stream inland - my impression was that this bird was near its last gasp - too
exhausted to fly any further or to get away from my close presence.
Nearing the bridge into Mill Lane a Green Sandpiper flew noisily overhead having
presumably got up from the small stream feeding the Tamarisk Pool within the
Moors. Along Mill Lane I found a flower on the Butchers Broom at the entrance to
West Mill and later a single head of Ivy blossom showing fresh anthers. Just after
crossing the new section of cycleway the leaf rosette of one of the Bee Orchids
was showing well beside the path - probably the same plant that John Goodspeed
noted back on Nov 20.
On Langstone Pond the pair of Swans still had their three remaining cygnets with
them, but maybe not for much longer as the male bird had its wings arched in the
'busking' position and was making efforts to drive off one of the cygnets (so far
nothing violent but enough to show the youngster was not wanted)
Crossing the field north of Wade Court I paused to scan the pony fields and spotted
a Song Thrush - maybe the one that was singing so strongly last Saturday - and
near it was my first Mistle Thrush of the year quietly hopping across the ground.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 18 - 24 (WEEK 3 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Great Crested Grebe: Even in this cold weather these do not all move to the sea on Jan 19 Lee Evans found more than 110 on Stewartby Lake between Bedford
and Milton Keynes
Slavonian Grebe: Latest sighting in Langstone Harbour was of one off the
Oysterbeds on Jan 19. On Jan 23 five were present in Hayling Bay (the southern
shore of Hayling Island). Poole Harbour is the only other site currently reporting a
flock - more than four there on Jan 17.
Black-necked Grebe: A Sussex birder visiting the Hayling Oysterbeds on Jan 17
found 22 of these (and a Sandwich Tern) in Langstone Harbour (previous high

count for Langstone Harbour was 20 on Jan 14 and latest report is of 16 off the
Oysterbeds on Jan 23). Lee Evans on Jan 17 reported a flock of 24 on the north
London reservoirs in the Lee Valley (Chingford area)
Sooty Shearwater: One seen off the Thanet (Kent) coast on Jan 20 was the
second British report for the year after one at Dungeness on Jan 3
Balearic Shearwater: The first reports I have seen this year were both on Jan 19 one off Portland and the other in the Scillies
Bittern: As many as 8 were thought to be present in the Kent Stour valley on Jan
17 and this week there have been reports of three at Burton Mill Pond (west of
Pulbroough), at least three in Poole Harbour, two each at Rye Harbour and
Slimbridge with singles at Chichester, Radipole (Weymouth) and at Sandwich Bay.
Eleven southern sites have reported Bitterns this week.
Cattle Egret: For some time the only reports have been of two birds at Sennen in
Cornwall but another has probably been based somewhere in west Dorset giving
sightings at Bridport Leisure Centre on Jan 13 and at Chideok (west of Bridport) on
Jan 21
Great White Egret: Some people are convinced that there are three of these in the
Blashford Lakes area near Ringwood as they have seen two birds (neither of which
are ringed according to them) while others insist that there is still one ringed bird in
the area (though the ring is difficult to detect). There are also two present at Pitsford
reservoir near Northampton with singles at Folkestone, Sandwich Bay and Pymoor
in Cambridgeshire
Glossy Ibis: Lee Evans tells us that three are present at Catcott (by the A39
between Glastonbury and Bridgewater) in Somerset
Spoonbill: At least six are still in Poole Harbour with another two in the Scillies
Bewick's Swan: A full count of all the birds at Slimbridge on Jan 18 only found 303
Bewick's (there had been 315 on Jan 15) and the number was down to 256 on Jan
23. There are probably still more than 50 in Norfolk but no other site is currently
reporting more than the 34 at Pulborough (Jan 18) with another 24 on the River
Adur at Henfield Levels on Jan 23. The Ringwood area still had 10 on Jan 18 and
two other sites have a few 'casuals' - locally two were seen on the water of
Fishbourne Channel at Chichester on Jan 17 when East Holme near Dorchester
had 5. The latest 'new site' with 8 birds is Wallasea Island near Burnham on Crouch
(Essex coast north of Southend)
Bean Goose: On Jan 23 there were 71 in Norfolk by the River Yare with another 7
at Farmoor near Oxford
Pinkfoot Goose: Four turned up at the Lymington Marshes on Jan 21

Whitefront Goose: Slimbridge had 360 on Jan 22 and there were probably over
200 in Norfolk this week but just across the Channel at Margarethapolder in
Holland there were 4530 with another 1815 at De Horde (Lopik) in the Netherlands
Cackling Canada Goose: The single half size 'minima' bird was at Titchfield
Haven on Jan 17 but there is no further mention of the extremely leucistic 'white'
bird this week. The Todd's Canada Goose (B. c. interior) was still at Slimbridge
on Jan 23
Barnacle Goose: It would seem that some of the many continental birds have
come across the Channel in the cold weather but the odd group of six seen flying
over south Hampshire, and the flock of 47 now at Rodden Hive on The Fleet near
Weymouth, are hardly in the same league as the 15273 birds at IJmeerdijk, Almere
in the Netherlands on Jan 19
Brent Goose: Last year the Brent started to fly east from Jan 30 onwards with
more than 2200 passing Dungeness on Jan 31 but this year they had started
moving even earlier (perhaps as a result of difficulties in finding food here recently).
The first report was of 48 heading east off Portland on Jan 19 with 400 passing
Dungeness on Jan 21 (when Splash Point at Seaford also saw more than 100
going east). Another unexpected report this week comes from Farmoor reservoir by
the Thames upstream of Oxford - not a place you would normally find Brent but 16
were there on Jan 23. Turning to the majority that are still with us it would seem that
the recent 'disappearance' of Brent from the Solent Harbour tidelines does not
mean that they have moved far - just that they have congregated in larger than
usual flocks on those fields where they can find something to eat. On Jan 17 there
were 2000 near the Pagham North Walls (presumably on grass) with another 550
more surprisingly on arable fields at Warblington Farm (where I saw a similar flock
back on Nov 27). In previous winters the Brent have only been found on the
western grass fields of Warblington Farm (between the Farm and Pook Lane) but
this winter, well before the cold snap, they were spurning those meadows and were
all on the eastern arable fields which appeared to have been sown with a 'sacrificial'
cereal crop specifically to feed them. On Jan 23 I noticed another aspect of this
'disappearance' - cycling around north Hayling at high tide there were virtually no
Brent to be seen but as the tide dropped small parties of up to 25 birds began to
appear at various points on the shoreline, partly to feed on the freshly exposed
weed and partly to be in the safety of the open water as night approached.
Red-breasted Goose: On Jan 24 one was found on the Essex coast at Wallasea
Island close to Burnham on Crouch and north of Southend. My first thought was
that this might be the bird that has been at the Exe estuary in Devon since Oct 28
and for which I can find no sighting later than Jan 17 (Sadly nothing has been put
on the Devon Birding site since Jan 5). I have been expecting this bird to move east
as spring approaches and have been hoping that it would return to Chichester
Harbour (as has been its habit in recent years). At the moment I have no evidence
as to the origin of the Essex bird.
Pintail: On Jan 23 there were 50 at the Blashford Lakes with 12+ Goldeneye. 100
Shoveler and 800 Wigeon

Red-crested Pochard: These (still presumed to be cold weather exiles from the
flock of over 200 on the Cotswold Wildfowl Park waters) are still appearing at new
sites. In the Chichester area two pairs were seen on the Westhampnett Lake on
Jan 18 and that same day two more pairs appeared on Pagham Lagoon (the
Westhampnett birds, or at least three of them, were still there on Jan 23).
Elsewhere there have been 5 on Paxton Pits north of Bedford and 16 on the nearby
Grafham Water with 27 at Elstow (southen fringe of Bedford itself)
Pochard: On Jan 17 Grafham Water in Bedfordshire had 526 and on Jan 18
Slimbridge had 451
Ring-necked Duck: A drake was still at Porth reservoir near Newquay in Cornwall
on Jan 19 - it has been there since Jan 1 at least
Tufted Duck: There were 44 on the Emsworth ponds on Jan 18 (when Slimbridge
had 552 and Grafham Water had 2242)
Scaup: Pagham Lagoon still had its 'sleeping beauty' on Jan 18 when there was a
newcomer in East Sussex at the mouth of the Cuckmere and Abbotsbury had in
increased count of 14. (Scaup, like Pochard, tend to sleep all day and then wake
up to feed at night)
Long-tailed Duck: The Langstone Harbour pair were seen again on Jan 17 and
one bird was reported again on Jan 23 (with one Velvet Scoter also reported
there). Elsewhere on Jan 17 there was one in the south of Poole Harbour and one
at Helston in Cornwall
Goldeneye: On Jan 17 Grafham Water had 102 (plus 2 Velvet Scoter) while
locally seven were seen around Farlington Marshes and on Jan 18 the smart males
of two pairs were displaying off the Broadmarsh slipway
Smew: On Jan 23 the single male was still at Chichester (now on Runcton Lake
near the scrapyard) and on Jan 20 there were at least 6 at Rye Harbour and 3 more
at the Dungeness RSPB site. On Jan 16 there were 3 at Paxton Pits in Beds, 2 on
the nearby Grafham Water and one at the Blashford Lakes
Goosander: There were 98 at the Blashford Lakes on Jan 17 (the highest count so
far this year but just below the 102 counted on Dec 31)
Ruddy Duck: On Dec 6 Bob Chapman reported a winter peak count of 14 at the
Blashford Lakes - on Jan 20 all 14 were shot on government orders as illegal
immigrants. At least one was still present somewhere in Hampshire on Jan 23 and
it is said that the cull at any particular site requires the permission of the landowner
(and at least one major Ruddy Duck site is said to be owned by someone who will
not give that permission so the aim of eliminating all Ruddy Ducks in Britain is
unlikely to be achieved - note that the Blashford Lakes are managed by, but not
owned by, the Hampshire Wildlife Trust). As may be imagined this cull has roused
strong feelings (that it should not have been allowed) among many birders and I
must quote a poem written by one of them (David Holland) ...
Ruddy Duck January 2010

Dawn, and a grey mist hangs, silent, over the water.
In the corner a small flotilla,
Regaled in cinnamon, white and blue
Diminutive jesters of the waters You can't help but smile.
A dark shadow slips out of the shallows
Nearing its unsuspecting prey.
A sharp crack splinters the air.
Cinnamon turns crimson,
You can't help but cry.
British conservation,
In tooth and claw:
Red.
Ruddy:
Dead.
RIP
Another contributor goes a long way to expressing my feelings about the current
state of nature conservation. Phil Lord says, speaking for those who feel strongly
that the cull should not have been allowed, .. "I think those who think our reactions
are silly or childish have their heads in the sand. The conservation bodies of today
aren't manned by the enthusiastic, knowledgeable, amateurs of yesterday, but
career professionals, who in many cases don't give a toss." Obeying orders and not
questioning them is the way to promotion and a bigger salary.
Golden Pheasant: Four were seen on Furzey Island in Poole Harbour on Jan 17.
Not sure if there is a regular population still hanging on there but the species seems
to have vanished from the rest of southern England. The only record I picked up
last year was of 'an apparent female' with Common Pheasants at Warnham
(Horsham) on Oct 26 though in 2008 there was 'a smart male' at Arlington reservoir
in East Sussex from Apr 11 to May 4, then up to seven on Brownsea Island in Poole
Harbour at the beginning of December followed by a sighting of a female and a
hearing of two more in Ampfield Woods near Romsey on Dec 24 and 29
Avocet: On Jan 17 the count at Farlington Marshes was up to 32 with 17 in
Pagham Harbour (18 there on Jan 21), 6 in Christchurch Harbour and singles at
Lymington and Titchfield (no mention of any in the Nutbourne/Thorney Channel
since Jan 1 when 15 were seen from Chidham). There were at least 373 in Poole
Harbour (seen at Arne) on Jan 23.
Golden Plover: On Jan 17 there were 95 in the Brownwich shore area west of
Titchfield Haven and another 40 at the Bunny Meadows by the Hamble at Warsash
and on Jan 21 there were 600 in the north of Pagham Harbour
Knot: On Jan 21 there were more than 30 in the Hayling Oysterbeds area
Sanderling: On Jan 23 there were four by the tideline just east of Gunner Point on
Hayling

Little Stint: The single bird was still at the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester on
Jan 23
Ruff: 10 were seen in the Avon Causeway area of the Avon Valley on Jan 17
Black-tailed Godwit: On Jan 17 there were around 750 at the Pagham North
Walls area and 'several hundred' still at Titchfield Haven (where 496 had arrived on
Jan 16). The only other current report is of some 40 in the Lymington area on Jan
19
Whimbrel: One still in the Fishbourne Channel at Chichester on Jan 17 and on Jan
21 two were seen at the traditional wintering spot at Wickor Point on west Thorney
Island.
Grey Phalarope: One was an unexpected bird at Gibraltar Point in Lincolnshire on
Jan 20
Bonaparte's Gull: One was in Anglesey on Jan 23
Black-headed Gull: One seen at Broadmarsh in Langstone Harbour on Jan 18
had a more or less complete 'black head'
Iceland Gull: The only reports I have seen so far this year have been from
Cornwall - single birds seen on Jan 1 and 18
Glaucous Gull: Two young birds were seen at Rainham in Essex on Jan 23
Sandwich Tern: On Jan 16 a wintering bird was off Sandwich Bay and on Jan 17
one was seen from the Hayling Oysterbeds (no mention of birds in Chichester
Harbour since there were three seen from Back Point, Hayling, on Jan 3)
Barn Owl: Sadly two of these were found dead in the Pulborough/Amberley area
on Jan 17
Short-eared Owl: 6 were reported in the Scillies on Jan 18 and one at Lodmoor
(Weymouth) on Jan 20
Skylark: On Jan 16 a Hoslist message from Hilary Cornford told of a conversation
between her husband and the farmer at what she names as Lower Brownwich farm
just west of Titchfield Haven (not sure if this is Brownwich Farm, Little Brownwich or
Lower Posbrook Farm). The farmer spoke of .. "the enormous influx of Skylarks
over the cold and snowy weather this week. Apparently someone had counted
between 8 and 10 thousand coming along the coast. They landed at dusk on his
field of purple sprouting broccoli and roosted underneath the broccoli heads. He
said they were very vocal the whole night long. In the morning they fed on the
heads of the plants, in the end leaving the whole field just a patch of stalks. The
worst bit was that also in the morning he estimated between 400 and 500 had died
of cold or starvation and the place was then alive with buzzards and kestrels and
another large brown raptor that he couldn't identify."

Richard's Pipit: One reported at Wadebridge in Cornwall on Jan 20
Waxwing: After the isolated report of one in a Norwich garden on Jan 14 there is
another report of one at Gillingham in Dorset on Jan 19
Blackbird: On Jan 16 Brian Fellows heard one singing in the late afternoon in a
west Emsworth garden and on Jan 19 John Chapman, living in Langstone village,
wrote on Hoslist .. "Over the last three days a dawn chorus has started in my
garden. Given the exposed location I don't get many (singing) species, but
Goldfinch, Blackbird and Dunnock have all suddenly burst into song, and the
Robin is now sounding spring-like." Song Thrush has also been reported singing
recently - at Pett (Rye Bay) on Jan 17 and in Emsworth on Jan 18. I have not heard
Blackbird yet but more than one Song Thrush was singing in the Langstone area
on Jan 23 and Dunnock are now frequently heard around Havant.
Black-throated Thrush: One could be seen at Whitby in Yorkshire on Jan 23 and
24 at least
Fieldfare: This week the only reports of large numbers have come from Kent and
East Sussex with an estimated 10,000 in the Kent Stour Valley on Jan 19
Song Thrush: The first report of song came from the Pett area (Rye Bay) on Jan
17 and one was heard in Emsworth on Jan 18 and in Hove (Brighton) on Jan 19 but
I did not hear one in Havant until Jan 23
Redwing: At least 300 were still on Hayling Island on Jan 17 and a few could be
seen on the Downs north of Chichester (Kingley Vale) on Jan 23
Mistle Thrush: First report of song for the year comes from the Binswood area
east of Alton (and north of Selborne) on Jan 19
Dartford Warbler: Although many will no doubt have died in the cold snap quite a
few have survived, especially near the coast (including Sinah Common on south
Hayling where one was seen on Jan 23)
Blackcap: Many garden bird watchers tell us of the various foods they use to
attract birds to their feeders but I was amused on Jan 17 to hear of a new food item
being enjoyed by a 'high class' Blackcap at Bexhill - white grapes. Maybe I read
more into this than was intended (the grapes may well have been bought and put
on a bird table) but I enjoyed the image of the Blackcap coming into a warm
conservatory in which the grapes were still on the vine.
Goldcrest: These seem to have become very scarce this winter (certainly there
have been more reports of Firecrest than Goldcrest) but on Jan 17 David Holland
found 7 in Southampton and in the Pett area (Rye Bay) one was heard singing that
day. The first Nuthatch song was also reported from the Pett area. Recent
Goldcrest sightings have been on Kingley Vale (north of Chichester) and in the
Bitterne area of Southampton, both on Jan 23

Firecrest: This week has brought reports of these from Kent, Sussex, Hampshire
and Dorset including one roosting at Sandy Point on Hayling and one singing at
Apuldram Church by Fishbourne Channel near Chichester
Marsh Tit: I still do not have this species on my personal year list but I see that the
Havant Wildlife Group came across at least on at Kingley Vale on Jan 23
Blue Tit: A single flock of 41 Blue Tits was seen in the Brede valley north of
Hastings on Jan 23
Brown Shrike: The bird which was found at Stanwell Moor, Staines, near
Heathrow airport on Oct 14 was last reported there on Jan 2 but is now reported by
Lee Evans as 'deceased'
Rose-coloured Starling: A first winter bird was seen in the Oxford area on Jan 23
Chaffinch: Some had been heard singing in the snow on Jan 11 in the Seaford
area and now (Jan 17) Durlston reports that they are starting to sing there. Latest
report of song comes from the Alton area on Jan 19
Brambling: Still no big flocks - on Jan 17 there were 25 at one New Forest site and
on Jan 23 there were 15 in the West Dean Woods north of Chichester
Greenfinch: First hints of song heard in the Langstone area on Jan 23
Siskin: On Jan 19 a flock of more than 60 were seen near Crawley and on Jan 20
the first two males were in a Horsham garden where they were said to be two
weeks earlier than the previous year
Common (Mealy) Redpoll: The first two reports for this year come from Studland
in Dorset on Jan 23 and from the Kent Stour Valley where three were reported on
that same day
Snow Bunting: On Jan 19 there was still a flock of 20 in the Reculver area of north
Kent with a single still present at Dungeness but more surprisingly one was seen at
Poole Port on Jan 17
Yellowhammer: On Jan 19 more than 20 were at the Fishbourne Channel and on
Jan 21 there were more than 80 on Beeding Hill above the Adur Valley. Latest
report is of 15 in the Chichester West Dean Woods on Jan 23
Corn Bunting: The huge flock of around 700 birds which had been reported at
Stotfold in Bedfordshire on Jan 4 was still there on Jan 19. Stotfold is north of
Lechworth and south of Biggleswade (on the A507 just west of its junction with the
A1). Locally there were 50 on Beeding Hill in the Adur Valley on Jan 21
INSECTS

Butterflies: Just one Brimstone was seen flying in the Alresford area near
Winchester on Jan 17 to be the first butterfly of the year. Last year there had been
five reports of Red Admirals on the wing by Jan 18 - this year there is just one
report from the Brighton area on Jan 17.
Moths: The first Pale Brindled Beauty was on the wing in Sussex by Jan 17 and
the first report of The Chestnut came from Thanet in Kent on Jan 16. Both
Satellite and Winter Moth were reported again this week
PLANTS
The only new flower found this week was Alder - on Jan 19 its catkins were open
on a tree at the entrance to the Prince George Street carpark in Havant close to the
canalised Lavant Stream running under the town from here until it re-appears
beside Havant Park. Another flower, which I first recorded on Jan 19, was
Intermediate Periwinkle in the old Havant Farm hedge now bounding the Havant
Health Centre, but that had been flowering in December and is not the first of the
year. A surprise find on Jan 18, still persisting after the cold weather, were the deep
crimson flowers of Water Figwort in the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton.
Another flower which has been flowering unseen in Pook Lane since December but
recorded by me on Jan 21, is Dog's Mercury which brings my January flower list to
31 species.
OTHER WILDLIFE
Fox: This is the month in which Foxes mate so a report on the Planet Thanet
website dated Jan 21 of Foxes there being both vocal by night and active by day is
not surprising though an observation of two seen on a rooftop at midday was!
Otter: Although he did not actually see an Otter in the Blashford Lakes on Jan 22
and 23 Bob Chapman was convinced by the reactions of water fowl that one was
present there.
Common Seal: On Jan 17 one was in the south of Southampton Water and two
were close to the North Walls of Pagham Harbour where I have not heard of them
being seen in the past. On Jan 20 the Rye Bay website carried a link to a page on
the BBC website describing how the young seal which I reported on Dec 28 as
present in a garden pond at Benenden (some 25 miles from the sea) has been
rescued by the RSPCA and then released into the sea apparently healthy and
unharmed. For the BBC account see
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/8470563.stm
Marsh Frog: Several torpid Marsh Frogs were seen in the Dungeness area on
Jan 14 showing that they had not succumbed to the cold
Newts: These too had survived the cold (they are able to live happily in water at the
bottom of ponds which are frozen over - at least for a short time). Both Common
and Palmate Newts were found alive on Jan 16 in ponds in the Rye/Dungeness
area which have been frozen.
Pipe Fish: The Durlston website reported on Jan 16 that visitors to the reserve had
found a live Pipefish on the cliff path and had returned it to the sea - presumably it

had been taken from the sea by a bird but then dropped on the path. This pipefish
was not identified as to species but if you want to see the candidates that can be
found in British waters have a look at http://www.glaucus.org.uk/Pipefish.htm among lots of other interesting info on that webpage there is an account of gulls
diving for and bringing up pipefish (as seems to have happened at Durlston). I
also learnt that male Pipefish (like Sea-horses) act as surrogate mothers for
their offspring
Fungi: A lot of fresh Jelly Ear (Jew's Ear) in Pook Lane at Warblington on Jan 21
with more seen on Kingley Vale on Jan 23
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 18 - 24 (WEEK 3 OF 2010)
Sat 23 Jan
Around north Hayling
This afternoon I cycled round north Hayling via the Oysterbeds, Daw Lane and
Northney in dull weather.
Before crossing the bridge I stopped by the Lymbourne stream and added two
songsters to my personal list - first was a Song Thrush in full blast (it was still at it
when I came back more than an hour later) and the second was what was hopefully
a Stock Dove though I am never certain of how to distinguish Stock Dove from
Feral Pigeon (and while I see Feral Pigeons daily I still do not have Stock Dove
on my year list though they are usually present in the Langstone area in winter).
Two other songsters heard today (in addition to those that are now heard daily)
were Wren (singing more vehemently than usual this morning) and Greenfinch
(not yet in full song but practising its trills)
Not a single Brent Goose seen anywhere until I had been at the Oysterbeds for
some time (when two flew by) but as the tide began to drop small groups of around
20 birds started to appear on the water to nibble weed and prepare to spend the
night in the safety of the harbour water - I must have seen over 100 before I got
home.
The new item at the Oysterbeds was a flock of 26 Shelduck on the bund walls but
there was little else of interest (plenty of Oystercatcher and Grey Plover sitting
out the tide on the bar across the mouth of Stoke Lake and quite a few Merganser
and Goldeneye in the harbour with maybe some distant Black-necked Grebe (not
ticked!).
The only other birds noted were a collection of more than 20 Pheasants in the field
north of Daw Lane which was looking very desolate today as the two long lines of
tall Poplars (which have stood there as long as I can remember and were
presumably planted as wind breaks for the orchards and other fruit crops once
grown there by Stoke Fruit Farm) have all been felled. The desolation made me
think that a building development was about to start but I have heard nothing of that
threat and must assume that the Fruit Farm are trying to reclaim the field for some
arable use.
Fri 22 Jan
A walk to Warblington in the rain

The rain had eased a bit when I set out but my walk was through a countryside that
was clearly unable to cope with any more water. The Billy Trail north of East Street
has been totally covered with flood water for a couple of days but today there was a
similar flood under the A27 bridge and the field south of Wade Court had become a
huge lake with the southern end of Wade Lane turned into a stream. The old
railway sleepers defending the Wade Farm fields against the sea were gushing
with water coming out through every crack and I am pretty sure the Lavant stream
starting at Old Idsworth Church and coming down via Finchdean and the Rowlands
Castle end of Stansted Forest will be in full flow.
With the rain the temperature has risen a little, bringing Creeping Buttercup and
Lesser Celandine into flower again by the Billy Trail as well as reviving the Winter
Heliotrope flowers which had wilted in the frost. At least one flower was seen on
the Butchers Broom outside the southern gateway into Wade Court.
At Langstone Pond the hint of spring had brought the Swans back to defend their
nest site (though they still had three cygnets with them).
Thu 21 Jan
Sparrowhawk in my garden
While having lunch a flash of brown made me get my binoculars out and scan the
far end of the garden - there in our Hazel tree was a juvenile Sparrowhawk, a new
tick for my year list. I did not see it attempt any kill but guess it was resting after a
failed attempt. After some time it raised its tail and defecated (it must have had
some food in its belly!) before speeding off to try its luck elsewhere.
Also today I cycled to Nore Barn in the hope of seeing the Spotted Redshank but
the tide was at its lowest and the only bird in the Maisemore Stream (while it
seemed to have extra long orange red legs) did not have the pale neck and face of
a Spotted Redshank (nor did it call or fly) so I had to write it off as the Common
Redshank which I saw here last time I passed the stream.
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 11 - 17 (WEEK 2 OF 2010)
BIRDS
Red-throated Diver: A lot of these in the English Channel this week, most of them
heading east. Dungeness had the biggest counts with 483 on Jan 10, 350 on Jan
11, 94 on Jan 14 and 344 on Jan 15. On Jan 10 30 were seen off Worthing and 44
off Selsey. On Jan 11 CHristchurch Harbour reported 21 and on Jan 14 there were
29 off Pagham.
Black-throated Diver: On Jan 14 Pendower in Cornwall reported 11 of these and
that day there were also 3 off Pagham
Little Grebe: On Jan 19 I was surprised to find none on the Budds Farm Pools
though it seems that the water level in the pools has been lowered (perhaps to
accommodate expected excess run-off coming through the sewage system with
the melting snow?)

Great Crested Grebe: Flocks on the sea continue to increase - on Jan 11 there
were 232 off the Brownwich Cliffs west of Titchfield Haven and 110 off Weston
Shore near the mouth of Southampton Water (these two counts may be different
views of the same flock). Also on Jan 11 there were 450 off Dungeness (which
again may or may not include the 324 in Rye Bay off Pett on Jan 7. Other large
flocks on the south coast are that off Bournemouth which numbered 250 on Jan 2
(but which had reduced dramatically to just 45 birds on Jan 14) and one off
Worthing which had 287 birds on Jan 4. Also on Jan 14 a report from John Clark
said that the Southampton Water flock had also reduced to 32 birds
Slavonian Grebe: On Jan 9 there were 7 off Lymington and Jason Crook reported
3 in Langstone Harbour. On Jan 2 more than 5 were reported off Pagham Harbour
but this 'flock' has not been reported again so far. More recently there was an
exceptional count of 4 seen in the mouth of Chichester Harbour by Andy Johnson
on Jan 14
Black-necked Grebe: The Langstone Harbour flock numbered 20 on Jan 4 and
still had the same number (seen from the Oysterbeds) on Jan 10. 20 were still there
on Jan 14 but on Jan 15 only 13 could be seen in Langstone Harbour with one
being an unexpected sighting in the mouth of Chichester Harbour that day - another
single was also off Weston Shore in Southampton Water that day.
Bittern: One made a brief stop at Farlington Marshes on Jan 8 but flew on west.
Currently one or more can be seen at Dungeness RSPB, Rye Harbour (at least 4
present on Jan 12), Duncton Pond west of Pulborough, Arundel Wildfowl Trust (last
report on Jan 5), Ivy Lake at Chichester (last report on Jan 5), Titchfield Haven (last
report on Jan 4), Lepe Country Park (second hand report on Jan 10), Blashford
Lakes at Ringwood, Avon Causeway area, Poole Harbour (two there on Jan 10),
Christchurch Harbour (three passing on Jan 10), Weymouth area (one each at
Radipole and Lodmoor). On Jan 1 there were reports from Woolmer Pond in east
Hampshire and from the Lymington Marshes but neither of these has been
reported again. Elsewhere in Britain Lee Evans tells us of five at Brogborough
(south of Bedford), and three at Graham Water (north of Bedford). On Jan 13
Jonathan Stokes was surprised to see on flying east low over his
Portchester/Fareham garden and on Jan 14 one was an unexpected sight near
Cuckoo's Corner on the R Adur while another was seen on the Lymington Marshes
beign pursued by a Raven. Latest news from Lee Evans on Jan 16 is that he is
aware of 63 Bitterns curently in Britan.
Great White Egret: One flew over the Southampton area on Jan 10 and another
was seen that day at Radipole (Weymouth). On Jan 12 one was seen at Sandwich
Bay (still there on Jan 15) while on Jan 14 one was reported by Lee Evans to be
present at Deeside in Scotland. On Jan 16 the Blashford Lakes bird was seen in
what I think is a new area (west side of Rockford Lake) and also on that day one
was still at Folkestone where it had been since Jan 10
Spoonbill: On Jan 10 there were still ten birds in Poole Harbour
Bewick's Swan: On Jan 6 Slimbridge reported the presence of 309 birds and said
that was the highest count for seven years - on Jan 15 the count at Slimbridge was
up to 315. Two were showing well at the north end of Titchfield Haven from Jan 10

to 14 at least and on Jan 14 Lee Evans reported 54 at Ludham in Norfolk. In Dorset
there were 4 at East Home near Dorchester from Jan 11 to 14 at least and on Jan 5
four flew over the Bedelands area near Haywards Heath. On Jan 16 ten remain in
the Ibsley area near Ringwood.
Whitefront Goose: None in Hampshire but there were 254 at Slimbridge on Jan
15 and a flock of 203 in Norfolk on Jan 14 (with 3200 at a Dutch site on Jan 13).
Also in Norfolk there were 32 Taiga Bean Geese on Jan 14 and at Sandwich Bay
on Jan 11 there were 17 Pinkfoot
Canada Goose: Slimbridge had 400 on Jan 15 including a single Todd's Canada
Goose (Branta canadensis interior) which was first seen there on Jan 13.
Another oddity was photographed at Titchfield Haven on Jan 15 by Steve Copsey
(see 'Barn Owl at the Haven' entry on http://www.surfbirds.com/blog/amigo ) - this
is a single Canada Goose of the normal size but which appears to be 'all
white' from a distance. Get a bit closer and, as the photo shows, the faint outlines
of e.g. the birds 'chinstrap' can be seen. I suspect this is the same bird which has
been seen in the Fareham/Titchfield area in several past winters (e.g. 9 Jan 2003 at
Titchfield) but I cannot find the dates of previous sightings in the Fareham area
where I am pretty sure this or a similar bird was seen in the mid 1990s
Brent Goose: At this time of year Brent feed away from the harbours on grass or
cereals and the snow cover this week has made it very difficult for them to find food
- my impression is that most of the local birds in Langstone and Chichester
Harbours have gone elsewhere but I have no real information so far. I have not
heard of any dying but I suspect that any weak birds will have found it hard to
survive.
Pale-bellied Brent: The number in the Weymouth area seemed to reach a peak of
45 on Jan 10 - possible the numbers have increased as birds flee south from even
colder areas. Locally Jason Crook's latest blog entry tells us that at least two
Pale-bellied birds could be found among the large flocks of Dark-bellied birds at
Farlington Marshes by Dec 9
Mandarin: The drake which appeared on Sinah gravel pit lake (south Hayling) on
Jan 9 was still there on Jan 12
Wood Duck: One seen at Lepe Country Park near Calshot on Jan 10
Green Winged Teal: The bird which was first seen on the Budds Farm pools at
Havant on Jan 9 was still to be seen in Langstone Harbour (off the Oysterbeds) on
Jan 14
Red Crested Pochard: Lee Evans tells us that there were 230 of these at the
Cotswold Water Park (at Burford in Oxon) in December but only 42 were still there
on Jan 11. It seems fairly certain that dispersal of these birds trying to escape the
ice accounts for most of the numerous recent reports of them at other sites (such as
the four which appeared in Langstone Harbour on Jan 7 and the six at the
Blashford Lakes on Jan 10 - these still there on Jan 16 - another male could be
seen on Ivy Lake at Chichester from Jan 14 to 16 at least)

Scaup: Abbotsbury in Dorset seems to be a favourite winter destination for this
species and 14 were there on Jan 11. Just one was seen in the south of
Southampton Water on Jan 11 and 12. Another single male has been on Pagham
Lagoon from Jan 12 to 16 at least
Ferruginous Duck hybrid: On Jan 4 Andy Johnson reported the presence of two
(male and female) 'Fudge Ducks' (i.e. hybrids between Ferruginous and Pochard)
on the south Hayling Sinah gravel pit lake but when Simon Wright was there on Jan
12 he saw a single 'Aythya hybrid' which he said was not the usual Fudge Duck.
Eider: Nine flew west past Selsey Bill on Jan 10, possibly an indication that
numbers in the Solent are likely to increase in the near future?
Long-tailed Duck: The two which have been seen occasionally in the north of
Langstone Harbour since Jan 4 were still there on Jan 10 when another single bird
flew west past Selsey Bill.
Velvet Scoter: One seen briefly on the sea off Titchfield Haven on Jan 13
'disappeared' at the time that a Common Seal was seen in the area - maybe pulled
down to be the Seal's lunch.
Smew: On Jan 9 there were at least 61 in total at several Dutch sites (including 29
at Egmond aan zee) with another 12 in England at Grafham Water (north of
Bedford). On Jan 10 some of these flew on south (Dungeness had 8 going south
overhead and at least two had left Grafham) but on Jan 11 there was still a pair at
Rye Harbour and five which had arrived at Abbotsbury on Jan 10 were still there on
Jan 11. On Jan 12 a redhead was in the Kent Stour valley and on Jan 14 Lee Evans
reported a total of seven at two Norfolk sites. Locally a male was seen on Ivy Lake
at Chichester on Jan 16
Red-breasted Merganser: More than 60 were on the sea off the Ferring area of
Worthing on Jan 10
Black-eared Kite: On Jan 9 Lee Evans reported that a single bird apparently of this
species was among 420+ Red Kites being fed at the Gigrin Farm feeding station
near Rhyader in Powys, Wales, and in his blog on Jan 10 he has several photos of
the bird ( see Jan 10 entry in http://rarebirdsinbritain.blogspot.com/ )
Marsh Harrier: On Jan 9 a birder at the Kent Stour Valley had 25 of these in view
all at the same time. Locally one was at the Southampton Lower Test reserve from
Jan 9 to 11 at least
Hen Harrier: On Jan 14 one flew west over the Chidham penninsula heading
towards the Thorney Deeps and on Jan 16 there were three in the Pagham
Harbour area
Pallid Harrier: A juvenile was reported in Cornwall on both Jan 13 and 15
Goshawk: One was seen at the Goodwood Trundle north of Chichester on Jan 10
Buzzard: Although Buzzards have been breeding in the Havant and Hayling areas
for some years now Jason Crook reports two at Farlington Marshes (hunting
rabbits in the snow on Jan 9) as being new to the site (as active hunters, that is). On

Jan 17 one spent some time apparently eating some prey on the ground at the
Budds Farm site in Havant (on grass north of the pools) - when first seen it was
surrounded at a respectful distance by a ring of five Magpies
Osprey: On Jan 10 an experienced Sussex birder (Matthew Sennitt) was at
Crossbush (on the east side of the Arun floodplain where the A27 meets the A284
going south through Lyminster to Littlehampton) when he saw an Osprey flying
east, following the line of the A27. I have not heard of any previous reports of
Osprey wintering in England and will be very interested in any confirmation of this
report.
Kestrel: On Jan 16 a resident female at the Eastliegh Lakeside site was found alive
but in an emaciated state - it died soon after.
Water Rail: Two were seen on Jan 12 in a garden near the River Adur and one was
seen climbing in an attempt to reach a hanging bird feeder
Coot: The number in Emsworth Harbour around the quaysides reached 111 on Jan
16
Common Crane: The resident flock in Norfolk numbered 34 on Jan 14
Avocet: The peak count in Langstone Harbour so far this month is 37 though only
12 were seen on Jan 10. In Pagham Harbour the number had risen to 14 by Jan 14
and at Titchfield Haven what was described as 'the first to arrive there this year'
was seen on Jan 16 (getting in early for the breeding season?) although there had
been three there on Jan 2
Knot: A large flock arrived on the mud off the Emsworth western shore on Jan 8
with more than 450 present from Jan 9 to 11 (maybe some of these had moved on
from Pagham were 500 wre seen on Jan 12). A much smaller flock arrived on the
Lymington shore with 35 seen on Jan 9 and 44 counted on Jan 11
Little Stint: The Fishbourne Channel bird at Chichester was still there on Jan 12
(and one was at Slimbridge on Jan 16)
Curlew Sandpiper: The first mention of this species for the year comes from The
Fleet area northwest of Weymouth where one was seen on Jan 10. Another is
reported in Cornwall (Newquay area) on Jan 13
Purple Sandpiper: 13 seen at Southsea Castle on Jan 11 was the highest count
there so far this year (but not up to the 44 at Penzance in Cornwall on Jan 14)
Ruff: A flock of 14 seen at Lodmoor (Weymouth) on 16 Mar 2009 was said to be the
biggest flock seen in Dorset since 1994 so a count of 48 at Butterstreet Cove in The
Fleet on Jan 10 this year is probably a county record. By Jan 15 there were 29 at
Rye Harbour and 3 in the Avon Valley at Winkton.
Woodcock: On Jan 11 there were two unexpected sightings in the Havant area
(probably of birds newly arrived from the continent). One was seen over the Hayling
Golf Course (Sinah area of south Hayling) and the other flew over Emsworth. On
Jan 11 there were 10 at Portland and on Jan 13 there was another single on
Hayling at Sandy Point.

Black-tailed Godwit: Melting of snow and the re-appearance of the waterlogged
ground at Titchfield Haven may have been the reason for the re-appearance of a
flock of 496 there on Jan 16
Spotted Redshank: Locally there were two in the Chichester Fishbourne Channel
on Jan 12 and the Nore Barn bird at Emsworth was still there on Jan 16
Common Gull: On Jan 14 the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood had a record count of
443 - also that day there were 105 Lesser Blackbacks in the Redbridge area at
the top of Southampton Water
Guillemot: On Jan 10 a total of 750 flew east past Dungeness and on Jan 15 a total
of 2570 Auks (mainly Guillemots) flew east there but others are already seemingly
tied to their breeding places although egg laying will not start until late April or May
(last year first eggs were laid at Durlston on Apr 25). This winter the first report of
birds on the Durlston cliffs came on Nov 27 and more than 250 were crowded onto
the ledges by Dec 22. This week 90% of the birds there had acquired their brown
breeding plumage by Jan 12.
Black Guillemot: The first report this year of this species in the south that I am
aware of is one in the Gorran Haven area of Cornwall on Jan 15
Stock Dove: The first winter flock I have heard of in southern England was
reported last week (150 birds at Pannell Valley near Rye) and now there is a further
report of 23 at Weston-super-mare on Jan 10
Cockatiel: One was flying around and calling noisily at Old Alresford near
Winchester on Jan 11
Barn Owl: A pair are thought to have used a nest box in the Stoke Common area of
Hayling Island (immediately east of the Oysterbeds) for several years in the recent
past (and often hunted the Oysterbeds on winter evenings) though I have not heard
of any sightings there since Feb 2004 until now when one was seen at the
Oysterbeds on Jan 10
Long-eared Owl: Following the report of one in West Wood in the Netley area
south of Southampton on Jan 4 there is now a report of another roosting in the Ford
area south of Arundel on Jan 9
Kingfisher: The only local report I am aware of since the onset of the cold snap is
of one at Peter Pond in Emsworth on Jan 14
Hoopoe: The presence of these birds in southern England during the winter is by
no means unknown and it seems that the bird reported in the Brighstone area of the
Isle of Wight between Oct 15 and Nov 2 (and again on Dec 18) is still there and has
been seen on several days preceeding Jan 12
Woodlark: Nine new reports from southern England between Jan 10 and 12
include six in the Bridgemary area of Gosport and ten by the Adur at Shoreham on
Jan 10, three reports from the Fareham/ Eastleigh area on Jan 11 with two still at
Eastleigh Lakeside on Jan 12. Since then I have only seen one report of a single at
the Pagham Harbour North Walls on Jan 16

Skylark: More than 2000 were reported from the Pagham Harbour area on Jan 10
Rock Pipit: The single bird on the Langstone South Moors shore was still there on
Jan 17
Waxwing: Lee Evans is only aware of one in the UK currently - an adult which can
be seen in a Norwich town garden (Jan 14)
Wren: On Jan 13 one was found in Scotland frozen to a tree branch - it attracted
attention by not flying off when approached!
Dunnock: Song heard this week in the Havant area, at Cheriton near Alresford, at
Seaford and at Pett near Hastings
Ring Ouzel: On Jan 12 one was reported in the Durrington area of Worthing and
on Jan 16 one was seen at The Lizard in Cornwall. Lee Evans also reports one at
Charlbury in Oxon and describes it and the Cornish bird as 'the first Ring Ouzels
of the year' but I don't think he is implying they are migrants. As Ring Ouzels do
occasionally overwinter in southern England my guess would be that all these birds
are either genuine over-wintering birds being forced into the open by the need for
food or are 'white marked' Blackbirds. At least two Ring Ouzels were still
present in Devon (Beer Head) on Dec 7
Blackbird: Brian Fellows heard one singing in Nore Crescent at Emsworth on Jan
16
Fieldfare: The birds which were stripping berries from trees in Havant on Jan 8 and
9 seem to have moved on bringing news of 84 in north Portsmouth on Jan 19 and
more than 1000 in the Barton on sea area by Jan 12 (though a few individual birds
which have found ongoing sources of food - e.g. the apples put out for them by
Brian Fellows in Emsworth - have stayed on). Many have flown to the Channel Isles
where a large scale influx was reported on Jan 14 but there were still 40 in the
Hayling West Lane fields on Jan 15
Redwing: As the snow began to melt in the second half of this week these birds
have been able to find food on the newly exposed ground and large numbers are
still to be seen in the Havant area. On Jan 14 I found many on Warblington Farm
fields with just four on the shingle beach at Nore Barn in Emworth and I see that on
that day some 60 were searching the shingle of the Pagham spit. On Jan 15 there
were around 600 in the West Lane Fields on Hayling (with four Mistle Thrushes)
Goldcrest: These seem to have become great rarities this winter and I only have
two reports for this year - a couple were seen in the Havant area on Jan 7 and now
4 have been reported in the Seaford area
Firecrest: These are seemingly much commoner than Goldcrests with nine reports
so far this year. One of these was a bird I saw in the Hayling Billy Trail at Havant on
Jan 14 (in brambles above the trackside ditch just south of the Grove Road
junction). On Jan 10 one was seen near the Sinah gravel pit lake on south Hayling.
Starling: On Jan 15 the night roost at Slimbridge had 25,000 birds and locally on
Jan 16 Brian Fellows saw some 500 birds going into a tree in Nore Crescent (west
Emsworth)

Chaffinch: These normally start singing in the last week of January but, despite the
snow, several had started to sing in the Seaford area near Beachy Head on Jan 11
Brambling: A flock of 15+ were in the West Dean Woods at Chichester on Jan 2
but the only other flock I have heard of this year to date is of 11 birds in the Enham
Alamein area near Andover on Jan 13
Linnet: This seems to be the only small passerine species still to be found in flocks
- on Jan 11 there were 130 at Eastleigh Lakeside, on Jan 13 Portland had 120 and
on Jan 15 there were 100 at Dungeness
Lapland Bunting: One seen briefly at the Pagham North Walls on Jan 14
Yellowhammer: A flock of 90 in the Beeding Hill area near the River Adur on Jan
10 was the biggest count so far this year
Corn Bunting: Also at Beeding Hill on Jan 10 was a massive flock of 400 Corn
Buntings (though not competing with the estimated 700 seen in Bedfordshire on
Jan )
Escapes: An Australian Shoveler was at Brooklands Lake (Worthing) on Jan 9
INSECTS
(Skip to Plants)
Late news for the Newhaven area (on the Sussex Butterfly Conservation site) is
that on Jan 3 several Red Admiral caterpillars were still alive and feeding on
nettles, most of the Large White caterpillars suriviving there have recently
pupated, and a single Clouded Yellow caterpillar is still feeding on Black Medick
which is still flowering.
Two moth species have been reported. Winter Moths were flying in Thanet (Jan
11) and at Portland (Jan 12). On Jan 14 a single Satellite flew into the office at
Portland
From Portsmouth on Jan 9 I heard of a Ladybird flying around outside the windows
of a tower block flat some 170 feet up. The Ladybird was encouraged in through
the window but did not settle down to resume hibernation and was, after three days,
allowed out to determine its own fate - it is possible that it was able to find a suitable
cool and dry crevice in which to spend the rest of the winter. If anyone else finds a
Ladybird disturbed from hibernation and wishes to give it a chance I suggest getting
it into a match box and then placing the match box in some dry and cool outdoors
location, leaving the box open just enough for the Ladybird to emerge in spring.
PLANTS
(Skip to Other Wildlife)
Very little to report. The only unexpected find was of a couple of flowers still open
on the Blackthorn bush at Nore Barn (west end of Emsworth shore) on Jan 14. On
Jan 17 after a morning of sunshine I found two unopen flower buds on the Lesser
Celandines by the Lymbourne stream in the Langstone Wade Court area.
An observation which puzzles me each winter concerns Ivy flowers. Before
Christmas Ivy plants can be seen showing exposed anthers on their stamens, and
in due course large black seed capsules develop. When the temperature falls
below a certain point fresh flowerheads continue to expand, putting out bright

yellow stamens which eventually darken and become berries but the anthers do not
appear - the more I think about what is going on the more puzzled I am by the
flowering/fruiting procedure of this common plant (for one thing the fruits appear to
develop on the stamens!)
OTHER WILDLIFE
Weasel: John Chapman, whose house backs onto the southern section of the Billy
Trail west of the main road at Langstone, saw a Weasel close to his back door
when the snow was thick on Jan 10. No doubt it was driven by hunger but that
observation was a good example of the wildlife that is ever present close to our
homes but which we rarely see in normal circumstances. John's sighting reminded
me of another such example seen further up the Billy Trail (where it passes Wade
Court) in very different circumstances. It was summer time 'long ago' (well, after the
railway had ceased to operate in the mid 1960s) and the council employee charged
with clearing the grass beside the track was equipped with a scythe. In the grass
was a defiant Stoat, determined that his grass was not to be cleared, and after the
'grim reaper' had passed I found the dead Stoat, his teeth bared in ferocious
defiance of fate, lying among the mown grass. Coming up to date last night's
Snowwatch TV programme reminded us of a difference between Stoats and
Weasels that is not commonly known - Weasels are small and agile enough to
pursue Voles through thier tunnel under the snow, Stoats are too big for this and
have to operate like Foxes, seeking prey by scent and then pouncing on creatures
hidden below the snow.
Common Seal: A birder watching a Velvet Scoter on the water off Titchfield
Haven on Jan 13 had his attention distracted by the sight of a Common Seal
swimming through the same area. Looking back to where the Scoter had been he
saw nothing and suspects it was pulled under and devoured by the Seal.
Muntjac: A report of this species seen by the Weir Wood reservoir on Jan 2
reminds me that this is another of those species which are now probably quite
widespread in southern counties but rarely detected by the general public (though
well known to those who recognise their dog-like barking).
Hedgehog: On Oct 8 I was told that a Hedgehog which had been a regular night
visitor to food a Leigh Park garden here in Havant had settled to hibernate in a
comfortable hay lined wooden 'Hedgehog Hibernation Box' placed inside a
chicken house in this garden but Tony Tupper who had provided the box tells me
that it has been scorned by the Hedgehog (my guess is that the Hedgehog got fed
up with having his sleep disturbed by the clucking of the chickens but then I don't
even know if there were chickens sharing the accommodation!)
Hare: The sighting of half a dozen Hares on the Downs above Amberley in the
Arun valley on Jan 10 was more expected than last weeks report of two still
hanging on at Eames Farm on Thorney Island. The Snow-watch programme also
showed that the snow cannot deter nature's cycle and that the Jacks are already in
constant attendance on the Jills, and will mate just as soon as they females cease
to 'box' them off. The TV programme also reminded us that this is the time when
Foxes mate and I am surprised not to have seen reports of the nocturnal yapping
and wailing that is associated with this activity.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 11 - 17 (WEEK 2 OF 2010)
Sun 17 Jan
Langstone and Budds Farm
Today's sunshine persuaded me to take a break from my Weekly Summary so after
lunch I cycled down the Billy Trail to Langstone (finding two fresh flower buds on
the Lesser Celandine flowers by the Lymbourne stream) and along the South
Moors shore to Budds Farm.
A single Turnstone was the only notable sight at the mouth of the Langbrook
stream and the lone Rock Pipit was still on the tidewrack of the shore going west.
At Budds Farm Pools I found the water level low (maybe in anticipation of
excessive snow melt runoff through the sewage works) and this may have been the
reason for the total absence of Little Grebes though other wildfowl were still
present in fair numbers.
A surprise here was the sight of a Buzzard tearing flesh (?) from something on the
grass north of the pools - when I first saw it a ring of five Magpies were around it at
a safe distance, hoping for their share.
The only other things noted on my way home were the growing leaves of Danish
Scurvygrass beside the main road into Havant and a single flower on the
Yellow-flowered Strawberry patch in Juniper Square
Thu 14 Jan
Out in the thaw
The thaw is now well underway and this morning the roads were sufficiently clear
for the local council to have got through to us to grit the pavements and sent a snow
plough to clear our previously untreated road! How did we manage without them
when the snow and ice were hazards to getting about.
Wildlife has also responded to the change in the weather - a week ago many
Fieldfares and a few Redwings could be seen everywhere in Havant town centre
but now (having stripped the trees of any fruit) they have disappeared though I
doubt they will find anywhere to settle permanently until the snow thaws sufficiently
to expose the ground of fields and wood land floors. We are now seeing the
restlessness of smaller birds here in the town - yesterday a Coal Tit was a
newcomer to our garden nutfeeder and this morning a small flock of Long-tailed
Tits passed through my garden trees.
After lunch I set out to walk to Langstone and then along the shore to Nore Barn
with the possibility of seeing the Barn Owl as I returned by the inland route around
Warblington Farm.
As usual the expected birds were not seen (no Owl, no Knot and still no Spotted
Redshank at Nore Barn) but I was nevertheless very pleased to add four new bird
species to my yearlist bringing the total to 75 with yesterday's Coal Tit.
First addition was Firecrest, seen in brambles above the ditch alongside the Billy
Trail immediately south of Grove Road and showing no wish to hide from me or to
depart from the area. Also seen here was the first of many Redwing, making its

distinctive quiet 'gup' call from branches high above me, and south of the A27 both
Grey Wagtail and Chiffchaff were seen by the water of the Lymbourne stream.
Just before reaching Langstone Mill I heard the 'Chik' of Great Spotted
Woodpecker (second new species) from trees near the pond (on which the Swans
were all conspicuous by their absence).
Heading east along the shore there were many Shelduck, Teal and Wigeon on
the mud with the tide at its lowest but no Brent (none seen until I came in sight of
Nore Barn when I found around 40 grazing in the extreme southeast field of
Warblington Farm). A stranger on the shore (accompanying me from Pook Lane to
the end of the raised seawall path) was a single Song Thrush behaving like a
Wheatear along the sloping seawall - every time I nearly caught up with it it flitted a
hundred yards ahead.
Where the main Warblington stream flows into the harbour I was lucky enough to
see the handsome neck of a male Pintail (third new species) just visible as the bird
swam downstream with its body hidden by the banks of the channel. Beyond this
stream, and before reaching the corner of the farm where you turn north to Nore
Barn, I passed a tiny flock of 8 Black-tailed Godwit with an unexpected single
Ringed Plover nearby, and at the corner my fourth new bird, a female Reed
Bunting, flew onto the wire fence line.
Reaching Nore Barn Wood I was very surprised to find at least two flowers still
showing on the Blackthorn which Brian Fellows had discovered before Christmas,
and at the small section of salting between the low earth seawall east of the wood
and the Maisemore stream there was another surprise - three or four Redwing
searching for food in the tideline and adjacent Sea Purslane.
A scan of the stream area for the Spotted Redshank only found the single Ringed
Plover still present with a Grey Plover, a Common Redshank, and two Lapwing.
Around the woods I noticed a number of Collared Doves flying into the trees and
suspect there is a substantial night roost here as there has been in the past.
Heading back along the north of the woods I paused at the kissing gate into the
Warblington Farm fields to search the Butcher's Broom plants for flowers until I
found one, and then heading up the 'Selangor Avenue' footpath I found more
flowers on the pathside Gorse, much of which had been forced down by the weight
of snow and was obstructing the path - another obstacle further north was the
stream of melt water overflowing the pathside ditch and at one point creating a pool
whose centre was definitely above the top of my boots (I just kept dry by taking a
flying leap across it)
No Barn Owl today though I had the fields in view until 16:15 but the Roman Field
and the one south of it (where a pond forms under the Willow trees of the hedge)
were both alive with Redwings, some bathing in the pond and others searching the
drier ground for food. Also in this area a Blue Tit was repeatedly singing its 'silly
laugh' song to add to the songs of Great Tit, Wood Pigeon, Collared Dove and
Robin heard earlier in the walk - the number of Robins heard everywhere today
suggests a new influx with each bird having to establish its own territory.

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 1 - 10 (WEEK 0 AND 1 OF 2010)
BIRDS

Red-throated Diver: Plenty of these about but one seen oiled, dying and then
dead on Ivy Lake at Chichester this week was a reminder of the grim conditions
birds are facing
Great Crested Grebe: The Rye Bay flock of Pett Level numbered 324 this week
(and more than 200 were on the sea off Bournemouth)
Slavonian Grebe: One was in the north of Langstone Harbour seen from
Broadmarsh on Jan 4 (with 7 off the Lymington shore and 3 off Hill Head this week
Black-necked Grebe: A sighting of 20 in Langstone Harbour off the Oysterbeds on
Jan 4 was a better than average winter count for recent years
Cormorant: Jan 3 brought the first report of a breeding plumage bird (leg roundels
and 'judge's wig') from the Slipper Mill Pond in Emsworth
Bittern: Plenty of these being reported with a max count of five seen in the
Brogborough Lake area of Bedfordshire (close to the A421 connecting Bedford to
the M1 near Milton Keynes). In the south recent sightings have been at the Ivy Lake
(Chichester), Titchfield Haven, Duncton Mill Pond west of Pulborough, Blashford
Lakes, Avon Causeway area, Christchurch Harbour, Rye Harbour, Poole Harbour,
Weymouth (Lodmoor and Radipole) and Arundel.
Cattle Egret: One still being seen at Winkton in the Avon Valley up to Jan 4 at least
Great White Egret: The bird found at Sinah gravel pit lake on south Hayling on Jan
1 was still there on Jan 4 but has not been reported since. It may have flown east on
Jan 7 when one passed over the Worthing area and was subsequently seen at Rye
Bay
White Stork: First report for the year from Belgium on Jan 3 when a Sacred Ibis
was seen in the Netherlands
Spoonbill: One still in Pagham Harbour on Jan 4
Bewick's Swan: The count at Slimbridge reached a seven year peak with 309
present on Jan 6. Two newly arrived (??) families totalling 10 birds were seen in the
Climping area (east of Bognor) on Jan 7 and on Jan 5 there were reports from
Pulborough Brooks (38), Blashford Lakes area (10), Dungeness RSPB (70), with
279 at Slimbridge. I suspect there were still 46 on the Arun at Burpham where they
were reported on Jan 3 and maybe 27 in the Adur valley above Henfield (reported
Jan 2)
Whooper Swan: The family of four which spend their nights at the Chichester
Lakes were seen there in the early morning and later were seen in Pagham
Harbour
Whitefront Goose: Counts at Slimbridge were 274 on Jan 1 and 270 on Jan 8.
Elsewhere there were around 30 in the Rye Bay area on Jan 3 and on Jan 5 there
was a report of 50 flying south to sea over East Wittering
Red-breasted Goose: The bird at the Exe estuary has not been reported since Jan
4 (on Jan 2 it was said to be increasingly mobile - thinking of moving??)

Mandarin: A drake seen at the south Hayling Sinah gravel pit lake on Jan 9 and 10
is a rarity for the local area
Gadwall: Numbers of this species have increased dramatically on the south coast
in recent years but a count of 876 at the Blashford Lakes on Jan 10 was still
surprising even though it did not beat the county record of 1017 birds there on 4 Jan
2008
Green-winged Teal: A drake was seen on the Budds Farm Pools at Havant on Jan
9, subsequently moving to the open harbour were it was seen from the Oysterbeds
on Jan 10
Mallard: Another example of the conditions now being faced by wild birds comes
from the Four Marks area of Hampshire near Alton. On Jan 9 Chris Rose reported
one .. "Found dehydrated in my garden this morning, is now recovering under my
pergola after long drinks and a wash in a washing up bowl!" Its condition when
found was such that he could not be certain it was a Mallard!
Red-crested Pochard: A good number of these have appeared on the south coast
this week and are thought to be refugees from the large captive and feral
population in the south Midlands (principally the Cotswold Wildlife Park at Burford
in Oxfordshire). I have 15 reports of them including, on Jan 7, 11 in Christchurch
Harbour, 4 at Broadmarsh in Langstone Harbour, 2 at Testwood Lakes near
Southampton and 2 at Radipole (Weymouth). On Jan 8 one was at Abbotsbury in
Dorset and Lee Evans found 22+ at Stewartby Lake south of Bedford and 27 on
Grafham Water north of Bedford. On Jan 9 3 were in Hill Head Harbour (Titchfield
Haven) and 2 in Poole Harbour. Jan 10 brought 6 to the Blashford Lakes at
Ringwood
Ferruginous (?) Ducks: What may have been a genuine female was at Wraysbury
in Berkshire on Jan 8 but on Jan 4 Andy Johnson reported two (male + female)
which he saw on the south Hayling Sinah gravel pit lake at hybrids ('Fudge Ducks')
Long-tailed Duck: The Langstone Harbour pair were seen again from the
Broadmarsh shore on Jan 4, 6 and 7
Common Scoter: Two were seen from Thorney Island on Jan 4 and a femeale
was in the Langstone Harbour Broom Channel east of Farlington Marshes on Jan 9
Smew: 68 were present at Noordwijk in the Netherlands on Jan 8 and around 12
were on Grafham Water (north of Bedford) on Jan 9. Locally a pair were on the
River Test in the Southampton area on Jan 7 but the record that I am most
interested in is of a brief appearance on the IBM Lake at Portsmouth for less than 1
hour on the morning of Jan 6, reminding me of the regular wintering birds seen
there each winter from 1981 to 1985
Marsh Harrier: The Langstone Harbour bird was seen over the RSPB Islands on
Jan 9 (with 2 male Hen Harriers and a female Merlin in the same area)
Rough-legged Buzzard: For 13 consecutive years there have been few or no
Lemmings in Scandinavia to support the creatures which prey on them, including
these Buzzards (news from Lee Evans)

Water Rail: Ian Thirwell, who lives in the Milton area of Portsmouth immediately
south of the Milton Common Lakes, was surprised to find two in his small garden on
Jan 7
Golden Plover: Lots of these around but maybe not for too much longer - one
found dead at Portland Bill on Jan 9 weighed only 100 grams (the expected weight
at this time of year is a minimum of 200 grams)
Lapwing: On Jan 6 some 2500 flew south from Portland Bill in search of warmth
and food, on Jan 7 another 650 went south from Christchurch Harbour and a further
200 went south from Portland on Jan 9
Knot: On Jan 8 Tony Gutteridge saw what he thought were many Knot distantly off
the Emsworth western shore and on Jan 9 Brian Fellows confirmed that there were
more than 450 Knot in that area at low tide. Although this is by no means an
exceptional count for either Chichester or Langstone Harbour it is very unusual to
see so many in the north west of Chichester Harbour
Little Stint: One was still being seen in the Fishbourne Channel near Chichester
on Jan 9
Jack Snipe: As with Water Rail these become more visible in hard weather and
there have been unexpected sightings in the Sinah Warren area of south Hayling
on Jan 4 (when others were seen on Thorney Island and at Climping (east of
Bignor). On Jan 7 five were found in Christchurch Harbour plus two in the Pagham
Harbour north walls area. On Jan 9 there were two in the Fishbourne Channel near
Chichester and one in the Hayling Oysterbeds area.
Woodcock: Plenty of these already here or arriving from the continent (e.g. 21 at
Sandwich Bay on Jan 7) but the moonlit snow lying in the Havant area on the night
of Jan 6 gave Martin Hampton an exceptionally unusual sighting of one flying
through his garden, seen from a house window.
Black-tailed Godwit: The Emsworth Nore Barn feeding flock did not exceed 67
(seen on Jan 4) this week. At Ibsley Water (Ringwood) that day a Peregrine caught
one of some 500 birds but the falcon dropped and it was quickly devoured by Great
Blackback Gulls. On Jan 7 there were 700 in Christchurch Harbour (disturbed from
the Avon Valley) and on Jan 8 some 105 were feeding in Forton Lake (close to the
Gosport 'Explosion' Museum)
Bar-tailed Godwit: In recent winters flocks of up to 2000 birds have been seen in
the Langstone Village area of Chichester Harbour but this winter the highest count
there was of just 120 birds on Oct 10. Now, on Jan 8, a flock of around 225 was
seen there but flew off west
Whimbrel: At least three were wintering in Chichester Harbour on Jan 4 when 2
were seen on the west shore of Thorney Island and 1 was in the Fishbourne
Channel
Spotted Redshank: The Emsworth Nore Barn bird was still being seen on Jan 9
when another regular was in the Fishbourne Channel. On Jan 7 there was a more
unexpected sighting of one at the mouth of the Langbrook stream (west of

Langstone) accompanied by a Common Sandpiper which seems to have flown
back to the mouth of the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh
Iceland Gull: What seems to be the first of the winter in southern England (last
report was one in Cornwall on Sep 26) was reported at Sennen in Cornwall on Jan
1
Glaucous Gull: These too have been out of the news this winter until now when
there was a probable in Cornwall on Jan 1 and a more definite sighting at
Dungeness on Jan 4
Sandwich Tern: At least three wintering birds were seen in the mouth of
Chichester Harbour on Jan 3
Stock Dove: In recent winters several significant flocks have arrived and settled in
southern England but this winter a flock of 150 at the Pannell Valley near Rye is the
first such report. On Jan 4 what was presumably a local resident bird was heard
singing in Stansted Forest
Ring-necked Parakeet: A national census count at all known English roosts was
made on Jan 3 giving a UK total of 14,000 birds of which 1154 were in Kent
(presumably the Ashford Hospital site)
Barn Owl: The Warblington Farm bird was still to be seen over the rough fields at
the eastern boundary of the farm on Jan 8
Long-eared Owl: One reported to have been seen on Jan 4 roosting in West Wood
near Netley on the Southampton Water shore
Short-eared Owl: One was seen hunting over Thorney Island on Jan 4 but I have
no info on whether this was over the Thornham Marshes or in some less easily
seen part of the island
Kingfisher: Local birds were seen at the mouth of the Langbrook Stream on Jan 5
and at Brook Meadow on Jan 9 while on Jan 8 Tony Tupper told me that he is
having regular sightings of one fishing the Hermitage Stream just south of Purbrook
Way in Leigh Park
Great Spotted Woodpecker: These have been heard drumming at many
Hampshire locations from mid-December onwards (Glynne Evans thinks this
occurs after the winter solstice in response to lengthening daylight hours). So far
this month they have been heard on Southampton Common, southwest Hayling
(Sinah Warren area), Stansted Forest, Romsey town, the Cheriton area near
Alresford, the Haslar area of Gosport, Denmead and Chilbolton near Andover
Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: These are most easily found in early spring but
reports this week from Ardingley in Sussex and Brook Meadow at Emsworth do not
have any corroborative evidence to separate them from the much commoner Great
Spotted
Wood Lark: The population of this species has increased recently resulting in
small numbers of them being seen among the thousands of Skylarks fleeing the
cold. Between Jan 6 and 10 there were 19 reports with a peak count of 30+ at

Ventnor (IoW) on Jan 7. On Jan 10 two were found in suburban gardens in the
south west of Fareham and on Jan 6 Sandy Point on Hayling had 17 and Titchfield
Haven area had 18
Skylark: Huge numbers have been fleeing the cold (though perhaps confused as
to which direction to take). On Jan 6 more than 30,000 were estimated to have
flown east over Christchurch Harbour with at least 1000 going over Southsea
Castle that day. On Jan 7 more than 4000 went over the Bignor area and on Jan 9
there was a flock of around 2000 in the lower Avon Valley
Meadow Pipit: Many of these also on the move with individuals searching for food
in unexpected places - in watercress beds, in the crevices of tree park and under
garden shrubs
Waxwing: On Jan 8 Lee Evans reported that up to 40 had been seen in the north of
Britain this week and on Jan 6 there was an isolated report of one spending 15
minutes in a Bognor Regis garden
Fieldfare: Huge numbers can be seen everywhere in southern England this week
starting with a roost of 7000 in the Kent Stour Valley on Jan 5. On Jan 6 Durlston
reported 34,000 passing in 4 hours
Song Thrush: These have not been seen on the widespread basis of the
Redwings and Fieldfares but Jan 7 brought an estimate of 1000 arriving at Ventnor
on the IoW while Portland reported 250 that day
Redwing: Fewer than Fieldfare but widely distributed. High counts were on Jan 6
when Portland had 5000, Christchurch Harbour had 8000, Durlston had 6000 but
Hampshire only had 130 at Lymington, 59 at Titchfield and 33 at Broadmarsh.
Mistle Thrush: The general scarcity of this species is brought out in the counts of
thrush species on the move - Lymington had 22 on Jan 6 but no other counts have
exceeded 10
Firecrest: These remain more reported than Goldcrest this winter but the highest
count I have seen is of just 3 on south Hayling. In Dorset one enterprising bird was
to be seen inside a Farm Shop
Chough: At least 6 could still be seen at Nanquidno near Lands End in Cornwall on
Jan 3
Twite: A flock of 12 (two of them with colour rings) was on the Thanet coast in Kent
on Jan 6
Snow Bunting: A flock of around 50 was present in north east Kent on Jan 8 but
other than a couple at Christchurch Harbour on Jan 6 and 2+ at Durlston on Jan 7
there are none in central southern England
Yellowhammer: A few more than usual being seen but the biggest numbers are 42
at Folkestone on Jan 3, 33 in the Alton area on Jan 9 and 20 at Kingley Vale on Jan
5

Reed Bunting: One report of 120 in the Pannell Valley near Rye on Jan 7 but
otherwish Christchurch Harbour has the highest count with 25 on Jan 6, followed by
two widely separated flocks of around 20 in the Pulborough area.
Corn Bunting: The highest count reported in southern England this week is of 12
on the Downs south of Pulborough. Lee Evans however reports an exceptional
assembly of around 700 birds at Stotfold in Bedfordshire on Jan 4
INSECTS
Nothing to report this week
PLANTS
Nothing unusal to report this week but quite a few flowers can still be seen in
sheltered spots
OTHER WILDLIFE
Dolphin: A group of three were seen in the southern part of Southampton Water on
Jan 5 and 6. They were reported as Common Dolphins which can be found in
British waters (particularly in the south) but are less frequently reported than the
Bottle-nosed species. They do however have very distinctive whitish flanks to the
front of the body and should be unmistakeable if seen well. See
http://www.bbc.co.uk/nature/species/Short-beaked_Common_Dolphin
Common Seal: One in the north of Pagham Harbour on Jan 3 (and a Grey in Rye
Bay on Jan 7)
Moles: More tunnelling could be seen in Brook Meadow at Emsworth this week,
possibly a result of earth worms being hard to come by in the cold soil
Red Squirrel: Three were seen at Binstead (IoW) on Jan 5
Hare: I used to see these regularly in Eames Farm fields (immediately north of the
west Great Deeps on Thorney) but have not seen a report of any there since April
2006 - before that the only record I have for this century is of sightings of singles by
Brian Fellows on Mar 13 and 30 in 2000. I was therefore delighted to see a picture
of two there in the snow on Jan 8 taken by Jeff Goodridge (see
http://thefinancialbirder.piczo.com/friday8thjanuary2010?cr=4&linkvar=000044 )
Lemmings: None seem locally but they get in the news through their impact on
birds which prey on them. Lee Evans tells us that Rough-legged Buzzards in
Scandinavia have had a poor breeding season for the 13th year in a row as a result
of the almost complete absence of Lemmings
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 4 - 10 (WEEK 1 OF 2010)
Fri 8 Jan
Around Langstone
Fieldfares were flying over Havant yesterday and last night I was sent photos of a
Redwing in a Langstone garden. This morning Fieldfares were again flying over in
various directions and I came on a small group of them feeding on an ornamental

apple tree (covered with small red fruits) as I walked to Waitrose - among them was
at least one Redwing to give me another year tick.
Walking down the Billy Trail to Langstone in the afternoon I found both Grey
Wagtail and Chiffchaff by the Lymbourne stream and when I reached the shore at
Langstone I found the tide was at its mid-point, bringing the waders at wildfowl
close for easy inspection.
First addition to my list was the long awaited Shelduck (at least 20 seen) and
another bird which I would have seen on Jan 1 had the tide not been high was
Black-tailed Godwit (maybe 30 of them) bringing my total of bird species for the
year to 69. (A distant single bird which I am pretty sure was a Bar-tailed Godwit
was not counted!)
Reaching the shore end of Wade Lane on my way home I met up with Tony
Gutteridge on his way back along the shore from Emsworth - he had just seen the
Warblington Barn Owl, again hunting the rough fields by the eastern stream of the
farm. He had also been puzzled by a large number of distant waders off the
Emsworth Western Parade shore which he thought might be Knot, and yesterday
he had had good views of a female Merlin hunting over the Langstone South
Moors where the shore had given him both Common Sandpiper and Spotted
Redshank.
Tue 5 Jan
Four more birds on my year list
I did not get out yesterday but heard a Green Woodpecker from my garden,
bringing my year list to a round 60 species, and a walk around the Langstone area
today added three more - Kingfisher, Goldeneye and Skylark.
Early this morning a Song Thrush briefly visited my front garden and while
shopping during the morning I found Sweet Violets and Hedge Mustard still
flowering under the shelter of the old Yew in St Faith's churchyard with one plant of
Yellow Corydalis still bearing flowers in the Homewell area. Setting out to walk to
Budds Farm after lunch I found a single flower on the Yellow-flowered
Strawberries in Juniper Square and flowers on Butcher's Broom at the South
Moors. Leaving the Moors there were still some golden anthers on the Goat
Willow 'Pussy Paws' but there were few birds on the Budds Farm pools as there
was only a small area not iced over.
Out in Langstone Harbour two pairs of Goldeneye were close in with the tide high
and a single Rock Pipit was still on the mass of seaweed at the high tide mark. The
Skylarks, three of them, were on the shingle spit at the mouth of the Langbrook
stream and the Kingfisher was a little way upstream, put up when I stepped out
onto the disused farm bridge below the footbridge to Mill Lane.
By the time I reached the Langstone pond area it was already dusk and I again
failed to spot a Shelduck while at the Pond I could only see two Egrets - no doubt
others had settled into the roost long ago and were hidden from sight.
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Fri 1 Jan
New Year's Day bird list
A glorious day for this annual event in which many birders tour the countryside to
find as many species as possible with which to start their new Year Lists. I only use

my bicycle as a means of getting around and this year I had an extra 'handicap' in
having a visitor staying with us and requiring me to be home at mid-day to prepare
lunch but I nevertheless managed a two hour outing in the morning, going west as
far as Farlington Marshes, and a second two hour stint in the afternoon to
Nutbourne Bay and back along the coast.
Before setting off at 10am I had an unexpected bird on my garden list when several
Common Gulls circled over and landed on rooves in our road. I had another bonus
when I reached the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton and disturbed a Green
Sandpiper from below the Wayfarer's Way footbridge over the stream (a little
further down stream Water Figwort still had fresh flowers in the warm water
coming from the springs and overflowing into the stream).
Among the Gadwall, Tufted Duck, Coot and Dabchick on Bedhampton Mill Pond
I could not see a single Mallard (though there is no shortage of them on Langstone
Mill Pond where they are regularly fed) so maybe the item which I recently read on
the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust website saying that Mallard numbers have greatly
declined recently and asking you to 'adopt a Mallard' as an endangered species is
not just a bit of fund-raising 'spin'.
In Langstone Harbour the tide was at its highest so all the mudflats were covered
and the waders had left to roost on the islands or at Farlington Marshes where
cyclists like myself are banned from entry. Nevertheless there were hundreds of
Lapwing in the remaining saltmarsh at Chalk Dock with a good number of
Redshank and on the water there I saw a couple of Great Crested Grebe, a single
Great Blackback Gull and a decent flock of Brent. Continuing along the cycle way
I scanned the pool behind the Farlington Marshes building in the hope of a Snipe no luck but I did add Shoveler to the list.
Coming home via Budds Farm Pools I saw plenty of Pochard and a single
Cormorant in full breeding plumage with white roundel on its 'thigh'. Along the
South Moors shore there were more signs of spring with a flotilla of Red-breasted
Merganser, the males throwing back their extended necks in courtship display.
Also here a single Rock Pipit flew up from the shingle and flew low along the
shoreline giving its wheezy call. Finally, just as I was about to cross the footbridge
into Mill Lane, a pair of Stonechats flew onto the barbed wire fence close to me.
In the afternoon I headed along Victoria Road towards Brook Meadow at Emsworth
and added Rooks already back at their Rookery behind the Council Flats at the
bend in the road (also Collared Dove which had escaped me in the morning).
Nothing new in Brook Meadow but as I cycled along the main road towards
Nutbourne a couple of Greenfinch flew over and then a Kestrel also crossed the
road going north from the Nutbourne orchards (a second Kestrel was perched in
that same area).
Walking my bike along the seawall from Nutbourne to Prinsted I counted 11
Avocets on the shoreline at the Nutbourne Bay 'point' with a single Turnstone
near them. Nearing Prinsted I saw a single Song Thrush in the pony field nearest
Prinsted village and in Prinsted Bay I found Grey Plover and Dunlin.

At Thornham Lane I turned left in the hope of a Short-eared Owl on the marshes no luck with that but I did add a flock of Canada Geese in the expected place near
the Thorney Main Road (and a Pheasant put up by an out of control dog in the
Thornham Lane hedge - dog walkers can be of use!). Near the Thorney Little
Deeps my only Chaffinch of the day flew over and in Emsworth Harbour I added
Greenshank but by this time the sun was setting and the tide was low so no
chance of the Nore Barn Spotted Redshank.
Heading north from Nore Barn wood along the 'Selangor Avenue' path I kept a
lookout for the Barn Owl which has been seen here at dusk over the past fortnight
and I was delighted to see it fluttering over the grass in the southwest corner of the
field nearest the main road - it settled on a fence post but then disappeared from my
view. It was now becoming dark and I decided (not having any lights) to avoid the
main road and use the footpaths between Pook Lane and the Billy Trail beside
which I live. This route took me past the Old Rectory and while scanning in vain for
a Little Owl here I had the very unexpected bonus of a Buzzard which flew north
towards me, perched briefly in a tree, then continued north low almost over my
head.
My bird species count for the day was 59.

